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The Fisheries 
Donald W. Bourne 

Resources 

Nearly 100 species of fish regularly inhabit Georges Bank. In the modern fisheries, 
about 20 of these species quite regularly yield landings of 1 ,500 mT (metric tons) or 
more-often very much more. Many commercial fish stocks on Georges are currently 

at low levels. Some, such as herring, may still be showing effects of the distant-water 
fleets from Europe and elsewhere that came to the Northwest Atlantic during the 
1960s and early 1970s. These fleets prodigiously expanded historical levels of fishing 
effort off Canada, New England, and the Middle Atlantic states, and under their as
sault, quantities of fish on the continental shelf between Georges Bank and Cape 
Hatteras fell by more than half. The "foreign" fleets are now mostly gone, and some 
demersal (bottom-dwelling) species fished heavily before they left are probably under
exploited today. Nevertheless, to bring landings back substantially, stocks of the 
more abundant commercial species-particularly the pelagic (free-swimming) species, 
such as mackerel and herring-must be rebuilt. If this is done, if fishing is kept mod
erate, and if species underexploited today are fished as well, it is estimated that the 
sustainable yield of fish and squid from Georges Bank would be about 400,000 mT, 
nearly half of the potential yield for the entire shelf from Georges to Hatteras. About 
three-quarters of the Georges catch would come from a few species: silver hake, 

mackerel, herring, cod, and haddock. 

Cod and haddock (demersal fish, or so-called groundfish) have distinct local pop
ulations on Georges Bank. Both species have long been mainstays of the fisheries 
there, but cod have proved more resilient than haddock under intensive fishing. Had
dock first showed signs of overfishing about 1930. They suffered severely in the 
1960s and early 1970s, and despite occasional good reproductive years since then, 
they have yet to recover. Silver hake and red hake stocks were also much reduced
in the past there have been enormous catches of this species. 

Among the pelagics, herring and mackerel have supported the largest fisheries 
by far. The mackerel fishery is very old, but herring on Georges Bank were very 
nearly ignored until the foreign fleets arrived to catch them for European markets. By 
the mid-1970s the herring had been fished out, and they have yet to show signs of 
recovery. Of the large, pelagic, predatory fishes and sharks on Georges, only sword
fish support a regular commercial fishery today. 

Scallops, lobsters, red crabs, two species of squid, and surf clams are the inver
tebrates taken commercially on the bank. Scallops exceed all other fish or shellfish in 
landed value. Fishermen only recently discovered commercial quantities of surf clams 
on Georges; exploitation has just begun. Ocean quahogs also may be plentiful 
enough at present to be worth fishing. 

Analysis of commercial landings and research survey data reveals several spe
cies complexes on Georges, each with its characteristic distribution. These com
plexes support distinct fisheries. Though abundance of particular fishes within a 
complex may change-through natural causes and shifts in fishing emphasis-the 
character of each complex and its related fishery tends to persist. 

Early History 

The codfishery, the oldest on Georges, dates from the mideighteenth century. The 

American Revolution interrupted the fishery, but it revived in the 1820s. Besides cod, 
early nineteenth-century Georgesmen sought halibut arid mackerel. By midcentury, 
halibut stocks were diminishing fast. Mackerel landings rose about then as a new 

gear-the purse seine-replaced hook-and-line, but catches fell alarmingly thereafter. 

In the earliest days, demand for Georges Bank salt cod had been mainly foreign. 
Mackerel and halibut were the first Georges fish to have much of a domestic mar
ket-this spread south and inland with the railroads. Ice came into use in the 1840s. 
By the 1880s, the public's demand for iced, fresh fish (mainly haddock) drove the salt 
bankers into decline. Shoreside processing declined as well, and acres of flakes, the 
racks for drying cod, vanished from New England coastal towns. As less and less of 
the demand for fresh fish could be met by coastal fishermen, vessels went increas
ingly offshore. 

On Georges, compared with some other fishing grounds, handlining from an
chored vessels (the earliest method) gave way rather late to line trawling from dories. 
The famous and perilous dory fishery-identified with Gloucester above all ports
survived until well into the twentieth century. By then the banks schooner had 
reached near-perfection, but it had become obsolete. In the early 1900s, steam-driven 
otter trawlers had begun to transform groundfishing technology, and by 1930, diesel 
trawlers had all but supplanted working sail. Boston, favored by road and railway 
links and a deep harbor to accommodate its growing fleet of burdensome trawlers, 

overtook Gloucester as New England's premier fishing port. Collective fishing power 
was becoming sufficient to threaten the most sought-after Georges fish species. 

Modern Fisheries 

Vessels found today on Georges represent a long span of technologic development: 
wooden side trawlers, some of them 50 years old or more, fish alongside new steel 
stern trawlers. Some work Georges seasonally; others go year-round either for scal
lops or mixed groundfish. Most vessels are owned by their captains, fish-processing 
companies, or small corporations. New boats are expensive; most carry sizable debt 
and must be fished hard, concentrating on high-value species. Crews fish for shares 
of the proceeds. The share system and the debt that most vessels carry can work 
against innovation in the fishery, since crews and owners may hesitate to risk much 
on unproven methods and markets. 

Nevertheless, since the 1930s there have been a number of technical improve
ments, less striking individually than the change from hook-and-line to otter trawl, but 
together making a modern fishing vessel far more productive per crewman than ves
sels of a few decades back. Most noticeable is the change from side trawling to stern 

trawling, which is safer and requires a smaller deck crew. On some large boats 
equipped with processing gear, a watch of three men can do more work than eight 
did formerly. Trips are shorter too, which is good for both the crew and the quality of 
the fish. 

Today's state-of-the-art New England fishing boat did not evolve directly from 
earlier types. In the 1960s and early 1970s, the foreign fleets that came to the New 
England shelf included huge trawlers that in coordinated maneuvers sometimes swept 
the grounds clean of every kind of fish. These vessels and specialized "mother 
ships" cleaned, processed, and froze the catch at sea. A few New Englanders, trying 
to defend themselves in a government-subsidized experiment, copied the "factory 
trawlers." But the experiment failed. It made no use of the Yankees' natural geo
graphic advantage, which was easy access to good fishing grounds, permitting short 
trips and landings of top quality. The present generation of trawlers began to take 
shape. 

Most of the modern boats use traditional gear-scallop dredges or otter 
trawls-though trawls today may be larger than earlier types, and a few skippers · 

have adopted the midwater trawls or pair trawls first brought to New England waters 



by the foreign fleet. In some specialized fisheries there has been a decided change in 
gear. Longlining with hundreds of baited hooks fixed to a buoyed mainline has largely 
replaced the old harpoon swordfishery, and where offshore lobstering once relied on 
otter trawls, a variant of the long line has become usual, with as many as 1 00 traps 
fixed to a mainline on the bottom. There is even a modest revival of longlining for 
groundfish-similar in principle to the old dory fishing, but from a larger vessel 
equipped with powered hauling gear. It may be that grounds too rough for otter 

trawling can be fished profitably in this way. 
Almost all fish and shellfish from Georges landed today in New England are mar

keted fresh. They are sold "ex-vessel" in various ways: at auction, under agreements 
with buyers, and-in a few ports-to cooperatives. Most fish are then moved on to 
wholesalers. Though a number of New England ports send boats to Georges, most 
fish caught there are landed in New Bedford, Gloucester, or, in smaller quantities, 

Boston. 
In the dory-fishing days, southern New Englanders, like Maine and Canadian fish

ermen, had always been sparsely represented on Georges Bank, but the shift to otter 
trawlers changed this. New Bedford, usually a tough windward beat for a schooner 
bound in from Georges, was easily reached under power, and so began its rise · to 
eminence. Offshore scalloping became a New Bedford specialty. Today, New Bedford 
surpasses all other New England ports in number of fishermen and value of the 
catch-mainly yellowtail flounder and scallops.1 Shoreside fish processing is a sub
stantial industry. 

Boston-based fishing has declined from its greatest days. Boston was above all 
a haddock port, and when the haddock fishery collapsed in the 1970s, the Boston 
trawler fleet collapsed with it. Today, Boston serves principally as a distribution cen

ter for fish landed elsewhere in New England or trucked in from Canada. Several of 
the city's small wholesaling firms are more than a century old. On the whole, they 
have suffered far less than the fishermen. 

Gloucester, too, once concentrated excessively on one fish species or another, 
but its fishermen have since learned to diversify and have fared better than Boston's. 
Gloucester is New England's second port in landed value of the catch and first in ton
nage landed and number of vessels. Shifting from one species to another has be
come characteristic of the New England fleet and New England fishing ··strategy as 

fish stocks become pressed to the limit. 
A substantial part of the Georges Bank fishery is not based in New England at 

all, but in Canada. Historically, the eastern end of the bank has supported most of 

the fishery based in the Canadian Maritimes. Both harvesting and processing are 
concentrated in southwestern Nova Scotia, where most jobs are dependent on them. 
Georges has supplied about half the landed value for the entire Canadian Atlantic 
coast at times, and roughly nine-tenths of Canada's scallop harvest. Though New 
England fishermen smart under Canadian competition, U.S. consumers are hardly de

prived by it, since most Canadian landings from Georges are trucked to our markets, 
often beating the price, if not always the quality, of New England-caught fish. 

Groundfish earn less for the Nova Scotians than scallops, but support more 
boats and fishermen. In summer, even very small boats from southwestern Nova 
Scotia are found groundfishing on Georges. Cod and haddock are the main targets. 
Swordfish and herring once supported significant Canadian fisheries on Georges, but 
no longer do so. Swordfishing fell victim to a mercury scare and import restrictions in 
the United States, while herring stocks collapsed under heavy foreign fishing. 
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Management 

In the last 50 years particularly, many fish stocks have been unable to withstand the 
fishing effort brought to bear on them. After World War II, when the distant-water 
vessels crossed the Atlantic in vast numbers to exploit New England fishing grounds, 
any fish more than 12 miles from the coast were free to all for the taking. The threat 
of untrammeled fishing was quickly recognized, since back in the early 1930s an 
alarm had been raised over collapsing haddock stocks. In 1949 an international treaty 
among most Atlantic fishing nations established ICNAF-the International Commis
sion for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries. ICNAF was to coordinate research and the 
collection of statistics, and on the basis of this work, management measures would 
be recommended to its members. ICNAF's earliest actions were concerned with had
dock, then of interest mainly to Canada and the United States. 

By the mid-1960s, despite ICNAF's efforts to protect them, haddock were being 
caught in great quantities by the distant-water fleets. By late in the decade the stock 

was all but devastated. U.S. and Canadian landings of all species from Georges were 
declining, and by 1972 every country was catching less than it had been, though the 
number and size of vessels in the fleet continued to grow. ICNAF tried to arrest this 
trend with a system of national quotas, but they were difficult to enforce and failed to 
work. Further limitations were phased in, beginning in 1974. These had some effect
but not enough in the view of U.S. fishermen. Pressure built for getting the "foreign
ers" off what New Englanders considered ~heir own fishing grounds. In 1977 the 
United States proclaimed its exclusive marine fisheries jurisdiction within a zone ex
tending 200 nautical miles offshore. Canada promptly did the same. This ended most 
of the multinational beggar-thy-neighbor on Georges Bank, but it heated up differ
ences between true neighbors: the United States and Canada. 

An earlier Canadian claim to Georges-a claim connected with geologic explora
tion permits-was already being disputed by the United States when the new fisher
ies zones were declared. The new zones enlarged the conflict. Under an equidistance 
principle, Canada claimed a boundary halfway between Nov~ Scotia and New Eng
land; it cut across Georges. The United States argued for a line through the North
east Channel; that line put the whole of Georges under U.S. control. This left a 

disputed zone between the two claims, within which lay fishing grounds of the high
est value on Georges and in the Gulf of Maine. For 2 years or so, fisheries in this 
zone were managed under more or less unsatisfactory interim arrangements while 
the neighbors tried to settle their differences. Two treaties resulted. In one, a system 
of joint management and conservation of fisheries resources was outlined, while in 
the other, Canada and the United States agreed to be bound by third-party arbitra
tion of their dispute. New Englanders objected to the first treaty, the one concerned 
with management; they felt that it gave unfair advantages to the Canadians and un
dercut the authority of their own Regional Fishery Management Council. Making their 
views clear to the U.S. Senate, they succeeded in blocking ratification. The boundary 
treaty was ratified, however. The International Court of Justice-as third party-was 
asked to draw the line. 

The United States based its case on the morphology of the shelf and natural di
visions among fish stocks. It also claimed a long history of fishing on Georges that, it 

argued, Canada did not share. Canada rejected the U.S. arguments, denying that 
Georges Bank was a "natural prolongation" of New England's continental shelf or 

that ecologic boundaries occurred there. The Canadians claimed that their equidist
ance line was the equitable choice. 
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In October 1984 the International Court of Justice rejected both briefs-U.S. ar
guments based on physiography and ecology, and Canada's simple equidistance prin
ciple. It also rejected claims based on historical use. The judgment split the disputed 
zone. This settled the question of who might fish where, though in doing so it cut 
many fishermen off from their traditional grounds: New Englanders from the scallop 
beds on the Northeast Peak, for instance, and Canadians from much of the 

groundfish. 

The International Court of Justice left another, vital question unresolved: How 
are fish stocks to be managed that straddle the boundary or migrate over it? Canada 
and the United States have been left to work out these difficulties themselves. This 
will require ingenuity, since two very different management approaches must be rec
onciled. In Canada, management authority is strongly centralized and active. In the 
United States, authority is dispersed among regional councils, and intervention in the 
fisheries is minimal. 

Priorities have not been clearly established in either the United States or Canada. 
Principal target species differ from port to port; hence so do management objectives. 
A regional consensus on any but the most unrestrictive plan-let alone an inter
national consensus-would be hard to achieve. There is little to guide managers in 

their choice of approaches and little to show that some particular measure would pro
duce the sought-after effect even if it were politically acceptable or enforceable (which 

often it will not be). Catch restrictions aimed at restoring haddock stocks in the first 
days of the 200-mile-limit law are a case in point. New England fishermen effectively 
opposed these restrictions, causing them to be relaxed considerably. Today, haddock 
yields remain far below those recorded from 1930 to 1960-it appears that the indus
try will take its chances on the future rather than give very much up in the present. 
Very likely, many fish stocks on Georges Bank will continue to be heavily fished and 
kept at a level where, in most years, they can only marginally reproduce themselves. 

Management of single-species resources, such as scallops, is difficult enough. 
Management of mixed groundfish resources-or species that these mixtures com
prise, such as cod or haddock-is far more intractable since interspecific effects are 
so intricate and hard to measure. The fisheries themselves complicate the problem 
still further. Fishing can be only partially selective; removals from a mixed fish popula
tion will alter ecologic interactions among member species in a number of different 
. ways, depending on the fishing emphasis. 

Research 

When fish stocks decline dramatically-in many but not all cases due to heavy fish
ing-there is usually a demand for some kind of protection for them. Arguments fol
low about what this protection should be or, if measures have been implemented, 
whether they are working as planned. This almost inevitably suggests a program of 
research into the reproduction, growth, abundance, mortality, and yield of particular 
stocks and the probable effects of fishing. 

Modern fishery research in the Northwest Atlantic began when haddock popula
tions declined sharply in the early 1930s, though its roots go well back into the last 
century. Until relatively recently, research focused mainly on individual species. Data 

came mainly from catch statistics in which only the major commercial fishes were 
represented. Analysis was limited not only by data and theory but often by the truly 
impossible labor required to carry out computations. Today, due partly to the frame

work established under ICNAF, an extensive physical and biologic data base exists 
for the Northwest Atlantic. Enormously increased computational power allows broad, 

multifactorial analytical approaches, which are often far more appropriate in the con

text of New England's mixed groundfisheries than species-by-species analysis. Var
ious kinds of interactions have been analyzed in multispecies models-for example, 
the effects of a directed fishery (one aimed at a particular species) upon stocks of 
other species taken incidentally in the by-catch. Similarly, competition and predation 
among species in a multispecies complex can be explored, or the significance of prey 
preferences on energy flow through an ecosystem. 

Some of the most important and difficult questions in fishery biology are con
cerned with recruitment-the spawning and growth of young fish to exploitable size. 

How is recruitment success determined? For instance, what are the effects of spawn
ing stock size? Poor correlation is commonly found between eventual recruitment · on 
the one hand and the number of spawners (or their eggs and larvae) on the other, 
suggesting that recruitment rates may often be determined, to an important extent, 

. after the earliest life stages. For this reason, survival of juveniles (postlarval fish) is 
currently being studied closely; predation upon them is thought to be a key influence 
upon recruitment. 

Still, there can be little doubt that no single variable determines recruitment suc
cess. (On Georges Bank for instance, besides predation, there is a peculiar regime of 
ocean currents that may sometimes carry young fish off the bank into poor condi
tions for survival.) We must conclude-given the range of biologic and physical fac
tors before us and the cost of measuring them-that we shall never express all 

factors (or even most of them) in a predictive model. The hope is that multivariate 
models will suggest which factors in the system are critical. 

Note 

1 . For several years, New Bedford 
has been one of the three top 
ports in the United States in landed 
value of the catch-the others are 
San Pedro, California, and Kodiak, 
Alaska. New Bedford headed the list 
in 1983. 



History of the Early Fisheries: 
1720-1930 
Andrew W. German 

Fishermen left few records. Few could write and they had 
little about which to write, not being given to lawsuits or 
to asking for privileges. 
Sauer (1971) 

Colonial Fisheries 

The fishery resources of Georges Bank were first tapped 
regularly in the eighteenth century, very likely by New 
England whalemen about 1715. Initially, whalers had put 
out from shore for right whales, but after Capt. Christo
pher Hussey of Nantucket killed the first sperm whale in 
1712 or so, the famous seagoing whale fishery began to 
evolve. For 6 weeks at a time, Nantucket whalemen in 
small vessels tracked sperm, right, finback, and hump
back whales browsing the fertile waters of the offshore 
banks. They killed one or two whales, stripped the blub
ber, packed it in casks, and took it home for processing 
(Goode, 1887, section V, volume 2, p. 63; Starbuck, 
1878, pp. 19-24). 

The range of these early vessels was not much farther 
than Georges Bank, but by midcentury whale ships 
sought more productive grounds as far away as Davis 
Strait between Baffinland and Greenland, the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, and the Azores. Evidently some whaling con
tinued on Georges Bank, since the death of a whaleman 
was reported near there in 17 66. A few small vessels oc
casionally hunted finback and humpback whales in the 
vicinity at least as late as 1835 (Starbuck, 187~, pp. 24, 
173). 

Fishermen of Marblehead, Massachusetts, were appar
ently the first to catch Georges groundfish regularly. Ear
lier, through the seventeenth century, New Englanders 
had relied mainly on inshore grounds, which they could 
reach in open boats. The Grand Banks of Newfoundland, 
which had supported a major European cod fishery as 
early as 1502, also attracted some New England skippers, 
particularly after France recognized British sovereignty 
over Newfoundland in the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. 
But it was after 1720 that markets for Marblehead fish 
grew dramatically; vessels began to work regularly and in 
numbers farther from home (Goode, 1887, section II, pp. 
704-705). Sometime between 1720 and 1740 Marble
headers incorporated Georges Bank into their yearly 
schedule; the earliest record of a regular fishery there 
dates from 17 4 7 (Douglas, 1790, p. 302), stating that the 
Marblehead fishermen 

make five fares yearly; first is the Isle of Sable .... Their 
second fare is in May to Brown's Bank, and the other 
banks near the Cape Sable coast; these are called spring 
fish. Their third and fourth fares are to St. George's 
Bank, called summer fish. Their fifth and last fare is in 
autumn to the Isle of Sable; these are called winter fish. 

As the vessels drifted across the ground, cod were 
taken on handlines, cleaned, and packed in salt. It is esti
mated that between 50 and 120 Marblehead vessels vis
ited Georges Bank twice each year between 17 3 0 and 
1775 (Goode, 1887, section II, p. 705). This fishery 

flourished through the late 17 40s, declined during the 
French and Indian Wars, and afterward recovered slightly 
and briefly before the menace of British vessels during 
the American Revolution put an end to it. 

Nineteenth-Century Fisheries 

In the nineteenth century, fisheries expanded offshore as 
inshore stocks were depleted and the variety of species 
sought increased. However, no attempts at reviving the 
Georges Bank fishery are recorded until nearly 50 years 
after the American Revolution. Until the 1820s the New 
England fisheries remained in decline. The few large off
shore vessels in service mainly went codfishing on the 

. Grand Banks. In June 1821 three schooners from 
Gloucester, Massachusetts, tried to anchor on Georges 
Bank to fish for cod, but fearing that the currents would 
swamp an anchored vessel, they abandoned their attempt 
(Goode, 1887, section V, volume 1, p. 197). The follow
ing year Gloucester's expanding mackerel fishery appar
ently reached Georges Bank (Collins, 1884, p. 311). 

Mackerel have been important food fish in New Eng
land since early colonial times. Not until the early nine
teenth century, though, was a vessel fishery organized to 
hunt them systematically. Introduction of "jigging" (a 
hook-and-line method to be described) improved effi-_ 
ciency in the 1820s, but the fishery was truly revolution
ized in the 1860s with adoption of purse seining, a 
method apparently originated by menhaden fishermen. 
Fishing lasted from April to November, and large catches 
were often made on Georges Bank between June and 
September. By 1880 nearly 500 full- and part-time vessels 
engaged in this summer fishery, many of them afterward 
fitting out for the winter haddock and cod fisheries on 
Georges (Goode, 1887, section V, volume 1, pp. 
247-248, 278-279). 

Halibut markets expanded in Boston and elsewhere in 
the 1820s and began to outstrip inshore supplies. Capt. 
John F. Wonson of Gloucester, returning from North 
Carolina in 1828, saw halibut mentioned in a note on his 
chart of Georges Bank, 1 and in 1830 he set out in the 
schooner Nautilus to investigate. Wonson verified the 
presence of halibut, and during the next 5 years an in
creasing number of Gloucester vessels sought them out. 
By 1836 a major halibut fishery, followed by nearly 30 
vessels between February and May, had developed on 
Georges Bank. Fishermen had found after all that they 
could anchor on the bank while fishing with handlines 
over the rail (Goode, 1887, section V, volume 1, pp. 
30-31). For nearly a decade halibut were so plentiful on 
the bank that vessels might catch a full fare of 15,000 
pounds in 1 day. New London, Connecticut, vessels en
tered the fishery before 1840, and in about a decade the 
Gloucester fleet grew to more than 60 vessels (Goode, 
1887, section V, volume 1, pp. 30-31). The fishery 
reached its peak in the huge catches landed in 1847-
1848 (at least 3 million pounds in 1847 alone). In 1848 
the Gloucester Fishing Company collapsed only months 
after its founding when it took on 10 times more halibut 

than it could sell. By 1850 the halibut stocks on Georges 
Bank had been significantly depleted; the fishery declined 
rapidly, though a small fleet remained profitably em
ployed through the century (figure 40.1) (Goode, 1887, 
section V, volume 1, pp. 30ff). 

By 1835 another part of the Gloucester fleet had ven
tured onto Georges Bank to renew the cod fishery. De
spite reports that halibut had driven cod off the bank, 
codfishing revived quickly. It was pursued year-round, 
though the most productive season was between February 
and April. (Through the 1870s, the Georges Bank fleet 
was usually laid up between November and February be
cause of high insurance rates imposed on vessels fishing 
during those winter months; Goode, 1887, section V, 
volume 1, pp. 188-189, 197-198.) The Georges cod 
fishery increased in size and importance after frozen her
ring were introduced from Newfoundland in 1854-1855 
for use as bait. By 1880, 163 full- and part-time vessels 
participated in the fishery, their trips to Georges Bank 
lasting 3-4 weeks as a rule. This fleet landed 430 fares in 
1879, totaling more than 12,000 metric tons of cod and 
about 500 metric tons of halibut taken incidentally 
(Goode, 1887, section V, volume 1, pp. 188, 440-441). 
The height of the Georges cod fishery came in the 1880s. 
Thereafter it declined along with the demand for salt 
cod. However, as late as 1930, 27 vessels continued to 
fish with handlines for codfish on Georges Bank in nine
teenth-century style (Report of the U.S. Commissioner of 
Fisheries for Fiscal1931, p. 249). 

Once considered of little economic consequence, had
dock began to find a favorable market as the demand for 
fresh fish increased in the 1850s. The inshore grounds 
met this demand for a decade or so, but by 1865 part of 
the fleet went to Georges for their haddock. Yields in
creased with the introduction of line trawling on Georges 
Bank in the 1860s. By 1880 roughly 9,000 metric tons 
of haddock were landed annually, a significant propor
tion being taken on Georges Bank. By 1890 Georges fur
nished over 30% of haddock landed, and the proportion 
increased as haddock became preeminent in the offshore 
fishery in the two decades after 1900. 

With the rise of Boston as New England's major mar
ket for fresh fish in the 1880s, the so-called market fish
ery grew in response to demand that had once been met 
by inshore boat fishermen. Market fishermen supplied 
fresh groundfish of the season: cod, haddock, hake, cusk, 
and sometimes halibut and pollock. Though largely pur
sued on nearshore ledges and grounds, the market fishery 
was increasingly followed on Georges Bank by late in the 
century. 

Schools of mackerel were usually pursued closely by 
solitary swordfish, but it was not until the midnineteenth 
century that New England fishermen considered capturing 
the occasional swordfish they sighted. The first reports of 
them being caught for food date from about 1840 on the 
south side of Cape Cod. By 1855 a small fleet of sword
fishing vessels supplied southern New England markets 
such as Providence and, later, Boston. Demand and prof
its fluctuated from year to year, and the fishery for some 
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Figure 40.1 
A halibut, posed for the photogra
pher. By the late nineteenth cen
tury big halibut were relatively 
rare-in fact the fishery had de
clined seriously by the 1850s. 
Stocks off New England have 
never recovered, though a small di· 
rected fishery for halibut continues 
and they are caught incidentally in 
the mixed trawl fishery. "Cape · 
Ann" hats on the man nearest the 
fish and his shipmate suggest that 
they hail from the neighborhood of 
Gloucester. [Photograph by Bald
win Coolidge, courtesy of the Soci
ety for Preservation of New 
England Antiquities] 

time remained sporadic. Then, from the 1890s on, it 
grew significantly both south and north of Cape Cod. 
The season in New England waters lasted from June 
through October. The southern edge of Georges Bank 
often provided good catches in August and September 
(Goode, 1882, section V, volume 1, pp. 323-324; Gib
son, 1981, pp. 37-43). 

Twentieth-Century Fisheries 

Through the twentieth century the amount and diversity 
of groundfish harvested on Georges Bank has continued 
to increase. The introduction of otter trawling was partly 
responsible, since compared with line trawling a mixed 
catch is more characteristic of this method. The cost of 
traditionally popular species rose with demand, which en
couraged acceptance of new species. So did aggressive 
marketing and better processing and transportation. Be
cause increased demand was almost exclusively for fresh 
fish, the pressure grew on nearby grounds; Georges Bank 
and the Great South Channel became more and more 
important. 

Haddock catches, which had leveled off in the 1880s, 
grew tremendously as otter trawling replaced the hook
and-line fishery; consumers, fortunately, were ready to 
buy. Otter trawling was best suited to smooth bottom, 
much of which was prime haddock ground. By 1915 
there were 12 active otter trawlers, landing fully 26% of 
New England's haddock. The proportion of haddock in 
the catch was greater with this new method than with 
line trawling, approaching 80% of the total. In Massa
chusetts, haddock landings exceeded cod for the first 
time shortly before 1920. In the great fish market of 
Boston, haddock were preeminent; landings peaked dur
ing Lent. 

Haddock became virtually synonymous with Georges 
Bank and the Great South Channel. Between 1903 and 
1919 annual landings ranged between 22,700 and 40,900 
metric tons; of this, Georges and the channel together 
produced 66%. The proportion from Georges Bank 
dropped to 25% between 1915 and 1925, but rebounded -
as the otter-trawling fleet grew. Between 1925 and 1930 
Georges Bank produced more than 50% of the haddock 
i:aken-nearly 40,900 metric tons a year. There had been 
a dip in landings during the economic contraction that 
followed World War I, but it was brief. By 1930 there 
were 200 otter trawlers and haddock landings had dou
bled to nearly 81,800 metric tons, two-thirds of all Mas
sachusetts groundfish landings. Thereafter there was an 
abrupt decline in haddock catches, and alarm spread that 
the stocks had been pressed too hard. 

Flounder of various kinds were sold locally by long
shore fishermen and fish peddlers as early as the eigh
teenth century. Flounders, because of their relatively 
small size, were rarely caught offshore on the heavy 
hook-and-line groundfish gear used there. Inshore, along 
the shores of Cape Cod, beam trawls were used for them 
by 1895, but it was not until the introduction of otter 
trawling that a regular catch was made offshore. On 

Georges Bank, winter flounder (usually called lemon sole 
there) and yellowtail are the most important commercial 
flatfish. By the 1920s the southern part of Georges was 
known to be prime flounder ground, though most were 
taken along with other groundfish in mixed catches. The 
introduction of filleting in the 1920s further increased 
the convenience and popularity of flounder. 

The marketing of scallops dates from about 1860; a 
regular demand in the primary markets was established by 
that time, and for the next 60 years · that demand was 
met by the small, inshore bay scallops. A sea-scallop fish
ery developed in Maine as early as 1883, but depletion 
of the scallop beds kept it on a small scale for 40 years. 
In the 1920s extensive beds were discovered in deep 
water on offshore grounds, and large vessels fitted out to 
dredge for them. The search reached Georges Bank in 
1928 (Goode, 1887, section V, volume 2, pp. 578-579; 
Tressler, 1923, p. 615; Report of the U.S. Commissioner 
of Fisheries for Fiscal 1929, p. 463; Report of the U.S. 
Commissioner of Fisheries for Fiscal193 1, p. 251). 

In the twentieth century, the market fishery expanded 
with the demand for fresh fish. Through the 1930s, line 
trawlers continued to fish bottoms difficult for otter 
trawling, taking mixed fares for the market fishery. These 
catches were supplemented by various groundfish taken 
incidentally by otter trawlers fishing for haddock. The 
market fishery expanded further in the 19 30s as other 
species taken by otter trawl found acceptance. 

Fishing Ports 

Marblehead can claim the earliest sustained presence on 
Georges Bank. Settled before 1630, Marblehead had 
come to depend on fishing by 1650, though until 1715 
this fishing was largely for subsistence. The catch was 

. consumed locally or exchanged in Boston for overpriced 
merchandise. Poverty prevailed. In 1715 the Reverend 
John Barnard of Marblehead took up the cause of eco
nomic reform. Merchant Joseph Swett ventured a cargo 
of Marblehead salt cod to Europe to his profit, and a 
trade ensued that greatly expanded the local offshore 
fishery. Between 1720 and 17 40 Marblehead fishermen 
incorporated Georges Bank into their seasonal fishing 
schedule. 

By the middle of the eighteenth century Marblehead 
had become North America's largest fishing port despite 
raids on the fleet during wars with the French and occa
sional severe storm losses, notably 23 vessels and 122 
men and boys in 17 68"-17 69. The fishery and its associ
ated foreign trade flourished until the American Revolu
tion; in good years as many as 120 vessels and 850 men 
and boys were involved. But the war brought an end to 
this; the fishermen could not contend with a hostile navy 
along their coast, and many of them in the course of 
events joined the Continental forces. 

Although its fleet was devastated during the American 
Revolution, Marblehead regrouped afterward and re
turned to the cod fishery, concentrating on the Grand 
Banks until the 1840s. By that time, shore-based industry 



had begun substantially to take fishing's place in the 
town's economy. Unaccountably, there is no evidence 
that Marbleheaders returned to Georges Bank after the 
war, and they never frequented Georges Bank again 
(Goode, 1887, section II, pp. 702-708). 

Salem, the neighboring town to Marblehead, had a 
fishing fleet as early as the eighteenth century. Its contact 
with Georges Bank was limited to the period between 
1840 and 1870, a period that began with general eco
nomic expansion and ended in general adversity (Goode, 
18 87, section II, p. 180). 

Gloucester was settled by 1625, a fishing town from 
the beginning. In the eighteenth century Gloucester devel
oped on a smaller scale than Marblehead, fishing along
shore, off Nova Scotia, and on the eastern banks, 
including the Grand Banks; Gloucester's foreign trade 
was limited. After the American Revolution, fisheries that 
the war had interrupted resumed and Gloucester sought 
new markets. Trading ties were established with Surinam 
about 1790, and the major share of Gloucester's salt cod 
was shipped there until1860. 

For the first two decades of the 1800s, Gloucester's 
offshore fishing fleet was in decline. Then, in 1819, a 
bounty that had been established in 1792 to encourage 
the cod fishery was increased with beneficial effect. (Such 
bounties continued until 1866; see Sabine, 1853, p. 159.) 
Revitalized, Gloucester's fleet returned to the Grand 
Banks during the 1820s, and on Georges pioneered new 
fisheries for cod, halibut, and mackerel. A long period of 
prosperity followed; Gloucester swarmed with fishermen, 
and acres of cod lay drying on the wooden "flakes" lin
ing the harbor. By 1846, when the railroad came to 
Gloucester to carry away its fish, the town had overtaken 
Marblehead and become New England's leading fishing 
port. 

Gloucester dominated the mackerel fishery through 
1930 and remained the salt-cod capital of the region, 
though the salt-cod enterprise had declined from its peak 
years in the late 1880s. The town also kept control of 
the dwindling but still profitable New England halibut 
fishery. Mackerel, cod, and halibut vessels continued to 
go regularly from Gloucester to Georges Bank. 

By the 1890s, though, more and more of the Glouces
ter fleet was supplying Boston's growing fresh-fish mar
ket; Boston's marketing network expanded at the expense 
of Gloucester's dealers through 1930. Gloucester's fisher
men continued to prosper, however. Though the town's 
fishing fleet declined from 350 vessels in 1898 to 275 in 
1908, it was still twice the size of Boston's and remained 
New England's largest through 1930 (Report of the U.S. 
Commissioner of Fisheries for Fiscal1898, Fi~cal1908, 
and Fiscal1930). 

Though it had been one of North America's major 
commercial ports since the seventeenth century, Boston 
was not known as a fishing port until the nineteenth cen
tury. Boston's first wholesale fresh-fish dealer appeared in 
1835, but not until the 1860s did a sizable wholesale ef
fort develop; this accelerated after the wholesalers settled 
on T Wharf in 1884. The city's transportation links were 

well suited to shipping fish inland. In 1897 landings of 
fish at Boston exceeded 28,000 metric tons, up 300% in 
ten years. Gloucester struggled to compete, but Boston 
won out, surpassing its rival by 1908 or so (figure 40.2) 
(Goode, 1887, section II, p. 193; Report of the U.S. 
Commissioner of Fisheries for Fiscal 18 8 7, Fiscal 18 9 7, 
and Fiscal 1908). 

T Wharf was soon recognized as hopelessly inadequate, 
unsanitary, and overcrowded. With the object of improv
ing these conditions, the Boston Fish Market Corporation 
was established in 1910 to negotiate with the Common
wealth of Massachusetts on the fishing industry's behalf. 
The result was a 1,200-foot pier in South Boston built by 
the commonwealth, stores and offices built by the corpo
ration, and the world's largest freezing plant. When it 
opened in 1914, the South Boston Fish Pier was probably 
the finest facility of its kind, second only to Grimsby 
(England) in volume of fish handled among fishing ports 
in the western world. 

Fresh-fish landings at Boston continued to expand, 
reaching 45,500 metric tons during World War I. After a 
slight postwar contraction they nearly tripled during the 
late 1920s, reaching 129,500 metric tons. This volume is 
all the more remarkable since it came almost entirely 
from nearby grounds. Georges Bank and the Great South 
Channel were the main sources. 

Provincetown, at the tip of Cape Cod, like so many 
New England ports, had an active fishing fleet in the 
eighteenth century. In time, a distinct Portuguese fleet 
evolved there quite separate from the fleet of the old 
"Yankee" settlers. The latter had 63 codfishing vessels in 
1878. Despite their proximity to Georges Bank, they re
mained committed to the salt-cod fishery of the Grand 
Banks and Gulf of St. Lawrence as late as 1880. Mean
while, the town's Portuguese population was growing; its 
fleet began shipping fresh fish to the Boston market. For 
these fishermen, Georges Bank was a common destina
tion as vessels hustled to meet the demand for fresh cod, 
haddock, and other groundfish, working steadily from 
February through November. The fresh-fish fleet grew 
rapidly; by 1890 it numbered 33 market vessels, com
pared with 41 Grand Banks codfishermen based in the 
town. 

Shortly after 1900, Provincetown's Grand Banks fish
ery died out and its Georges Bank fleet contracted also as 
many fishermen, encouraged by the construction of freez
ers, joined the local trap and boat fisheries. Late in the 
1920s, however, the town's Georges fishery revived with 
the growth of a fleet of "draggers" (small otter trawlers). 

Provincetown was not the only Cape Cod town to fish 
on Georges at one time or another. In the midnineteenth 
century, neighboring Truro maintained a small fishing 
fleet that pursued cod and mackerel on Georges Bank; 
mackerel fishermen from Wellfleet also went there. 
Chatham, at the elbow of Cape Cod, sent a few vessels 
to Georges through the 1870s, but this fishery declined 
as shifting sands spoiled Chatham's sheltered anchorage 
(Goode, 1887, section II, pp. 233-240). In the twentieth 
century, a dragger fleet developed in Chatham. 
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The region of New England south of Cape Cod has 
had a long fishing history, but few ties with Georges 
Bank until the twentieth century. Pioneering whalemen of 
Nantucket were probably the first to fish Georges waters, 
hunting whales there by about 1720, a few years before 
Marblehead fishermen came looking for cod. The Nan
tucket whale fishery on Georges Bank remained active on 
a small scale even after the mideighteenth century, when 
most of the fleet had gone farther afield in search of 
whales. After 1920 small Nantucket draggers occasionally 
visited Georges Bank. 

New London, Connecticut, fishermen entered the 
Georges Bank halibut fishery at an early stage, in the 
1830s. For 15 years they shared in the halibut bonanza, 
but abandoned the fishery as catches dwindled in the 
1850s. By 1870 New London cod and halibut fishermen 
were again making occasional forays to Georges Bank, as 
were swordfishermen (Goode, 1887, section V, volume 
1, pp. 34-35, and section II, p. 317; Gibson, 1981, pp. 
37-41). 

It was swordfishing that first drew New Bedford men 
to Georges, perhaps shortly after the Civil War (Gibson, 
1981, pp. 36-41). With the demise of the whale fishery 
about 1920, New Bedford, which had long had an in
shore boat fishery, developed a modern fleet of powered 
offshore vessels. The homeward passage to New Bedford 
from fishing grounds to the east was ordinarily to wind
ward and difficult under sail. Under power, a New Bed
ford vessel could work Georges Bank as easily as a 
Boston vessel, with an extra advantage; New Bedford was 
closer to the New York market, particularly after truck 
transport challenged rail service. New Bedford's fleet of 
wooden otter trawlers and draggers was established in the 
1920s and grew rapidly in the two decades after 1930. 

Connecticut swordfishermen from Stonington may have 
been active on Georges Bank as early as the 1880s and 
1890s. Then, in the 1920s, Groton, Stonington, and New 
London fishermen began occasionally to take their steel 
otter trawlers and smaller wooden draggers to Georges. 
In 1922 the Atlantic Coast Fisheries Company established 
a frozen-fish processing plant at Groton. The expansion 
soon reversed, however. The Groton plant failed in 1931, 
and the New London/Groton fleet disappeared with it. 
Only the Stonington fleet survived, fishing mainly along
shore but sometimes still going offshore to Georges Bank 
(Innis, 1940, p. 424). 

New York was the major market for fishermen south 
of Cape Cod. New Londoners delivered Georges Bank 
fish to the Fulton Fish Market there. They had competi
tion from the New Yorkers themselves, however. New 
York otter trawlers were working as far to the eastward 
as Georges and Nantucket Shoals by the early 1920s. 

The coast of Maine has had significant fisheries since 
the earliest seventeenth century; by the nineteenth, Maine 
seriously challenged Massachusetts as the leading fishing 
state. However, except for brief participation by Booth
bay-area halibut fishermen, Maine fishing vessels were 
rarely found on Georges Bank, fishing instead in the Gulf 
of Maine and on the Grand Banks (O'Leary, 1981). A 
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Figure 40.2 
Schooners alongside T Wharf, Bos
ton, January 1902. Even without . 
snow and overcoats it would be 
clear that this is a winter scene, 
since few of the schooners carry 
topmasts, topsails being rarely us
able in winter and extra rigging 
aloft a hazard. [Photograph by 
Baldwin Coolidge, courtesy of the 
Society for Preservation of New 
England Antiquities] 

few fishermen from Vinalhaven and Southport entered 
the winter cod fishery on Georges Bank between 1859 
and 1865. Despite high prices prevailing during the Civil 
War, they soon abandoned the fishery because of its 
hardships and dangers (Goode, 1887, section II, pp. 
50-51, 70, and section V, volume 1, p. 188) 

Offshore fisheries out of most Maine ports declined 
after the Civil War, but Portland grew as a fish market, 
probably sending occasional swordfishermen to Georges 
Bank by 1890. However, because of its distance from 
Portland and other Maine fishing ports, Georges Bank 
was seldom the destination for local fishing vessels. 

The maritime provinces of Canada have been inti
mately tied to the fisheries since Europeans came to their 
shores in the sixteenth century. Through the nineteenth 
century Nova Scotia and Newfoundland ports divided 
their attention between prolific shore fisheries and the 
Grand Banks. Codfish were the mainstay, and the ready 
supply on the Grand Banks made that the premier ground 
for the offshore fleet. 

Late in the nineteenth century, offshore fisheries based 
at St. John's, Newfoundland, and the Nova Scotia ports 
of Digby, Lunenburg, and Halifax began to expand. The 
Nova Scotians developed diversified fresh and salt fisher
ies using schooners based on New England designs. This 
revitalized fishery closely resembled the New England 
offshore fishery and began to extend to Georges Bank 
(Innis, 1940, p. 432). 

During World War I, as an emergency measure, U.S. 
and Canadian fishermen were granted access to one an
other's ports, and by 1918 a small number of Canadian 
vessels were landing fresh groundfish from Georges Bank 
in New England. However, the Canadian fishing fleet was 
not present consistently or in large numbers until after 
1930 (Report of the U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 
Fiscal 1918). 

Fishing Vessels 

Sail 
For 190 years the basic fishing craft on Georges Bank 
was the schooner. Hull forms changed drastically, but the 
two-masted, fore-and-aft sailing rig changed little be
tween 1740 and 1930. The 65-foot Marblehead schoon
ers of the eighteenth century had the rounded bows and 
raised after decks of cargo schooners, though some were 
noted for their speed. A refined version of the Marble
head schooner was in use when the Georges Bank mack
erel, halibut, and cod fisheries were established around 
1830. These vessels carried between 6 and 12 fishermen 
(Chapelle, 1973, pp. 23- 25, 34). 

A related type found in the Georges Bank halibut fish
ery was the smack, a sloop (single-masted) or schooner 
with a water-filled "wet well" in the hold in which to 
keep the fish alive until they were delivered to market. 
Smacks were characteristic of the New London halibut 
fleet on Georges Bank; they became obsolete with the in
troduction of ice as a preservative in the 1840s, though 



some remained in service into the 1880s (Chapelle, 1973, 
pp. 58, 64; Baird, 1889, p. 106). 

Developed from smaller fishing boats in the eighteenth 
century, the pinky emerged to serve as a major offshore 
type between 1810 and 1840. Double-ended (sharp
sterned), 35-50 feet long, the pinky's distinctive feature 

· was the pointed upturned extension of the rail aft (figure 
40.3). These vessels were extremely seaworthy, often fast, 
and with good ability to windward. This last was often 
crucial_ in keeping clear of the shoals on Georges (Cha
pelle, 1973, pp. 36-37, 41-47). 

The pinky was superseded in the 1840s by the so
called sharpshooters and slightly larger clipper designs. 
Ranging from 50 to 95 feet, these schooners had concave 
"clipper" bows, sharp entrances forward, relatively shal
low hulls, and tall rigs. Between 1845 and 1885 at least 
three varieties of clipper could be found in the Georges 
Bank fisheries. The smallest, like the sharpshooters, 
found general employment in the market fishery, where 
speed was essential for returning the catch fresh. The 
sharpest of the large clippers were used in the mackerel 
fishery, where speed was again a major factor. The 
"Georgesmen," which carried crews of 10 or 11, were 
larger and more burdensome vessels, less sharp in their 
lines than the market or mackerel clippers (figure 40.4) 
(Chapelle, 1973, pp. 67-75). 

While very fast, the shallow clipper hulls had little ulti
mate stability and were prone to capsizing when heeled 
too far, especially in the winter seas of Georges Bank. 
Nor were the clippers suited to sailing to windward in 
gale conditions to escape the bank's deadly shoals. Be
tween 1850 and 1871, 76 of these vessels were lost 
while fishing on Georges Bank (Procter, 1877, pp. 
14-47). Offsetting these dangerous characteristics were 
others keeping clippers in service through the 1880s: 
speed, a convenient deck arrangement, and a draft shoal 
enough to give them easy access to Gloucester's shallow 
harbor (Chapelle, 1973, pp. 75, 134-135). 

In the 1880s Capt. Joseph W. Collins, a former fisher
man then in the service of the U.S. Fish Commission, 
promoted development of deeper, more seaworthy vessels 
adaptable to any of the fisheries. The most popular type, 
one predominating through the 1890s, retained the sharp, 
concave clipper bow, but on a deeper, more seaworthy 
hull capable of sailing well to windward. This was the 
Fredonia model, named after one of the first vessels so 
built. By the 1890s the size of fishing schooners had in
creased to the 85-125-foot range, carrying crews of 20. 
The growth of Boston as a fishing port was also a factor 
in the change since a vessel's draft was not limited there 
as it was at Gloucester (Chapelle, 1973, pp. 135-138, 
172-176). 

The Fredonia model was gradually superseded between 
1900 and 1905 by the so-called Indian Header. The first 
of these deep-hulled vessels with convex "spoon" bows 
were given Indian names, hence the appellation. With 
their yachtlike features, they were popular in all branches 
of the fisheries (Chapelle, 1973, p. 215). 

Figure 40.3 
The pinky Maine approaching 
Gloucester in 191 0. Built at Essex 
in 1845, it was one of the last of a 
weatherly type of small schooner 
built with little modification from 
the early nineteenth century. This 
view shows the characteristic bluff 
bow and sharp stern-"codfish 
head and mackerel ta.il"-of many 
early hulls. [Photograph by Albert 
Cook Church, courtesy of the Whal
ing Museum, New Bedford, 
Massachusetts] 

Figure 40.4 
A "banker." of the 1840s, anchored 
on the grounds, the crew handlin
ing at the rail. [Drawing by H. W. 
Elliott and Capt. J. W. Collins, in 
Goode ( 1887)] 

Figure 40.5 
Genesta, an "Indian head" 
schooner, drift-fishing Georges or a 
nearby shoal from the rail in the 
old fashion. [Courtesy of the Pea
body Museum, Salem, Massa
chusetts] 
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The continuing loss of fishermen washed off the bow
sprits of schooners in heavy seas gave rise to a further 
refinement in schooner design. In 1900 Thomas F. 
McManus, who had designed the first Indian Header in 
1898, produced a plan for a schooner with the hull ex
tended forward to where the end of a bowsprit would 
have been, allowing fishermen to handle the vessel's 
headsails from deck, instead of from precarious foot
ropes. This "knockabout" design, inspired by small rac
ing yachts, proved popular after the first was constructed 
in 1902 (figure 40.5). By 1910 knockabout schooners 
represented the height of safety and efficiency in the New 
England fishing fleet (Chapelle, 1973, pp. 223-226, 285). 

Auxiliary Vessels 
Even as the sailing schooner reached perfection, the inter
nal-combustion engine and changing fishing technology 
were making it obsolete. By 1900 gasoline engines suita
ble for commercial applications were available. New Eng
land fishermen were quick to accept these for auxiliary 
propulsion of their schooners. The earliest installations 
were in mackerel and swordfish vessels, for which the 
ability to reach fish regardless of wind conditions was 
crucial. Market vessels and some of the haddock fleet 
were first equipped with gasoline power about 1905. The 
diesel or crude-oil engine, perfected after 1910, was a 
more efficient power plant suitable for sustained opera
tion offshore. During the 1910s it became the engine of 
choice for the fishing industry. By the early 1920s diesel 
engines were being fitted in most new fishing schooners 
and in many older ones as well. During the 1920s and 
1930s most of these schooners had their sailing rigs re
duced as they became, in effect, powered vessels with 
auxiliary sail. Others converted for otter trawling retained 
their masts merely to serve as derricks or to carry a steady
ing sail (figure 40.6). 

Power Vessels 
Not until the twentieth century was steam power applied 
to the New England offshore fisheries, though it had 
been introduced inshore in the menhaden and oyster fish
eries by 1871. In 1905 the Bay State Fishing Company of 
Boston was chartered to build and operate a North Sea
type otter trawler of the latest British model (figures 40.7 
and 40.8). This vessel had a high bow, raised pilothouse, 
steel hull, and triple-expansion steam engine. Designed 
for extreme sea conditions, it was well adapted to 
Georges Bank. The Bay State's fleet of new vessels grew, 
while other firms modified existing ones for trawling; by 
1915 there were 12 steam trawlers in service. During 
World War I the number grew rapidly, reaching 55 by 
1920. 

This number of steam-powered vessels could not sur
vive the postwar economic contraction; the fleet quickly 
shrank, then increased again, to 29 in 1925. The resur
gence was brief. A trend was emerging toward diesel
powered trawlers. (Gasoline was never a significant alter
native in power vessels; the only gasoline engines used 

Figure 40.6 
Many schooners suffered the dis
figuring conversion to power for ot
ter trawling. Bernie and Bessie, a 
Gloucester vessel built at Booth
bay, Maine, in the early 1890s, 
kept just enough of her old rig to 
be handy in working gear. Shore
fishing in Rhode Island in 1952, 
she just "seemed to let go all at 
once," according to her skipper, 
and sank under tow. [Photograph 
by the Wilhelm Studio, Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, courtesy of the 
Gloucester Daily Times] 

Figure 40.7 
The Bay State Fishing Company's 
Spray, first U.S. vessel built ex
pressly for otter trawling. It was 
built to a British design and 
powered by steam. A five-masted 
coasting schooner, for carrying 
coal or other cargo, is in the dis
tance. [Courtesy of the Hart Nauti
cal Museum, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology] 

Figure 40.8 
A deck view of Spray, showing its 
trawl winch, "checkers" for the 
catch (the wood frames in the fore, 
ground), and details of rigging such 
as deadeyes unchanged from her 
sailing predecessors. [Courtesy of 
the Hart Nautical Museum, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology] 



were auxiliaries in the mackerel, swordfish, and market 
vessels mentioned previously.) 

In 1914 the earliest successful diesel "crude-oil" engine 
was installed in a New England fishing schooner. After 
World War I several surplus mine sweepers were sold to 
the Gloucester mackerel fleet, ·becoming the first strictly 
diesel New England fishing vessels. Then, in 1921, the 
first large diesel otter trawler entered service. Diesel ves
sels proved cheaper to build and fuel than steam trawlers 
and. did not require large engine-room crews. 

As steam gave way to diesel, steel gave way to wood. 
The earliest American otter trawlers had been steel built, 
but by the early 1910s wooden-hulled vessels were enter
ing service. After 1925 wooden hulls and diesel power 
predominated among all but the largest class of trawlers 
fishing on Georges Bank. Generally called draggers to dif
ferentiate them from the steam trawlers, these vessels 
ranged from 45 to 90 feet in length. The type prolifer
ated, particularly after introduction of the improved Vig
neron/ Dahl otter trawl about 1925. By 1930 there were 
nearly 225 of them spending more than half their time 
on Georges (Report of the U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries 
for Fiscal1931, pp. 250-251). 

A multitude of early designs gradually were resolved 
into three basic otter-trawler types. The largest of these 
retained the steel hull and configuration of the original 
North Sea model; a few were built with diesel engines 
through the 1930s. 

The smaller draggers took two basic forms. So-called 
eastern-rig boats, predominating in the eastern ports of 
Gloucester and Boston, recall the old schooners in having 
the pilothouse aft, crew living quarters in the forecastle, 
and rudimentary masts (figure 40.9). The trawl is set and 
hauled over the vessel's low waist, as in the large otter 
trawlers (chapter 42). Western-rig ~essels, more common 
on the southern shore of New England, have the pilot
house forward; the trawl is set and recovered over the 
stern (chapter 42). 

Shipbuilding 

"Wooden ships and iron men" fairly describes the fishing 
vessels and crews that worked Georges Bank between 
1720 and 1930. Of thousands of vessels, perhaps 50 in 
this period were built of steel, and all the rest of wood. 
(The steel boats were otter trawlers, built between 1905 
and 1930.) 

Shipyards in many New England ports and hamlets 
produced fishing vessels, but the community sending the 
largest share to Georges through the nineteenth century 
was Essex, Massachusetts, a village northwest of Glouces
ter (figure 40.10). Shipbuilding began there about 1660, 
and fishing vessels became a specialty quite early. As late 
as 1914, 44% of the Boston and Gloucester fleets came 
from Essex shipyards. Several of these continued to build 
draggers through the 1930s. 

Fishing schooners were staunchly built, usually with 
white oak keels and frames, planked inside and out with 
oak or dense yellow pine. Supplies of local white pine 
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Figure 40.9 
Rosemarie V, a typical eastern-rig 
dragger, in Gloucester harbor. 
Scores of similar boats fished until 
recently, but old age and uninsura
bility are rapidly retiring them. 
(Courtesy of the Gloucester Daily 
Times] 

Figure 40.1 0 
The fisheries were not merely ex
porters to the hinterland; they im
ported such crucial materials as 
timber, which in the preferable 
larger sizes was long gone from 
New England's coastal region. Here 
the clipper Grace L. Fears nears 
completion at Vincent's Cove, 
Gloucester, 1874. (Photograph by 
W. A. Elwell, courtesy of the 
Thomas Collection, Cape Ann His
torical Association] 
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mast timber ran out by the 1890s and were replaced by 
Douglas fir from the West Coast. Like traditional mer
chant vessels, fishing schooners were commonly divided 
by transverse bulkheads into three compartments. The 

.forecastle forward contained crew quarters and galley. 
Amidships was the fishhold. The after cabin housed the 
captain and several fishermen. 

The first steam trawlers, of British design (figures 40.7 
and 40.8), added an engine room to these three compart
ments, and the after compartment housed captain, mate, 
and engineer only, no fishermen. A deckhouse contained 
the galley. Schooners generally had unprotected wheels 
right aft, though some were enclosed by the 1920s; 
steam trawlers had raised, enclosed wheelhouses amid
ships. The fishholds of steel trawlers were often insu
lated, unlike the wooden holds of schooners. 

Navigation 

Methods of navigation among fishermen ofn Georges 
Bank changed little between the eighteenth century and 
the introduction of electronics around 1930. Even the 
most modem steam trawlers used traditional methods 
through the 1920s. But the last half century has seen a 
revolution in navigational technology. 

Charlie York, a fisherman with much experience on 
Georges Bank, recalled the process of navigating a fishing 
schooner about 1900 (Clifford, 1974, p. 40): 

The general run of skippers didn't know much about 
navigation. They made out pretty good with dead reck
onin', figgerin' as near as they could how much the wind 
was pushin' 'em to looward and what effect the tide run 
was havin' on the course. They got their speed from the 
log and didn't usually go fur wrong. They could make 
out pretty well with compass and charts. They used a time
piece in snow or fog to run out the estimated time. If 
they was lookin' for an offshore bank, they had the chart 
spread out~ givin' the depth in fathoms and something of 
the character of the bottom. 

Some captains also carried an octant or sextant to take 
the altitude of the sun and compute latitude. In early 
years the "chip log" was used to determine speed accord
ing to the number of knots in the log line that ran out in 
a certain time. Later a patented taffrail log with a record
ing dial was developed that gave a cumulative reading of 
miles run. The leadline for sounding the depth of water 
and character of the bottom was an indispensable naviga
tional tool. The most skilled captains could often locate 
their favorite fishing grounds using only compass, clock, 
log, and leadline. 

Groundfishing Methods 

Three general methods have been used for taking ground
fish on Georges Bank. The earliest method and the only 
one until the 1860s was handlining, which was preferred 
in the Georges Bank salt-cod fishery into the 1930s. 
Then, in the 1860s, the trawl line was introduced to 
Georges; this gear allowed one fisherman to tend several 

hundred hooks instead of one or two, and prevailed in 
the fresh ground-fisheries into the mid-1920s. The Euro
pean otter trawl was introduced to Georges Bank in 
1905, competing with the line trawl in the fresh fisheries. 
Proliferating after 1910, the otter trawl had superseded 
line trawling by 1928. 

An andent device, the handline was typically composed 
of a stout twine, perhaps 900 feet long, and a conical 
lead weight above two short lines, or gangings, bearing 
baited hooks. Because of the strong currents on Georges 
Bank, a variation of the handline called Georges gear (fig
ure 40.11) was needed to keep the hooks near the bot
tom there. Georges gear had an 8-pound weight, more 
than twice as heavy as the sinkers used elsewhere. 

Handline fishing on Georges Bank was done from the 
deck of the fishing vessel itself, not from dories. Eigh
teenth-century Marblehead vessels apparently fished while 
drifting, but by the 1830s fishermen dared to anchor on 
Georges Bank. It would seem that for this kind of hand
lining, the wind must cross the tidal current at a substan
tial angle. The anchored vessel, perhaps with a riding sail 
set, sought a compromise between the forces acting upon 
her and sheered somewhat broadside to the current. In 
principle, the fishermen could then run out their lines 
parallel from the downcurrent rail until the hooks 
touched bottom. (In practice, the boat may have fish
tailed considerably, with much tangling of gear.) On good 
ground a fish was caught on each hook immediately. 
With the improved Georges gear fishermen could detach 
the two gangings with their hooked fish, bend on freshly 
baited hooks, and let the lines run out again. While the 
sinker descended, the fisherman had time to unhook the 
fish, cut out the tongues to account for his individual 
catch, and rebait. In a good day fishermen might catch 
150 or more cod apiece. The fish were split and salted 
once a day (Goode, 1887, section V, pp. 191-195). 

Line-trawling was begun on the Grand Banks by 
French fishermen, perhaps in the 1820s, and was prac
ticed by New England's inshore fishermen from the 
1840s. The line trawl, a long line with many hooks 
spaced along its length, was anchored on the bottom and 
tended from a small boat. A convenient boat for the pur
pose, the dory, had been developed before 1800 along 
the Massachusetts shore north of Boston. It was a flat
bottomed, flaring-sided boat that increased in buoyancy 
with loading (figure 40.12). 

Popular alongshore, where they could be easily 
beached, dories were also ideally suited for nesting one 
within another on the deck of a vessel (figure 40.1). By 
1855 schooners had begun to carry them to the offshore 
banks to increase the range of handline fishermen-those 
using a pair of hooks on a weighted line-but because of 
the currents on Georges, dory handlining was not prac
ticed there. In fact, dory trawling-with the longline and 
hundreds of hooks-arrived relatively late on Georges 
Bank. It was not until the rise of the haddock fishery in 
the 1860s that the method appeared there. 

The line trawl was composed of a stout groundline, 
generally made up in 1,800-foot sections. At intervals 
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Figure 40. 11 
"Georges gear" used in the hand
line fishery on the bank: (a) tail; (b) 
lead; (c) wooden horse; (d) swivel; 
(e) bridle; (f) iron spreader or sling
ding; (g) snood swivel; (h) snood; 
(I) hook slot-swivel; (k) ganging. 
[Goode ( 1887)] 

Figure 40.12 
loaded with halibut, a banks dory 
shows the carrying capacity that
along with ease of construction, 
stackability, and general seaworthi
ness-made this boat standard in 
the line-trawl fishery. [Courtesy of 
the l. M. Powers Lantern Slide Col
lection, Cape Ann Historical 
Association] 



along the groundline, short gangings were attached, each 
of which bore a baited hook. The length of the gangings, 
their spacing on the groundline, and hook size varied 
with the particular fishery and with time. Trawls were 
stored in sawn-off flour barrels called tubs, and the term 
"tub of trawl" eventually connoted an 1,800-foot unit. 
The tubs in use on Georges Bank normally had 300-500 
hooks. Thus a vessel with 10 dories, each setting four 
tubs, could put 20,000 hooks on the bottom at a time. 

"Double dories" were ordinarily used in the Georges 
Bank haddock fishery, each dory manned by two "dory
mates." (See the vignette " 'Bait Up!' Dory Fishing on 
Georges Bank" by Anderson.) One rowed while the other 
attached anchors and buoys to the trawl and paid it out. 
Later, one hauled the trawl while the other coiled it 
down or rebaited and reset it. Double-dory vessels carried 
5-12 dories and generally fished the deepest, most ex
posed waters. In the market fishery "single dories" were 
commonly used, one man alone sculling or sailing while 
setting his trawl, then hauling and coiling it. Single-dory 
vessels carried 10-18 dories and fished shallower waters. 

In both the haddo~k and market line-trawl fisheries, it 
was common to keep the schooner underway at all times. 
Dories were launched in "flying sets" -hoisted over the 
rail with the fishermen in them and towed from the stern 
in two columns from which they cast off at intervals to 
fish. The dorymen set their trawls perpendicularly to the 
vessel's track, · generally downwind or with the tide. 
Meanwhile, the captain and cook sailed the schooner 
alongside the last dory, attempting to keep all others in 
sight as they spread over as much as 5 square miles of 
ocean. Depending on conditions, trawls were set once or 
twice a day: If the fishing was extremely productive and 
weather permitted, fishermen did not haul the trawl but 
"underran" it, lifting the groundline over the dory's gun
wales, unhooking fish, rebaiting, and letting the gear fall 
once again to the bottom. Back aboard the schooner, the 
fishermen had to overhaul and rebait their trawls, as well 
as clean the catch (figure 40.13). Because of the con
straint of getting fish back to market fresh, trawl fisher
men on Georges Bank often worked nearly 20 hours a 
day for a week at a time. 

Bait was crucial to any vessel fishing with hook and 
line. Shellfish and trash fish were used. Lobsters and had
dock were considered bait in early years. Clams, squid, 
herring, and menhaden were primary baits through the 
nineteenth century and were generally supplied by long
shore fishermen. Bait fish were generally captured in 
weirs or other nets in spring and fall. Many old, infirm, 
or indigent fishermen made a living digging clams for bait 
(and for food) on New England mud flats. In the early 
years, and later in times of shortage, the shore fishermen 
sold directly to the offshore fishermen. However, with 
the proliferation of freezing plants in the 1880s, bait fish
ermen close to major ports found a steady market for 
their catch at the freezers, and offshore fishermen a stea
dier supply. In times of shortage, offshore fishermen were 
forced to lay up temporarily or to try for bait on the 
fishing grounds themselves. In the 1850s Georges Bank 

cod fishermen often carried gill nets (chapter 42) for this 
purpose (Goode, 1887, section V, p. 193). 

The introduction of naturally frozen herring from 
Newfoundland in the winter of 1854/1855 proved so 
successful that a regular wintertime trade ensued between 
New England and Newfoundland and encouraged expan
sion of the Georges Bank fishery. Because fresh bait 
spoiled in 20 days or so, its supply was a factor in con
trolling the length of voyages (Goode, 1887, section V, 
pp. 440, 455-456). 

Line trawling dominated the Georges haddock and 
market fisheries until the late 1920s, but by 1930 the 
New England line-trawl fleet had been reduced to 115 
vessels, which landed only a fifth of all fish brought into 
Boston, Gloucester, and Portland. In addition to line 
trawling, there was trawling with nets. The beam trawl, a 
long conical net held open by a beam affixed across the 
mouth, was dragged along the bottom. Used first from 
sailing vessels andlater, after 1880, from steam trawlers, 
it dominated the British offshore fishery after about 
1850. American experiments with sailing beam trawlers 
were unsuccessful; the first were in 18 65, with further 
tries, on GeorgesBank, in 1891-1892. An improved type 
of trawl, the otter trawl, named for an English poacher's 
device, superseded the beam trawl in the English fishery 
about 1895, reaching New England in 1905. In place of 
the unwieldy beam, "otter boards" or trawl "doors" 
were attached at each side of the net mouth. Towing 
warps led from bridles on these doors to a winch aboard 
ship. Shackled obliquely to the towing warps, the doors 
sheered off like underwater kites when the trawler was 
under way, spreading the net mouth. A typical large trawl 
was 110 feet across the mouth, tapering back 150 feet to 
the small "cod end." 

An improvement in otter-trawl design was introduced 
in New England about 1925. Instead of attaching the 
doors directly to the trawl mouth, the French Vigneron/ 
Dahl system placed them 10-60 feet ahead of it, joining 
doors to net with wire "legs." This rig spread the net 
mouth more effectively and let the trawl's footrope "tend . 
bottom" more closely, which is crucial in groundfishing 
(see figure 42.2). The Vigneron/Dahl trawl was so well 
received that 115 American vessels, mostly those fishing 
on the smooth parts of Georges Bank, were using it by 
1930. 

Eastern-rigged trawlers, those setting their nets off the 
side of the vessel, were the predominant type in the early 
days of otter trawling, but a description of their use is 
not purely historical, since many remain in service. There 
was a pair of arched frames called gallows at the rail, one 
forward and one aft (figure 40.9). (Sometimes there were 
two pair, port and starboard.) Towing warps passed from 
the trawl winch over blocks in the gallows and thence 
overboard to the trawl doors. To "shoot" th~ trawl, the 
men put it over the rail as the vessel turned slowly to
ward that side, keeping the net upwind and clear of the 
propeller. The winch brake was released and the net sank 
as the trawler turned back onto her towing course. When 
the wire out was about three times the depth of water, 
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the pair of warps was drawn together in a towing block 
at the quarter rail. Typically, the trawl was towed at 
about 3 knots for 1.5 hours, thus covering a swath 100 
feet wide by 4.5 miles long. 

To recover the trawl, the warps were freed from the 
towing block and the vessel again turned toward the tow
ing side as the winch hauled back. When the heavy doors 
reached the gallows, fishermen shackled them in place, a 
dangerous operation in heavy seas. The cod .end, usually 
buoyed high by the distended swimbladders of fish 
within, was brought close aboard and a line was passed 
around it to hoist it up; a special closing knot was re
leased to dump the fish on deck. 

The trawl was inspected for damage, repaired on the 
spot, and shot again. The fish on deck were sorted and 
marketable ones packed in ice; unmarketable or imma
ture fish and debris were thrown overboard. This process 
was repeated round the clock, perhaps 10 times a day, 
for the duration of the voyage, usually 4-8 days on 
Georges Bank. Trawler captains developed expert and 
minute knowledge of bottom conditions in their search 
for fish and to keep from "hanging up" their trawls on 
boulders or wrecks (Symonds and Trowbridge, 1948). 

A sampling of landings for 1913 suggests that the otter 
trawl was about twice as productive as the trawl line (ta
ble 40.1). At this time, when relatively few species were 
marketable, the quantity of unmarketable and undersized 
fish amounted to as much as 40% of the otter-trawl 
catch. From June to December, 20% of the haddock 
caught were immature and unusable. For trawl lines the 
wastage was considerable, some 35%, but most of this 
was made up of unmarketable species rather than imma
ture sizes of marketable ones (Alexander, Moore, and 
Kendall, 1915, pp. 25-28). 

Figure 40.13 
. Baiting trawl. [Photograph by Edwin 
H. Cooper for Gorton-Pew Fisher
ies, originally published in the Bos
ton Herald of 20 December 1936, 
courtesy of the Cape Ann Historical 
Association] 
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Table 40.1 
Comparison of otter-trawl with line-trawl catches, 1913• 

Number of Total pounds Average pounds Percentage Percentage 
Vessel trips landed per trip haddock cod 

Line trawler 
Pontiac 32 1,397,000 43,650 66 16 
Josie & Phebe 26 1,388,200 53,400 68 13 
W . M. Goodspeed 53 899,300 16,800 70 16 

Otter trawler 
Foamb 51 2,605,570 50,100 81 12 
Ripple 45 2,354,800 52,300 84 11 
Spray 41 2,175,700 53,000 81 14 

a. Compiled from daily reports in the Gloucester Daily Times, 1913. Each of these vessels would have spent a significant amount of time on Georges 
Bank. 
b. Foam actually landed 52 fares during 1913, but totals for one voyage were not listed; it may be reasonably assumed that her year's total was about 
50,000 pounds greater than the amount listed. 

Other Methods 

As the mackerel fishery began to flourish and spread 
onto Georges Bank in the 1820s, a hook-and-line 
method known as jigging reached full development; this 
was the main method until about 1870. The jig, a hook 
with a lead or pewter casting around the shank, was not 
baited; "toll bait" or "chum," usually ground-up men
haden, was streWn on the surface as the vessel drifted. 
Schools of mackerel, following the oily slick to its 
source, snapped at anything, including the jigs flung out 
from the vessel's rail. 

While the mackerel bit, each fisherman was in almost 
constant motion with his 10 or 12 jigs, flinging them out, 
swinging them back over his shoulder to "slat off" fish 
into the barrel behind, flinging them out again, untan
gling lines, and scattering more chum if the fishing slack
ened. The competition to be "high-line" fisherman was 
keen. On an exceptional day a highliner might catch 
nearly 3,000 fish. Generally, however, the vessels wan
dered aimlessly, trying to "toll up" fish, querying other 
vessels, and only occasionally finding the large schools 
that moved north with the season. . 

The jigging vessels, or mackerel hookers, salted their 
catch. The crew divided into teams to split and "gib" the 
fish. The splitter cut each fish down the back from nose 
to tail, a good man handling nearly 60 fish a minute. The 
gibber removed guts and gills. Mackerel prices were 
based on fatness as well as length. This sometimes led to 
chicanery. Fat fish developed telltale cracks in the wall of 
the abdominal cavity, and by the 1820s fishermen had 
devised a way to fake this, a process called "plowing." A 
sharp blade was drawn along the thick flesh of the belly, 
counterfeiting the cracks of a truly fat mackerel. These 
"plowed" mackerel were then salted down in barrels for 
an unwary buyer (Goode, 1887, section V, pp. 277-291). 

Purse seining for mackerel, a competing method, devel
oped after 1850. The purse seine was a long band of net
ting with floats along its upper edge and rings along the 
lower through which a "purse line" passed (figure 40.14). 
This net was set from a boat circling round a school of 
fish; it hung like a curtain from the float line and was 

then drawn into a bowl shape by the purse line at its 
foot, trapping the fish inside if all went well. The first 
purse seines appear to have been devised in Rhode Island 
in the 1820s for capturing menhaden. In 1850 a Glouces
ter mackerel crew tried the method. By 1860 a standard 
seine had evolved, the largest being 1,200 feet long and 
up to 150 feet deep; a seine boat for setting it was de
rived from the classic whaleboat. 

Seiners traveled south in April to meet mackerel off 
Virginia and from there followed them north, reaching 
Georges Bank in early summer. Speedy schooners cruised 
with their seine boats in tow, seines ready for setting (fig
ure 40.15). Lookouts at the mastheads kept constant 
watch for birds, discolored water, and other signs of 
mackerel. When a school was sighted, the crew tumbled 
into the seine boat and a dory, often leaving the cook 
alone to tend the schooner. With the starting end of the 
seine held by two men in the dory, seven in the seine 
boat bent to their oars, the captain steering around the 
school in a 1,000-foot circle while three men heaved out 
the seine. When the tail end of the seine was brought to 
the dory, completing the circle, the seine could be 
pursed. 

The schooner approached with the cook at the helm 
while the seine-boat crew "dried up" the net, concentrat
ing the school in the "bailing piece," knitted of heavy 
twine, in the middle of the seine. The fish were bailed 
aboard the schooner with a large dipnet, either to be 
packed away in ice or split, gibbed, and salted as in the 
jig fishery (figures 40.16 and 40.17). A single set of the 
seine might catch 100,000 fish, or nothing at all if the 
fish dove quickly (Goode, 1887, section V, pp. 
247- 272). 

Because of their solitary habits, swordfish were not 
caught with hook and line or net, but harpooned. The 
barbed "swordfish dart" or " lily iron," attached to a 
"hunting line," was mounted on the end of a long de
tachable pole and driven into the fish. Thought to be an 
American Indian invention, this gear is still in use, little 
changed from the beginning of the commercial swordfish
ery about 1850. Small vessels, generally under 60 feet, 
with crews of five or six, dominated the fishery. Auxiliary 

Figure 40. 14 
Purse seining for mackerel on 
Georges Bank, July 1927. The 
boats are from Eleanor, a 11 0-foot 
World War I subchaser fishing out 
of Gloucester but hailing from AI· 
bany, New York. Eleanor is in the 
distance just to the left of ttie 
seine boat where Charles Sayle
who supplied these notes-is 
standing, hauling the corkline. Cap
tain Dick Marchant is in the dory, 
beyond which is a former steam 
yacht gone to fishing, Helena, Cap
tain John Matheson. Mr. Sayle says 
that in the late 1920s there were 
about 75 Gloucester vessels in the 
mackerel fishery: "a dozen 130-ton 
schooners, around 30 schooners of 
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around 60-65 feet and the rest 
subchasers, yachts and powered 
boats built for the fishery." All car
ried sail and used It when they 
could as they followed the fish 
from Cape May in the early spring 
as far down east as Maine. [Cour
tesy of the Charles Sayle Collec
tion, Cape Ann Historical 
Association] 

...... 

Figure 40.15 
The Fredonia model Indiana of 
Gloucester, to windward, close
hauled and presumably chasing 
fish In the summer mackerel fish
ery, and Elmer E. Gray of Boston, 
an "Indian header" by its charac
teristic knuckled bow and short 
bowsprit. A seine is stacked in one 
of Indiana's boats. At the height of 
the fishery, the mackerel schoon
ers were among the best and best
managed vessels, and many were 
engaged at other seasons in the 
fresh haddock fishery, where 
speed was also at a premium. 
[Photograph by Albert Cook 
Church, courtesy of the Whaling 
Museum, New. Bedford, 
Massachusetts] 



power, introduced just after 1900, increased the fleet's 
effectiveness, but otherwise there was little change. 

The calm waters of early morning and late afternoon 
are ideal for swordfishing by harpoon, as the fish often 
loll on the surface then. Lookouts at the mastheads 
scanned the surface for visible fins, then directed the ves
sel to the fish. The "striker" took his place in the "pul
pit" at the tip of the bowsprit, his iron ready (figure 
40.18). When close enough, he drove it deep into the 
fish's back, retrieving the pole and allowing the dart to 
toggle in the fish. The attached line ran out, a keg buoy 
marking its end and helping to slow the fish. When the 
swordfish tired a fisherman armed with a six-foot lance 
set off in a dory to kill it. Approaching swordfish was 
hazardous as they sometimes "punched" the dories and 
wounded fishermen. Back aboard the vessel, the head, 
tail, and fins were cut off and the carcass packed with 
ice. It was not unusual for a vessel to catch over 200 
swordfish during the 4-month season (figure 40.19). 

Fish Preservation 

As early as the fourteenth century, salt was known to be 
an effective preservative for fish. Colonial New England
ers used European technology to cure their codfish. Fish 
were salted by saturation in brine, by "kenching," which 
combined salt and the weight of stacked fish for dehy
dration, or by a combination of the two methods. 

Until the 1870s kenching was most commonly used for 
Georges Bank cod. Dried fish were sold by the quintal or 
"long hundredweight," a measure equaling 112 pounds. 
(The quintal has since come to denote 100 kilograms.) 
On the average, 288 pounds of round cod (fish as caught, 
not dressed) produced 193 pounds of split cod and 112 
pounds of dried fish suitable for New England markets. 
A quintal of the driest export fish required 350 pounds 
of split cod. The largest and choicest cod in the market 
were called Georges cod, although they may have come 
from Browns Bank or the Great South Channel as well as 
from Georges Bank (Stevenson, 1899, pp. 390-397). 

To prepare fish for salting at sea, fishing crews divided 
into processing gangs. The "throater" slit the throat and 
belly and broke off the head. The "gutter" removed the 
entrails. The "splitter" then cut down the ventral surface 
to the tail and cut back toward the head to free the 
backbone and swim bladder (Stevenson, 1899, p. 391; 
Goode, 1887, section V, volume 1, pp. 180-181, 195; 
Tressler, 1923, pp. 315-323). 

The fish were washed and passed below for salting. 
Cadiz (Spanish) salt was used in the earliest years, bqt by 
the late nineteenth century coarse salt from Trapani, in 
Sicily, was used almost exclusively (figure 40.20). The 
fish were kenched (piled) in pens, flesh or split side up, 
with salt spread carefully on each layer. Salting was an 
art; too little led to spoilage, while too much destroyed 
the flavor. Remaining in the kenches for several weeks, 
the fish gradually dried out from the combined action of 
salt and the pressure of fish piled above (Stevenson, 
1899, pp. 392-393). 

Figure 40.16 
"Brailing" mackerel from the bight 
of a purse seine. [Photograph by 
Albert Cook Church, courtesy of 
the Whaling Museum, New Bedford, 
Massachusetts] 

Figure 40. 17 
Barrels of mackerel on deck of the 
schooner Pinta. [Photograph by AI· 
bert Cook Church, courtesy of the 
Whaling Museum, New Bedford, 
Massachusetts] 
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Figure 40.18 
The schooner Benjamin Thompson 
of Portland, Maine, swordfishing, 
evidently under power. [Rich 
(1947)] 

Figure 40. 19 
Unloading swordfish from a 
schooner at Portland, Maine. [Rich 
(1947)] 

Figure 40.20 
Unloading salt from the hold of an 
Italian salt bark, about 1900. SaH 
from Trapani in Sicily was still 
being shipped to Gloucester in the 
1920s. [Photograph by Ernest L. 
Blatchford, courtesy of the Thomas 
Collection, Cape Ann Historical 
Association] 



Figure 40.21 
Rinsing salt cod in dories put to 
use as washtubs, Gloucester, early 
1900s. ln ·the background a beam 
scale is used to weigh the kenched 
fish as they are hoisted out of a 
schooner's hold. [Photograph by 
Ernest L. Blatchford, courtesy of 
the Thomas Collection, Cape Ann 
Historical Association] 

Figure 40.22 
The "flakes" at Gloucester for 
drying cod, here seen covered with 
canvas against the midday sun, 
about 191 0. A three-masted Italian 
salt bark is anchored in the harbor. 
[Photograph by Eben Parsons, 
courtesy of the Eben Parsons Col
lection, Cape Ann Historical . 
Association] 
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Once delivered ashore, fish intended for export were 
washed and kenched in warehouses until needed, then air 
dried on outdoor racks called flakes (figures 40.21 and 
40.22). Ten days on the flakes, with intermittent re
kenching to "sweat" out remaining moisture, left the cod 
well dried. Drying on the flakes was best in cool, dry 
weather; summer humidity and intense sunlight softened 
and burned the fish (Stevenson, 1899, p. 395). Codfish 
for domestic markets were cured ashore in large barrels 
(butts) filled with brine, where they might remain for 
months or even a year. Removed from the butts, the fish 
were piled in kenches for "water horsing," which pressed 
out some of the brine. Then they went to the flakes for 
drying. Such fish were saltier than export fish but softer 
dried (Stevenson, 1899, pp. 393-395). Fish brought in 
fresh 'from the grounds for salting were split ashore (fig
ure 40.23). When very low prices prevailed in the fresh
fish market, catches were often sold to the "splitters." 
These fish were cured in butts of salt, creating a pickle as 
water was drawn out of them. After 2 weeks or more 
they were ready for the flakes (Stevenson, 1899, pp. 
395-396). 

The domestic salt-cod industry was revolutionized by 
the introduction of " boneless'' processing in 1870. Dried 
fish were skinned, and the fins, nape bones, and remnants 
of the backbone were removed. After treatment with an
tiseptic powder the fish were packed in boxes (figure 
40.24). A quintal of large Georges cod produced 88 
pounds of boneless fish (Stevenson, 1899, pp. 400- 404). 
In 1879 Gloucester produced 5,450 metric tons of bone
less fish of various species; and Boston, Provincetown, 
and Portland added another 2,700 tons. By the 1890s 
the total was more than 11,000 metric tons annually. 
Cod made up roughly 60% of this quantity, and hake, 
haddock, or other groundfish the rest (Stevenson, 1899, 
p. 402). Desiccated or flaked codfish was another late
nineteeneth-century salt-fish product; this was boneless 
cod shredded and molded into cakes for canning or 
packing (Stevenson, 1899, p. 405). 

Probably some of the cod taken early on Georges Bank 
were processed as "dunfish." This product, with a char
acteristic brown color, was much valued in southern 
European markets supplied by New England. To make it, 
cod were split, "slack salted" (that is, lightly salted), and 
kenched in dark storerooms for several months under salt 
hay or eelgrass with superimposed weights (Stevenson, 
1899, p. 396). 

Salting had several drawbacks, some depending on the 
salt used. Reddening of salted fish through bacterial ac
tion was one. Sea salt from Trapani had fewer of these 
bacteria than salt from Cadiz, but neither was as effective 
as more expensive refined salt. Boric acid was introduced 
to alleviate the problem after 1881. Compared with re
fined salt, sea salt absorbed more moisture from the at
mosphere, softening the dried fish. In general, salt fish 
was more troublesome to prepare than fresh fish. Though 
in certain markets it remained a practical alternative to 
refrigeration well into this century, the advantages of 
icing were recognized early. 
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Figure 40.23 
Fresh cod, landed from the 
schooner Evelyn M. Thompson, 
being split and pickled for drying 
on the flakes in the foreground. 
George H. Perkins & Son Wharf, 
Gloucester, 20 April 1912. [Photo
graph by Eben Parsons, courtesy 
of the Eben Parsons Collection, 
Cape Ann Historical Association] 

Figure 40.24 
Salted, dried, and boned cod 
packed for shipment throughout 
the country by Shute and Merchant, 
Gloucester, early 1890s. The prod
uct is still available, though the fish 
are no longer American-caught. 
[Photograph courtesy of the Cape 
Ann Historical Association] 

Georges Bank halibut were iced at sea by 1838. For 
several years precautions were taken to keep fish from 
touching the ice itself, which was thought to be damag
ing. Not until 1858 did New England dealers risk iced 
shipments of fresh fish to New Y ark. In time methods 
were worked out and icing became common; fresh fish 
began to command a large share of the market. 

The haddock, halibut, swordfish, mackerel, and market 
fisheries of Georges Bank relied heavily on ice. Fresh hal
ibut, gutted and packed in chipped or chiseled ice in a 
fishhold, might keep as long as a month; haddock were 
brought to market within a week if possible. Ashore, 
such fish were sold to dealers who either processed them 
further or shipped them off iced to retailers. Natural win
ter pond ice was used almost exclusively until 1910, 
when colder artificial ice began to replace it. Artificial ice 
had been available since the 1870s, but was little used, as 
it was thought likely to freeze and damage fish stored 
aboard vessels. 

Smoking, more effective for flavoring fish than for pre
serving it, was a popular curing method for several spe
cies, including halibut and haddock ftom Georges Bank. 
Smoked halibut had been well received by 1840, and de
mand continued to exceed supply through the 1880s. A 
high of 1,360 metric tons was reached in 1872, but pro
duction had declined to one-tenth of that amount 50 
years later. Halibut intended for smoking was "flitched" 
and salted aboard the fishing vessels. Flitches were fil
lets-thick, boneless strips of meat cut from the sides of 
the backbone. These were salted, pickled, and slightly 
dried like salt cod, then cut into pieces and smoked over 
an oak fire. 

Smoking of haddock dates from mid-eighteenth-century 
Scotland, where "Findon haddocks" were highly re
garded. Apparently by the time the process was intro
duced to New England at Rockport, Massachusetts, 
about 1850, the name had contracted to "finnan had
dies." The market for fresh haddock expanded about 
1860, and finnan haddie grew in popularity as well. Sev
eral smokehouses were established near Boston by 1875, 
and by the 1890s a large market had developed. In 1919, 
5,900 metric tons were produced. Haddock for smoking 
were split, salted in brine, slightly dried, and hung over 
an oak fire. As they were only partially cured by the salt
ing and smoking, finnan haddies remained marketable for 
only about 3 weeks. 

Historically, fresh fish were marketed either whole or, 
if large, in the form of steaks cut crosswise through the 
body. In either case, skin, scales, bones, and other waste 
remained for the consumer. Filleting changed this, elimi-

. nating waste and inconvenience for the purchaser by re
moving the meat in boneless strips. Filleting was 
introduced as a marketing device by the Bay State Fishing 
Company about 1921 as the company struggled to keep a 
share of the depressed market. Consumer response 
quickly made filleting the preferred method for preparing 
small, fresh groundfish for market, and most fresh fish 
from Georges Bank have been filleted since the 1920s. 



Freezing of fish from Georges came long after the nec
essary technology had been developed. Though practical 
freezing plants date from the 1870s, it was well after the 
turn of the century before consumer prejudice against 
frozen fish broke down. Through the 1920s freezing was 
used mainly to preserve summer-caught fish for winter 
~arkets. Fish were quick-frozen in "sharp freezers," 
glazed with a thin film of ice to retard moisture loss, and 
stored in refrigerated rooms. 

Markets and Distribution 

Until about 1860 the primary market for Georges Bank 
codfish was foreign. The Catholic countries of southern 
Europe and the plantations of the Caribbean Basin ab
sorbed most of Marblehead's salt cod in the eighteenth 
century. A lesser amount went to the southern colonies. 
Gloucester developed major markets in Surinam and the 
Caribbean before 1800 and continued to serve them after 
reestablishing the Georges Bank cod fishery in the 1830s. 
These markets did not last. Decline of the Caribbean 
plantation system reduced demand for cod, and by 1860 
foreign shipments had become insignificant. 

The major domestic market for Georges Bank fish de
veloped first with the mackerel fishery in the 1820s and 
further with the halibut fishery in the 1830s. These 
mackerel and halibut came mainly to Boston and 
Gloucester, though some were carried directly to New 
York. Holbrook, Smith and Company of Boston (1835) 
and the Gloucester Halibut Company (1837) were among 
the first wholesale firms established to handle fresh fish 
from Georges Bank and nearby grounds. Wholesalers 
prospered; demand spiraled upward during the 1860s and 
1870s along with the industry's capacity to supply it. The 
telegraph, the railroads, and the use of ice extended New 
England's fresh-fish marketing to New York City and be
yond, into the interior northeast. 

The "boneless" cod that was devdoped early in the 
1870s increased the domestic market for salt fish from 
Georges Bank. Packed in boxes or canned as "flaked 
cod," it was a durable product that could be shipped 
throughout the country with little concern for spoilage. 
Where refrigeration was lacking, "boneless cod" re
mained in demand well into the twentieth century. 

Despite gradual geographic expansion of the fresh-fish · 
market, most fish landed in New England ports remained 
in the northeast. Massachusetts consumed 56% of Bos
ton's fresh fish in 1922; Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, and Pennsylvania accounted for another 33%. This 
was explained in part by the region's large Roman Catho
lic population, which made Lent especially profitable for 
the fisheries on Georges Bank. Through the 1920s, 
though, the question was not how to satisfy demand but 
rather how to create it; the bounty of Georges Bank and 
other grounds seemed virtually endless. 

Through the 1930s most fresh fish landed from 
Georges Bank were distributed wholesale. Boston devel
oped the largest wholesaling operation, beginning in the 
1860s. As fishing vessels tied up, dealers thronged the 

wharves, asking what fish was aboard and shouting of
fers. In the inevitable confusion there was plenty of room 
for conflict between the bargaining parties. Wholesalers 
might strike a deal and renege upon it if a better lot of 
fish came in. Fishermen might deliver poorer fish than 
they were thought to have promised. Nobody was 
satisfied. 

In 1908 the New England Fish Exchange was estab
lished in Boston to rectify the inequities. The exchange 
scheduled regular auctions and judged complaints from 
fishermen or dealers. Standards of fish quality were set. 
This innovation was considered the greatest improvement 
in the fisheries since fresh fish and has remained in effect 
ever since. Nevertheless, imperfections in marketing ar
rangements remained. The introduction of otter trawling, 
which relied at first on large, relatively expensive vessels, 

. gave an advantage to firms able to invest in them. A few 
such firms, involved both in fishing and in distribution, 
came to dominate the market. The Bay State Fishing 
Company was one; the firm was part of a short-lived Na
tional Fisheries Company "trust" in 1906, and later, in 
1918, members of Bay State and the New England Fish 
Exchange were indicted for market rigging and war prof
iteering. In time opportunity for this kind of power play 
declined; otter trawling dispersed to other ports, and a 
larger number of vessels, many of them small draggers, 
took part. 

Investment Patterns 

Investment patterns in the Georges Bank fisheries before 
the present century are · difficult to reconstruct, but some 
general trends are detectable. Ownership of vessels, and 
the attendant risk, was ordinarily shared, a system com
mon in the merchant fleet. Typically, a vessel was owned 
by several individuals who held shares ranging from 1/4 
to 1/32 of its value. Small vessels were generally owned 
by the captain, his family, or neighbors, by local vessel 
outfitters, and perhaps by some of the fishermen serving 
aboard. This pattern was probably universal in the eigh
teenth century and common among small vessels into this 
century. 

In the nineteenth century a fleet system developed as 
wholesale fish dealers came to invest in vessels. "Fleets" 
might include 2 vessels, or occasionally 30 or more. The 
dealers retained managing ownership for themselves, but 
encouraged captains and fishermen to acquire shares. 
Shipbuilders and outfitters might also take shares, in par
tial payment for their work; outfitters, like dealers, might · 
serve as managing owners of single vessels or fleets. 

Despite this fleet system of ownership, actual vessel op
eration was generally independent; a catch was more 

. likely to be auctioned than supplied directly to a firm of 
vessel owners. Exceptions were some of the large salt-cod 
producers of Gloucester and the Bay State Fishing Com
pany, whose fleet supplied its own processing plant in 
East Boston in the 1920s. 

Ownership of fishing vessels was largely centered 
within the fishing community, with little outside partici-
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pation, though there were exceptions; the · Atlantic Mari
time Company of Boston and Gloucester, for example, 
was financed by textile money from the Merrimack River 
mills. In particular, the big steel otter trawlers operated 
by such firms as Bay State required outside financing 
from bankers or stockholders. 

Fishermen 

The fishermen on Georges Bank remained a rather homo
geneous lot into the midnineteenth century. The "Yan
kee" fishermen of the shore towns were of English and 
Scottish ancestry, and crews commonly included family 
and neighbors. When the fisheries expanded and man
power requirements exceeded local supplies, heteroge
neous crews replaced the homegrown ones. Fishermen 
from Nova Scotia, for example, reportedly served in 
Gloucester vessels as early as 1828; some of them added 
a French component to an English/Scottish heritage 
shared with New England fishermen. Immigration in
creased in New England, and fishermen from England, 
Scotland, Ireland, France, and the Scandinavian countries 
were common in the fleet there by the 1850s. 

Fishing bounties and crew quotas that favored New 
Englanders were terminated in 1866; then the Treaty of 
Washington, in 1871, opened New England ports to 
duty-free Canadian fish. For the Yankees, opportunities 
ashore in expanding industrial enterprises looked more 
and more attractive as the century wore on, and increas
ingly they left fishing to immigrant newcomers. Nova 
Scotians and Newfoundlanders made up the largest immi
grant group. All told, there were 8,300 Gloucester, Prov
incetown, and Boston fishermen in 1885. (Perhaps half 
fished on Georges Bank sometime during the year.) Of 
this number that year, 16% were Nova Scotia and New
foundland natives (Census of Massachusetts, 1885, pp. 
1429-1431). By 1900 the fraction had grown to more 
than 50% off all fishermen active in the major ports, and 
this continued to be so far into the present century. 
Many of these men from the maritimes sought better 
conditions than they left behind, in what they felt would 
be more progressive vessels. Many settled in their 
adopted towns, though others in time went home to eO:
ter expanding fisheries there, particularly after 1910. 

Irish fishermen were driven across the Atlantic to Mass
achusetts by the potato famine of the 1840s; many 
worked the inshore boat fisheries and others went off
shore. By 1885 some 6% of Massachusetts fishermen 
were listed as Irish-born (Census of Massachusetts, 18 8 5, 
pp. 1429-1432). Also among the immigrants were many 
Swedes and Norwegians; 6% of all Massachusetts fisher
men by 1885 were Swedes; 20% a decade later were 
identified as Scandinavian. A high proportion of these 
were skippers (Census of Massachusetts, 1885, pp. 
1429-1432). Frenchmen had been fishing the Grand 
Banks since the early 1500s. A small number, 2% of the 
Massachusetts total, had joined the New England fleet by 
1885 (Census of Massachusetts, 1885, pp. 1429-1432}. 
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Portuguese coming to New England did not mix much 
with other nationalities. Whalemen from the Cape Verdes 
had settled in Provincetown by 1830 and more arrived 
during the 1850s, driven there by grim conditions in their 
home islands. Azoreans came also. By 1885 the Province
town Portuguese were 20% of all the town's fishermen 
~nd had established their own fleet of market vessels. 
Smaller Portuguese fleets were active at Gloucester and 
Boston. The 700 Portuguese fishermen of Provincetown, 
Boston, and Gloucester made up 8% of all Massachusetts 
fishermen by 1885 (Census of Massachusetts, 1885, pp. 
1429-1432). Portuguese did much to expand southern 
New England fisheries in the present century. 

Italian fishermen came to Massachusetts from southern 
Italy during the large-scale migration that began in the 
1890s. By 1910 they had established themselves firmly in 
the shore fisheries of Boston and Gloucester; then in the 
1920s they helped to expand offshore otter trawling, 
coming to dominate the industry in these two ports. 

The Italians were not the last to come. New nationali
ties continue to seek a better living on the New England 
grounds. Greek fishermen are the most recent among 
them to arrive in numbers. 

On average, the late-nineteenth-century fishermen ap
pear to have been older than other mariners then and not 
much inclined to marry, at least if 700 lost in the 1890s 
are representative. Their mean age was 32, and less than 
one-quarter of them were married (The Fisherman, May 
1901, 5:1). 

New England fishermen have traditionally shared in the 
proceeds of fishing, a practice traceable to Bristol, Eng
land, in the sixteenth century. In eighteenth-century Mar
blehead vessels, most crewmen were "sharesmen," having 
contributed to the outfit of their vessel. Elements of this 
communal fishing persisted into the twentieth century, 
most fishermen taking a share in the profits of a voyage. 
In both the cod and mackerel fisheries, as they were pur
sued on Georges Bank, the high-line system was standard; 
each fisherman was rewarded according to his catch. In 
these fisheries owners supplied the vessel itself, gear, and 
food, claiming in exchange half the return after bait, ice, 
and other expenses were deducted. The fishermen divided 
the other half with the captain and cook, sharing certain 
costs. Early in the nineteenth century fishermen were not 
paid until the fish had been cured and sold, perhaps 5 
months after they were caught. By midcentury they were 
paid after each voyage. 

The haddock fishery exemplified another common 
method of payment. The owners supplied the vessel, 
sails, and anchors only, taking one-quarter or one-fifth of 
the profits as their share. In exchange for their portion, 
ordinarily three-quarters or four-fifths of the proceeds, 
the fishermen covered the costs of fishing gear, bait, 
food, ice, and other expenses. In "fishing on quarters," 
as it was called, the men would usually take equal shares 
of the return after these deductions. Aboard otter traw
lers, the share system was complicated by the presence, in 
the engine room, of nonfishing crewmembers. Appar
ently, these men were paid a wage, while the deck crew 

received shares. In the 1920s this division between wage 
system and share system became less distinct, but some 
sort of shares remained a common feature in the fleet. 

The workplace of a Georges fisherman has always been 
lethal. Otter trawling when it came proved safer than the 
old dory fishing, but it remains more dangerous than al
most every other trade. Georges Bank is still a most peril
ous place to fish. Weather conspires with strong and 
shifting currents and the shoaling . bottom to make it so. 
In winter northeast gales whip snow and sleet horizon
tally across the bank. Seas build quickly to dangerous, 
cresting height and crash on the shoals. The best of ves
sels struggle to survive in such conditions. Unlucky ones 
have capsized, tripped by a steep sea or driven onto the 
shoals. They have foundered under insupportable ice or 
been sunk at anchor by vessels adrift and out of control. 
Only the strongest of men and ships have any place in 
the winter fishery on Georges. Nor are the dangers there 
confined to winter. Fishermen collide in the fogs of 
warmer weather, though less often now with radar; great 
transatlantic steamers have sometimes blindly run them 
down. The run to market could also be perilous. Skippers 
drove hard, as the price of fish often favored the earliest 
home, and plain rivalry doubtless was part of it. Many 
men were lost handing sail in heavy and freezing seas. 
Cape Cod's shoals or the ledges surrounding Boston and 
Gloucester harbors were as close to home as many ves
sels got. 

Dory fishermen faced risks beyond the common run 
for every fisherman, risks always severe enough. Dory 
fishing demanded concentration, agility, and great endur
ance. Capsizing was easy, and for a man clinging to a 
loop of line on an overturned dory's bottom, there was 
little hope except in summer weather. Few fishermen 
learned to swim. When fog or snow enveloped them, do
rymen could quickly lose their schooner and all reasona
ble hope of finding her. A hundred miles from shore, 
they might row or drift for days before rescue. Most 
were found, but not all, as poignant memorials in 
Gloucester and other ports testify. 

Reviewed by Louis DeVorsey, Peter]. Guthorn, Albert C. 
jensen, Benjamin W. Labaree, Warren F. Rathjen, and 
Ronald D. Tallman 

Note 

1. No such chart has been located. 
Barbara McCorkle suggests that Won· 
son may have been referring to G. W. 
Blunt's Coast Pilot or to a privately an
notated chart. 
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"Bait Up!": Dory Fishing on 
Georges Bank 

R. Wayne Anderson 

The storied days of dory fishing on Georges 
Bank are long gone, consigned to history by 
more efficient methods, but there are still a 
few sturdy men who can tell us about the old 
days firsthand. 

How was groundfishing done in the era of the 
schooner, the dory, the trawl line, and the 
baited hook? In 1982 I asked a number of 
former dorymen and schooner captains to re
cord on tape conversations about their lives 
and work. Among the most informative men 
were Alvin Edmunds, then 83;1 Walter Fur
long, 71 ;2 Uno Peterson, 67; 3 and Captain 
Robert O'Brien, 83.4 

"Cigar AI" Edmunds was born in East Boston 
in 1899 but spent his early years in a fishing 
village in his widowed mother's native Nova 
Scotia, where he started dory fishing at age 9 
with his grandfather and uncles. When AI was 
13 his mother moved the family again to East 
Boston, where he finished the seventh grade 
and went to work as a stock boy. The sea 
soon lured him back, though, and he started 
fishing full-time in 1915 at the age of 16. With 
time out for Navy service in World War I, 
work at a New York fish market, and a try at 
rum running, AI continued dory fishing until 
1929, when he switched to otter trawling. He 
occasionally held jobs ashore during the 
Depression and World War II, but always re
turned to fishing. AI Edmunds retired in 1964. 
He and his wife Lill, whom he married nearly 
60 years ago, still live in East Boston, in a 
comfortable three-family house on the street 
where his mother settled in 1912. He can be 
found down at the Boston Fish Pier many a 
morning when the big trawlers are in, 

Walter Furlong was born in the Boston neigh
borhood of Charlestown in 1911. He went 
dory fishing for the first time at the age of 1 0 
with. his father, an immigrant from Newfound
land, and continued to go fishing during sum
mer vacations. After graduating from high 
school in 1928, Walter tried several shore 
jobs, but was soon attracted back to the sea, 
fishing from New Bedford and New London 
briefly before settling down again in Boston. 
Most of his work was on otter trawlers, since 
by this time they were already well along in 
displacing the dory vessels. He was a mate 
for several years in the 1940s but declined 
opportunities to "go skipper." He ended his 
years at sea as a cook in 1977. Mr. Furlong 
and his wife, whom he married in 1947, now 
live in a pleasant multifamily home in his na
tive Charlestown, and he serves as treasurer 

of the Boston Fishermen's Pension Fund, 
through whose assistance most of my inter
views were arranged. 

Uno Peterson, known to his fellow fishermen 
as "Gunnar," was born in 1914 in Rockport, 
Massachusetts, near Gloucester. His father, a 
Finnish immigrant, was primarily a fisherman 
but also a boatbuilder, carpenter, and jack-of
all-trades. The young Uno learned dory fishing 
from his father and started fishing full-time, 
mostly out of Gloucester, after graduating 
from high school in 1933 in the twilight of the 
schooner era. He served in the infantry in the 
Pacific during World War II and afterward al
ternated between fishing and masonry work. 
He eventually bought his own small boat, 
which he used primarily for lobstering out of 
Rockport until an injury sustained on shore 
forced his retirement in 1965. Mr. Peterson, a 
bachelor, now lives quietly at the Soldier's 
Home in the Boston suburb of Chelsea. 

Robert O'Brien, born in 1899, like so many 
. Boston fishermen is a native Newfoundlander. 
His first fishing experience was with his father 
at the age of 11 or 12, and he dreamed of 
being a skipper someday. Afer quitting school 
at 13 he worked on a railroad and on coast
ing schooners before committing himself to 
fishing at 17. He immigrated to Boston when 
he was 22 and was skippering a dory vessel 
in 1930 at age 31. Captain 0' Brien stayed 
with sail until almost the end of the schooner 
era, and his vessel, the William L. Putnam, 
was one of the very last of the dory boats 
when it was rammed and sunk by a troopship 
in 1942. After that he skippered a dragger 
and a beam trawler, but found them much 
less satisfying than schooners, and he soon 
settled for the less taxing work of mate. "Bob 
Brien," as he was called, retired in 1969 and 
now lives in the Boston suburb of Watertown 
with his wife of 55 years. They share a nice 
two-family house with their daughter and her 
family. 

All four of these men added much to the his
torical record of dory fishing, and each of 
them naturally mentioned details that the oth
ers did not. To bring together as much of this 
information as possible in a single brief narra
tive, I have selected short excerpts from each 
man's individual interview and arranged them 
as if they were part of Olle collective inter
view. Each man reviewed the resulting narra
tive for accuracy, and one made substantive 
additions. Brackets indicate all words not 
found on the tapes, and ellipses all deletions. 

Setting trawl on a fine evening, us
ing a "heaving stick." The inner 
buoy, the first over the side, is 
rigged with a flag, while the outer 
buoy, the one shown here with its 
anchor, carries a "black ball." This 
picture and the two following, by M. 
J. Burns, originally illustrated an 
account of a winter trip to Georges 
published in Scribner's Magazine in 
1902. [Photograph by Claire White 
Peterson, courtesy Mystic Seaport, 
Mystic, Connecticut] 
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Otherwise, what follows is a verbatim com
posite account of a typical day of dory fishing 
half a century or more ago. 

Furlong: They used to sing out "Bait up" on 
the vessels. "Bait up" around 2 o'clock in the 
morning. They had to play the tide; some
times two o'clock in the morning. "Bait up!" 

Edmunds: Wow! You'd jump out of your bunk 
and ... if it's in the wintertime and it's cold, 
you go down the hold, you chop your bait, 
and you bait your trawls. But if it's in the 
summertime and the weather's good, you bait 
your trawls on deck. And there's plenty of 
lights on deck. 

Edmunds: Sometimes you'd use squid, some
times you'd use herring, and if you couldn't 
get any squid or herring, sometimes you'd cut 
up some of the fish you had aboard the boat 
and use it for bait. ... It didn't make a darn 
bit of difference. As long as there's bait on 
the hook they'd bite on it. 

O'Brien: The herring were frozen. You'd r:nake 
three slices out of them .... You split them 
down crossways three times, and you'd cut 
the three at one time. If you cut one at a time 
you would be left, and everybody would be all 
through and gone, because there was some 
awfully fast men at that. Oh, they'd bait those 
hooks, you know. Before you looked, they 
were gone. Every move you made counted on 
that many hooks .... 

Peterson: A trawl line is 50 fathoms long. 
There's 6 feet to a fathom. And there's about 
8 lines-some use 10, I've used 10 lines-to 
a tub. Ten lines times 300 is 3,000 feet, isn't 
it? Well, then you tie a ganging [a light line] 
eve,.Y 3 or 4 feet. .... And there's a hook on 
every ganging .... That trawl is coiled in the 
tub, [and] you bait that in the tub .... 

O'Brien: You had 55 [hooks] on each line, 
and you had 10 lines in a tub, which was 550 
hooks ... and you had three tubs. One man 
in a dory had four tubs-that would be over 
2,000 hooks [to bait]. 

Edmunds: Take you probably an hour-it's 
according to how many tubs the skipper 
wanted you to bait. ... And if he only wants 
you to bait two tubs, you get those baited in 
no time .... 

O'Brien: [The trawl line] is coiled . , . when 
you start the bait. Now you put it tipped. If 
you had it flat, you couldn't use it. ... You 
had it so [it] fell in place [in the tub]. All you 
grabbed was the bait and the hook, and you 
had the two hands going together. The big 
line took care of itself, in most cases. 

Furlong: The cook would be up having break
fast ready. So they'd had their breakfast; 
they'd be baited up .... They used to haul lit
tle cans-put bread and stuff in it-and make 
sure they had plenty of water-and jugs for 
water-to carry in the dory with them in case 
they went astray. 

Edmunds: After you were all through baiting 
up, if the skipper thought the weather was 
good enough to set, he'd say, "All hands on 
deck," and we'd take our trawls up on deck. 

Peterson: They had probably 16 [to 18 single] 
dories-or [1 0, 11, or sometimes] 12 [double] 
dories-and they had them nested on deck. 
When they had this trawl all baited they put it 
in the dory, hoisted it, put him overboard. 

O'Brien: There was a loop in each end of the 
dory, forward and aft. And you had a hook 
about [the length of an arm]-an iron hook. 
That slipped into the tackle [and] hooked into 
both straps. And you swung [the dory] out 
and dropped it over the side. 

Edmunds: The man that's in the dory [behind] 
you is always with you. He helps you to haul 
the dory over the side, and when your dory is 
over the side, you jump in it, he throws you 
your line down, lets you go. So you're 
gone .... On the end of it, the skipper helps 
the last dory out. -

O'Brien: You're steering [the vessel] this way 
[across the current], we'll say. Now you drop 
one dory here, and he'll go down [with the 
current]. [You] drop the other guy next, and 
he'll go down the same way. In other words, 
the dories go down side by side. And when 
they end up, they're pretty well in a 
line .... When it's clear, you can see from one 
end to ~he other; the middle guy could see 
both ends. Where it looked like you might get 
a squall-a snow squall or something-you'd 
tend to keep them a little closer; it was easier 
to pick them up and find them than if you had 
them scattered. But in fine weather you'd 
scatter them all over hell; you'd open them 
out. 

Edmunds: So you had all your trawls, [they] 
were all baited [and] in the tubs, and all you 
had to do was hook them up [and] throw 
your anchor and line overboard according to 
how deep the water is-if it was a hundred 
fathom, you'd have two hundred fathom of 
buoy line .... If there was a fifty fathom of 
water you'd have a hundred fathom of buoy 
line. 

O'Brien: [The anchor had] a marker on it-a 
buoy we call it. There's a buoy on it with a 
flag. 

O'Brien: You generally set three [tubs]. 
Sometimes you set four. I've set as high as 
six-two men in a dory .... It depended on 
the weather or where you were fishing. 
Sometimes you couldn't use that much be
cause the bottom and the current wouldn't al
low it. 

O'Brien: It's the current [that's propelling the 
dory]. Also you're rowing; there's one guy 
rowing .... The current is too much some
times. You got to go back if the hook gets , 
caught on anything. If a hook gets caught up 
in the woodwork of the dory, you got to put 
back to hold it. 

Peterson: The skipper, he's in the vessel. 
He's sailing around them dories, watching 
them just like a mother watching a child, you 
know. That's what it is, see. If he sees a fog 
rolling in or stuff like that ... 

Peterson: When you go to set [the trawl], you 
throw it over by hand, one [hook and gang
ing] at a time .... And I've used what they 
call a heaving stick. 

Edmunds: You had your stick under this line 
all the time, and all you were doing is heav
ing. Your right hand was heaving the line, and 
the other hand was holding the tub, that's all. 
I was so used to it I could do it in my sleep. 

O'Brien: You'd throw it out as fast as you 
could. Once in a while a hook would catch in 
the tub, and you had to grab it. Now the cur
rent was going like the dickens too; the tide 
was going fast. · 

Edmunds: And when you get your trawl all 
out, you just heave your anchor down and tie 
up .... When they figure the trawl was all set, 
they put up an oar. That means that they're 
all done, that they're waiting. So they wait 
about an hour or so-leave the trawl soaked 
in the water so the fish could bite .... 

Edmunds: You'd tie up and lay on tl:le end of 
your lines sometimes the weather was · 
good .... You just laid there, that's all, and 
took it easy. If you had a book you wanted to 
read, you'd read. Or if you had a quart, you'd 
have a drink! 

Peterson: You'd light your pipe and have a 
smoke, or something like that. You know, 
time goes awful fast on that ocean. Or you'd 
look around at the other fellows in all the do
ries to make sure everything's all right. Before 
you know it, bingo-time's gone. 

Furlong: [In bad weather] they'd pick [the 
men] up afterthe trawls were set 
out. ... [You] go back aboard the boat be
cause you'd take an awful beating [out] there 
sometimes .... They come aboard and have 
coffee or something .... And then when the 
trawl was set out for a certain length of time, 
he'd drop the men off again in the dories . 
where their buoy was. You'd see them round 
buoys with a little flag on it. Well, each man 
would know where his buoy was. And then 
they'd haul. 

One man hauls trawl while his do
rymate "slats" fish off the hooks . 
into the dory's bilges and coils 
down the trawl line. In the halibut 
fishery, where the gear and fish 
were much heavier than in the cod 
and haddock fisheries, a small 
hand windlass-a "hurdy gurdy"
was used instead of the roller 
shown here to ease the labor a lit
tle. [Photograph by Claire White 
Peterson, courtesy Mystic Seaport, 
Mystic, Connecticut) 



Peterson: You wait for the slack, what we call 
the slack tide, and then the tide will turn, and 
you start hauling back. Then you come back 
to just where you started from. 

Furlong: [You] generally had a little run on the 
tide. Slack water would be no good because 
you got to have the tide helping you. But 
when the tide is too strong you can't pull at 
all. You'd tear everything up. And a lot of 
times you'd part your trawl, and then you'd 
have to row to the other end of your trawl 
and pick up the other end. So you'd save 
it. ... 

O'Brien: The skipper would let it lay-the last 
dory-about 35 minutes. If it was a fine day, 
probably·a little more. Then you'd stop, and 
when you'd blow the signal to 
haul ... everyone tried to be first. 

[Furlong: The first dory aboard would be the 
bottom one In the nest, so the first man 
aboard would be the last to go out next time 
and would have more time to get ready. ]5 

Edmunds: The skipper was the guy that de
cided. When ... you heard that horn blow
ing-he'd give so many honks on the 
tooter-then you'd start hauling 
back .... You haul in your buoy line, coil it up, 
tie it, throw it in the stern, and then you make 
fast your trawl line, and you start hauling the 
fish in .. . . How long did the hauling back 
take? It's according to how many tubs you 
had. If you only set one tub it wouldn't take 
very long. Oh, probably about an hour to haul 
back one tub .. .. If you had six tubs, take 
you 6 hours. 

Furlong: Of course you had a gurdy-a small 
thing-you wound her on; it was sort of a 
pulley like-hand pulley .... 

O'Brien: The other guy [was] putting [the 
trawl] in the tub. Every time they haul it in, 
you'd hook the hook over it and drop it 
down .. .. It's got to be [coiled] when you go 
to bait up that night, or that day, or whatever. 

Furlong: [The fish] you just flick off the 
hooks. When you get your trawl up, I think it 
was about every 3 feet there was a hook. 
You'd take that up and you snap her off the 
hook. 

Edmunds: If there's a fish ... you slide it in 
back of your dory; keep on hauling. Next one, 
slide it in back of your dory. Next one, slide it 
in back of your dory. Every fish comes out, 
and it goes in your dory. 

Peterson: You've got a place where you 
stand and work ... [and] you have what they 
call the parting boards there-one forward 
and one aft. ... In just a little rough weather, 
fish will move. If they go forward, the bow of 
the dory will go down. They go aft in the 
stern sometimes, so you have to trim the 
dory all the time .... Just one big [space], 
right in the center of the dory. And that way 
there, your dory is trimmed evenly all the 
time. And the rougher it gets-you have noth
ing to worry about. 

Furlong: And sometimes there'd be a lot of 
fish. They'd have to lighten. They'd have to 
tie [the trawl] up, put another buoy on it, and 
signal the boat . .. and unload their fish, and 
come back and finish their trawl. ... Lots of 
times I've seen it happen. The dory wouldn't 
hold the fish. 

O'Brien: Oh, yes. You have to go to the 
mother ship and unload a couple of times. 
You'd get too many fish to carry all in one 
time. Oh, many, many times. 

Peterson: They'd sail right up to you, or you'd 
drift down on the schooner. The schooner 
would be down to leeward. 

Edmunds: You give them a stern and a bow 
line, and they hold you alongside the vessel. 

Furlong: You're forking, and you got to get in 
a rhythm to fork your fish, especially codfish. 
Codfish are very heavy. 

Edmunds: When all the fish are on deck, they 
let you go again, or they put you .astern and 
tow you up to your buoy, and you go get 
some more. 

Furlong: And then you go and unload your 
fish, and the dory would be hoisted aboard 
again and put in the nest. 

Edmunds: If you're getting a couple of dory
loads of fish apiece ... you're getting plenty 
of fish, and you're all set. ... Each dory holds 
at least 2,000 pounds of fish. 

Peterson: You've got your fish on deck. Then 
you had to take care of the fish-clean them, 
and gut them, and ice them down, and stuff 
like that. Then you had to take a little sleep
get a little rest-and before you know it, it 
was time to go back to work again. 

Furlong: It was interesting work, but hard 
work. 
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427 "Bait Up!": Dory Fishing on Georges Bank 

Pitching fish into the "checkers" 
between the deckhouse and rail of 
a schooner on Georges. The cook, 
who tends the dory's painter here, 
and the captain managed the ves
sel alone while the trawls were set. 
In the haddock fishery, schooners 
did not anchor, but jogged along 
under shortened sail until it was 
time to recover their dorymen. 
[Photograph by Claire White Peter
son, courtesy Mystic Seaport, Mys
tic, Connecticut] 



Some Georges Bank Fishing 
Vessels 

Donald W. Bourne 

A few of the many types of 
vessels used in the Georges 
Bank fisheries from the beginning 
of regular trips there in the early 
nineteenth century to the present. 
It is not certain that every boat 
shown has worked on the bank, 
but each is representative of 
boats that did or do. At a given 
time, different types might coexist 
on Georges, since strongly built 
and lucky craft often return for 
decades. Sometimes they are 
altered in rig and purpose
schooners transformed into otter 
trawlers are a case in point. Most 
vessels of the "foreign" fleet, 
which began to arrive in the early 
1960s, were driven from the bank 
by declining fish stocks and the 
200-mile-limit law in the mid-
1970s. The modern trend toward 
short trips for a high-quality fresh 
catch is reflected in recent vessel 
design. Drawings are to the same 
scale. Stated lengths are 
approximate in some cases. 
(J. Gilbert, A. German, J. Leiby, H. 
Kohler, and J. Arrison helped in 
gathering this information.) 

Pinky. Eighteenth-middle 
nineteenth centuries. 46ft (45-70 
ft). Wood. New England and 
eastern Canada. 

Sharpshooter schooner Romp. 
1847.57 ft. Wood. Designer and 
builder: Andrew Story, Gloucester, 
Massachusetts. 

"Fredonia" type schooner Lottie 
$. Haskins. 1890. 107ft. Wood. 
Designer: George M. McClain. 
Builder: Tarr and James, Essex, 
Massachusetts. 

Knockabout schooner Arethusa. 
1907. 127ft. Wood. Designer: 
Thomas F. McManus. Builder: Tarr 
and James, Essex, Massachusetts. 

Indian Head schooner Ingomar. 
1905. 116 ft. Wood. Designer: 
Thomas F. McManus. Builder: Tarr 
and James, Essex, Massachusetts. 

Side trawler Spray. 1905. 136ft. 
Steel. Built for the Bay State 
Fishing Co. from an English 
design. Builder: Fore River 
Shipyard, Quincy, Massachusetts. 

Side trawler Cape North. 1946. 135 
ft. Wood. Built for Lunenburg Sea 
Products, Ltd., Lunenburg, Nova 
Scotia. Builder: Theriault, 
Meteghan, Nova Scotia. 

Dragger. 1946? 60ft. Wood. 
Designer: Walter J. Mclnniss, in 
cooperation with the New Bedford 
fishing industry. 

Side trawler Joseph & Lucia II. 
1965. 96ft. Steel. Designer: Potter, 
McArthur, and Gilbert, N.A. 
Builder: Gladding-Hearn 
Shipbuilding Co., Somerset, 
Massachusetts. 



0 

0 0 0 

"Pervomaisk" class refrigerated 
transport. 1959-1960.328 ft. Steel. 
Built for the German Democratic 
Republic in Denmark. 

Side or drifter trawler (SRT-400). 
1949-1959. 125- 144 ft . Steel. 
German Democratic Republic. 

0 0 0 

"Kosmos" class (B-26) stern 
trawler. 1963-1968 (or later). 272 
ft. Steel. Poland. 

Longliner, Vair. 1966. 85 ft. Wood. 
John W. Gilbert Associates, N.A. 
Builder: Atlantic Shipbuilding, 
Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia. 

Scalloper Osprey. 1985. 108 ft. 
Steel. Designer: Jonathan Leiby, 
N.A. Builder: Sanchez Shipbuilding, 
Fall River, Massachusetts. 

---------
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Offshore lobster boat. Trisha 
Marie. 1980. 57 ft. Aluminum. 
Designer: Woodin and Marean, 
N.A. Builder: John Yanks 
(southern New Jersey). 

Stern trawler. Nautilus. 1984. 84ft. 
Steel. Designer: John W. Gilbert 
Associates, N.A. Builder: 
St. Augustine Shipbuilding, 
Florida. 



From very early times, fishery resources have been recog
nized as valuable but vulnerable. Measures to conserve 
them have operated mainly through constraints upon fish- · 
ermen. In England, regulations to protect salmon--:-ap
proved by the king in 1278-specified closed fishing 
times and restrictions on the use of nets (Graham, 1955). 
Many of the present-day approaches to fisheries conser
vation and management on the New England grounds 
have a remarkably long history. 

One reason for this is a regional tradition in New Eng
land rooted in English practice, dating from the time of 
first settlement. A second is the conception of fisheries 
resources as common property. There have been changes 
sometimes in the geographic and institutional scope of 
the fisheries "commons," and the claimants to a share in 
it have changed accordingly, but throughout these 
changes, fishermen and the public have had either the 
right of free exploitation or, at least, restricted rights 
under the "commons" principle. 

Regulation within the commons usually starts with a 
cry of alarm: A resource is declining or deteriorating in 
some way, or some technologic innovation is seen as 
threatening. The alarm may be general, but more often it 
is raised by one group of users against another, when the 
first perceives its welfare to be at stake. An inquiry is 
opened into the . causes and possible means of relieving 
the problem at hand. Graham (1955) describes such a se
quence in medieval England; it has been repeated time 
and again. 

More often than not, what emerges from the inquiry is 
ambiguous. Fishing unquestionably affects a resource, but 
so do natural events, often to a much greater extent. This 
makes it difficult to assess the effects of fishing. Uncer
tain conclusions seldom satisfy the parties involved. Con
troversy persists, but there is quite general agreement that 
some action must be taken. We proceed to the third 
phase. In this, regulations are proposed and implemented. 
Fishermen respond by reasserting their right to fish as 
they want-regulations always seem to cost them some
thing, and the common good is often forgotten in argu-

. ments about short-term losses, real or perceived. 
Underlying this conflict, surprisingly perhaps, is a con

sensus in favor of the principle of conservation. This 
principle endures without any universal acceptance of its 
definition. The political forces that can be brought to 
bear to "prevent overfishing" have been remarkably 
strong. 

Of all forms of human intervention in the sea, fishing 
is still the most pervasive. Nevertheless, activities that 
may conflict with fishing are increasing: extraction of oil 
and other minerals, for instance, or disposal of industrial 
and domestic wastes. Conflict can be direct, over parts of 
the ocean or port space, for example. Or it may be indi
rect; damage to habitat can be far more destructive of 
fisheries resources than fishing itself. Increasingly, non
fisheries uses of the ocean come to be weighed against 
fishing. The perspectives of fishery management today 
must go far beyond regulation of fishermen. 

The purpose of this chapter is to trace the history of 
fishery conservation and management in relation to the 
development of fisheries off the northeastern United 
States, focusing especially on Georges Bank. It is conveni
ent to divide this history into four periods: initial devel
opment up to 1930; a period of relative stability and 
consolidation up to 1960; the long-distance-fleet era of 
the 1960s and early 1970s; and the present period, begin
ning in 1977 with extension of U.S. fisheries jurisdiction 
across the continental shelf. 

Development of the New England fishing industry be
gan soon after the first colonists arrived. Their records 
show that the first expansion of local fisheries was north
ward, off the coasts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. 

. Fishing on Georges Bank began in the mid-1700s, and 
was common by 1850 or so. 

By 1930, Georges Bank had become a traditional fish
ing ground of New Englanders, with well-developed fish
eries. Over the next 30 years the fishery was relatively 
stable except for the interruption of World War II. The 
prewar fishery expanded slowly. New species were added 
to the landings as markets developed and in reaction to 
changes in fish population: There was concern for had
dock conservation particularly, and fisheries research ex
panded with the start of a Georges bank haddock 
research program in 1932. Federally supported fisheries 
research had begun in the late 1800s in the United States, 
and international cooperative research in 1921 when 
Canada, Newfoundland, France, and the United States 
formed the North Atlantic Council on Fishery 
Investigations. 

After W odd War II, fisheries expansion accelerated 
and conservation drew more attention. The Convention 
for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Commission came 
into effect in 1949, and international management and 
regulation of Georges Bank fisheries began to be imple
mented soon afterward. A period of radical change began 
in 1960 with massive incursions of long-distance fleets 
from Europe and elsewhere. The long-distance vessels 
brought intense pressure to bear upon all of the Georges 
Bank resources, and the effects of this heavy fishing on 
traditional New England fisheries eventually led the 
United States to extend its jurisdiction over fisheries re
sources under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (MFCMA) of 1976. The act took effect 
in 1977, ending a particularly traumatic period for U.S. 
fishermen and establishing domestic management of fish
eries on Georges Bank for the first time. 

Under MFCMA, there was a sharp transition from one 
·kind of responsibility for the fisheries to another; na
tional representation in an international forum was re
placed by local representation in a New England forum. 
General satisfaction at the departure of the long-distance 
fleets from New England grounds was not to last. Can
ada had responded to the U.S. extension of fisheries juris
diction by proclaiming her own 200-mile limit. This 
made it necessary for the United States and Canada to 
settle upon an offshore boundary, and Canada's claim 
threatened to split jurisdiction on Georges Bank. Bilateral 
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agreement failed and the case was referred to the Inter
national Court of Justice (chapter 45). Before 1960, U.S. 
fishermen could hold the view that Georges Bank was 
their own-bought ~md paid for by two centuries of 
nea,rly exclusive development and fishing. 1 hi the follow
ing two decades that view was severely challenged. 

Early Developments (before 1930) 

In the early days on Georges Bank, the richness and di
versity of fish provided many ways to make a living. The 
development of major fisheries for particular species was 
based on availability of fish, gear, and markets, but while 
the fishermen were selective, the gear often was not. Dis
cards of fish, because they were too small or of the 
wrong species, consistently caused problems. Inevitable 
changes in species abundance-sometimes dramatic from 
one year to the next, and sometimes taking years-led to 
shifts in effort. · These shifts sometimes involved gear 
changes. Conflicts commonly developed among segments 
of the fishing community, making the problems of con
servation more difficult. 

The role of fisheries science expanded. Scientific analy
sis was increasingly relied upon to explain changes in the 
resources and the impact of fishing, but the analysis often 
revealed new problems and complexities to contend with 
in conservation efforts. 

Inshore Fisheries 
Because of the fishing tradition that the colonists brought 
with them, inshore fisheries had become intensive enough 
in New England by the mid-1600s to require control 
(Goode et al., 1884). Concern for the mackerel stocks 
appears to have developed at a very early date. In 1660 
the commissioners of the United Colonies recommended 
regulation of the fishery for mackerel, by then a staple 
commodity. A decade later the Plymouth Colony re
stricted early-season fishing for mackerel, and in 1684 a 
law was passed to prohibit seining for them. 

Curtailment was not the only management approach . 
On the contrary, one of the earliest actions by the U.S. 
Congress was designed to encourage fishing through the 
payment of a subsidy. By such indirect means, Congress 
could influence fishing offshore, where otherwise it had 
no jurisdiction. In 1792 Congress granted allowances or 
bounties to licensed vessels in the cod fishery, and these 
continued until 1838. Interestingly, though mackerel fish
ermen were also licensed, they were offered no bounty, 
and bounty claimants were forbidden to fish for mackerel 
and cod together (Sabine, 1853). 

In the late 1860s New England fishermen worried 
about declining numbers of nearshore food fishes-scup, 
tautog, and sea bass. Traditional hook-and-line men 
blamed the problem on the trap and pound-net fishermen 
and the proliferation of their gear. State legislatures were 
pressed to act, and to relieve this pressure they welcomed 
a federal response (Baird, 1873). In 1871 Congress cre
ated the U.S. Fish Commission. Spencer Baird, the first 



Figure 41.1 
The early handline fishery for cod. 
Each man in a crew of 8-12 · 
worked a 900-foot line with an 8-
pound lead at the end. When fish
ing was good, a crew might catch 
20,000-30,000 pounds in a day. 
[Goode (1887)] 

Figure 41.2 
A single halibut caught in the hand
line fishery might weigh 1 00-200 
pounds or more. Since each man 
was paid for his own catch, he 
carved his mark on the fish's blind 
side. [Goode (1887)] 

commissioner of fisheries, was given broad authority to 
investigate and to recommend remedial measures (U.S. 
Congress, 1871). Baird began his inquiry at Woods Hole, 
where later, in 1875, he would establish the first U.S . . 
fisheries research laboratory (Galtsoff, 1962). Fishermen 
of every faction and other interested persons were invited 
to testify, and in a report that derived from these hear
ings, Baird concluded that in the particular instance. be
fore him, a superabundance of bluefish had combined 
with the expanding trap fishery to deplete stocks of scup. 
He proposed some corrective measures, but more impor
tant for us today, he also proposed scientific investiga
tions conceived along broad ecologic lines, designed to 
explain definitively and generally why fish stocks2 

fluctuate. 

Offshore Fisheries 
Nearshore fisheries in New England gradually expanded 
northeastward to Nova Seotia and Newfoundland in the 
late 1660s and the 1700s. New Englanders reached 
Georges Bank in the mid-1700s (chapter 40). The earliest 
record of a Georges Bank trip was in 17 4 7, when Mar
blehead codfishermen went there for "summer fish" 
(Pearson, 1972). How long this fishing persisted is not 
recorded, but it may have resulted partly from political 
conflicts with the Nova Scotians that reduced access to 
their waters. It is difficult to believe that inshore fish 
populations could have been severely depleted by fishing 
in these early years, but local scarcity in 1821 sent three 
Gloucester pinkies to Georges in June for codfish. Fisher
ies for the prized species were the first to develop on the 
bank (Goode, 1887). In 1825 the first mackerel fishing 
was reported, and in the 1830s fishing for cod and hali-

but was common. In 1831 the first Georges Bank sword
fish was landed in Gloucester. 

By the mid-1800s New England fishermen were regu
larly fishing on the bank. Expansion to the offshore 
grounds was gradual, largely by trial and error. Georges, 
though dangerous, was a well-defined physiographic fea
ture, easy enough to locate. However, finding the exact 
places where fish aggregated was not easy. Good grounds 
were most consistent for resident species, such as had
dock, cod, halibut, and certain flounders, though popula
tions of farther-ranging fishes, such as mackerel, were 
found seasonally (figures 41.1 and 41.2). By 1845 some 
140 fishing vessels were counted on Georges at one time, 
clear evidence that the fish were large and plentiful 
enough, compared with inshore populations, to warrant 
the risk and hardship of fishing there. 

Halibut and Cod · 
Halibut and cod, with well-developed markets, were 
foremost among the species sought in the early days, but 
the halibut fishery began a slow, continuous decline in 
about 1850 from which it has never recovered. There 
was no significant effort to save the halibut, perhaps be
cause the decline was too early and too gradual to excite 
alarm. The species appears to have had little resilience in 
the face of heavy exploitation, in this way differing from 
cod and certain other fishes. Cod, though heavily ex
ploited, nevertheless support the most stable and continu
ous of all Georges fisheries Qensen, 1972). Their biology 
apparently buffers them against strong population changes 
under the pressure of fishing. 

Mackerel 
Mackerel landings in the Northwest Atlantic showed 
marked fluctuations over the long term (figures 41.3 and 
41.4; Christensen, Freeman, and Turner, 1976). Mackerel 
fishing on Georges Bank is based on s-easonal migratio~s 
of the fish, primarily during spring and summer. Availa
bility therefore fluctuates more than it does among resi
dent stocks. It is quite possible that boats were initially 
attracted to the offshore mackerel fishery at a high point 
in the natural population cycle. 

In any event, because mackerel salt well, the fishery for 
them rapidly became very important. In early years 
(1820-1850) mackerel were caught with weighted hook
and-line gear that took fish more or less individually. The 
purse seine was introduced in Gloucester about 1825, 
and its general adoption in the 1850s rapidly revolution
ized the fishery, which for the most part moved offshore. 
Alarm developed over the purse seine's effect on stocks. 
In 1859 there was a petition to curtail its use, though by 
that time mackerel could not be caught profitably with 
any other gear. A defender of seining declared that 
" ... any such stupid petition should be prostrated at 
once. One thing is certain, if we do not take mackerel in 
seines or nets we shall get none at all" (Goode et al., 
1884). 

In 187 4 night seining for mackerel began, spreading 
rapidly throughout the fleet (Goode, 1887). For a time 
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the catch rate and landings increased, but within a few 
years both began to fall alarmingly. The average size of a 
mackerel, always notably large on Georges, had de
creased. What the particular causes were we can never 
know, but at the time, since the decline followed the 
shift to purse seines, the seines were blamed. The U.s. · 
Congress took action against them, but this had to be in
direct, since Congress had no authority on the high seas 
(U.S. Congress, 1887; see the appendix at the end of this 
chapter). Landings of seined mackerel were to be banned 
from March through May in the first congressional effort 
to restrict activities of U.S. fishermen offshore. Fishermen 
and vessel owners appeared to favor the regulation, while 
dealers were opposed. Scientists of the time could not · 
agree on what the effects of seining might be (Wilcox, 
1887). The ban was to take effect in 1887. Because the 
previous year's fishing had been poor, many argued for a 
delay in the restriction. How closely it was enforced is 
not clear today, but whatever happened, the swift decline 
in the fishery off New England and the demise of the 
market for salt mackerel all but eliminated any need for 
regulation. Fresh mackerel seem never to have been much 
in demand in the United States. The domestic mackerel 
fishery never regained its early importance. 

Mackerel fishing had been poor mainly in New Eng
land waters, not Canadian. The reverse had been noted in 
earlier years-poor fishing off Canada when itwas good 
off New England. This raised a question of stock struc
ture and distribution (Wilcox, 1887): 

. .. yet where the mackerel come from in the spring, 
where they go late in the fall and spend the winter, why 
they are found in great abundance off the New England 
coast for a series of years, and perhaps the next year in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, remains as much a mystery and 
matter of theory as one hundred years ago. 
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Figure 41.3 
A purse seiner with barrels of 
salted mackerel on deck. The 
seine boats tied astern were a 
modification of the New England 
whale boat. Many mackerel 
schooners rerigged for winter 
groundfishing on Georges. [Goode 
(1887)] 

Figure 41.4 
Landings of mackerel from the 
Northwest Atlantic. [Christensen, 
Freeman, and Turner ( 1976)] 

This is still largely true 100 years later. The Georges 
Bank mackerel fishery reached new peaks in the early 
1970s when the long-distance fleets sought them, and 
management concerns pe'aked along with the fishery. 

Haddock 
Haddock came to support the major Georges Bank fish
ery in the 1920s. This fishery has been the focus of con
troversy many times, for social, political, and economic 
reasons as well as for scientific reasons. New Englanders 
have not been the only ones embroiled in these difficul
ties; the U.S. government has been drawn in repeatedly. 
Unlike cod, haddock seem to be quite sensitive to fishing. 
They spawn occasional very large year classes, 3 which 
tend to stabilize the haddock populations, but unfortu
nately, an abundance of these fish seems to destabilize 
the fishery because of its reaction to the high abundance. 

Haddock were undoubtedly caught along with cod 
since the beginnings of the Georges fishery. Some were 
landed, but initially they were not a desirable species, 
probably because they did not salt well. Haddock land- · 
ings increased as trade in fresh fish developed. The early 
haddock fishery was in winter, from October to April. 
Large vessels, the majority of Gloucester's fleet, engaged 
in it, many of them switching to mackerel in the summer. 
Reported haddock landings became significant in the sec
ond half of the nineteenth century with the development 
of specialized line trawl gear, but landings from Georges 
were less than 20,000 mT (metric tons) annmilly until the 
introduction of otter trawling in 1905. Thereafter, with 
rising demand for fresh haddock fillets, landings sur
passed cod landings. 

Otter trawling revolutionized the Georges Bank 
groundfishery and world fisheries generally. Groundfish
ing changed from a relatively passive technology-baited 
hooks and lines-to a more active pursuit fishery. This 
change was analogous to the change in the mackerel fish
ery from hook-and-line fishing to purse seining. The 
catch rate became less subject to fish abundance and, as 
a consequence, less in balance with population changes. 
Increased efficiency made it possible to apply greater fish
ing mortality to the stock. The size selectivity of the 
hook-and-line gear generally yielded larger-sized fish than 
otter trawls (Hennemuth, Grosslein, and McCracken, 
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1964), which were less selective for both size and species. 
The trawls were more wasteful besides; limited markets 
for much of the trawl catch led to heavy discards at sea. 

The hook-and-line fishermen worried about this, which 
led in 1912 to congressional hearings on a bill to pro
hibit beam and otter trawling (Bowers, 1914). Congress 
directed the commissioner of fisheries to determine 
whether trawling was harmful. Federal fishery biologists 
spent a year at sea observing trawler operations and the 
catch. They concluded (Alexander, Moore, and Kennedy, 
1915) that otter trawlers harmed neither the spawn nor 
the sea bottom, nor did they interfere with line trawling, . 
usually pursued on different grounds. Landings of " sole" . 
increased. It was found on the debit sid~ that otter trawl
ing did destroy small, unmarketable fish, that it brought 
smaller sizes to market, and that more of the catch was 
wasted. 

Using an adjusted catch-per-trip to estimate population 
changes-much as we do today-the researchers found 
no evidence of depletion due to otter trawling, but call
ing upon evidence from the North Sea, they warned that 
there might be some danger in the gear's use. Mesh-size 
regulations were rejected as a proposed remedy in favor 
of area restrictions: Trawls should be used only on 
Georges, in the South Channel, and on Nantucket Shoals. 
Restrictions on the Western Banks of the Scotian Shelf 
were considered futile unless France, Canada, and New
foundland took similar action. 4 Haddock landings, mostly 
from Georges, reached about 115,000 mT in 1929, but 
decreased markedly in the next 5 years. They did not 
reach such a high level again until 1965-1966. 

Other Early Fisheries 

Swordfish 
Swordfish were gradually discovered by New England 
fishermen in the late 1800s and early 1900s (figure 41.5; 
Rich, 1947). These wide-ranging fish first appear off 
southern New England in the spring, and are available on 
Georges Bank through most of the summer and fall. · 
Georges provided three-quarters of the New England 
swordfish landings in the 1930s (Rich, 1947), though 
New England fishermen pursued them as far as the 
Grand Banks of Newfoundland. It is difficult to manage 
such migratory species as swordfish and to assess the 
state of the stocks. Perhaps because of this, fisheries 
managers have not concerned themselves with swordfish 
until recently. 

Winter Flounder 
Winter flounder from Georges are considerably larger 
on average than those caught inshore. In the market, 
Georges flounder are called " lemon sole," and the in
shore flounder, " blackback" (Perlmutter, 1947)-for a 
long time it was thought they might be separate species. 
Before 1895 inshore flounder fishing was with fyke or 
trap nets. Then beam trawling developed; at Province
town, Massachusetts, 126 beam trawls were in use in 
1908. By 1915 the Cape Cod flounder fishermen had 



switched entirely to otter trawls (Alexander, Moore, and 
Kennedy, 1915). Otter trawling on Georges Bank greatly 
increased the catch of "soles," really starting the flounder 
fishery there, but there are few data from offshore earlier 
than 1938. The lemon sole catch fell off markedly in the 
1930s, leading to development of the yellowtail flounder 
fishery. 

Fishery Statistics 

How many and what kind of fish were caught? Where 
were they caught? When? These are basic questions for 
fisheries researchers and fisheries managers. Records of 
landings are a prime source of information on the status 
of fish stocks-in early times they were the only source, 
though such records were mostly anecdotal and not rou
tinely kept. In the 1870s a lack of good statistics put the 
United States at a disadvantage in a fisheries dispute with 
Canada. After that, the U.S. Fish Commission saw to it 
that landings of major fish species were reported system
atically. Fishermen keep their own records of course, not 
only for sharing out earnings but for devising fishing 
strategy. Biologists and fisheries managers have learned a 
great deal from these records, and they encourage fisher
men to make them as complete as possible. 

For various reasons there is never a complete record 
of the fish catch. Much of it may be discarded at sea. 
Moreover, in New England, where an incomplete census 
of landings has always been taken instead of a representa
tive sample, landings in many of the smaller ports are un
derrepresented. Most statistics come from the major 
ports, and these ports change with time. All of this means 
that the interpretation of landings statistics is somewhat 
subjective; landings do not necessarily reflect changes in 
fish populations. They are commonly assumed to do so, 
nevertheless, and it is often when landings reach bottom 
that demands arise for research, management, and 
conservation. 

The principal single-species fisheries off New England 
were reasonably well documented by 1930. Coverage in
creased gradually as more species were landed and re
search efforts increased. By 1950 most landings were 
being reported. After the International Commission for 
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) was established in 
1949, documentation of the fisheries improved rapidly. 
Information on vessels, gear, and fishing effor(was in
cluded with the catch statistics. 

Traditional fishing grounds off the northeastern United 
States had beeri quite well defined by the 1920s (figure 
41.6; Rich, 1929). These became the first "statistical 
areas" for aggregating catch reports. The areas were ad
justed subsequently to reflect the distributions of distinct 
fish stocks and were adopted by the North Atlantic 
Council on Fishery Investigations in 1932 and by ICNAF 
in 1949 (figure 41.7). ICNAF's division 5Ze is taken as a 
conventional statistical definition of Georges Bank, but 
fishing in both 5Zw (southern New England) and 5Y (the 
Gulf of Maine) is closely associated, and landings have 
not always been accurately separated. In ICNAF Statisti-
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Figure 41.5 · 
Swordfish grounds. [Rich (1947)] 

Figure 41.6 
Fishing grounds on Georges Bank. 
(Rich ( 1929)] 
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Figure 41.7 
The ICNAF Convention Area was 
originally divided into subareas 
1-5. Subareas were further split 
into divisions, designated by a suf
fix of one or more letters (such as 
5Ze or 4W). Under ICNAF, the re
gion between 35• and 39• N (with a 
small extension north of 39 • off the 
coasts of New York and New Jer
sey) was called statistical area 6, 
distinguishing it from the subareas 
because ICNAF had no formal juris
diction there; under NAFO the 
same is called subarea 6. 

Figure 41.8 
Total U.S. fish landings from 
Georges Bank. 

Figure 41.9 
Landings of major species from 
Georges Bank by U.S. fishermen. 

Figure 41.10 
U.S. landings of cod and haddock 
from the Western Banks of Nova 
Scotia. (From ICNAF.) 
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cal Bulletins, assignment of landings to divisions of SZ
e and w-did not begin until 1968. 

Many researchers have summarized landings of major 
species. These summaries may differ in form depending 
on the perspective of the researcher. Palmer and Lange 
(1983) have recently documented the principal statistical 
sources and assembled a historical series of U.S. landings 
statistics, including estimates for Georges Bank from 
1904 to the present (figures 41.8 and 41.9). This seems 
the best that can be done with the U.S. data, and very 
likely the trends-if not the actual numbers-are quite 
accurate. Pre-1968 landings data for other countries fish
ing on Georges (5Ze) are scattered among several sources. 
They have been consolidated for the discussion that 
follows. 

Development of the Domestic Fisheries (1930-1960) 

Between 1930 and 1960, Georges Bank fisheries did not 
exceed the overall capacity of the stocks to support 
them. Although effort was directed mainly at a few spe
cies (cod, haddock, flounders, scallops), markets allowed 
others to be substituted if a particular stock declined. 
Sometimes a species in decline on Georges might be plen
tiful in adjacent waters, and New Englanders began to 
fish more extensively on the Nova Scotian banks (figure 
41.1 0). Fishermen on Georges Bank were essentially free 
of restrictions, but concern was growing over discards of 
undersize fish caught by the small-mesh nets then in gen
eral use. An intensive research program on Georges Bank 
haddock had been initiated by the UnitedStates in 1932. 
In 1949, when ICNAF was established, the foundations 
were in place for international management on the bank. 

A Crisis in the Haddock Fishery 
Georges Bank haddock landings (and the haddock popu
lation) reached a low in 1934 of about 28,000 mT, but 
heavy demand, caused partly by a drought in the mid
western United States, kept many vessels fishing wherever 
they could find fish. U.S. fishermen had fished cod on 
the western banks of Nova Scotia from early times, but 
starting in 1935 many haddock fishermen moved there 
from Georges (figure 41.10). 

It was not the first time that a collapsing Georges Bank 
fishery had caused worry, but it was the first time had-

. dock-by now the mainstay of the New England fish
ery-was the species in trouble. Scientific interest in 
fisheries questions was growing, particularly interest in 
the effects of fishing. Research by the U.S. Bureau of 
Fisheries went back 60 years, but it had always been lim
ited. Congress reacted to the Georges haddock collapse 
by funding . a special scientific investigation. This began in 
Cambridge in 1930, but soon moved to the Woods Hole 
Fisheries Laboratory. Past catch and effort statistics were 
analyzed, and the collection of current statistics was ex
panded (figure 41.11). Most important, haddock landings 
were sampled to determine the lengths and ages of the 
fish. From these data, changes in the haddock population 
due to growth and mortality could be estimated, along 



Figure 41.11 
Interviewing a schooner captain at 
the Boston Fish Pier in 1932, near 
the end of working sail on the New 
England banks. Information on 
catch, gear, and fishing locality 
continues to be collected in much 
the same way. [0. E. Sette Collec
tion, National Marine Fisheries 
Service] 

Figure 41.12 
Measuring cod on the trawler Exe
ter during. early research into the 
effect of trawl mesh size on the 
size of fish caught, June 1931. [0. 
E. Sette Collection, National Marine 
Fisheries Service] 

Figure 41.13 
U.S. and Canadian scallop landings 
from Georges Bank. 
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with the effect of fishing. Experiments were begun to de
termine the selectivity of different trawl mesh sizes (figure 
41.12; Herrington, 1935). 

The "remedy" --if not the cause--for the haddock de
cline was soon put forward. The fleet had adopted a 2.5-
inch mesh in the cod end of their otter trawls. Why this 
size had become standard is not clear, since it retained 
haddock too small for the market. Heavy discards of 
young haddock--sometimes more than half the catch-
were common, particularly when a year class was large. 
Growth studies showed that these young fish would have 
produced up to twice the yield had they been left in the 
sea to grow. Wasting them in the fishery was judged to 
have caused the collapse (Herrington, 1936), and the ob
vious solution seemed to be larger cod-end meshes in the 
trawls. As the research went forward, haddock stocks 
and catches were improving. By 1940 landings had 
reached an apparently sustainable level of about 50,000 
mT. Population productivity and market demand seemed 
fairly well balanced. Then war intervened, pushing the 
mesh-size problem aside until many years later, when 
ICNAF took it up. 

Other Developments 

Yellowtail Flounder 
Yellowtail flounder catches grew steadily in the 19 30s to 
meet demand. Effort concentrated off southern New 
England at first. World War II spurred the fishery, but it 
declined after 1942 through the 1950s, increasing once 
again in the early 1960s. Diminishing southern New Eng
land stocks led to expansion offshore. Catches on 
Georges Bank first rose and then fell, so that by the mid-
1950s landings were quite low. The adaptable New Eng
land fishermen switched their effort from flounders to 
scallops, but the decline in yellowtail caused worry over 
the effects of fishing, intensifying research at Woods 
Hole. 

Scallops 
Scallops were discovered inshore early in the development 
of New England fisheries. Significant commercial landings 
at Maine ports date from the 1880s. Later, in the 1920s, 
scallop beds off Long Island were fished from Middle At
lantic ports. The offshore scallop dredge came into use 
after 1925, evolving from the smaller inshore "Digby 
dredge." Scallopers reached Georges Bank in the mid-
1930s, New Bedford boats primarily. 

In 1959 the first scallops were caught from an excep
tional year class on Georges, spawned in 1955. The 
Georges fishery roughly doubled over the next 5 years. 
Scallop supplies fluctuated among various grounds, and 
vessels switched from scallops to flounders when neces
sary. Through the late 1950s, Canadians increasingly 
fished the Georges scallops (figure 41.13), which soon 
supported one of the highest-valued fisheries for both the 
United States and Canada. 
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The War Years 
World War II severely disrupted the New England fisher
ies, particularly in the early years when submarines threat
ened the fleet offshore. Many vessels were comman
deered for defense duties; Boston lost more than half of 
its large boats, and overall, the New England fishing fleet 
was reduced by about one-quarter. Nevertheless, demand 
for fish kept many fishermen at sea. In late 1943 the 
government authorized funds for 100 new fishing vessels 
in New England, though today it is unclear how many 
were actually built. 

Demand drove up prices, and the government's Office 
of Price Administration reacted with price ceilings. These 
significantly reduced prevailing market prices, and fisher
men in many ports went on strike. The Boston strike was 
most severe, lasting for about 8 weeks. By the time it 
ended in January 1944, it had caused landings to fall by 
an estimated 12,000 mT. 

After both world wars, British scientists studied the re
covery of North Sea fish stocks under reduced wartime 
fishing pressure, thereby learning a great deal about the 
effects of fishing (Beverton and Holt, 1957). On Georges, 
the war's effect was less pronounced, and after the war 
landings recovered rapidly. Less could be learned. Cod 
landings had begun to fall just before the war, and after
ward--except for a brief, small rise--they continued to 
go down. Scientists inferred that populations were de
creasing, but could not find the cause. In the 1960s both 
the cod population on Georges and the fishery recovered 
(figure 41.9). 

The Industrial Fishery 
Decline in guano harvests off Peru in the mid-1950s 
pushed up demand for fish meal for use in fertilizers. In
dustrial fisheries in New England expanded in 1956, and 
landings of silver hake, red hake, and eelpout increased 
(more from southern New England than from Georges). 
Since the industrial fishermen used small-mesh liners in 
their trawls, there was some worry about the juvenile 
flounders and other foodfish caught and turned into 
meal. (Other fisheries doubtless took small flounders, but 
did not land them.) Fish-meal demand soon decreased, 
and with this industrial fishing declined, ceasing almost 
entirely by the early 1960s. 

The industrial fishery was aimed to some extent at 
high-density populations of hakes and pout (the price per 
pound was low, hence catch per day had to be high), but 
many species were landed and very little was discarded. It 
came as close as any New England fishery to being a 
nonselective, no-discard operation. Species were generally 
landed in proportion to their relative abundance, which 
continually changed. From an ecologic point of view such 
harvesting may be efficient, though it is not necessarily so 
economically, given market demand. 

There was a sequel to the short-lived industrial fishery 
in the 1960s, based on a similar harvesting strategy. An 
attempt was made to market fish protein concentrate for 
direct human use, but it failed for several reasons. The 
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concentrations of fish required for an economically sound 
operation were only seasonally available to U.S. vessels 
inshore. Whole fish were used in the concentrate, making 
it objectionable to many people, and exports had to be 
labeled under U.S. law as unfit for human consump
tion-hardly an aid to sales. Finally, competition was 
stirred up with U.S. producers of vegetable-protein 
concentrates. 

Formation of ICNAF 
The International Convention for the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries was signed in 1949, establishing the Inter
national Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
(ICNAF).5 The convention took effect in early 1950, 
after ratification by the four original signatories: the 
United States, Canada (including Newfoundland), Iceland, 
and the United Kingdom. By the first annual meeting in 
1951, Denmark had also ratified the treaty. Other coun
tries joined later, so that by 1976 there were 18 member 
states.6 These states accounted for about 70% of the 
world's fish catch at the time. 

The United States was once again worried over the de
pletion of Georges Bank haddock stocks. In a letter of 
transmittal concerning the convention, the U.S. Congress 
was advised that large-mesh trawl gear could not be im
posed on U.S. fishermen only; Canadians must also be in
cluded, since it was partly to ensure that neither country 
gained a competitive advantage that the United States and 
Canada had discussed the convention in the first place. 
There was another, more significant, statement in the let
ter: "The fleets of many foreign countries are rapidly ex
panding operations in an attempt to satisfy the great 
world food demand. The North Sea and other important 
European fishing areas have apparently become depleted 
to such an extent that they produce only a fraction of 
former poundages." This was prophetic, not often the 
case for political rhetoric. 

The Europeans had by this time built a great many 
fishing vessels of 500-900 gross register tons, boats capa
ble of crossing the Atlantic. They did cross, beginning in 
the early 1950s, and by 1952 many of them were on the 
fishing grounds off West Greenland, Labrador, and New
foundland. This migration to the Northwest Atlantic was 
to have a profound effect on the Georges Bank fisheries. 

At the time, world fish catches were increasing at a 
great rate. Leading fishery scientists called urgently for 
cooperative research under regional fishery bodies, while 
individual countries proclaimed their interests in resources 
off their shores. The Truman Proclamation of 1945 had 
publicly declared exclusive jurisdiction and control over 
natural resources of the seabed. In their negotiation of 
the ICNAF treaty, the United States and Canada asserted 
that both the location of fishing grounds off a country's 
coast and the size of its fishery determined the country's 
claim upon coastal resources. 

ICNAF's main purpose was to manage fisheries for the 
maximum sustainable yield (MSY). It was responsible for 
collecting and publishing statistics (ICNAF, 1951- 1978) 
and for defining, coordinating, and publishing the results 

of scientific studies carried out by its member countries. 
On the basis of its findings, it would propose manage
ment measures. 

The First ICNAF Regulations 
By 1952 the United States and Canada had agreed on the 
theoretical and practical benefits of large-mesh otter 
trawls. Their proposal of a 4.5-inch minimum mesh size 
for the Georges Bank haddock fishery was approved by 
ICNAF and ratified by the two countries.7 The regulation 
took effect in 1953; it was ICNAF's first regulation and 
the first by any authority to control New England fisher
men directly, outside their territorial waters.8 Fisheries for 
other species (these fisheries were defined by a haddock 
catch less than 5,000 pounds or 10% of the total catch) 
were exempted from the mesh regulation, and this was to 
have a significant detrimental effect when the large, dis
tant-water fleets began fishing. 

There was much controversy among fishermen and sci
entists about the effects of mesh limitation. The fishing 
industry feared that catches would fall off. European sci
entists had discussed mesh regulations, but since they had 
never been implemented in a multinational context in the 
Northeast Atlantic or anywhere else, there was no practi
cal experience of their effect. ICNAF sponsored a sym
posium in its first year to review the scientific arguments. 
Biologic studies indicated that the minimum mesh re
quired for maximum increase in yield was more than 5 
inches. However, to make the regulations acceptable, the 
size was set at 4.5 inches. Fish caught with this mesh 
conformed to the "cull curve," which described the prac
tice then current in sorting discards from "keepers." 

Vessels equipped with the new nets fished alongside a 
"control" fleet using the old small-mesh gear. It was 
found that in commercial service, 4.5-inch-mesh nets re
tained fish of the expected sizes, but a predicted increase 
in yield could not be verified. Before the 1950s, most 
trawls were made of natural manila fiber (chapter 42). 
Selectivity estimates were based on such materials. Later 
nets made with artificial fibers were less sharply selective 
than natural-fiber nets; generally they retained more small 
fish, but this depended on the species. Attempts to adjust 
for these selectivity differences led to rather arbitrary 
standards. 

Enforcement was another problem. Standards for mesh 
measurement had to be set, but even so, a tolerance had 
to be exceeded before violations could be successfully 
prosecuted in U.S. courts. Many countries filed reserva
tions on technical grounds. For example, some countries 
used chafing gear on top of the cod ends of their nets. 
This reduced escapement and made further tests neces
sary. Testing, technical studies, and other preliminaries to 
enforcement were time consuming, and it sometimes took 
years for regulations to take effect. 

The haddock mesh regulation was ICNAF's first use of 
Georges Bank as a testing ground for management mea
sures. Whenever the United States proposed quotas, ef
fort limitation, or other management devices, it was 
almost always for the Georges Bank fisheries, at least ini-

tially. Mesh regulations were applied to the Georges Bank 
cod fishery in 1955, and eventually to most other trawl 
fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic. 

Despite many practical difficulties, ICNAF's reports of 
fishery statistics and biologic data established one of the 
world's best and most comprehensive fisheries data bases 
(ICNAF, 1951-1978). (The statistical series continues 
under ICNAF's successor, the Northwest Atlantic Fisher
ies Organization; NAFO, 1979-.) Most ICNAF countries 
were using fishery research vessels by 1950, but catch 
and effort data remained the basis for most assessments 
of the stocks and the effects of fishing. ICNAF's data 
base enabled its Statistics and Research Committee to 
move ahead rapidly in its work. Feedback from the com
mittee guided further research. 

Long-Distance Fleet Fisheries and the Acceleration of 
~anagement (1960-1976) 

In 1960 reported finfish landings from Georges Bank (fig
ure 41.14), still taken almost entirely by the United 
States,9 were about 95,000 mT, near the 25-year average, 
and the mesh regulation for cod and haddock was work
ing reasonably well. This seemingly placid scene was not 
to last. By 1960 long-distance fleets from Europe had 
reached the southwestern Nova Scotian banks. On 
Georges there were sightings of exploratory fishing vessels 
from the Soviet Union. Canadians, and the Danes off 
Greenland, had witnessed the fishing pressure that the 
long-distance fleets could bring to bear and the conse
quences for the fish stocks. Scientists began to report 
these effects to ICNAF through its Research and Statistics 
Committee. 

Fishing by such fleets on Georges Bank during the 
1960s was at rates never even approached before. It was 
not only the the major stocks that were severely af
fected-the stocks traditionally exploited by U.S. fisher
men-but the entire fish community. New approaches to 
conservation and management were needed urgently. 
Eventually, quotas were devised that went beyond indi-
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vidual species to cover the entire catch, and by the end 
of the ICNAF period, its regulations were beginning to 
have a significant limiting effect. However, it was too late 
to prevent severe depletion of many stocks. 

Long-Distance Fleets on Georges Bank 
In 1961 scouting/research vessels from the Soviet Union 
found fishable herring concentrations on Georges Bank. 
Neither the United States nor Canada had developed a 
herring fishery on Georges; the adult fish were of little 
interest to either country, though the "sardines" were 
caught inshore. The Soviets were interested, however. 
Their scouts guided in a fleet of gillnetters and side traw
lers that took 63,000 mT of herring that year, primarily 
4- and 5-year-old fish. Inshore in the Gulf of Maine, 
small 1-year-old herring-the "sardines" -were very 
abundant in 1960 and 1961, indicating two large year 
classes. On Georges, fish of the same year classes added 
to the exploitable herring stock there, beginning in 
1962.10 The Soviet Union's fleet rapidly expanded their 
fishing on Georges Bank herring after 1961, and later the 
fleets of other countries joined them. 

Canada increased its Georges Bank cod and haddock 
fisheries substantially beginning in 1963-1964; the 
United Kingdom also appeared briefly on the scene. By 
1965 Poland, Spain, and Romania had entered the 
Georges fisheries, and total trawl landings had increased 
to 578,000 mT from the 1960 level of 96,000 mT. U.S. 
landings were about 10% higher. Cod, haddock, silver 
and red hake, herring, and flounders led the list of fishes 
caught (tables 41.1 and 41.2; figure 41.14). 

The concentration of a large fleet effort-"pulse fish
ing" -upon single stocks and areas that had previously 
been lightly exploited was characteristic of the long-dis
tance fleets (chapter 42). Often, recruitment of an excep
tionally large year class attracted this kind of effort. 
Fisheries developed so rapidly that it was difficult to 
determine the effects on the stocks. Nonetheless, the 
ICNAF Statistics and Research Committee was explicit in 
a 1964 advisory (ICNAF, 1964): 

On the scientific side, the conclusions reached by the As
sessment Subcommittee ... are of vital significance to the 
Commission and to its member countries .. : . It has come 
forward with a clear warning that the fishing intensity on 
many of the major stocks is approaching, and on some 
may have already exceeded, that giving the maximum sus
tainable yield. The report of the Assessment Subcommit
tee also demonstrates that the further increases in mesh 
size which are feasible cannot in themselves do much to 
offset the consequences of a continued buildup in fishing 
pressure .... 

Some readers of the report of the Assessment Subcom
mittee might possibly hope to find temporary comfort in 
the fact that certain of the detailed assessments, based 
unavoidably as they are at this stage on short and imper
fect series of data, lack the precision which would be de
sired ... but it would be dangerously short-sighted to 
conclude from this that nothing need be done until the 
scientific evidence has been further refined. The broad ef
fects of the buildup of fishing pressure in the ICNAF 
area ... backed both by theoretical analysis and by direct 
statistics of catch and fishing activity, are already undeni-
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Table 41.1 
Landings of major species from Georges Bank (mT X 1,000), all countries combined, 1960-1982' 

Red and 
Year Cod Haddock Yellowtail Redfish Mackerelb Herringb silver hake Pollock Squid 

Other 
floundersb 

Other 
fishb 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

11 
15 
24 
27 
25 
38 
53 
36 
41 
35 
24 
26 
23 
26 
25 
23 
19 
26 
33 

37 
46 
41 
55 

41 
47 
54 
55 
64 

150 
121 

52 
40 
22 
11 
11 

6 

5 
4 
5 
4 

11 
22 
19 
28 
25 
18 

6 

6 

10 
17 
20 
19 
14 
15 
18 
21 
21 
16 
23 
17 
17 
15 
12 
10 

5 

6 
7 
7 

12 

a. Sources: ICNAF and NAFO Statistical Bulletins. 

2 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 

3 
3 
3 
7 

12 
10 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
5 
2 
3 

3 

b. For years prior to 1967, foreign catch from 5Ze was estimated. 

Table 41.2 

<1 
<1 

1 
1 
3 
4 

10 
27 
27 
67 
72 

134 
155 
101 
119 
70 
<1 
<1 

<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

Landings of fish and squid from Georges Bank by countries, 1960-1982' 

Total finfish and squid (mT X 1,000) 

63 
91 
92 

101 
16 
95 

128 
232 
208 
197 
213 
150 
170 
129 
136 

42 
<1 
<1 

<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

23 
17 
59 

122 
174 
292 
153 

84 
40 
22 
27 
84 

116 
87 
76 
78 
63 
47 
11 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
3 
4 

4 
7 
7 
9 
7 
4 
5 
5 
7 
7 
6 

6 

8 
7 
8 

10 
8 

12 
13 
10 

1 
<1 

1 

<1 
<1 
<1 

1 
1 
2 
2 
8 

21 
24 
22 
14 
18 

2 
1 

1 
5 
7 
1 

8 
7 
8 
8 

13 

13 

15 
16 

9 
11 
12 
21 
19 

8 
7 

10 
8 

10 
12 

12 
14 
14 
14 

3 
2 
6 

10 
21 
19 
46 
15 
42 
31 
28 
44 
77 
62 
35 
40 
22 
11 

8 

10 
11 

5 

9 

Total 

98 
163 
261 
340 
428 
560 
514 
368 
457 
387 
397 
509 
588 
570 
427 
453 
268 
129 
106 

102 
129 
119 
126 

Year Bulgaria Canada Cuba France FRG GDR Iceland Japan Poland Romania Spain U.S.S.R. U.S. U.K. Ireland Norway Denmark Italy Faroes Total 

1960 3 
1961 2 
1962 7 
1963 19 
1964 22 
1965 30 
1966 41 
1967 31 
1968 38 
1969 15 
1970 8 
1971 11 21 
1972 14 5 
1973 9 12 
1974 3 6 
1975 11 8 
1976 <1 7 
1977 1 14 
1978 <1 25 
1979 15 
1980 25 
1981 . 20 
1982 30 

<1 <1 
1 <1 

1 
1 1 

3 
4 

4 3 
10 1 

<1 

17 
<1 71 
61 52 
83 33 
55 19 
28 57 
33 78 
24 37 
25 50 
14 10 

a. Sources: ICNAF and NAFO Statistical Bulletins. 

<1 
13 

1 
5 
5 

13 
11 

8 
10 

6 
4 

<1 
1 
1 
3 
1 

<1 

<1 

<1 
5 

10 
23 2 
77 
51 1 
97 2 

101 3 
94 3 

101 1 
67 3 
65 2 
39 2 

<1 
<1 

<1 
<1 <1 
<1 

64 
147 
213 

<1 299 
<1 418 
10 343 
16 179 
18 171 
15 101 

8 94 
10 204 
10 287 

9 256 
14 202 

7 214 
4 126 
1 47 

<1 5 
<1 1 

2 
7 

95 
97 

107 
108 
106 1 
107 
110 <1 
100 <1 

81 
72 
67 
71 
77 
60 
56 1 
57 1 
51 <1 
65 
75 
85 
99 
91 
96 

<1 

<1 <1 
<1 
<1 

<1 

<1 

<1 

98 
163 
261 
340 
428 
560 
514 
368 
457 
387 
397 
509 
588 
570 
427 
453 
268 
129 
106 
102 
129 
119 
126 
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able .... Indeed, its warning is none too early if ICNAF 
is to avoid the catastrophe ... because it is bound to 
take time for a multinational organization to respond ef
fectively to the need to reduce, in o_ne way or anothe~, 
the impact of fishing on the stocks m the area for whtch 
it is responsible. . . . . . . 

With the continued expansiOn of ICNAF ftshenes, 
there are certain to be major changes in the variety and 
balance of species taken. This is b~mnd to change th~ rel
ative abundance of particular speCies, a!ld so to m~dtfy 
the original balance of the natural spectes com~~mtr. In 
the long run this may affect the overall productivity m 
the area. 

The commission took no immediate action either to re
duce existing pressure or to prevent expansion of pulse 

· fishing southwestward. Rather, the response was a famil
iar one: Further data and studies were required. It would 
take many more years of stock depletion to convince the 
commission that at high fishing intensities, total yield 
from a stock could-and did-decrease significantly 
while achieving the theoretical maximum yield per fish 
(chapter 48). Scientists disagreed about the effect of stock 
size on future recruitment of young fish. Estimation of 
maximum sustainable yields, the guiding objective of 
ICNAF, did not as yet take species interactions into 
account. 

A Second Haddock Crisis 
Spawning and survival of young haddock in 1963 were 
very successful, producing the largest year class of all 
those recorded. (It would reach harvestable size in 1965, 
at age 2.) U.S. research trawl surveys in the fall of 1963 
and 1964 had detected the fact, which was reported to 
the Research and Statistics Committee of ICNAF in the 
U.S. Annual Research Report (ICNAF, 1964). This com
mittee had -begun to assemble information on the status 
of many fish stocks from national data and research 
reports. 

In 1965 the Soviet Union redirected its trawling fleet 
from silver hake and herring to haddock, harvesting 
82,000 mT; in 1966 their haddock catch was 48,000 
mT. The catch by all countries was 150,000 mT in 1965 
and 121,000 in 1966. Over the previous 30 years, aver
age annual landings of haddock had been somewhat less 
than 50,000 mT. The Soviet Union fished with small
mesh nets (40-mm stretch mesh), catching large numbers 
of small haddock, particularly in 1965. While they were 
rather elated by this gift of nature, U.S. fishermen and 
federal officials were much disturbed (figure 41.15). In 
1962 the Statistics and Research Committee had stated 
that increased fishing on Georges Bank haddock would 
not increase yields in the long run, but more probably 
would reduce them. This advice was largely based on 
U.S. studies. In 1967, however, the Research and Statis
tics Committee estimated on the basis of yield-per-recruit 
models (chapter 48) that total yields from the year class 
would be reduced only 20% by the heavy fishing. This 
much underestimated the full effect. 

After 1966 the previously abundant haddock stock be
gan to decline rapidly. Recruiting year classes were very 
small after 1964. In the years following the heavy fishing 

of 1965-1966, by-catches of haddock in other fisheries 
were probably significant but mostly went unreported. 
U.S. fishermen and industry advisors worried increasingly 
about the Soviet Union's heavy exploitation-particularly 
of haddock-but felt they could not do much._ICNAF 
could not, according to protocol at this time, allocate 
fishing among member countries, but U.S. and Canadian 
interests were apprehensive about the alternative, a total 
catch limit covering all countries on a first-come, first
served basis. This was partly because their vessels were 
comparatively small. Many U.S. fishermen complained 
that the "foreigners" -by now including the Federal Re
public of Germany, the German Democratic Republic, 
and Japan-had virtually excluded smaller vessels from 
their traditional fishing grounds. 

The ability of scientists to demonstrate the effects of 
fishing lagged well behind the expanding fisheries. How
ever, by 1968 the severe impact of fishing upon haddock 
had become obvious to almost everyone. At a general 
meeting in Boston of the haddock industry, the current 
status of the stock and near-term projections were pre
sented. These indicated that haddock fishing would have 
to cease entirely if there was to be any chance of recov
ery within 5 years or so. So extreme an action would 
have important economic and practical consequences, but 
it was agreed that at the next ICNAF meeting, the United 
States would propose a total allowable catch (T A C) and 
closure of spawning areas. 

At ICNAF's 1969 annual meeting, the TAC proposed 
was 12,000 mT for 1970. Implicitly, these haddock were 
reserved to "coastal fishermen," with a small by-catch al
lowed for "foreigners" who agreed not to conduct a di
rected haddock fishery. Two major spawning grounds on 
Georges were closed to trawling for 3 months during the 
spawning season. These restrictions were effectively the 
first of their kind in a multinational high-seas fishery, 
though the first formal national allocation was to come 
later in the herring fishery. 

Despite the actions taken, the haddock continued to 
decline, and in 1972 the entire directed fishery was 
closed. The T AC was set at zero since annual production 
of haddock could not support even incidental catches, es
timated at 6,000 mT. Even so, the stock remained low 
until 1977, when another good year class recruited. 

Fishing Activity and ICNAF Actions Increase 
In 1965 total finfish landings from Georges Bank were at 
a temporary peak. In 1967 they dropped to about 
430,000 mT, peaking again in 1972 at about 588,000 
mT. There was a steady decline thereafter. U.S. finfish 
landings from Georges decreased steadily after 1965, and 
after a high in 1966 so did Canadian landings, in both 
cases because of reductions in haddock and other tradi
tional groundfish stocks. 

Long-distance fishing effort and landings continued to 
increase off the U.S. coast through the early 1970s, but 
much of the effort was directed to the Middle Atlantic 
area (figure 41.16). This area, not included originally in 
the ICNAF Convention, was designated statistical area 6 

in 1966. Several important stocks range across the 
boundaries of subarea 5 and statistical area 6, and the 
fishing fleets followed them seasonally. Assessments of 
fishing and management measures had to reflect this, and 
thus were based on what we shall call area 5 + 6. 

As the long-distance fleets moved into the Middle At
lantic region, a much wider variety of species came under 
exploitation and many more U.S. fishermen were caught 
up in questions of overexploitation and management. 
Landings of finfish and squid11 from area 5 + 6 increased 
from 336,000 mT in 1960 to well over 1 million mT in 
the early 1970s (tables 41.3 and 41.4; figure 41.17). Ef
fort increased more rapidly than landings, especially from 
1967 onward (figure 41.18). · 

As the numbers of foreign fishing vessels increased, so 
did their size and efficiency (figures 41.19 and 41.20). In
itially, foreign vessels were 500-1,000 gross register tons 
(GRT). By 1970 vessels .of 2,000 GRT had been added 
to the fleet, and in later years the largest would reach 
3,000 GRT (chapter 42). U.S. and Canadian fishermen 
continued to work in vessels smaller than 300 GR T 
(chapters 43 and 44). Because of this, though U.S. boats 
accounted for 47% of all trawling days in 1973, they 
contributed only 16% to total effective effort, which 
takes catch-per-day into account (Hennemuth, 197 5). In 
other words, the long-distance fleets were exerting over 
five times the maximum U.S. effort. 

The United States became concerned about heavy fish
ing on red and silver hake stocks. This began in 1962. In 
time, U.S. fishermen who depended on inshore migrations 
of hake in the spring became convinced that offshore 
fishing in winter by other countries was severely affecting 
their own success. It was proposed to prohibit fishing on 
winter concentrations of hake for 3 months each year. 
This only affected the long-distance fleets because U.S. 
fishermen did not work the winter hake grounds, but the 

Figure 41.15 
Newspaper headlines showing re
action to heavy fishing by the long
distance fleets. 



wording did not discriminate among countries and was 
found acceptable. The restriction took effect in 1970. 

That same year, the Soviet Union reported a yellowtail 
flounder catch for 1969 of nearly 19,000 mT, primarily 
from southern New England waters (5Zw), the backyard 
of Point Judith and New Bedford fishermen. This nearly 
doubled previous landings from the stock. Once again, 
U.s: fishermen and their government were disturbed. It 
was not the yellowtail alone that were threatened. The 
Soviets had discovered one last place where their pulse 
fishing could be brought to bear on heavy fish concentra
tions. These were multispecies concentrations-fish that 
had supported the earlier, short-lived industrial fishery. 

At ICNAF's 1970 annual meeting, the United States 
proposed TACs for yellowtail in southern New England 
and Georges Bank waters and minimum-mesh-size regula
tions similar to those for cod and haddock. These pro
posals were accepted and became effective in 1971, but 
not without resistance from the Soviet Union and others 
who felt that proliferating restrictions would soon curtail 
fishing throughout the region. The battle was first fought 
in the Assessment Subcommittee, where the scientific jus
tification for restrictions, based primarily on U.S. studies, 
was severely questioned. Anticipating such problems, the 
United States and the Soviet Union had started an exten
sive program of cooperative research in 19 67, developing 
a common basis for collecting and integrating data. 
(Later, a number of other countries with long-distance 
fleets contributed to this data base.) 

By 1970, stimulated by U.S. and Canadian scientists, 
ICNAF's Statistics and Research Committee had estab
lished annual assessments of most important stocks on 
the Northwest Atlantic shelf, setting T ACs that would 
permit stock maintenance or recovery. Studies by the 
committee, initiated by the United States and backed by 
extensive research surveys, indicated that total fish and 
squid biomass was being harvested off the United States 
at a rate faster than the stocks could support. 

At the commissioners' level within ICNAF, the United 
States and Canada were working rather desperately with 
other governments to devise mechanisms under ICNAF 
protocol that would control fishing mortality effectively. 
National quotas were a key to this, but ICNAF's stated 
objective-achieving maximum sustainable yield-did not 
permit effort control or national catch allocations. These 
were considered technical or economic objectives, not 
"conservation," and hence outside ICNAF's scope. 

Nevertheless, in December 1971 a protocol drafted in 
1969 came into effect allowing the commission to set na
tional quotas. The Optimum Yield concept (if not yet the 
term) was introduced; social and economic factors could 
at last be considered in allocating catches. Exclusive use 

· for food purposes was also discussed, but there was no 
consensus on this. With the necessary management op
tions at hand, action quickly followed. 

Enforcement of national quotas was a problem, and in 
their practical effect the regulations were viewed by the 
United States, Canada, and some other countries as inad-
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Figure 41.16 
Distribution of long-distance fleet 
off the U.S. coast in 197 4. 

Table 41.3 
Landings of major fish and squid species (mT X 1,000) from subarea 5 and statistical area 6, 1960-1981" 

Year Cod Haddock Silver hake Herring Mackerel Flounders Squid Red hake Other fish Total 

1960 16.4 45.8 52.7 60.2 1.0 34.3 0.7 8.0 117.5 336.6 
1961 19.6 51.9 24.5 94.1 1.1 35.8 0.5 12.3 114.4 354.2 
1962 27.8 59.1 70.1 224.0 0.9 45.1 1.1 14.8 144.0 586.9 
1963 31.0 59.7 153.6 171.5 2.5 55.3 2.1 8.1 167.0 650.8 
1964 28.8 69.6 240.3 172.0 2.3 63.7 0.9 37.1 171.7 786.4 
1965 42.5 154.7 344.3 87.7 4.5 64.6 1.3 84.4 170.9 954.9 
1966 57.5 127.1 258.3 172.4 9.4 63.4 1.6 113.5 185.3 988.5 
1967 42.7 57.0 124.1 255.2 22.9 61.3 2.6 60.7 133.4 759.9 
1968 49.6 44.5 99.2 438.6 60.0 61.8 4.9 20.8 163.4 942.8 
1969 46.6 25.0 99.0 365.2 113.2 87.6 9.9 55.0 227.8 1,029.3 
1970 34.0 12.9 54.6 291.0 209.6 64.2 15.4 12.5 145.9 840.1 
1971 35.8 12.2 107.9 318.3 384.7 58.9 22.2 39.9 145.1 1,125.0 
1972 32.0 6.7 115.5 236.5 387.4 62.0 48.7 76.2 179.6 1,144.6 
1973 35.1 5.9 136.2 233.5 381.2 52.3 56.8 66.6 185.9 1,153.5 
1974 35.1 5.1 130.0 186.8 294.9 46.6 55.5 33.5 158.7 946.2 
1975 34.0 6.7 114.0 182.9 251.0 46.3 51.7 28.7 149.4 864.7 
1976 30.1 6.3 81.8 93.8 208.7 44.8 50.2 28.8 109.8 654.3 
1977 39.9 14.2 76.9 52.8 55.0 50.7 42.6 8.6 91.0 431.7 
1978 48.3 27.5 38.5 51.1 2.0 50.5 28.3 5.7 118.8 370.7 
1979 50.7 24.4 21.4 65.1 2.1 59.1 35.2 9.1 97.0 364.1 
1980 61.8 35.1 18.1 83.5 3.1 66.9 41.6 5.1 114.6 429.8 
1981 55.5 31.1 19.4 65.1 8.2 59.5 38.1 4.7 111.6 393.2 

a. Sources: ICNAF and NAFO Statistical Bulletins. 
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Table 41.4 
Landings of fish and squid (mT X 1,000) from subarea 5 and statistical area 6, by country, 1960- 1982• 

Country 

Bulgaria 
Canada 
France 
Federal Republic 
of Germany (FRG) 
German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) 
Iceland 
Italy 
Japan 
Norway 
Poland 
Romania 
Spain 
U.S.S.R. 
U.K. 
u.s. 
Others· 
Total 

Year 

1960 1961 1962 

2.8 0.8 7.0 

0.5 

68.5 201.2 

333.8 284.9 378.2 

336.6 354.2 586.9 

a. Sources: ICNAF and NAFO Statistical Bulletins. 
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1961 1963 1965 1967 

Year 

1969 1971 1973 

1965 1966 1967 

29.3 42.1 37.5 

28.3 

2.2 22.9 

0.3 

3.4 16.1 41.3 
2.0 3.4 1.8 

9.5 16.2 
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Figure 41.17 
Total landings of finfish and squid 
from subareas 5 and 6, 1960-1982. 

Figure 41.18 
Fishing effort off the U.S. coast, 
1961-1973. (A Standard Day Is 
based on the effort of a U.S. me
dium otter trawler-OTM-in the 
classification of the National Ma· 
rine Fisheries Service.) [Hennemuth 
(1975)] 

equate. It was commonly suspected that catches were 
being misreported, but countries refused to waive sover
eign, exclusive control over their own vessels on the high 
seas. ICNAF tried to make enforcement more credible 
through a joint inspection scheme, approved in 1970. 
Even so, each country implemented regulations differ
ently. The United States, for example, permitted only one 
mesh size aboard a boat. The long-distance fleets allowed 
vessels to carry small-mesh nets to use when regulations 
permitted, but U.S. fishermen suspected that they were 
sometimes used when they should not have been. In fact, 
many fishermen saw anything short of banishment as in
sufficient where the long-distance boats were concerned. 

H erring 
Herring were important to most of the long-distance 
fleets. Restricting the rate of herring fishing was one of 
ICNAF's more difficult undertakings. Spawning concen
trations were fished on Georges in the fall, and migrating 
schools were followed as far as Cape Hatteras.12 The 
United States had to make special, bilateral agreements 
with countries fishing in statistical area 6. For stocks such 
as herring, which ranged over both the regulated areas 
and statistical area 6, it was agreed that ICNAF regula
tions would extend to area 6. 

The catch of the "Georges Bank stock" herring (divi
sion 5Z and statistical area 6) had peaked in 1968 at 
375,000 mT, falling to 163,000 in 1971. ICNAF's Statis
tics and Research Committee estimated that by 1971 the 
population's annual rate of decline was 50%. Merely to 
stop this the catch would have to be reduced to about 
100,000 mT. At a special meeting convened in January 
1972, ICNAF proposed a TAC of 150,000 mT, allocat-
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ing quotas to each interested country. The difficulty of 
regulating a rapidly developing fishery was evident. A 
protocol permitting country quotas had only just become 
effective in December 1971, and at the special meeting, 
regulations that were to be effective for 1972 were not 
proposed until 7 February. The full commission did not 
attend the meeting-only panel 4 and 5 members, who 
had direct interests in the herring regulations. Normal IC
NAF protocol required review of panel recommendations 
by the full commission, but protocol had to bend before 
the urgency of the problem. Commission approval was 
secured by prearranged telephone and telex communica
tion at 11 P.M. on the final night of the special meeting. 
Member ratifications were cabled on 7 March. The na
tional catch allocations were the first ever effected for
mally in a multinational fishery- Georges Bank had again 
set precedent-but as it turned out, the herring fishery 
did not benefit. For one thing, the T AC was set too high. 
Furthermore, the German Democratic Republic's herring 
fishing was unregulated; the GDR was not a member of 
ICNAF because the United States would not recognize it 
as a state. One country even reported its catch as pro
cessed weight instead of live weight, thus exceeding its 
quota by a factor of two. 

Mackerel 
Mackerel returned to the picture after a long absence 
with a very successful year class in 19 67 . Again, the So
viet Union was first to discover this, fishing them heavily 
by 1969. Other countries joined in, and the catch for 
area 5 + 6 rose to 380,000 mT by 1972. Because year 
classes after 1967 were small, the stock decreased under 
fishing nearly as fast as it had increased. The routine was 



repeated: assessment and attempted control through 
T A C. The need for management was not promptly agreed 
upon, so a new device, a "preemptive quota," was intro- · 
duced. This was meant to constrain fishing within some 
limit pending better information on a stock. In practice, 
it was always set higher than recent catches, so that it 
was not generally effective. U.S. and East Bloc scientists 
found themselves opposed on the state of the mackerel 
stocks, and with the matter unsettled, T ACs much higher 
than reported catches were introduced in 1973. About 
this time it became known that catches of herring, mack
erel, and perhaps other species were underreported. This 
meant that T ACs were probably being exceeded, making 
them ineffectual in controlling fishing mortality. Nothing 
could be done-countries do not lie. The countries 
themselves-not ICNAF-were responsible for the accu
racy of their reports, just as they were responsible for 
enforcement. 

Shellfish 
Shellfish caught in directed Georges Bank fisheries (ex
cluding squid fisheries) were largely limited to lobsters 
and scallops. Compared with fish landings, landings of 
scallop meats and lobsters were small, but they were val
uable. The 1958 Geneva Convention on the shelf gave 
sole jurisdiction over sedentary, bottom species-"crea
tures of the shelf" -to the coastal state. Lobsters were 
considered such a species; hence the United States could 
prohibit other countries from catching them and did so, 
using this provision wherever it could to restrict interfer
ence by the long-distance fleets. Lobsters had been fished 
on Georges by U.S. otter trawlers, but the lobsters suf
fered damage, which reduced their value. In 1962 the 
first offshore lobster traps were set near the edge of the 
shelf, particularly near the canyon heads in considerable 
depths. These early efforts produced a high proportion of 
very large lobsters compared with the inshore catch, 
some reaching 20 pounds or more. With large lobsters 
and a high catch rate, the fishery developed swiftly. In
creased effort soon reduced the population and catch; 
since 1975 annual landings have stabilized at about 2,000 
mT. Many traps were set near grounds trawled by the 
long-distance fleet. U.S. fishermen claimed large losses of 
gear. 

Scallops, unlike lobsters, were not considered a shelf 
species under the Geneva Convention, but despite this, 
long-distance vessels never went after them with special
ized gear. The only direct fisheries were U.S. and Cana
dian. Beside squid, scallops were the only mollusks to be 
considered for management under ICNAF. Studies indi
cated that yields would be greatest if scallops were first 
harvested at about 6 years of age. Scallops this old are 
quite large-about 30 "meats" to the pound13-and the 
U.S. market encouraged the U.S. fleet to land this size. 
Canadian fishermen were not so restricted, though they 
sold most of their catch in the United States. In 1972, 
after consultations between the two countries, Canada in
troduced a size regulation that amounted to 40 meats per 
pound. This was proposed by ICNAF to panel 5 mem-

hers. Canada then made a reservation for its own fisher
men, in effect leaving U.S. scallopers alone to be 
regulated; hence the United States responded with a reser
vation of its own. In the end no regulation was imple
mented. The fishery continued, but the failure to begin 
management in 1972, before stocks became critically 
small, led to difficulties later. A new proposal was made 
in 1976, but the United States withdrew from ICNAF in 
December, and again there was no regulation. 

Multispe'cies Management 
By 1973 TACs for 18 major stocks had been set, all with 
national allocations (table 41.5). However, because, of the 
by-catch problem-made wors~ by exemptions-fishing 
mortality was still not fully controlled. The trawl fleets 
harvested many species in a mixed catch. Under separate 
species regulations the T AC was supposed to account not 
only for the catch in directed fisheries but for the nondi
rected catch as well. Nevertheless, a country could not 
be kept from fishing for one species with an unfilled 
quota just because of a by-catch of some other species. It 
was simply not possible to eliminate these interactions 
through fishing regulation even if a country wanted to do 
so. Furthermore, there was an emerging problem with 
MSY; it was becoming apparent that total biomass yield 
was significantly overestimated by summing up MSY esti
mates stock by stock. 

The United States and Canada had asked the Research 
and Statistics Committee to advise them on the relative 
effectiveness of regulating effort or catch. In subarea 5 
and statistical area 6 the relation between total fishing ef
fort and the· biomass caught had been documented by the 
United States (Brown et al., 1978), and an estimate had 
been made, based on studies through the food chain, of 
total fish productivity. New ground was being broken. 
Though the concept had been described by McHugh 
(1959), this was the first time that total biomass produc
tivity had been considered in framing actual management 
proposals. Because such analyses 'might lead to significant 
modifications of the fisheries, their validity was debated 
at length in the Assessment Subcommittee; the delegate 
from Japan proposed at one meeting that squid-one of 
Japan's main interests-was not part of the finfish eco
system and therefore should be excluded from the evalu
ation. In 1972 the Assessment Subcommittee came out 
with this advice: 

... because of the by-catch problem, catch quotas for 
the individual species would tend to generate over-exploi
tation, which could only be mitigated by total catch or 
effort regulation set below the level estimated to achieve 
the summed MSY's of the individual resources, when 
these resources are fished independently. 

In a January 1973 special meeting, the United States 
proposed a total fishing-effort limitation for area 5 + 6 
with allocations by vessel size for each country. The pro
posed total limit on effort was designed to reduce fishing 
mortality to a point that would permit stocks to rebuild. 
A summary of the U.S. proposal is given in the Proceed
ings of the January 1973 Special Meeting: 
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The most recent assessment of the status of fisheries [in 
subareas 5 and 6] indicated that the total yield in 1971 
was at or above the maximum sustainable yield (MSY), 
and the total effort was significantly beyond the MSY 
point. The assessment also indicated that there were no 
large finfish resources not now under exploitation. It 
appeared, therefore, that the total finfish resource was 
being overfished, with marked declines in the biomass. 
The effect of catch quotas already introduced was to 
reduce the effort on regulated stocks which had been 
diverted to other stocks in the area. It was, therefore, 
necessary to reduce the overall effort to a level which the 
biomass could support. This could be done by regulating 
effort or catch or both. Because of the existence of 
mixed fisheries a total limit must be less than the sum of 
the limits for the individual species and should be fixed 
so as to reduce fishing mortality by 25 percent below the 
1971 level. Owing to the absence of complete informa
tion about some stocks, it was difficult to know what the 
limit should be in terms of catch, whereas the effort re
duction needed could be estimated with some certitude. 
Moreover, a restriction on effort would guarantee that 
fishing mortality was, in fact, reduced, whereas the effect 
of catch quotas on mortality was problematical, being 
heavily dependent on fluctuations in recruitment. U.S.A. 
accepted that overall effort limitation would not dispense 
with the need for other regulations (and were not propos
ing this) and considered that it might improve the effec
tiveness of some, e.g., mesh regulations. With regard to 
enforcement, the U.S. delegation considered that an over
all effort limitation expressed in terms of "days on 
ground" could be much more effectively enforced than a 
catch limitation which depended on the statistical con
trols of member states, and would thus reassure fisher
men disposed to doubt whether regulations were 
enforced on others .... Countries which had already re
duced their effort in the area should not be subject to 
further reductions. Finally, U.S.A. felt strongly that a 
measure of effort limitation was urgently necessary and 
that the Commission would be failing in its duty if it did 
not take immediate action. 

The U.S. proposal was supported by no other country. 
There were strong reservations about social and eco
nomic effects. The delegate from the Soviet Union said 
privately that he could take catch-reduction proposals 
home for ratification, but never an agreement that di
rectly reduced his country's fleet in the region. 

At the June 1973 annual meeting of ICNAF, the 
United States again proposed total effort limitation and 
was again rebuffed. Next the United States tried for an 
overall T AC for fish and squid, with separate species 
T ACs as well. The proposed total biomass T AC was 
825,000 mT, substantially less than landings at the time 
of 1,200,000 mT. This was to assure that fishing mortal
ity would decrease enough for the stocks to recover. 
When a species quota was reached, directed fishing was 
to cease for that species. When the overall total was 
reached, by whatever country, there would be no further 
fishing. The proposal was discussed into the night with
out agreement. Conflict centered on the size of the pro
posed catch reduction and the fact that fishing in area 
5 + 6 might be closed down entirely. Finally, the United 
States proposed national and species allocations related to 
the 825,000 mT T AC, declaring that in the circumstan
ces, if the overall quota were not agreed to, the United 
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States might withdraw from the convention. The meeting 
adjourned in the predawn hours. 

Canada proposed a second meeting in the fall of 197 3 
to reconsider the overall quota. The Research and Statis
tics Committee met first, to review the data and deter
mine the catch that would allow fish stocks to begin 
their recovery. Facing the question at last of excessive 
fishing in area 5 + 6, the Research Committee came to a 
nearly unequivocal conclusion: " ... the available evi
dence indicates the eventual requirement to stabilize and 
recover the biomass might be a reduction in catch to 
800,000 tons." 

The ICNAF countries accepted the scientific assessment 
and management scheme, proposing a multiyear phase-in 
that the United States accepted. The fish and squid T AC 
was set at 923,900 mT for 1974, 850,000 mT for 1975, 
and an amount for 1976 that would allow the maximum 
sustainable yield to be attained (later set at 650,000 mT). 
The agreement was one more landmark in international 
management based on the Georges Bank fisheries. 

Species quotas for 1974 are given in table 41.5; they 
were allocated by country, to be taken if possible within 
the overall T A C. Note that the sum of species T ACs, 
1,121,000 mT, exceeded the total TAC, 923,000 mT. 
A "two-tier" system was later devised by which species 
T ACs were adjusted to allow for by-catch. Individual 
species quotas were in the first tier; the quota for all spe
cies was in the second. In calculating individual species 
quotas, the by-catch in various fisheries was taken into 
account. As a result of this, most directed-fishery quotas 

Table 41.5 

were adjusted downward to stay within TAC limits (table 
41.6). 

While the quotas were being sorted out, the United 
States proposed to exclude large trawlers-those larger 
than the biggest in the U.S. fleet-from the Great South 
Channel and Nantucket Shoals area. This was to reduce 
as much as possible the by-catch of flounders and other 
species sought especially by U.S. fishermen. Though the 
proposal was discriminatory, it was expressed in terms of 
fishermen's interests, not national interest, and was 
accepted. 

The two-tier scheme had some effect, arresting the up
ward trend in fishing mortality in 1974 and later revers
ing it, but the damage to coastal fisheries had been done. 
The reduction in numbers in the long-distance fleet was 
not conspicuous-more vessels remained on the grounds 
than were necessary under the reduced quotas. The by
catch of species favored by U.S. fishermen was still a 
problem, and it was suspected that catches were signifi
cantly underreported. 

A Perspective on ICNAF 
In political terms, the home countries of long-distance 
fleets had vigorously asserted their sovereignty on the 
high seas. Therefore, when concessions were made that 
discriminated among countries (for instance, when Can
ada and the United States were exempted from quota re
ductions), it was carefully maintained that the special 
needs of coastal fishermen were being served, not the 
coastal states themselves. Special bilateral agreements 

were negotiated whereby long-distance fleets agreed to 
stay out of certain sensitive areas. On the high seas, how
ever, fishing would either be open to all or closed to all. 

The United States took quite the opposite position in 
the closing days of ICNAF. Attempting to solve problems 
such as the clash between long-distance trawlers and U.S. 
lobstermen, or by-catch of traditional U.S. target species, 
the United States invented "windows," specific and often 
very limited areas where foreign fishing was allowed. 
These were introduced in 1976 in subareas 5 and 6, and 
were so restrictive-the long-distance boats claimed
that most fishing became uneconomic. Nevertheless, IC
NAF accepted the "windows" in December 1976, proba
bly because it had become obvious that the United States 
would soon claim unilateral fisheries jurisdiction off its 
coast in any case. Other countries simply wanted to fish 
as long as they could and as best they could. ICNAF's 
December 1976 meeting on the " windows" was the last 
that the United States would attend as a member. The 
United States and Canada each proclaimed their 200-mile 
jurisdictions at the beginning of 1977. Long-distance ves
sels on Georges were truly "foreigners" now, and though 
their fishing did not end altogether, there was a marked 
decline (figure 41.11 and table 41.4). 

It is commonly said that ICNAF failed. One might an
swer that what failed was the will of member countries 
to agree on conservative and equitable shares in a com
mon resource. From the practical perspective of U.S. fish
ermen in the 1960s and 1970s, ICNAF certainly failed to 
protect them from the unprecedented effects of the long
distance fleets. 

Total biomass and individual stock catch limitations (metric tons) set by ICNAF, effective 1974 (fourth special commission meeting-January 1974) 

Species Area Bulgaria Canada FRG Italy Japan Poland Romania Spain U.S.S.R. u.s. 
Cod 5Y 8,677 
Cod 5Z 4,820 487 7,088 2,468 16,590 
Yellowtail 5 (E 69° W) 15,000 
Yellowtail 5 (W 69° W) 9,000 
Other flounders 5 + 6 2,600 21,700 
Silver hake 5Y 600 8,380 
Silver hake 5Ze 1,496 60,248 11,056 
Silver hake 5Zw + 6 1,552 444 52,208 18,864 
Red hake 5Z(W 69° W) + 6 1,500 32,000 15,000 
Pollockb 4 + 5 34,000 1,600 1,200 2,100 12,000 
Redfish 5 414 412 1,725 24,747 
Squid 5+6 1,000 4,700 24,300 6,800 13,000 8,500 5,600 
Subtotal (1) 4,548 39,234 2,600 4,700 24,300 7,287 856 21 ,288 162,449 166,614 

Red hake 5Z (E 69° W) 14,000 1,000 
Argentine 5 20,000 500 
H erring 5Y 6,000 1,000 16,750 
Herring 5Z + 6 2,980 23,900 39,000 41,725 6,955 
Mackerel 5 + 6 20,000 8,000 1,500 96,000 4,000 108,000 5,000 
Other fish 5+6 4,000 7,000 10,000 30,000 63,000 
Subtotal (2) 24,000 16,980 26,400 7,000 145,000 4,000 213,725 93,205 

Total (1) + (2) 28,548 56,214 29,000 4,700 31 ,300 152,287 4,856 21,288 376,174 259,819 
Overall TAC 29,100 25,000 27,000 4,700 24,300 152,200 4,300 17,200 342,500 195,000 

a. T AC = total allowable catch. 
b. Pollock TAC and allocations pertain to subareas 4 and 5; countries' estimates of catches in subarea 4 are as follows: Canada (30,000), FRG (800), Spain (600), U.S.S.R. (1,000), U.S. 
(6,000), and GDR (2,000), giving a rota! of 40,400. 
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10,000 
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16,000 
10,000 
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10,000 
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472,000 

20,000 
25,000 
25,000 

150,000 
304,000 
125,000 
649,000 

1,121 ,000 
923,900 



Table 41.6 
Two-tier fish and squid limitations applied by ICNAF in 1976 

First tier 
Cod 
Haddock 
Silver hake 
Red hake 
Herring 
Mackerel 
Squid 
Pollock 
Yellowtail flounder 
Redfish 
Other flounders 
Other fish 
Total for first-tier species 

Total for all second-tier species 

a. TAC = total allowable catch (mT X 1,000). 

TAC• 

43 
6 

103 
42 
69 

254 
74 
17 
20 
17 
20 

150 
816 

650 

ICNAF's management schemes were innovative, for all 
the shortcomings in their implementation. In case after 
case, they represent the first instance of multinational 
agreement on questions of high-seas fishery regulation. 
Moreover, there was a cooperative effort to put regula
tion on a firm, scientific basis. ICNAF's state-of-the-art 
program of data collection, which continues under 
NAFO, was fundamental to this. 

Some member countries, to be sure, taking a short and 
self-interested view, blocked ICNAF's conservation mea
sures or enforced them half-heartedly. Despite this, there 
can be little doubt that ICNAF's regulations reduced fish
ing enough to have a practical effect; without these mea
sures fish populations would probably have been worse 
off. 

A final point will be made here. During the ICNAF pe
riod in a conversation with the senior author, a Polish 
commissioner outlined a Polish fishery expansion scheme. 
This was based on estimates (mainly by scientists) of 
enormous potential marine fishery production. There was 
a range in the estimates, but they ran as high as 0.5-1 
billion mT. To help realize this potential a great many of 
the largest stern trawlers were to be built, expected to 
last well beyond the 1980s. Present estimates of world 
fisheries potential are about one hundred million metric 
tons, a small fraction of what was once envisioned. Ex
cess fishing capacity in the long-distance fleets partly ex
plains their tenacity on Georges. The optimism that lay 
behind their construction turned out to be mistaken, but 
by the time this became clear, there was no place but 
Georges for them to fish. 

Extended Jurisdiction (after 1976) 

The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act of 1976 (MFCMA) began a new era for the Georges 
Bank fisheries. Existing quotas for foreign fleets were 
honored in 1977, but large parts of the fishing grounds 
were closed to them, and this reduced their catches 

sharply. The industry hoped that foreign fishing would 
soon end, stocks would recover, and domestic fishing 
would grow and prosper after 15 bad years. Much of this 
would in fact occur, but not without difficulties and 
dissension. 

The new law established domestic fisheries manage
ment in offshore waters for the first time, setting up eight 
Regional Fishery Management Councils responsible for 
planning the management of all stocks requiring it. These 
councils were to provid~ a public forum for management 
deliberations. Some members were chosen from the pub
lic at large, some from the fishing industry, and others 
from state and federal government (chapter 46). The ear
lier situation under ICNAF-government management 
with industry advice-had been essentially reversed, 
though the secretary of the Department of Commerce 
had powers of final review under the new law. The 
MFCMA machinery was cumbersome; the councils and 
fishermen grumbled at lengthy review processes and fed
eral heavy-handedness. The New England Regional 
Council was primarily responsible for Georges Bank and 
had to deal with the most troublesome problems of all. 

At the end of ICNAF jurisdiction in 1976, comprehen
sive regulatory measures covered almost all stocks. Many 
of these were tacit controls on the "foreign" fisheries. 
Others were basic conservation measures, particularly for 
some species traditionally important to U.S. fisheries. 
However, in 1977 few fishermen were in the mood for 
any controls. When the councils tried to regulate domes
tic fishing, they were resisted. Fishermen felt that depar
ture of the foreigners was more or less sufficient. 

Mesh regulations and closed spawning areas were ac
ceptable to most, but catch limits were not. Moving per
haps too rapidly, the New England Council adopted 
management plans for cod, haddock, and yellowtail 
flounder that included the existing minimum mesh size, 
closure of spawning grounds, and the T AC limits set by 
ICNAF in 1976. These limits, now called Optimum 
Yields (OYs), were designed to increase stocks as quickly 
as possible. For haddock and yellowtail flounder they 
were very restrictive, quite at odds with the pent-up de
mands of fishermen and the market. 

The limit for haddock was especially vexing. The 197 5 
year class was very large, in the historical statistics second 
only to the 1963 year class. In the face of such numbers, 
the strategy could not be sustained of keeping the catch 
small for quick rebuilding of the spawning stock. Boats 
simply could not fish on Georges without catching more 
than their allowance of haddock. Discards were high, and 
larger-than-legal trip landings were often unreported or 
misreported. Trip quotas by vessel size, introduced to 
prevent fishery closures, created dissension, and many 
vessels were cited for infractions. National Marine Fisher
ies Service biologists at Woods Hole were severely criti
cized for producing inaccurate estimates-as much by the 
council members as by others-and causing great losses 
to the fishermen. 14 Much the same was happening in the 
yellowtail fishery and to a lesser extent in the cod fishery. 
The MFCMA honeymoon was very short-lived. 
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The council reacted by producing a series of amend
ments to the management plans to increase catch limits 
and minimize closures, but the slow pace of administra
tive review could not keep up with the fishery. Fishermen 
felt there was an abundance of fish and every reason to 
catch them (table 41.7; New England Council Regulatory 
Actions-Peter D. Colosi, NMFS, personal 
communication). 

The ICNAF assessment process was not well fitted to 
the new circumstances. Local interests took on a new im
portance, and it was no longer sufficient simply to distin
guish U.S. from foreign fisheries. For example, Maine 
fishermen fished the same stock of groundfish in the 
summer that Gloucestermen fished southward in the win
ter. Fisheries such as these were small on the ICNAF 
scale but locally important, and it became necessary to 
account for each separate interest in making up plans and 
regulations. U.S. fishermen were fishing more and had in
creased their fishing capacity. To use this capacity effi
ciently, it was essential for catch limits to be quickly 
revisable upward whenever a good year class was spotted. 
The industry could not wait a year for confirmation of 
the facts. 

Landings reports for 1977-1978 were a poor record of 
the Georges Bank trawl fishery, underestimating the catch 
by an unknown amount. This made accurate assessment 
of the stocks and management very difficult, though 
there was no doubt of a recovery. New vessels were 
being built for the trawl fishery and the scallop fishery. 
Good scallop year classes on Georges, particularly on the 
Northern Edge, attracted effort previously displaced to 
the Middle Atlantic Bight and new effort as well. Trou
blesome vessel quota regulations were soon dropped and 
OYs increased, so that fishermen were hardly restricted. 
Fishermen's hopes for a new order seemed to be on the 
way to realization. 

But MFCMA and extended jurisdiction had stirred up 
another question that remained unsettled: Where lay the 
legal maritime boundary between U.S. and Canadian fish
ing zones? Canada had claimed jurisdiction over the 
northeastern third of Georges at least as early as 1965, in 
connection with the lease of oil rights (figure 45.1). The 
United States chose to ignore this claim, and Canada did 
not press the issue until extended jurisdiction brought the 
fisheries into it. The United States claimed all of Georges 
Bank, and U.S. management plans conflicted with Cana
dian fisheries and management. Canada proposed negotia
tions, which produced a fisheries treaty. Under this, 
management responsibilities and entitlements (to shares of 
stock OYs) were apportioned to each country. No for
eign fleets were to fish in a Disputed Zone on northeast
ern Georges claimed by both countries. The scallop 
fishery here was of great value to both countries, and so 
was the groundfish resource. A minor "fishing war" 
threatened when Canada claimed the United States was 
fishing with no regard for the provisions and spirit of the 
negotiated agreement. 

Part of the U.S. fishing industry, opposed to the agree
ment, developed political pressure enough to block Sen-
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ate ratification (chapter 46). The president advised 
Canada that before further fisheries negotiation, the 
boundary question must be settled, and both countries 
agreed to be bound by the World Court's decision. 

The proposed Canadian line meant that many of the 
Georges Bank stocks would be under split jurisdiction. 
Under ICNAF, most groundfish stocks on Georges Bank 
(division 5Ze) were considered "unit stocks"-discrete 
local stocks-and they were managed as such. Stocks of 
other species ranged southwestward from subarea 5 into 
statistical area 6 or northeastward to the Scotian Shelf. 
Except for large pelagic species, pollock, and short-fin 
squid, subarea 5-statistical area 6 stocks were managed 
as a unit. The Northeast Channel was the dividing line; 
beyond it lay the Scotian Shelf stocks. 

The boundary issue was decided by the International 
Court of Justice in October 1984 (chapter 45). The court 
decided on a compromise between the claims of the two 
countries, assigning the Northeast Peak of Georges to the 
Canadians. Jurisdiction over resident fishery stocks on the 
bank was now split, so that some form of joint manage
ment seems inevitable, at least for the sake of 
conservation. 

In 1982 the Georges fishery produced more for the 
United States and Canada than it had before the foreign 
fleets arrived. U.S. effort was still less than the collective 
effort before extended jurisdiction, but concentration on 
traditional species was quite intense. Haddock and scal
lop stocks were again declining, and concern for the con
tinued welfare of fishermen was warranted. Catches of 
nontraditional species, such as dogfish, squid, and butter
fish, were increasing slowly, but that did not involve 
Georges very much. The New England Fishery Manage
ment Council had produced an "Interim Groundfish 
Plan," approved and implemented, which did away with 
OYs. This plan was to be replaced by a permanent "mul
tispecies" groundfish plan as soon as possible. A plan for 
the scallop fishery went into effect in 1983, setting a 
maximum meat count of 35 per pound for landings. The 
only significant foreign fisheries were Japan's and Spain's 
squid fisheries, and these were limited. 

After two contentious decades, a provisional peace has 
settled over the Georges Bank fisheries. The record sug
gests that new crises will develop but that the fisheries 
will survive. However, the task of managing Georges 
Bank resources is now permanently split between two 
countries, and in both there are new users-such as 
oilmen-where formerly there were only fishermen. 
Pollution and other threats to the habitat are not very 
predictable in their effects. As new dimensions are added 
to an already difficult context for management, solutions 
to crises will be more difficult to achieve. 

Table 41.7 
New England Fishery Management Council's regulatory actions, 1977-1982• 

1977 1978 1979 

Emergency 
implementation of 
groundfish plan including 
initial OYsb 

Final regulations 
approved 

Emergency regulations 
increased OYs for cod, 
haddock, yellowtail 

Quarterly quotas by 
species imposed 

Emergency regulations 
renewed for increased 
OYs 

Emergency amendment: 
quotas increased for cod 
and haddock, decreased 
for yellowtail 

Cod: daily trip limits 
imposed 

Cod and haddock: 
changed to weekly 
landing limits 

Adjustment to weekly 
landing limits to 
compensate for averages 

Major amendment to 
groundfish FMPd 
(supplement 2) 

Vessel class quotas 
imposed 

No-discard rule included 

New fishing year 
implemented 
(1 October-
30 September) 

a. Data supplied by Peter D. Colosi, NMFS. 
b. OY = optimum yield. 

Adjusted weekly landing 
limits 

Closures rescinded; new 
trip limits imposed based 
on new stock-assessment 
information (supplement 
3) 

Increased OYs for cod 
and haddock; no 
"piggybacking"' of 
quotas on Single trip 

) 

New fishirfg-year OY s set 
(same as 1978-1979) 

Interim Plan development 
begins 

1980 

Yellowtail incidental 
catches increased 

Closures not enforced, 
based on new assessment 
information 

c. Different quotas were set for different fishing areas. This rule prohibited landing from different areas on a single trip. 
d. FMP = fishery management plan. 

1981 

New fishing year-new 
OY s implemented 

Yellowtail (west of 69 ° 
W) landing limit 
increased 

Appendix: An Act Relating to the Importing and 
Landing of Mackerel Caught during the Spawning 
Season (Passed by the House of Representatives, May 21, 
1886; Approved by the Senate, February 28, 1887) 

Be it enacted by the Senate pnd House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
That for the period of five years from and after the first 
day of March, eighteen hundred and eighty seven, no 
mackerel, other than what is known as Spanish mackerel, 
caught between the first day of March and the first day 
of June, inclusive, of each year, shall be imported into 
the United States or landed upon its shores: Provided, 
however, That nothing in this act shall be held to apply 
to mackerel caught off-shore with hook and line, from 
open row-boats of less than twenty feet keel [here the 
Senate Committee on Fisheries struck out the words 
"open row-boats of less than twenty feet keel" and in
serted the word "boats" instead], and landed in said 
boats. 

as follows: "This license does not grant the right to fish 
for mackerel, other than what is known as Spanish mack
erel, between the first day of March and the first day of 
June, inclusive of this year." Or in lieu of the foregoing 
there shall be inserted so much of said period of time as 
may remain unexpired under this act. 

Sec. 2. That section forty-three hundred and twenty
one of the Revised Statutes is amended, for the period of 
five years aforesaid, so as to read before the last sentence 

Sec. 3. That the penalty for the violation or attempted 
violation of this act shall be forfeiture of license on the 
part of the vessel engaged in said violation, if a vessel of 
this country, and the forfeiture to the United States, ac
cording to law, of the mackerel imported or landed, or 
sought to be imported or landed. 

Sec. 4. That all laws in conflict with this law are her
eby repealed. 

1982 

Petition for Interim Plan 
emergency 
implementation 

Interim Plan 
implemented on 
emergency basis-quotas 
lifted 

Interim Plan 
implemented with final 
regulations 
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Figure 41.19 
A base ship of the "distant-water 
fleet" alongside a large trawler. 
[Photograph courtesy of the U.S. 
Coast Guard] 

Figure 41.20 
Overseas trawlers at work in the 
western North Atlantic in the ICNAF 
period, before the U.S. and Cana
dian 200-mile-limit laws largely 
closed the fishing grounds of the 
continental shelf to them. [Photo
graph courtesy of the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service) 
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Notes 

1, Canadian vessels have gone to 
Georges Bank since fishing began there. 
Records (Bickerton, 1983) show that 
the Canadian fishery on Georges was 
small and irregular until the 1960s, 
except for swordfishing in the early 
1900s and scalloping beginning in the 
1950s. 

2. Stocks are aggregations of species 
populations that can be managed as a 
unit because their reproduction and 
growth are to a large degree self
contained. 

3. Most fish in temperate waters spawn 
annually; each year's progeny-year 
class-is identified thereafter by the 
year when it was spawned. 

4. A treaty was negotiated by the 
United States and Canada in 1908 to 
establish joint regulation of fisheries. 
Its terms were adopted by Canada in 
1910, but the United States took no 
action (Smith, 1915). 

5. The ICNAF story is recorded in var
ious commission publications and doc
uments. Many of them had limited 
distribution, and some were restricted 
to member-country participants and 
agencies (Hodder, 1980). The senior 
author served as a U.S. scientific ad
visor to ICNAF from 1961 to 1976. 

6. Bulgaria, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, 
France, the Federal Republic of Ger
many, the German Democratic Repub
lic, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, the Soviet 
Union, Spain, the United Kingdom, and 
the United States 

7. For each ICNAF subarea there was 
a panel representing member countries 
with fisheries interests in the subarea. 
These panels proposed regulations to 
the commission. The United States and 
Canada were the only members of 
panel 5 when the mesh regulation was 
proposed. 

8. Continental-shelf waters outside the 
territorial boundary were still an inter
national "commons," as they had been 
much earlier when the U.S. Congress 
tried to regulate offshore mackerel 
seining indirectly. The ICNAF treaty 
gave the government direct authority 
over domestic offshore fishermen, 
which it had formerly lacked. 

9. The Canadian scallop fishery on 
Georges Bank was significant by this 
time, but the reported finfish catch by 
Canadians was negligible. 

10. This raised a question that per
sisted throughout the 1960s and 
1970s: What is the relation between 
the sardine herring of the Maine coast 
and the adult herring on Georges 
Bank? Scientific information was inade
quate for a definitive answer, but the 
continued abundance of Gulf of Maine 
juveniles after 197 6 suggests that 
Georges fish and Gulf of Maine fish 
belong to separate stocks, since the 
Georges population had collapsed by 
that time. 

11. Large pelagic fishes and menhaden 
have been excluded from the statistics. 
Because squid are available to trawlers 
in the Middle Atlantic area, the squid 
catch is included. Other invertebrates 
figured less significantly in the long-dis
tance catch and, except for one at
tempt at scallops, ICNAF did not 
directly manage them. 

12. In the course of this, schools of 
river herring, Alosa pseudoharengus 
and A. aestivalis, were discovered at 
sea and intercepted before they could 
make their spawning runs upriver. 

13. The "meat," the salable part of the 
scallop, is the muscle that closes the 
two halves of the shell. 

14. Evidence that the year class was 
unusually large was found in the fall 
Fisheries survey of 197 5 and again in 
1976. The U.S. Research Reports to 
ICNAF indicated the fact, and industry 
advisors to ICNAF-some of whom 
became council members-knew of it. 
The year class turned out to be some
what better than predicted when re
cruited to the fishery in the latter half 
of 1977. 
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Fishing Vessels and Gear 
in New England Waters: 
1930-1983 
Keith A. Smith 

U.S. Fishing since 1930 in the Northwest Atlantic 

Otter Trawling 
In modern times, until the late 1950s, Georges Bank was 
almost entirely a U.S. fishing ground. Canadians based in 
the Maritime Provinces did a small amount of fishing, 
but more generally their offshore trips were eastward. 
Towed gear-otter trawls and shellfish dredges-had 
long supplanted line-trawl gear worked by hand from do
ries (chapter 40). The first otter trawler, Spray, coal fired 
and steam powered, was built in 1905 at Quincy, Massa
chusetts, for the Bay State Fishing Company of Boston 
(figures 40.7 and 40.8). It was a steel-hulled, well-deck 
side trawler designed along British lines of the period. 
Many such vessels were built before W odd War I; after 
the war, the steamers began to give way to more com
pact, powerful, and efficient diesel craft. 

The largest group of these became known as Boston 
"beam trawlers," a designation derived from an early 
British fishing method in which a trawl net was held 
open by a wooden spar or "beam" across the top of its 
mouth; the beam rode on "trawl heads," skids at each 
end that held it off the bottom. Though in the U.S. fish
ery the beam was soon supplanted by "otter doors" for 
spreading the trawl, the name beam trawler stuck. 

Boats of this early type are today generally called east
ern-rig side trawlers from their way of setting gear; the 
vessel is held broadside to the net when it is "shot" and 
later recovered, the towing warps leading from "gallows" 
near the bow and stern (figure 42.1; see also chapter 40). 

Otter-Trawl Gear 
An otter trawl is a funnel-shaped bag of twine netting 
that is towed along the ocean floor to catch fishes that 
live on the seafloor or just above it. Some species are al
ways to be found there, others only intermittently. The 
principal targets of the otter-trawl fishery are the codlike 
fishes (codfish, haddock, various hakes, and pollock), the 
flatfishes (flounders and soles), and redfish. The trawl is 
spread horizontally by otter boards or "trawl doors" that 
sheer away from the net's center as it is . towed along the 
bottom (Knake, 1958). At the top edge of the net mouth 
is a "headrope" rigged with spherical floats that keep the 
trawl open vertically. At the bottom of the mouth is a 
wire "footrope." For hard or rocky bottom, this is fitted 
with "roller gear": disks of wood or rubber, or hollow 
steel balls called "bobbins" that roll along and help hold 
the footrope down. 

Otter trawls were originally made of heavy cotton or 
"manila" hemp twine. The use of manila persisted until 
the 1950s and early 1960s. Then synthetic twines became 
available: nylon, followed by polyesters such as Dacron, 
polyethylene, and polypropylene, whose superior qualities 
were quickly recognized. Such twines are stronger than 
natural twines of the same size, and trawls made from 
them, particularly those stored away, resist rotting and 
damage from rats and mice better than do natural-fiber 
trawls. 

The first otter trawls were of English design, but the 
Icelandic trawl, which used standard replaceable sections, 
soon became popular with U.S. fishermen. After W odd 
War II, because Icelandic trawls and their spare parts 
were difficult to get, a gear known as the No. 41 Yankee 
trawl became standard aboard large American otter traw
lers. This trawl has a 79-foot headrope of wire and 
hemp; a wire footrope 100 feet long; and netting of poly
propylene, nylon, or Dacron twine, twisted or braided, 
1/8 to 1/4 inch in diameter. "Stretched mesh" si~e (size 
measured with diagonally opposite mesh corners pulled 

. tightly, one away from the other) ranges from 2.5 to 5.5 
inches, depending on the species sought and the regula
tions in force. A fully rigged No. 41 Yankee trawl, 
stretched out, measures 100-112 feet from the wing ends 
at the front to the tail end. 

Medium-size trawlers, particularly those of lower en
gine power, typically use the similar but smaller No. 36 
trawl, with a headrope length of 60 feet, a footrope 
length of 80 feet, and a trawl length (wing end to tail 
end) of 85-105 feet. 

The No. 41 Yankee and the No. 36 trawls are repre
sentative of the trawls used by U.S. boats on Georges 
Bank. Though captains modify their gear to suit particu
lar grounds, taking into account such factors as the target 
species and vessel horsepower, the general configuration 
of gear is as shown in figure 42.2. 

Until the 1970s, the trawl doors or otter boards used 
on a large U.S. trawler were usually built of 2.5-3-inch 
hardwood planks bolted together in a steel framework. A 
door of this type was about 4.5 feet high and 10.5 feet 
long, weighing 1,200-1,500 pounds, with much of this 
weight in a solid steel "shoe" welded to the lower edge. 
Smaller trawlers use doors weighing 400-1,000 pounds. 
Most modern trawlers have switched to all-steel doors. 

Large Otter Trawlers 
By the 1930s trawler design was fully developed, with the 
general configuration quite standardized; the resulting 
type was built as late as the mid-1960s, and many such 
vessels are still in service (figure 42.1). Those of the 
greatest size-designated large otter trawlers (OTLs) by 
the National Marine Fisheries Service-were built of 
wood or steel with the following dimensions: overall 
length, 85.5-140 feet; beam, 18.3-26 feet; draft, 10-15 
feet; net tonnage, 150 minimum; engine, diesel, 320-800 
horsepower. Cruising speed of these vessels is 7-15 
knots; the average crew carried is 8-17; the length of trip 
is 5-14 days; ice is used to cool and preserve the catch 
(Sundstrom, 1957). 

Fishing and fish-handling operations on the OTLs are 
conducted on the main deck near the center of the ves
sel. A house occupies the afterpart of this deck, taking up 
a third to a half of the vessel's length. Within are the gal
ley and messroom, a storeroom aft, the steering gear and 
rudderpost, and sometimes at the forward end an en
closed winch room. (Ordinarily the trawl winch is outside 

the deckhouse, just ahead of it.) One deck up is the pilot
house, containing the helm, navigation and communica
tions equipment, and the captain's quarters. 

Underneath the main deckhouse are the engine room 
and, typically, quarters for part of the crew. Forward of 
the engine room on this level is the fishhold. On the 
main deck, the forward part is covered over with a 
"whale back" enclosing the "fo'c'sle" (forecastle). At the 
main-deck level, this space is typically used for gear stor
age; a ladder leads below to crew's quarters. 

Medium Otter Trawlers 
Georges Bank is fished regularly by smaller wooden or 
steel otter trawlers known as "draggers"-medium otter 
trawlers (OTMs) in the terminology of the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service (figure 40.9). The general configura
tion of the most common eastern-rig design is the same 
as for the larger trawlers: fo'c'sle forward, working deck 
amidships with fishhold below, pilothouse well aft. The 
pilothouse is compact, set on the main deck itself rather 
than one deck up. The galley, mess, and quarters for the 
entire crew are usually forward in the fo'c'sle, though the 
captain may have a small bunk room in the pilothouse. 
General specifications for the OTMs are length, 60-100 
feet; 1 beam, 14-23 feet; draft, 6-13 feet; net tonnage, 
15-150; diesel engine, 155-400 horsepower. Cruising 
speed is 6-13 knots; the average crew, 5-15; the length 
of trip, 1-14 days. Ice is carried for fish preservation. 
This size and type of vessel is also commonly used for 
scallop dredging and swordfishing (Sundstrom, 1957). 

Western-Rig Trawlers 
A medium-size trawler also . seen on Georges Bank, partic
ularly during the summer, is the "western-rig" trawler, 

. so-called because the type was originally common along 
the Rhode Island and Connecticut coasts of New .Eng
land, as well in New York and New Jersey. These boats 
have the wheelhouse forward and the working deck aft. 
The trawl doors and trawl wings are hauled to a single 
gallows at one side (usually starboard), or to a pair of 
gallows at the boat's quarters. The cod end of the trawl 
is hauled aboard over the rail at the vessel's side. (These 
vessels are not to be confused with stern-ramp trawlers, 
to be described.) Many shrimp trawlers from the south 
with the western-rig configuration have been converted 
for otter trawling off the northeast coast. 

Scalloping 
Scallopers are usually similar to otter trawlers in the me
dium-size range, in both construction and deck arrange
ments. "Many of the boats change over from trawling to 
scalloping and back again to accommodate themselves to 
changing fishing and marketing conditions. Any well
found dragger can rig up for sea scalloping by removing 
the nets and otter-boards and taking aboard the shucking 
boxes, wash tank and booms necessary for handling the 
dredges. The same double-drum fishing winch, wire rope 
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Figure 42.2 
Otter trawl in action. [Knake 
(1956)] 

Towing warps 

Figure 42.1 
Trawler Delaware, built in 1937 at 
Bath Iron Works, Bath, Maine, for 
Booth Fisheries Company of Bos
ton. The Delaware was acquired for 
research in 1951 by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. [Photograph 
courtesy of the National Marine 
Fisheries Service] 

Ground ropes 

Cod end 

Figure 42.3 
A midwater trawl being streamed 
from the stern ramp of the Spanish 
vessel Pesca Puerta Segunda, 
1968. [Photograph by E. W. Bow
man, courtesy of the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service] 



and forward gallows frame are used" (Posgay, 1957; see 
figure 42.4). · 

The heavy, steel-framed scallop dredges are designed to 
·withstand continuous dragging over hard and rocky bot
tom (figure 42.5). A bag made of linked steel rings and 
heavy netting is attached to the frame; rings at the bot
tom of the bag, the sides, and the rear part of the top are 
3 inches across; the forepart of the top is heavy twine. 

Trawlers from the Middle Atlantic and southern states 
have occasionally fished for scallops on Georges Bank us
ing special otter trawls rigged to tend the bottom closely 
and built with extra-heavy twine to resist the abrasive ac
tion of shell and hard bottom. 

Swordfishing 
Before the 1960s, nearly all swordfish were taken by har~ 
poon. Trawlermen looked forward to the spring sword
fish season when these fish moved northeastward along 
the continental-shelf edge. Medium draggers were often 
converted by rigging a swordfish "pulpit" out from the 
bow. The helmsman maneuvered his vessel into position 
near a swordfish lazing at the surface, and the "striker" 
in the pulpit drove his iron home (figure 42.6; see also 
chapter 40). 

Harpooning has now largely been replaced by long-lin
ing. For swordfish, this began in the early 1960s, with 
gear similar to the tuna gear used worldwide by the 
Japanese. A mainline with branchlines and baited hooks 
attached at 10-30-fathom intervals is payed out as the 
fishing vessel goes ahead (figure 42.7). Large inflated ball 
floats, 18-24 inches in diameter, are bent to the mainline 
at intervals of 100 fathoms or more, to suspend it at 
some midwater depth where the fish are thought to oc
cur. For swordfish the preferred bait is mackerel, but 
squid or other fish, such as herring, may be used. The 
gear is normally set on one day and allowed to "soak" 
overnight, to be retrieved the second day. A catch of five 
fish per 100 baited hooks is considered good. 

Offshore Lobstering 
Before there was a specific otter-trawl fishery for lob
sters, a few were always tak.en incidentally with this gear. 
A directed trawl fishery for lobsters began in the 1950s, 
with much of the effort on Georges Bank. During the 
1970s most Georges Bank lobstermen switched to traps, 
using a larger and more robust version of the regular in
shore lobster pot. The inshore pots are 32 inches long, 
27 inches wide, and 15 inches high; the offshore ones are 
about 48 inches long, 36 inches wide, and 18 inches 
high. 

Lobster pots are set in strings similar to bottom long
line fishing gear. A mainline with as many as 100 branch
lines and pots is set out as the vessel proceeds slowly 
ahead. At one end or both ends a large buoy is attached. 
The end buoys are generally fitted with radar reflectors 
and battery-powered lights to aid in finding them and to 
warn off otter trawlers. 

The mainline is of heavy wire rope, up to 3/4 inch in 
diameter. Strength is required, especially in sets of 100 

Figure 42.5 
New Bedford sea scallop dredge. 

Figure 42.4 
A modern New Bedford scalloper. 
Note the dredges on deck (port 
and starboard) beneath rollers on 
the rail. Vessels rigged exclusively 
for scalloping are fitted with for
ward gallows only-the starboard 
one appears in the right fore
ground. [Photograph by D. W. 
Bourne] 
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Figure 42.6 
Harpooner poised to strike a 
swordfish on Georges Bank. 
[Photograph courtesy of National 
Fisherman] 

Figure 42.7 
Swordfish coming aboard a long
liner, Cap'n Bill Ill, out of Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts. This boat 
was the first to use midwater long
line gear, developed by the Japan
ese, in the Northwest Atlantic 
swordfishery. [Photograph by M. R. 
Bartlett] 
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fathoms or more, because during haulback all the pots 
may be hanging vertically, free of the bottom. The main
line is brought aboard with a trawl winch or a special 
line-hauler. Branchlines and pots are detached as they 
come in so that the pots may be emptied, rebaited, and 
positioned to be ready to set again. A string of pots is 
normally allowed to fish for about 3 days, but this inter
val varies considerably depending on such factors as 
weatherand the number of strings a boat is tending. 

Lobster boats, many of them converted otter trawlers, 
are generally of medium size, 60-100 feet in length. Both 
eastern- and western-rig vessels have been converted for 
the fishery or built new. Offshore boats must be 
equipped with live-holding tanks, constantly supplied with 
clean, pumped-in seawater, for the catch. 

Modern Line Trawling 
A modern version of the line trawling once done from 
dories is currently under trial by at least one offshore 
skipper who works Georges Bank. His gear consists of a 
mainline many thousands of feet in length, with large, ra
dar-reflecting buoys at the ends and smaller ones at inter
vals. Up to 1,000 hooks of the Japanese circle type, on 
18-inch leaders, are snapped to the mainline at inter
vals-25-50 feet apart when the principal quarry is hali
but. An innovation in the old-fashioned dory gear is the 
use of small floats on each leader, so that the hooks, 
baited with squid or mackerel, bob in the current just 
above the bottom. Such a rig will take a variety of 
groundfish, including cod and haddock. The gear is set 
from the · deck of the fishing vessel itself and recovered 
after several hours with the. aid of a power-driven line
hauler of the type used in the swordfish and tuna long
line fisheries. Each fish is cut and bled as it is brought 
aboard and after 20 minutes or so carefully packed in 
ice. At a time when the fishery is overcrowded and many 
skippers drive their otter trawlers harder and harder with 
diminishing results, this line-trawling experiment is show
ing promise. For one thing, the line can be used on 
grounds where topography, rocks, wrecks, and so forth 
make dragging impractical. For another, the fish, often 
brought alive to the surface, are of excellent quality 
compared with fish tumbled for an hour or more in the 
cod end of a trawl. This extra quality is already being 
rewarded by better prices at the dock. 

Electronic Aids 
Developments have not been confined to fish-catching 
gear itself. Fully as significant are a number of electronic 
inventions that have found their way into the inventory 
of all well-equipped fishing vessels in the past 50 years, 
revolutionizing fishing technique. The earliest of these, 
radio, has not only saved rriany vessels from disaster; it 
has provided both a social and working communications 
link among ships and between ship and shore. Radio 
evolved into navigational systems that, together with ra
dar, have added immeasurably to the security of vessels 
and the confidence with which their captains can work 
them in difficult circumstances. Underwater acoustic 

devices-echo sounders-have made fishermen far less 
dependent on local knowledge and rules of thumb for 
finding fish and allowed them to hunt profitably on 
grounds new to them or relatively little known. These 
devices are not peculiar to the New England fisheries by 
any means. Nevertheless, they have had an immense 
effect on the work and the life of · fishermen on such 
grounds as Georges. 

1. Radio and RDF "Sparkers" were the first radio com
munications equipment available to trawlers, arpearing in 
about 1924i they transmitted a staticlike signa generated 
by an electncal arc controlled by a key. Continuous wave 
(CW) transmitters replaced sparkers in the early 1930s. 
Communication was in Morse code. On larger trawlers 
there was a "shack" behind the pilothouse where the ra
dio op~r~tor worked. Radiotelephones capable of voice 
transmission began to appear on trawlers in the late 
1930s, becoming quite universal after World War II. 
Since that time, ships have been able to communicate 
freely with each other at sea and, through marine opera
tors in major ports, with ordinary telephones ashore. 

Radio-direction finders (RDFs) were first used in 1931. 
A loop antenna was rotated until the signal from some 
particular transmitter was at maximum strength. In princi
ple, the compass bearing of the signal source could then 
be read from the antenna's orientation, and two such 
bearings, from two transmitters, would give a "fix" of 
the vessel's position. Trawlers on Georges Bank com
monly used radiob~acons in Rockland, Maine, and Yar
mouth, Nova Scotia (personal communications, Chief 
En~ineers F. Macauley and Richard Kippin and Captain 
Leif Jacobsen). The method is subject to significant errors 
and has now been superseded by LORAN. 

. 2. LORAN The LORAN (LOng Range Aid to Naviga
tio~) system was implemented by the War Department 
durmg .World War II. LORAN employs radio signals 
transmitted synchronously from separate coastal stations. 
A receiver analyzes the difference in arrival time of such 
signals, and from this difference a position is computed. 
After World War II, surplus LORAN A receivers, mainly 
designed for aircraft, were installed aboard trawlers. Im
proy~d LORAN A gear d~signed for marine use permitted 
posltlons accurate to 1 mile to be found within 300 miles 
of the tranmitters. 

LORAN A has now given way to LORAN C; the old 
system was eliminated on 1 January 1981. This new 
LORA~ system has much greater range and accuracy; 
~ransmltters may be up to 1,500 miles distant, and a fix 
Is good to a quarter-or even a tenth-of a mile. Mod
ern LORAN C sets display a ship's latitude and longitude 
continuously. Autopilots coupled to the system can steer 
a_ vessel to a ch<;>sen spot, while automatic plotters con
tmuously chart Its progress. (Autopilots are of two gen
eral sorts: the one just described, and another more 
common ~ype, which simply keeps a vessel on a preset 
course, without correcting for wind drift or current. Both 
systems ease the burden of long wheel watches to and 
from the fishing grounds.) 

3. RADAR Shipboard RADAR (RAdio Detection And 
Ranging) came into commercial use during W odd War II, 
but 15-20 years passed before small boat RADARs were 
cheap and dependable enough for fishermen. During the 
1960s they were quite common on large trawlers. By the 
1980s RADAR was standard on any well-found vessel. 
RADAR allows fishing crews to work at night or in fog 
in conditions that once would have stopped them and to 
make port in almost any weather. 

4. Echo Sounders and SONAR The speed of sound in 
water is very nearly constant, so distance traversed is 
closely proportional to time. Practical devices based on 
this principle have had a profound effect on the fisheries. 
Echo_ sounders and SONAR (SOund NAvigation and 
Rangmg) systems measure the time it takes for an acous
tic signal projected into the water to be reflected to its 
origin. The distance to whatever object reflected the sig
nal can then be calculated; the reflector might be the 
bottom, a school of fish, or some other target with a 
density differ~nt from sea~ater (figures 42.8 and 42.10). 
The_ distance IS normally displayed automatically. The 
earhest echo sounders, dating from the 1930s, indicated 
depth by means of a flashing light on a circular scale and 
were useful mainly for navigation. 

As the instruments became more sensitive, fish schools, 
aJ?d eyentually individual fish, could be detected. Highly 
directional transducers were devised that could be rotated 
~orizontally and vertically to locate fish ahead or to one · 
side of a vessel. The sounders kept a continuous, paper 
~ecord, and the signal could be filtered in various ways to 
Isolate targets of particular interest. Today, fishing SO
NARs are available that not only pinpoint the direction 
and depth of fish schools but show by a range of colors 
their sizes or densities. The SONAR can be set to scan 
any sector automatically. Details can be enlarged for 
closer scrutiny, and a "memory" will redisplay targets al
ready passed. 

Foreign Fishing, 1960-1976: The "Distant-Water Fleet" 

In 1960 more than 160 Russian mother and catcher ves
sels (among them ships up to 14,000 tons) were reported 
off Newfoundland. In August of that year Russian traw
lers appeared on Georges Bank. The first of these were 
side trawlers on exploratory fishing or scouting trips. In 

· 1961 the Soviets began an intensive herring fishery on the 
bank, using gillnets and midwater trawls. Before this, the 
large populations of herring on Georges Bank had been 
barely exploited. After 1962, the U.S.S.R. discontinued 
midwater trawling, and its herring fishery came to depend 
wholly on gillnets and bottom-set otter trawls. Gillnet
ting, mainly from the old side trawlers, was continued 
through 1963 (Anthony and Waring, 1980). 

Gillnetting 
The drift gillnet is a long curtain of netting with floats 
along the top to hold it at the surface and a weighted 
leadline at the bottom. The mesh is of fine, strong nylon 
or other synthetic twine, its size selected for a particular 
type and size of fish. If the mesh is chosen properly, the 
head but not the body of a fish swimming into the net 
will pass through, and the twine will "gill," or trap, the 
fish so that it cannot back out. Herring gillnets are set 
overnight, and because the fish swim at the surface then, 
they are very effective. (In the daytime, bottom or mid
water trawls are preferable.) Gillnets or units of gillnet
ting are commonly about 100 fathoms long and 10 or 
more fathoms deep. Dozens of them tied end to end may 
be payed out from a vessel and left to soak overnight. A 
hauling warp is attached by "bridle" lines to the leadline 
at the points where individual units of netting come to-

. gether. At daylight, when the gear is to be recovered, this 



Figure 42.8 
Echogram during midwater trawl 
tow. Two transducers are used, 
one mounted on the ship's hull and 
a second (netsonde) on the trawl's 
headrope; these are connected in 
parallel. The dark line under the la
bel "headrope" represents the ini
tial pulse, transmitted by both 
transducers. The dark line just 
above "footrope" represents 
echoes from the footrope and 
shows a vertical trawl opening of 

40 feet. The irregular dark trace 
between the two lines represents , 
fish being overtaken by the trawl; 
other fish schools appear below 
the footrope trace. The trawl's 
head rope is 1 00 feet from the bot
tom. The water depth (from the 
ship's bottom) is about 220 feet. 
The fainter lines are echo reflec
tions from the water surface and 
the ocean bottom. [Rathjen and 
Fahlen ( 1962)] 

Figure 42.9 
Herring being washed down aboard 
a Soviet distant-water vessel and 
conveyed below. [Photograph cour
tesy of the National Marine Fisher
ies Service] 

warp is winched in; the leadline and floatline of the net 
itself are gripped and pulled aboard by a special machine. 
By hand or by machine, fish are shaken from the twine 
(Fishing News Books Ltd., 1964). Herring taken in the 
Soviet fishery were gutted and salted down in barrels. 

Herring Trawling 
After 1963 the Soviet Union relied on otter trawls for 
catching herring on Georges Bank. Poland entered this 
fishery in 1965, and East Germany (the German Demo
cratic Republic) in 1966. The West Germans followed in 
1967 (Anthony and Waring, 1980). 

The herring trawl is a special modification of the con
ventional otter trawl. Designs differ, but in general the 
herring nets are wider than the ordinary trawl (the head
rope length is increased 10-20%) and much longer over
all; they may be twice the length of a groundfish trawl or 
more. They are constructed of light twine. Particularly 
significant is the height of the mouth opening, much 
greater than that of a groundfish trawl, designed to reach 
fish well above the bottom. Herring are not truly bottom 
fish, but they are caught near the bottom at times, partic
ularly when they aggregate for spawning; on Georges 
Bank this occurs in late summer and fall. The upper sec
tions of the net are cut very amply, and the headrope is 
lifted by extra floats and by "kites," planing boards that 
work in a way comparable to otter boards. 

Purse Seining 
Between 1968 and 1976, Russian fishermen used purse 
seines for Georges Bank herring, in addition to otter 
trawls. With this gear they caught an average of18,000 
metric tons per year for the period, 23% of the entire 
Soviet herring catch (figure 42.9; see also Anthony and 
Waring, 1980). 

The purse seine is a "round-haul" net, set around a 
school of fish. Floats support the top edge at the surface; 
the net hangs vertically, and its bottom edge is fitted with 
rings through which a purse line passes (see chapter 40). 
Meshes are sized to prevent escape of the target fish; for 
adult herring the size would be 2-3-inch stretched mesh. 
A typical Soviet purse seine was used by U.S. and Soviet 
researchers during a cooperative herring tagging project in 
1977. The net was 760 m long and 541 m deep. The 
vessel for this project, Yubileiny, was of the side-trawler 
type (Waring, 1983 personal communication). 

The purse seine, with a large lighted buoy at its "wing 
end" (free end), is payed out from the stern of the fishing 
vessel as it circles a target school. With the circle com
pleted, the buoy and wing end are hauled aboard. The 
purse line is then winched in, closing the bottom of the 
seine and trapping the fish. Starting with the wing end, 
the seine itself is hauled aboard through two "power 
blocks," one mounted on a starboard boom and one on 
a stern boom. From the stern block the net is dropped 
on deck ready for a new set. As the seine is hauled, the 
fish are "dried up," crowded into its "bag end." From 
this they are scooped out with a "brail" -a large dip-
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net-which is worked with the aid of a small winch. 
Herring thus caught are salted down in barrels. 

Midwater Trawling 
A midwater trawl fishes, as the name indicates, between 
the surface and the bottom. Midwater (pelagic) trawling 
gear and techniques were designed and developed by the 
West Germans, beginning in the late 1950s. An early 
model was designed by Joachim Scharfe of the West 
German Gear Research Institute in 1960. Development 
through the 1960s made the trawls ever larger and more 
efficient. Scharfe's early trawl opened vertically 30-42 
feet; a modern version is reported to be 130 feet high at 
the mouth and 200 feet wide (Warner, 1983). One or 
more "netsondes," echo-sounder transducers mounted on 
the net itself, are wired to the vessel's pilothouse (figure 
42.10). The netsonde indicates the trawl's distance off 
the bottom and the vertical spread of its mouth, as well 
as fish being captured. 

Midwater trawls are startlingly effective for catching 
herring, and once introduced they soon became the most 
efficient and productive method for catching this species·. 
With an otter trawl of the high-rise type designed to take 
spawn{ng herring, an excellent catch may be 20 tons or 
so; in comparison; midwater trawls can at times take 100 
tons per tow. Warner (1983) relates how Capt. Ernst 
Horhold of the West German W esermunde once took 
157 tons of herring in a single haul on Georges Bank. In 
1971, 7% of the herring catch was with midwater trawls; 
by 1976 the fraction had grown to some 93% (Anthony 
and Waring, 1980). 

Pair Trawling 
Between 1969 and 1977, about 7% of the foreign fleet 
ranged between Georges Bank and Cape Hatteras were 
Spanish vessels. Though the Spanish made use of conven
tional side and stern trawlers, many of their fleet were of 
a type unique to them. These were the pareja trawlers
pair trawlers-which by 1968 amounted to 144 boats, 
70% of the Spanish fleet in this locality. 

Pair trawlers tow a single trawl between two vessels. 
Towing power is consequently doubled, but the drag of 
conventional otter boards-about 40% of total drag-is 
eliminated as well, since otter boards are unnecessary. 
Thus the trawls can be very large. In fact, they are the 
world's largest bottom trawls; one diagrammed by 
Thompson (1978) has a headline length of 302 feet and 
an overall length of 242 feet. 

Many pareja trawlers in the North Atlantic are of typi
cal side-trawler configuration. Dimensions reported for 
two of them (Warner, 1983) are 158 feet length overall; 
beam, 28 feet; draft, 20 feet. Beginning in the late 1960s, 
the Spanish built stern-ramp vessels for pair trawling. One 
of the larger pairs of this type measured 180 feet in over
all length; horsepower was 1,500 for each vessel; and 
hold capaciry, 600 tons. 

The Spanish pair trawlers in the Northwest Atlantic 
have in the past discarded all of their catch except for 
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cod, which were headed, gutted, and salted. Tons of such 
prized species as haddock and the various soles and 
flounders were left floating dead in the wake of the pairs. 
More recently, with the introduction of refrigerated ves
sels, this wasteful destruction has abated. Marketable spe
cies are frozen, and "trash" is reduced to meal and oil 
(Thompson, 1978). 

Factory Trawlers 
The factory trawler Fairtry was launched in March 1954 
at the J. Lewis and Sons Shipyard of Aberdeen, Scotland, 
built for Christian Salvesen, Ltd. Fishing publications 
around the world marked the event-quite correctly as it 
turned out-as the start of a new era in distant-water 
fishing. The design of Fairtry addressed a growing prob
lem, seemingly intractable, that beset large British -iced
fish trawlers. As these vessels hunted for good catches 
ever farther from home-beyond the Arctic Circle in the 
Barents Sea, for example, or on the West Greenland 
banks-it became increasingly difficult to land "fresh" 
fish of high quality. The first-caught fish of such trips 
were frequently spoiled, unfit for human consumption. 

Dressing and freezing the catch at sea were seen as a 
solution to the difficulty. To this end, Fairtry was fitted 
with the most advanced fish-filleting machines of the 
time (from Nordischer Machinenbau Baader, of Liibeck, 
West Germany) and with multiplate fast-freezing units. 
The edible parts of the catch, immediately frozen, could 
thus be kept in good condition for months rather than 
days. Also on board Fairtry was a fish-reduction plaut to 
convert what was left of the fish after filleting (approxi
mately two-thirds of the entire weight) into high-value 
meal and oil. "Trash" fish, commonly the greater part of 
the catch, were also sent to the reduction plant; formerly 
these fish had been simply thrown back into the ocean. 
. The advantages of this design were quite apparent; the 
operating range of the trawlers extended to all oceans, 
fish quality was kept high, and what had hitherto been 
wasted became salable by-product.2 

When built, Fairtry was of startling size for a fishing 
vessel: 280 feet long and 2,600 tons. Furthermore, and 
crucial for a vessel to be long at sea, it was comfortable. 
Its living quarters had nothing in common with the 
cramped, dark, spartan fo'c'sle of a typical side trawler. 
All hands were put up as they might have been on an 
ocean liner (in seco~d-class, perhaps). Its deck arrange
ment also departed sharply from tradition. At its stern 
was a large ramp, a feature till then seen only in whaling 
ships. The specially designed oversize trawl, together with 
its catch, was to be hauled aboard directly up this ramp. 

The Fishery Ministry of the U.S.S.R., most attentive to 
these developments, recognized that the new type of 
trawler would facilitate its plan for multiplying fish pro
duction. Even before Fairtry was launched, the Soviets 
approached the Lewis Shipyard to discuss construction of 
24 such vessels. Contract negotiations failed, but during 
their course the Soviets acquired blueprints that next sur
faced at the Howaldtswerke yards in Kiel, West Ger
many, along with an order for 24 stern trawlers. One 

morning in 1956, the acting skipper of Fairtry saw an 
oddly familiar vessel on the horizon. "I couldn't believe 
my eyes," he recalled, "the ship was the Fairtry exactly! 
Only the name was different. She was called the Push
kin!" (Warner, 1983). 

A total of 42 Pushkin-class Bolshoi Morozilni Rybo
lovny Traler were built (literally, "large freezer fishing 
trawlers," designated BMRTs by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service). They were 277 feet long, 44 feet wide, 
and drew 17 feet; diesels of 1,900 horsepower could 

·drive them at 12.5-13.5 knots. Crews numbered 90-125; 
hold capacity was 57,068 cubic feet (Hitz, 1968). The 
Pushkins were succeeded by several other classes of 
BMRTs built either in die U.S.S.R. or for the U.S.S.R in 
Poland and East Germany; the classes were variously 
called Maiakovskii, Leskov, Kosmos, Tropik, Atlantic, 
and Atlantic II (figure 42.11). Polish-built vessels of the 
Leskov and Kosmos class were designated B-15 (Dalmor) 
and B-26 trawlers by the Poles (Hitz, 1968). 

By 1974 the Soviets had the world's largest fishing 
fleet, which included 2,800 side trawlers and smaller fish
ing vessels, 103 factory or mother ships, and 710 factory 
trawlers (Warner, 1983). Other countries-Poland, East 
Germany, Rumania, Spain, Portugal, France, and West 
Germany-built factory trawlers to suit their own re
quirements. The British never took their factory trawlers 
to Georges Bank, but the Russians did; there they were 
joined by other "Eastern Bloc" countries and eventually 
by western Europeans. 

A peak of 336 foreign vessels was counted between 
Georges Bank and Cape Hatteras in September 1969 by 
the Surveillance Group of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service. Similar counts were made later: 329 foreign ves
sels in April 1972 and 334 in February 1975 (McHugh 
and Ginter, 1978) . 

Table 42.1 shows the extent to which the Soviets dom
inated foreign fishing between Georges Bank and Cape 
Hatteras from 1969 to 1977. The Russians had 55% of 
all vessels in this area, and collectively with Poland and 
East Germany, 79%. The U.S.S.R., Poland, East Ger
many, Spain, Japan, West Germany, Italy, and Bulgaria 
together accounted for 98% of the foreign fleet during 
the period in question. 

The foreign factory trawlers mainly used otter trawls 
on Georges Bank, trawls similar to the Yankee 41 de
scribed earlier, but larger. The Russian 37.7 -m trawl is 
probably most typical of the foreign gear; it was designed 
for the BMR Ts. Some dimensions of the Yankee 41 and 
the Russian trawl are compared in table 42.2. 

There is a tendency to suppose that the fishing power 
of the foreign trawlers, compared with U.S. vessels, was 
proportional to the difference in size, but this tends to 
overstate the case. Typical Russian stern trawlers are 
about eight times the size of the largest U.S. boats: 2,500 
gross tons for Pushkin trawlers, for example, compared 
with 311 gross tons for the U.S. trawlers Old Colony and 
Tremont. But the foreign advantage in net size and engine 
horsepower is less extreme; the ratio of trawl mouth 
openings (table 42.2) is 2.3 to 1, and the horsepower 

Figure 42.1 0 
Midwater (pelagic} trawl and ves
sel. [Rathjen and Fahlen (1962}] 

Figure 42. 11 
An East German stern trawler 
alongside a Soviet transport. Tro
pik-class trawlers (the type shown 
here, and one of several classes of 
similar design} are 262 feet long 
and 2,435 gross tons. Fifty-two are 
reported to have been built. Daily 
capacity is 50 tons of fish, and an
nual production is as high as 7,000 
tons. [Photograph courtesy of the 
U.S. Coast Guard] 



Table 42.1 
Percentage of total foreign fishing fleet by nation, August 1969-January 1977, Georges Bank 
southward to Cape Hatteras• 

Range of monthly average percentages 

Country Mean Maximum Minimum 

Soviet Union 54.6 71.6 36.4 
Poland 15.1 20.6 10.1 
German Democratic Republic 9.1 19.9 3.9 
Spain 7.3 10.6 2.8 
Japan 5.3 8.1 2.2 
Federal Republic of Germany 3.0 10.1 0 
Italy 1.8 4.3 0.1 
Bulgaria 1.6 3.4 0.4 

a. McHugh and Ginter (1978). 

Table 42.2 
Comparison of Yankee No. 41 and the U.S.S.R. 37.7-m otter trawls• 

Trawl 

Yankee No. 41 
U.S.S.R. 37.7-m 

Headrope Horizontal Vertical Area of mouth 
length opening opening opening 
(feet) (feet) (feet) (square feet) 

80 52 12 624 
124 80 18 1,440 

Vessel 
horsepower 

600-1,300 
1,900-2,630 

a. Dimensions of the Yankee No. 41 are approximations measured during a fishing operation. Headrope lengths 
are actual design lengths. Opening dimensions for the U.S.S.R. trawl assume the same ratios of headrope length 
ro actual opening measured for the Yankee trawl. Calculation of mouth area is for comparison only and as
sumes a rectangular shape. 

ratio 2.75 to 1 (assuming representative horsepowers of 
2,200 and 800 for U.S.S.R. and U.S. vessels, respectively). 
Fishing power is probably more closely related to trawl 
opening and vessel engine power than to overall vessel 
size. 

Strategy and Tactics 
For an American fishing captain, his own knowledge of 
fishing grounds and fish behavior and his skill in working 
the gear are his stock in trade. He is a competitor-both 
on the fishing ground and in the market where his catch 
is auctioned. Individual vessels, even those in a single 
owner's fleet, are typically set up as independent corpora
tions. The captains do not tell fellow skippers where, 
when, or how they plan to fish. 

The Eastern Bloc fishermen work very differently. In 
the Soviet Union, state-owned companies based in the 
major ports do the fishing. A port may have one or more 
such companies to administer the various fisheries in dif
ferent areas, such as Labrador and Newfoundland, the 
Nova Scotia banks, or the American zone from Georges 
Bank to Cape Hatteras. For each area there is a fleet 
commander, charged with directing and supporting fishing 
operations there. The captain of a Soviet vessel, far from 
being secretive, talks by radio four times a day with other 
vessels in his area, reporting catches and exchanging in
formation that will favor overall success for the fleet. 
The vessels move together, converging where fishing is 
most productive (Warner, 1983). 

This concentration of many boats on a specific-usu
ally abundant-population of fish has been called "pulse 

fishing." In the short term, a "pulse" may last only a few 
days, when a good local aggregation of fish has been 
found. More serious is the longer-term systematic deploy
ment of a fleet to fish an entire stock of fish down to 
some point of unprofitability (however this is measured). 
Under such a strategy, this depleted stock is left to re
cover however it may, and the fleet moves on to find and 
clean out another. Where the single motive of a fishery is 
to produce maximum tonnage, and where the conse
quences to consumers and to the various users of the re
sources need not be calculated, there is a logic to this 
pulse fishing. In the western North Atlantic it clashed 
fundamentally with the concept of balanced, sustained 
yields in a continuous, mixed fishery, which was the goal 
of most people concerned with the health of the re
sources and the industry. 

The result of pulse fishing brought to bear on new 
England haddock is shown in figure 42.12. From the 
1930s to 1960, a fully developed haddock fishery, fol
lowed almost entirely by U.S. vessels, enjoyed rather 
steady catches averaging about 46,500 tons annually 
(Clark and Overholtz, 1979). Abruptly, in 1965, the 
catch increased; Soviet trawlers took 81,882 tons of had
dock from Georges Bank, pushing the total removal to 

150,362 tons for that year. In 1966 the Soviet catch was 
48,409 tons and the total121,274. Landings then fell 
sharply for several years; by 1974 they were 4,290 tons, 
less than 10% of the historical average. The Soviet pulse 
fishermen redirected most of their effort toward herring 
and mackerel (Clark and Overholtz, 1979). A decade 
later, the Georges Bank haddock fishery has yet to 

recover. 
When their haddock fishing on Georges was at its 

height, as many as 100 Soviet trawlers might be found 
within a 20-mile radius, according to Charles Philbrook 
of the National Marine Fisheries Service, who watched 
them from the air. He says they were often "fishing ev:ery 
which way," back and forth, sometimes crossing each 
other's path so closely as to be in danger of tangling 
trawls. At other times, particularly when fishing along the 
edge of the bank, the trawlers would follow each other 
in close echelon formation (figure 42.13). 

How much bottom might be swept by such a company 
of trawlers? It is hard to be certain about the actual fish
ing performance of such a diverse fleet, but if we extrap
olate from the work done by a BMR T, we may get some 
idea of the total effect. Suppose that such a trawler tows 
a 37.7-m trawl with an 80-foot horizontal opening at 5 
knots for 18 hours per day. In a day, it would sweep 
about 1.2 square nautical miles of bottom. One hundred 
such trawlers (the number spotted by Mr. Philbrook 
within a rather small area) fishing for 100 days would, 
according to this estimate, sweep nearly 12,000 square 
nautical miles. Within the 100-fathom depth limit, the 
whole area of Georges Bank itself is only about 9,000 
square nautical miles (12,000 square statute miles; 
McLeod and Prescott, 1982). 

Even this almost certainly understates the effect. We 
know that not 100 but well over 300 foreign fishing ves-
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Figure 42.12 
Effects of pulse fishing: commer
cial landings 1956-1978 of had
dock from Georges Bank by the 
U.S.S.R. and by all countries. Key: 
unshaded, total landings (all coun
tries); shaded, U.S.S.R. landings. 
[Clark and Overholtz (1979)] 

Figure 42. 13 
Echelon formation of fishing 
trawlers. 
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sels were in the area in some years and that most of these 
fished Georges Bank during the summer and fall . Annual 
days of fishing were at least 200, most probably ap
proaching 300, compared with 100 used in the previous 
estimate. Add in the domestic, U.S. effort and the fact 
that large tracts of Georges Bank are untrawlable; the 
conclusion must be reached that in these days of inten
sive fishing, all suitable parts of the seafloor on Georges 
Bank were swept by otter trawls, on the average, several 
times in a year. 

The consternation and anger of Americans confronted 
by such massive foreign fleets on "their" grounds is 
hardly surprising; William Warner recalls a trip to 
Georges Bank on the American trawler Tremont in 
October 1976: 

I asked if we will still be seeing any of the foreigners. 
"Seeing them!" scoffs Tom Kelly, a third-generation fish
erman from Quincy, Massachusetts. "The bastards will 
be all over us." 

"They're back for the fall herring," Dick Jellison ex
plains. "The East Germans, the West Germans, the Rus
sians, maybe some Poles." . 

"They won't never leave," says Kelly. "The last trip, 
near where we're going now, at night it looked like the 
city of Chicago." 

... The others agree. It is hard to believe. The foreign
ers have been around a long time; it must be a dozen 
years, as near as anyone can recollect. The Russians came 
first, sweeping up and down Georges with their ships 
spaced out in long diagonal lines, plowing the best fishing 
grounds like disk harrows in a field. Mostly in those early 
days they fished for cod and herring. Then they took 
haddock, when they realized what a good fish it was. 
You could look up what's happened since, the men say, 
in the Tremont's records or logbooks of any blue-water 
boat, as the offshore trawlers are called, from New Bed
ford to Rockland. The Georges Bank cod catch is down 
by half of what is was in the 1960s. 

Despite Tom Kelly's conviction the foreigners did 
leave-in February 1977. The outcry among U.S. fisher
men had grown loud enough when haddock stocks col
lapsed in the middle 1970s to catch the ear of Congress 
(chapter 41). 

Trends in the New England Fleet 

The U.S. Factory-Trawler Experiment 
Fairtry and the all too apparent success of large, Eastern 
Bloc factory trawlers drew intense interest in the mid-
1960s. In the United States it was urged at first that the 
government build a factory trawler as an experiment. In
stead the government subsidized half the cost of a private 
undertaking. In 1966 American Stern Trawlers, a subsidi
ary of American Export Industries, commissioned the 
building of two factory trawlers-to be called Seafreeze 
Atlantic and Seafreeze Pacific-equipped with the most 
advanced fishing and processing gear. At the time, the 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, with some internal dis
sent, took the position that Americans must learn to 
compete with foreigners in distant-water fishing. The two 
ships were completed in late 1968 and early 1969 at a 

cost of $6 million each, a very great expense for the 
time. 

Seafreeze Atlantic was based in New England; it was 
sent to northern waters on extended trips despite its skip
per's view that it would do better fishing herring on 
Georges Bank for the export trade. Its crew, contrary to 
usual New England practice, was paid a salary, but one 
too low to enlist experienced men, particularly for voy
ages of 2 months or more. In less than 3 years, Seafreeze 
Atlantic was tied up for good (Seafreeze Pacific fared no 
better). It had demonstrated that it was completely mal
adapted to New England fisheries and fishermen, whose 
great stock in trade-as some had argued from the 
start-was a wealth of fish on grounds close at hand 
(Dewar, 1983). New Englanders could land these fish in 
top condition in their home ports after trips of only 5-12 
days; to profit from them there was no nee.d to pay the 
cost that Europeans paid in capital equipment and days at 
sea. 

Recent New England Vessels 
Though the era of foreign fishing was one of frustration, 
anger, and apprehension among U.S. fishermen in the 
northeast, progress was made in vessel design. New boats 
were built upon New England experience rather than 
upon foreign patterns, and many of these boats were suc
cessful. The sisterships Old Colony and Tremont were 
launched in 1968 and 1970, stern-ramp trawlers measur
ing 130.5 feet long overall and 311 gross tons, with 
1,300 horsepower. They were innovative, but they were 
not factory trawlers; lessons had been learned about the 
kind of boat best adapted to the New England fishery, 
where the grounds of Georges can be reached in 8-24 
hours. New optimism among U.S. fishermen and an up
surge in new vessel construction came with passage of the 
The Fishery and Conservation and Management Act in 
April1976 (chapter 41), which extended an exclusive 
U.S. fishing zone seaward 200 miles from the coast. 
Georges Bank once again became "New England's own 
fishing ground." 

The present generation of vessels, far smaller than the 
foreign behemoths, are typically steel built, with a stern 
trawl chute and a reel for winding in the net (figure 
42.14). Generally, the newer stern trawlers are 80-120 
feet long overall, 125-175 gross tons, with 600-1,100 
horsepower. A representative vessel, Endurance of Fair
haven, Massachusetts, launched in August 1983, mea
sures 119 feet overall. It is 28 feet wide, with a draft of 
14 feet; a 1,100-horsepower diesel drives a variable-pitch 
propeller; two net reels are mounted side by side above 
the stern chute for hauling in the trawls. Its catch is pre
served in freshwater ice. 

While No. 41 Yankee trawls remain popular, some 
vessels fish larger, higher-opening trawls. One of these 
trawls, designed and produced in West Germany, is 492 
feet long, with a 170-foot-long footrope and 150-foot 
headrope. Steel-framed wooden trawl doors have been 
largely replaced with all-steel doors, heavier for a given 
application than the wooden ones. They are rectangular, 
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Figure 42.14 
A modem stern ramp trawler. 
Vessels of this general type have 
come to predominate in the New 
England fleet as the older side 
trawlers retire from service. Overall 
length of the vessel shown is 83 
feet, 7 inches. (Drawing courtesy 
of John Gilbert Associates, Naval 
Architects, Boston] 
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with rounded corners, usually cut by a vertical slot that 
improves hydrodynamic performance. 

Deck gear of the new trawlers is more mechanized 
than formerly, the controls more centralized and refined. 
Trawl winch controls may be found in the pilothouse. 
From there, with a clear view of the afterdeck, one man 
can work the winch and maneuver the vessel. Fish, gutted 
by machine in a processing room below the main deck, 
are carried together with cracked ice by conveyor into 
the fishhold. Three men, one in the pilothouse and two 
working on deck and below deck, can do the whole 
job-setting, recovering, and resetting gear and packing 
away half a ton of gutted fish-all in an hour. This 
leaves time enough for rest during a 3-hour tow, so that 
a single crew is sufficient Qohn Gilbert, 1983 personal 
communication). Large modern trawlers require only 9 
men, and some of the most mechanized can operate with 
6; the old side trawlers of the 1930-1960 period carried 
crews of up to 17 men working in two 6-hour shifts. 

Trip length, too, has been reduced. In an earlier era, 
trips sometimes stretched to 14 days, but now they are 
rarely longer than 10 days; 5-8 days is more common. 
Shorter trips make for better-quality fish; fish 4-7 days 
on ice can be excellent, but after 12-14 days this is no 
longer true. Short trips obviously improve life for fisher
men as well. 

. This life on Georges Bank remains arduous and danger
ous, but technologic evolution has helped ease the heavi
est and most tedious parts of the work. Each man's 
productivity has been kept high through mechanization, 
helping to offset serious declines in many fish stocks. 
This can mean better earnings, though high capital costs 
can make individual fishing enterprises financially peril
ous. There are signs of a growing emphasis on quality. 
Fast, efficient vessels, short trips, and prime quality all go 
together and suggest a course that New England's fisher
ies might take in the interest of both the industry and its 
customers. 

Reviewed by Warren F. Rathjen 

Notes 

I. Otter trawlers are classified large 
(OTL) or medium (OTM) on the basis 
of capacity-whether this is greater or 
less than 150 net tons. Because of dif
ferences in hull design, there is some 
overlap in overall length between the 
two classes. 

2. Unfortunately, Fairtry was not a fi
nancial success. Its frozen fish were not 
well accepted in markets accustomed 
to fresh fish. 
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My First Trip on Georges Bank 

James P. Ostergard 

Although a young man, I have fished through 
significant changes in the industry-the 
change from side- to stern-rigged vessels and 
the tremendous changes in electronic aids. 

In the twenty years following World War II, all 
the vessels built to fish on Georges had their 
wheelhouses aft and were called "eastern 
rigged." These boats were arranged to haul 
the net over the side. Many were rigged so 
that if the net on the starboard side needed 
mending, the net on the port side could be set 
and fished. Hauling side-to exposed the crews 
to considerable danger in rough weather 
when they had to handle the twine by hand. 
Again when towing and working the fish on 
deck from the earlier tow, they were exposed 
to the wind and to the sea coming aboard. 

Stern trawling spread to the United States 
from Europe in the 1960s. Towing and hauling 
the net from the stern rather than from the 
side has two big advantages: the much higher 
bows and bulwarks of the stern trawler pro
tect the men on deck, and winches rather 
than men can pull the twine aboard when the 
net comes up to the ship. In 1963 Blount Ma
rine, a small shipyard in Warren, Rhode Is
land, built the first New England stern trawler, 
the Narragansett, which still fishes today. 
Stern trawling was slow to catch on, and the 
first boats were generally under 80 feet. To
day there are stern trawlers up to 125 feet 
and, at least in the major ports of New Bed
ford, Boston, and Gloucester, one has to look 
pretty hard to find an eastern-rigged boat that 
still fishes Georges. 

_ The first dragger I fished on out on Georges 
was an old, eastern-rigged boat, about 80 
feet long. It was during the New Bedford 
strike of 1973, and a Norwegian skipper who 
owned the boat, Blue Sea, decided to fish in 
spite of the strike. He left New Bedford, 
steamed across the bay to Woods Hole, and 
gathered up a crew. 

Although I had fished on other eastern rigs 
and a few stern rigs, I was really a lot greener 
than I let on. The captain was over 6 feet tall 
with a weight and demeanor to match my im
age of the tough, cold Norseman. I inflated 
my qualifications, probably because he fright
ened me, and learned that he really only re
quired the body. I was to be mate, cook, and 
sort of assistant engineer, and as the only 
other member of the crew was much older -a 
Portuguese by the name of George- it 
seemed I'd have my hands full. 

I went shopping at the local supermarket after 
long consultations with my wife about the sort 
of things I would need. It was the first time I 
had ever loaded five carts with food and 

. spent $350 in one shop. When I put the food 
aboard the boat, the fo'c'sle seemed enor
mous to me. Bunks tiered two high, four to a 
side, stretched aft from the bow. Their ma
hogany side boards gleamed softly. The table, 
with its leaves folded at its sides, stood in the 

. center. The condiment rack above was 
stuffed to overflowing with spices, tea, sugar, 
a cribbage board, and an old radio. A pleas
ant sense of being in a warm cave pervaded. 

Later, underway, I could hear the water slap
ping against the hull, and I thought how nice 
it was not to have the engine next to the liv
ing quarters. The skipper slept in a small 
cabin just aft of the wheelhouse, which was 
raised about 3 feet above the deck to make 
more room for the engine below and for a 
small cabin aft of the engine room, where the 
engineer and his assistant could sleep. In the 
old days, the Blue Sea had carried a gang of 
11 men. 

We _left Woods Hole about noon the day after 
I'd been hired, and for the first hours of the 
steam to Georges I read and slept. I guess 
the captain didn't trust either me or the Portu
guese to steer down Nantucket Sound or out 
through the shoals, but once we cleared 
Great Round Shoal buoy we started to stand 
wheel watches, 2 hours to a time. 

The wheelhouse wasn't much by modern 
standards, just a wooden stool top made to a 
pipe, no cushioned van seat or automatic pilot 
to help steer. As we approached the area we 
were going to fish, I had the watch. It was 
pitch black as I came on the Russian fleet, so 
called, which in reality were vessels from 13 
or 14 nations. Using the radar and watching 
carefully, I steamed through them. I'd guess 
there were a hundred or more vessels. 

I ·wasn't used to this sort of thing, especially 
steaming at full speed. With the slight roll my 
equilibrium was a little off, and although I 
didn't feel sick, it added to my confusion. At 
that time LORAN (Long Range Aid to Naviga
tion) A was in use aboard these boats, but 
we didn't get our bearings instantly from the 
machines like you do now. There was quite a 
bit of work with the receiver to get a line of 
position, and then a repeat of the process to 
get a second line. 

It was my job to get us to the Southwest 
Part of Georges, where we were going to 
fish. Again it seemed confusing to me running 
from one bearing, down a compass course, 
taking another bearing, changing course, and 
trying to arrive at just the right place so that 
when I woke the captain, he would not have 
reason to start hollering at me. I'm sure that 
my fear of the captain and the thought of 
having to bear the brunt of his considerable 
temper contributed to the unsettled feeling in 
my stomach. 

In due time I managed to get us where he 
wanted us to be, and we made ready to set 
the net. In the middle of the night the green 
netting looked like so much spaghetti, and my 
lack of equilibrium combined with the uneven 
deck lighting added to my disquiet. I had been 
at sea doing other things during the previous 
4 years and hadn't run a winch in some time. 

My job was to set the after door, the door 
nearest the stern. Careful attention is required 
from everybody so that the doors don't cross -
and to prevent the after door from setting into 
the propeller. It's real easy for the thousand
pound door to sheer a blade off. 

As we set, the skipper leaned out of the 
wheelhouse window and over the roar of the 
engine and scream of the winch started to 
yell, "Let 'er go! Let 'ergo. Ease up. No, hold 
it, you idiot!" Most of his words were unintel
ligible except for the swear words, but at one 
point I thought he would come out of the 
wheelhouse and start pounding on either me 
or George. My dislike for the captain was 
starting to build, and I had been fishing with · 
him only 24 hours. 

We hooked up the wires aft and set the 
winch brakes; then the extremely repetitious 
part of fishing started-we set the net, 
cleaned the deck of fish caught during the 
earlier tow, hauled the net, and set it again. 
Depending on whether one is towing over 
hard (rocky) or soft (mud) bottom, the net is 
towed from 50 minutes to an hour-and-a-half. 
We were after flounders mainly, and the bot
tom generally was smooth. We hardly tore a 
mesh of the net on the entire trip. 

Sometimes, though, you rip out a belly 1 0 
minutes after setting the net. Sometimes the 
net comes back so plugged full of dogfish 
that you have to slash the twine open in or
der to pick them out. Then much time is 
spent either in mending or lacing the net to
gether. This is when one learns the trade of 
"twine." 

On an eastern-rigged boat, after the doors 
and leg cables are aboard, the belly of the net 
is pulled aboar~ by hand, using the roll of the 
vessel to help lift, until a strap can be placed 
around the trail. The twine then is "h'isted" 
aboard with a gilson, and finally a tackle for 
the cod end. The bag of fish is dumped, the 
cod end retied and thrown over, and the rest 
of the net follows. Then it's back to the winch 
again. 

Of course, with only two of us on deck in
stead of three, we were scrambling contin
ually from one end of the deck to the other, 
accompanied by orders yelled from the wheel
house. The insides of our oilskins were, for 
the most part, much wetter than the outsides. 

Setting completed, George and I would bend 
over the pile of fish and cull the trash, which 
consisted mostly of sculpin and skates, push
ing them with our feet out through the scup
pers. A sculpin spine is as sharp as a needle 
and often finds its way through a boot into 
one's instep. Occasionally I would pick a 
flounder over the side and put a skate for
ward into the flounder checker. George would 
slow up, look sort of amused, and say, "You 
all right?" The flounders are picked forward, 
washed, and picked again into baskets of 
about 80 pounds each. 

Codfish and haddock, if any, are picked into a 
separate deck checker, ripped, gutted, and 
washed. Then they are put into baskets and 
passed down to the hold man. Holding the 
basket either on his head or shoulder, the 
hold man pitches the fish into pens according 



Attaching the bullrope. Some floats 
and a few trawl meshes are visible 
in the boil outside the· rail. (Photo
graph by Kosti Ruohomaa, Black 
Star) 

to species. After every fourth or fifth basket is 
dumped, a shovelful of ice is flung evenly on 
top. 

This was the first time I'd worked a hold while 
dragging. The captain explained the process 
to me mostly with what looked like threaten
ing gestures with the shovel. "Hold dis t'ing 
[the shovel] like dis [knuckles up]. Yust so ice 
on de bottom of de pen. No dammit, dis vay! 
Two boards high only. Yesus, man, faster, 
vee got to be on deck. Vork vit' de roll now, 
man." 

I have understood since that he really knew 
his business, and what he was trying to teach 
me did, in fact, sink in-l've never lost a fish 
to spoilage. On that first trip, though, I wasn't 
thinking about that. I held the shovel wrong, 
banged my knuckles, and slipped with a full 
shovel of ice, losing it when the boat took a 
savage roll. The hold seemed like a narrow, 
ill-lit cave. I guess it was all of 40 feet long 
with eight pens to a side and about 9 feet 
high. Some of the pens were full of ice; oth
ers had a bedding of ice laid down and were 
awaiting fish. When the Blue Sea had fished 
out of Boston, she had been capable of carry
ing around 100,000 pounds of iced food fish, 
but in the early Seventies, fishing three
handed, we knew we would be lucky to land 
20,000 pounds. 

Down the center of the hold is the slaughter
house, and when the side pens are full, this 
area can be penned off and filled with fish. 
The whole process of handing the fish down 
and icing them is done as fast as possible so 
that the crew might enjoy a cup of coffee or a 
quick kink (nap) before it's time to haul back. 
It's important to clean the deck as rapidly as 
possible so if the net is damaged or some 
other disaster strikes, there will be a clear 
deck to work on. 

Back on deck again to the tedium of fishing, 
George cursing the captain: "If he screams 
one more time, I'm going to heave this 
wrench through the pilothouse window. God, 
I'd like a drink. Hope we go in tomorrow." 
Variations in the amount of fish, whether we 
had damage to the net, and the weather 
made each day different, but as the trip wore 
on fatigue started to set in, and it became dif
ficult to remember one tow from the next. 

After clearing the deck, we'd go below, stum
ble into our bunks, and sleep until the next 
haul-back bell. One learned to come bolt up 
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when the bell rang; you never knew whether 
it meant we had hung up and needed to get 
the net back as fast as possible or whether 
we had 5 minutes to mug up, oil up, and get 
on deck. Making stiff muscles respond to the 
bell, pulling on oilskins and boots, sometimes 
having to use one's arms to place each foot 
into a boot all became part of the routine. 
Later, when I fished on the new stern traw
lers, the same fatigue would overcome me
even with the advent of modern gear, fishing 
still is a wearing profession. 

A nice variation for me was my wheelhouse 
watch. Since we weren't fishing with a full 
gang and had no watch system, the skipper 
would sleep, and I'd take the tow. He would 
give me the course and the LORAN bearings 
for each end of the tow. If there was another 
boat around, he'd add, "Dat's de Mary A. 
dere, half mile. He's making de turn on de 61 
line so ven you get to 3476 turn to starboard 
maybe, huh. Stay to de sout'ard of him. Two 
hours, OK?" 

My first few tries at this were nerve-racking. 
Into the chartroom to check my course, hang 
out the wheelhouse door to see that I hadn't 
crossed the wires, and back again to the 
LORAN. I'm sure that was when I started 
holding barely audible conversations with my
self while running a boat. 

In thick fog it was even worse. The tide rips 
looked like a beach through the radar, and al
though I knew we were a hundred miles from 
any beach, my heart was always in my throat 
whenever I approached a rip in the fog. I 
watched also for other vessels in the radar, 
but during the summer of the strike, we had 
very little company on Georges. Years later it 
all seemed rather routine to steam in and out 
of a fleet of boats in a thick of fog. 

My towing watch over, I would try to wake 
the captain. He resisted. I'd shout, grip his leg 
and pull, and once in desperation yelled that I 
was leaving the wheel and going down for
ward to wake George. I never had the nerve 
to lay on the air horn. My fear was of being 
mauled or at the very least crushed against 
the bulkhead as he leaped into the 
wheelhouse. 

And this was the first boat I'd gone cook on. 
The galley was large enough to feed 11 men, 
so I had ample space to feed the 3 of us. On 
the oil-fired Shipmate stove I always had a 
pot of boiled coffee and a pot of boiled pota
toes. Timing is extremely important for a 
dragger cook, as he has to work on deck all 
the time, too. With the potatoes precooked it 
was easy to get them on the table. I served 
pretty much heavy meat and vegetables with 
bread and dessert from a package. I'd often 
put the roast in at 8 in the morning, ducking 
down forward between tows to tend it. Then I 
would need only 15 or 20 minutes off deck to 
prepare the meal for the table. Neither of my 
shipmates was a big eater; the Portuguese 
preferred to cook a hot dog by rolling it 
across the top of the stove three or four 
times, then plopping it into his mouth, never 
minding a bun or embellishments. I realized 
the second day out he didn't have any teeth. 

The captain would blow down the ladder, 
heap his plate, and start right in. I'd take the 
wheel until George finished and relieved me, 
then I'd eat. Sometimes the captain would 
want our company, so he'd put the wheel in a 
becket, and we all would eat together. Most 
of our conversations were pretty one-sided; 
he talked, we listened. He would depart as 
rapidly as he came, muttering, "Got to get de 
veader; dere's a Yesus lot o' vind sposed to 
come," or some such thing as he disappeared 
up the companionway to the foredeck. 

The cook cleans up after the meal, and on 
this boat, as with most older ones, the dish
water drains into the bilge, where it runs aft 
into a small sump in the fishhold. Trouble 
was, ours was always plugged. I had to climb 
into the bilge and, up to my elbows in cold, 
sloshing dishwater mixed well with grease 
and other slop, reach down and try to open 
the freeing ports so the stuff would flow aft. It 
was at those times especially that I came . 
pretty close to being sick. Sometimes I lay in 
my bunk, wanting to sleep, cringing when the 
bilge water sloshed, hoping it wouldn't come 
up over the floor boards, hoping the skipper 
wouldn't notice and curse me for not attend
ing to it. George didn't mind; he just lay in his 
bunk, full oil clothes on most of the time, 
snoring away. 

With the short crew we would fish for 20 
hours or better, then shut everything down 
and sleep for 2 or 3 hours. After 5 days of 
this, I prayed to go in, hoping we would rim
rack the net beyond repair or that the engine 
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would blow up-anything to get us on the 
way home. We went on tor another couple of 
days. Fatigue took over, and one worked 
mostly like a robot. No matter how big the 
crew or how modem the boat, on the fish and 
making money on a high-line boat, fatigue will 
alter reality. Sore muscles, lack of sleep, and 
a strong desire to go home are all part of the 
business. 

There comes a time on every trip of every 
boat for the last tow. There is an air of ex
pectation; no matter how tired the men are, 
the pressure eases for a bit. They oil up 
slowly from the fatigue, but there is a relaxed 
sense to it. The bell rings, and the deck lights 
come on, casting strange shadows through 
the haze and damp engine smoke. We dump 
the last bag and clean the net. After the fish 
are below, we start cleaning the working deck 
of blood and culled fish that have stuck under 
blocks and in corners. Everyone works to
gether purposefully, but there is more joking. 
We are all looking forward to a little sleep on 
the way to market, and then, perhaps, some 
time off before the next trip. 

The steam home was the hardest. After a 2-
hour kink, I took a wheel watch. Once I 
dozed and my head fell forward, crashing into 
the top spoke of the wheel. That helped to 
keep me awake. 

As tired as one is there is a noticeable 
change of pace when we finally make port, 
It's pretty much the same whether the boat 
goes to New Bedford for the auction or, as is 
sometimes the case, to one of the outlying 
ports to take out your fish. When you climb 
out of the bunk to break out the dock lines, 
you know the trip is over. 

A day's hard work taking the fish out, and 
then some time off. The auction in New Bed
ford starts at 8 in the morning. We got in 
early enough, so George and I went across 
the street from the auction hall and had a 
shot of rum or two. At the bar we found peo
ple we knew, guys from other gangs and 
some lumpers. Everyone, of course, was ea
ger to know what we had done on the trip, 
and we tried to make it all sound very casual 
without deflating things too much. We didn't 
want the amount of fish we had aboard 
known until after it had been put on the auc
tion board. Word travels extremely fast in a 
fishing community, and it's hard to keep a 
secret. 

Before the unloading started, we had to open 
the hatches, sling out a small boom for taking 
out, and rig the guys and gilson to lift out the 
fish. The lumpers helped, but they made it 
clear that it was a favor. 

"Come on, youse guys," yells Eric, the head 
lumper. "You act like you're still asleep. We 
got to get this ark unloaded!" 

"Jeez, Eric, if your bunch of lazy bums would 
lend a hand we could get started," we yelled 
back. 

"Hey cook, what's left on the stove for me?" 

Somehow the banter and good-natured rib
bing that went on all during the time we took 
out added to the festival atmosphere. Run
ning the take-out winch, I came real close to 
falling asleep or would just plain forget what I 
was doing. A couple of times I overshot the 
unloading platform, knocking the basket dum
pers off the chute and sending fish flying. 
Once or twice was okay, and a lot of good
natured shouting would come my way. 

The more serious side to taking out comes 
when one gets the job of keeping the tally. 
UsuaUy it's the mate's·job. I found it much 
harder to keep my mind on that job than on 
running the winch. As each 100cpound box 
was filled and taken away I recorded it, and 
since there were three different sizes of fish 
being sorted, boxes were taken away all the 
time. It was easy to lose a thousand pounds 
if one was not careful. The fish might go right 
on to a truck headed for New York. If one 
overlooked those fish, there was no way to 
prove to the buyer that they came off the 
boat. Of course, the captain, in all his ferocity, 
was lurking nearby and didn't hesitate to 
point out that I had missed a box. I learned.to 
stay on my toes, mostly out of fear. 

I had to watch out for the buyer's people 
also. The scale man could throw a 1 0-pound 
codfish into a box when only 3 pounds were 
needed. This practice gave the buyer more 
fish than he paid for. I carried a sharp pick 
under my arm and when I saw a heavy fish 
go in I would pick it out, complain with some 
theatrics, and put a smaller one in its place. It 
was a thin line and needed to be played with 
some finesse; otherwise the buyer would shut 
down the whole operation. Then we would 
have to have a conference and agree to work 
together in order to start unloading again. 

The fish out, the air of expectation would 
grow. We still had plenty of work to do before 
going home. The holds had to be cleared of 
old ice and, along with the pen boards, 
washed down with disinfectant and put in or
der to take ice again. 

Most of the talk between us had to do with 
how much stock we were going to have for 
the trip. We tried to figure how much cod we 
had in each of the sizes-whale, large, and 
scrod-and multiply it by the price. The same 
for flounders. We talked about the next trip. 
George liked to go to the dog track and bet 
his money. If he won, he might take the next 
trip off, but the more likely happening would 
be he'd lose and have to make the trip a few 
days later. 

Finally, our checks arrived. The practice in 
New Bedford is to pay the crew the day the 
fish are taken off the boat. It's possible to 
cash one's che<?k at any bar or bank, so we 
could bring our share home in cash. This was 
a dangerous practice for many. We often 
would arrive home with something less than 
we had received at the docks. 

The boat clean and our bags packed, George 
and I left together, each then to go his sepa
rate way. 

"See ya sometime Thursday morning, Cap'," 
George said. 

"Oat's good, ya about noon, ve get the tvine 
aboard, OK," he answered. 

The stern trawler Sea Eagle comes 
home to New Bedford in midwinter, 
1985. In Fairhaven (in the back· 
ground, across the harbor from 
New Bedford), virtually every 
waterfront business-machine 
shops, marine railways, and gear 
factories-is there to support the 
fishing fleet. [Photograph courtesy 
of Donald W. Bourne] 
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Fishing on Georges Bank and other offshore grounds has 
evolved into a complex industry in New England-an in
dustry shaped by environmental, economic, social, and 
political influences. Other chapters have been concerned 
with the effects on the fisheries of various environmental 
or ecologic factors. Political aspects are described in De
war (1982), and in this book by Hennessey and Le Blanc 
(chapter 46) and Hennemuth (chapter 41). In this chapter 
we concentrate upon economic and social aspects of this 
fishery and the influence of New England's ports and 
markets on its evolution. We also discuss the fishermen 
whose livelihoods depend on Georges Bank. Some of 
them fish on the bank itself, at least seasonally; others 
seldom or never do so, but nevertheless rely on fish 
stocks that at some stage breed or feed and grow on 
Georges before moving inshore to grounds where they 
are caught. Our principal source of information was a 
survey of captains of boats greater than 50 feet in length 
made between 1978 and 1981. Information and analyses 
are also drawn from our earlier studies of the New Eng
land fishing industry (Smith, 1976; Smith and Peterson, 
1977; Peterson and Smith, 1979, 1981, 1982) and re
search by other social scientists in the last decade. 

Fishing Patterns 

Though some New England captains go to Georges in 
all seasons, many more-particularly those on smaller 
boats-fish offshore only in the milder part of the year. 
(Offshore in this paper is defined as 20 nautical miles or 
more from the coast.) Each captain evolves his own pat
tern of fishing, which depends on the abilities of his boat 
and crew and on the market. Some go groundfishing on 
Georges in the winter and spring when prices are high, 
then switch to swordfishing for the summer, and in the 
fall go after flounders on Nantucket Shoals. Boats that 
work Georges Bank year-round fish for scallops or mixed 
groundfish. The mix of species sought usually varies over 
the year: cod and haddock in the spring, for instance, 
and yellowtail flounder in the winter. Smaller boats only 
seasonally on Georges fish for mixed groundfish or 
scallops. 

Time spent on the fishing grounds varies with the sea
son and the particular fishery. Scalloping trips to the 
Northeast Peak typically last 10-14 days; groundfish 
trips, generally to less distant parts of the bank, from 3 
to 8 days. Taking all trips over the year, the average du
ration for Georges is 9 days, but the risk of spoilage in 
the summer or bad weather in the winter frequently 
makes them shorter. A typical boat in good operating 
condition fishes about 200 days a year; some fish as few 
as 85 days, some up to 290. 

Vessels are the principal capital equipment of the fish
harvesting industry. About half of the offshore boats in 
New England's fleet have been built locally of wood; the 
rest are steel, built in yards from Maine to Texas. Older 
vessels, those launched-before 1968, are mostly wooden 
side trawlers with the pilot house aft, the so-called east-

ern rig (chapters 40 and 42). Vessels added to the fleet in 
the 1970s and 1980s have been mainly steel stern traw
lers. New boats are an important component of the off
shore fleet; 36% of its vessels in 1981 were 10 years old 
or less. However, many of the offshore boats are quite 
old; one-quarter of those surveyed in 1981 were built 
before 1950, and some of those had been fishing since 
1930 or even earlier (Peterson and Smith, 1981). 

Virtually all boats over 90 feet (27 .5 m) long spent 
at least some part of the year fishing on Georges Bank, 
except for boats that work exclusively in the Gulf of 
Maine. Boats capable of fishing on Georges at least part 
of the year are, generally speaking, over 50 feet (15.3 m) 
long, but not all such vessels actually do fish on Georges. 
The number varies from one year to the next depending 
upon fish stocks, weather, and the decisions of captains 
and owners. The category of boats greater than 50 feet 
represents a capital resource that could be used there. 

Almost all (97%) of the boats fishing Georges Bank 
between 1978 and 1981 used bottom-fishing gear: otter 
trawls or scallop dredges. All were equipped with modern 
electronic equipment such as LORAN (LOng Range Aid 
to Navigation), acoustic sounding and fish-finding gear, 
radiotelephone, autopilot, and radar. Vessels working in 
the severe wind and sea conditions found on Georges 

. need ample power, and scallopers generally need more 
than otter trawlers: 65 0-15 00 horsepower for scalloping, 
compared with 165-750 for trawling. For the offshore 
fleet as a whole, mean horsepower was 5 31 (median 
465). 

Most fishing boats in New England are owned either 
by their captains, retired fishermen, small local or family 
corporations, or fish-processing companies. Of all New 
England vessels, 67% are owner operated, defined by the 
captain's owning some share of the boat. Our research 
has shown that owner-operated boats consistently earn 
more money per year than those boats with hired cap
tains . . Of vessels over 50 feet long-those considered 
here as capable of fishing on Georges Bank-23% are 
owned by a corporation with some other connection to 
the fishing industry, 20% by extended families, 15% by 
people without family ties (such as crew or neighbors), 
and 43% by single individuals (sometimes the captain). 

Resale value of these fishing boats ranges from 
$37,000 to $1,500,000, with a mean of $404,000 (me
dian, $300,000). High vessel prices oblige most owners 
to secure some financing; various loan programs are used, 
but mortgages through commercial banks predominate. 
Only about 5% of the fleet is owned outright, mostly 
older vessels whose 10-15 -year mortgages have been paid 
off. Financing patterns vary among the ports. For exam
ple, in New Bedford over 70% of vessel loans came from 
the bank. In Gloucester 65% of the financing instruments 
were bank loans, 14% loans through some government 
program; in more than 20% of the cases sampled, cap
tains used personal savings or loans from relatives. For 
vessels in the over-50-foot-long class built since 197 6, 
banks account for 67% of the loans. 
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The amount of debt that a boat carries is very impor
tant in determining short-term fishing strategies. For ex
ample, a captain who has borrowed $400,000 has very 
high monthly payments and insuranc~ costs, and must 
"fish for money," subordinating any other goal to the 
need for a large cash flow. Men in this position compete 
single-mindedly for such high-priced species as scallops 
and yellowtail flounder in order to pay their debts. Other 
men whose boats have older and cheaper mortgages, or 
perhaps no mortgage at all, are free to experiment with -
less valuable species. These may not yield high cash reve
nues, but fishing for them may in some way be less ar
duous and more agreeable work. 

Average crew size is 6 in New England's offshore fish
ing vessels: captain, mate, engineer, cook, and 2 deck
hands. The engineer and cook are specialists, but they 
help with the fishing as well. Smaller boats and sword
fishing vessels carry up to 5 men, otter trawlers 5-8, and 
scallopers 9-13 (3-6 of these may not be qualified deck
hands; they are carried mainly to shuck the catch). The 
captain makes all basic working decisions-when to sail, 
where to go, when and how to fish. In New England his 
skill is shaped, on the average, by 24 years of experience. 
The average age for skippers is 44, but the range is 
wide-21 to 69 years. 

Fishing attracts young men looking for independence 
and the chance of a high income. There is a challenge to 
skill and endurance seldom found ·ashore in the present 
day, and for the enterprising, real promise of an owner's 
share in the business. Motives are generally entangled; no 
individual fisherman's choices can be explained wholly in 
economic terms. Many Georges Bank men say that they 
go fishing because their families have always done so. 

Although about 30% of captains have had nonfishing 
jobs, these are mostly connected with fishing, jobs such 
as vessel repair and maintenance. Crew members, on the 
average, have devoted less time than skippers to acquiring 
the peculiar skills of fishing, and they are much less likely 
to have any financial commitment to a vessel. One would 
suppose, then, that these crewmen would be quicker than 
captains or owners to seek nonfishing employment, but 
this is not the case; they are bound to the industry just 
as closely. Crew members in Gloucester, Chatham, and 
other ports typically express a strong preference for 
fishing over nonfishing employment (Miller and Van 
Maanan, 1978, 1979; Dewar and Smith, 1979). 

The caricature of a fisherman shows him incompetent 
for life ashore; this hardly fits most offshore fishermen, 
at least if education is the measure. Among captains aged 
40 and younger in our sample, over one-third had at least 
some college education. Three-quarters of all those work
ing offshore had attended high school or graduated. 
There are port and ethnic differences in education; immi
grant Portuguese fishermen in New Bedford have only 4 
or 5 years of education. 
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Fishing as Business 

Fishing patterns of individual boats reflect the business 
strategies of their captains and owners. Some of them fish 
a particular species, such as scallops, year after year be
cause they are experienced in the fishery and confident of 
demand and good prices. Others switch among several 
species or types of fishing to ensure their income against 
stock decline in any one fishery or price collapse. 

A vessel's gross revenue is a useful indicator of eco
nomic and fishing success. Analysis has shown that reve
nue depends on size and value of the boat, crew size, 
gear type, species sought, days spent fishing, and ethnic 
group of the captain (Comitini and Huang, 1967; Smith, 
197 6; Smith and Peterson, 197 6; Peterson and Smith, 
1981). For boats fishing on Georges Bank some or all of 
the year, gross revenue is generally well over $100,000 
per year. The arithmetic average was $470,000 in 1980. 
Net income to captains averaged $40,000, and crew in
comes were between $20,000 and $30,000. Since 1973 
the portion of total expenses going for fuel has increased 
markedly. Draggers that fish the remotest part of Georges 
Bank, the Northeast Peak, spend from $1,500 to $5,000 
per trip on fuel, 50-60% of operating costs; scallopers, 
with their greater power requirements, spend from 
$5,000 to $8,000 on a trip to that same area. 

Fishermen do not work for set wages or a negotiated · 
salary, but rather are paid by a share or lay system by 
which payment derives from the revenues of a particular 
trip. Certain costs are subtracted from gross receipts, and 
the remainder is apportioned between "the boat" (mean
ing its owners, which can include the captain) and the 
crew. Before the crew's share is divided up, certain other 
expenses are subtracted. Lay systems differ from one port 
to another in the proportions going to boat and crew and 
in the assignment of expenses (Holmsen, 1972; Sutinen, 
1979). 

This share system may have indirect effects on the in
dustry that are not always obvious. Crews may resist 
change in gear or fishing grounds because they them
selves-not only the captain or owners-will bear the 
cost of learning the new approach. Furthermore, at first 
sight perhaps paradoxically, practices that might increase 
employment in the industry may be resisted. On a vessel 
with a small crew, each member gets a comparatively 
large share of total income. A change that improves qual
ity of the catch and price, such as on-board boxing of 
fish, may nevertheless be resisted because it requires more 
crew. If the change does not more than compensate for 
the extra men, it is not an improvement from the fisher
man's perspective. 

The Ports 

Ports have their own peculiar influences on every phase 
of the fishery. Their harbors differ, and so do the fish 
that are landed, the men who catch these fish, and those 
who buy, process, and sell them. Most Georges Bank 
fishermen sell their catch at the port nearest home, but 

some fishermen who live in Gloucester and fish on boats 
registered in that port regularly land their fish in Boston, 
as do some New Bedford fishermen. In two New Eng
land ports, Boston and New Bedford, fish are sold at 
public auction. Boston's auction takes place every week
day and is considered to set the price for cod and had
dock throughout the region. New Bedford holds two 
daily auctions-one for fish and one for scallops-and 
the prices become New England's prices, more or less, 
for flatfish and scallops. In Boston the fish are auctioned 
by species, size, and quality. In New Bedford buyers bid 
on entire boat loads, offering prices for each species and 
size range; these prices are adjusted during unloading if 
any fish are judged less than top quality. 

In other ports, sales are arranged in a variety of ways. 
Some buyers have contracts with boats, and others own 
boats themselves. Some provide incentives (facilities, 
loans, special handling of the product, top prices, fast 
service, discounts on fuel or equipment) to encourage 
fishermen to sell only to them. In certain ports there are 
cooperatives that buy all the fish landed by their mem
bers. Long-term, informal agreements between fishermen 
and buyers are a major feature in ports throughout New 
England, especially in Maine, Gloucester, and the smaller 
ports (Wilson, 1980). Middlemen of some kind, however, 
are the rule for the offshore vessels, those going to 
Georges Bank. Such boats rarely sell directly to restau
rants, retail markets, or hangers-on at the dock. 

More than 75% of fish and shellfish caught by New 
England fishermen reaches the market fresh rather than 
frozen or canned, and almost all of the catch from 
Georges Bank does so. Boston and New York are the 
major distribution points for fish landed in New England. 
The dockside sale is only the first transaction in a series 
by which fresh and processed fish are moved toward the 
consumer. "Processed" usually means filleted, but not all 
fish leaving the first buyer have been processed. Both 
whole and filleted fish are sold first to wholesalers, and 
then in turn to retail markets, supermarket chains, or 
buyers for restaurants or institutions. Distribution is simi
lar for scallops, though all of these must be considered 
processed, since they are shucked and bagged at sea. 

The major fishing ports1 in New England (by volume 
of fish landed and number of offshore boats) are shown 
in figures 43.1 and 43.2. New Bedford boasts the highest 
landed value of fish of any New England port. It also 
ranks first in number of fishermen, though it is second to 
Gloucester in number of boats fishing more than 3 miles 
offshore. About two-thirds of N ew Bedford's larger 
boats (those over 50 feet long) spend at least part of the 
year fishing on Georges Bank, mainly for scallops and 
yellowtail flounder; these boats average 82 feet (25 m) in 
length. 

Crew size and trip length depend on the fishery-scal
loping or trawling-and on the fishing grounds. Scallop
ers generally carry 13 men and fish the Northeast Peak 
of Georges Bank or the Great South Channel; trips range 
from 6 to 13 days. (When scallops were scarce on 
Georges not long ago, New Bedforders made 9- or 10-

day trips to the Middle Atlantic scallop grounds.) 
Groundfishing crews generally number 6; trips last 5-10 
days, varying with the seasons as stocks shift location 
among the Georges Bank and southern New England 
grounds. 

Gross revenues for New Bedford's offshore fleet are 
high. Boats fishing on Georges Bank averaged almost 
$600,000 in 1980, and several landed more than $1 mil
lion worth of fish or shellfish that year. Even with high 
fuel costs, profits were substantial; average net income 
for captains on these boats was $47,000. 

Cultural background is a strong bond among New 
Bedford fishermen in both their social and their working 
li-Q-es. Approximately 20% of the captains are Yankees, · 
and a slightly smaller fraction are Norwegian; Portuguese 
predominate, with about 50% of the total. Both Norwe
gian and Portuguese captains are likely to have crews 
from their own ethnic groups, while Yankee captains 
have mixed crews. Many Portuguese fishermen are recent 
immigrants who work as deckhands, but there are many 
vessel owners among second-generation Portuguese. 
Though their gear and methods are typical of the fleet 
generally, their quarry often is not; these skippers have 
been particularly aggressive in seeking out species not 
common to New England markets: squid, mackerel, cusk, 
ocean pout, and red crab. 

The Norwegians usually spend more days at sea than 
any other group of fishermen in New Bedford and are 
the ones most often found on Georges Bank. They take a 
similarly aggressive approach to education for their chil
dren; most of New Bedford's college-educated fishermen 
are from Norwegian families. Norwegians seeking sup
port for boat building, marketing, and technical innova
tion find it within their ethnic community. In contrast, 
Yankee fishermen lack such cohesion for financial sup
port, and fall somewhere between Portuguese and Nor
wegians in their receptiveness to technologic change. 

The captains of the New Bedford fleet are relatively 
young; though they average 23 . years of fishing experi
ence, over 70% are under 50. Moreover, the number of 
young men joining the industry is increasing. In 1976 
15% of the captains of large boats were younger than 40, 
in 1981 nearly 35%. These are men who have fished 
most of their lives, whose families fished before them 
and with them, and whose children expect to fish as well. 
In our 19 81 sample 60% of New Bedford skippers had 
fathers who had fished and 34% had grandfathers who 
had done so. Fishing is a tradition and a central fact for 
hundreds of local families. Not surprisingly, changes in 
the industry are felt through the entire community. 

New Bedford's involvement in the fishing industry ex
tends to a variety of shore-based activities. The largest 
employer is the fish-processing industry, with a seasonal 
peak of about 1,200 workers in 1981. Fish processors 
are well established in New England's major ports; many 
were founded as family firms and remain so. The oldest 
company has been in business since 1848, and more than 
a dozen major processors were founded before 1900. 
New Bedford's processing companies cut fish for the 



Figure 43.1 
Numbers of registered fishing 
boats over 25 gross tons (circles), 
by port, New England and south
western Nova Scotia. 
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fresh market and prepare frozen products. In 1980 they 
bought 45,400 metric tons of fresh fish from New Eng
land fishermen, worth $71.3 million in landed value; by 
1983 landings were valued at more than $100 million. 
Fresh-fish processors employ from 10 to 60 people, but 
this varies with landings. Processors of frozen, imported 
fish employ more people, up to 200, year-round. 

In contrast with New Bedford's traditional and contin
uing role as a center for the landing of scallops, floun
ders, and a mixture of other species, Gloucester nearly 
went . broke a number of times because of port-wide de
pendence on single species- first redfish and then whit
ing. But both fishing and fish processsing in Gloucester 
have become much more diversified since World War II 
(Connolly, 1940; Bartlett, 1977; Dewar, 1982). Many 
fishermen have learned to catch a variety of species and 
to switch from one to another according to their abun
dance and value. 

Gloucester boats fishing on Georges Bank average 81 
feet (24.7 m) in length, about the same size as New Bed-
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ford boats, but past fishing patterns were different in sev
eral respects. Until recently Gloucester fishermen 
depended on a wide range of species-whiting, shrimp, 
swordfish, monkfish, redfish, herring, and pollock-as 
well as occasional catches dominated by groundfish. But 
in the last 5 years Gloucester landings have become more 
similar to New Bedford's dominant catches of groundfish 
and scallops. About 60% of the larger Gloucester boats 
fish on Georges Bank at least part of the year, similar to 
the two-thirds of New Bedford boats·of the same size. In 
1980 gross revenue of Gloucester boats fishing Georges 
Bank averaged about $440,000, and captains' net income 
averaged $33,000. 

Yankees and Italians are the two major ethnic groups 
in Gloucester's fishing community. The occupation per
sists strongly in families; 71% of the fathers of captains 
fished, and 47% of their grandfathers; 35% have sons 
who are fishing, 24% have brothers, 18% uncles, and 
18% cousins. Because of family ties, crews are stable, 
with the same men working on a fishing boat for years at 
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a time. Gloucester crews are a little larger on average 
than New Bedford crews, partly because of the family 
ties; the crew is more likely to be kept on through down
turns in the fishery. Many more of the Gloucester crew 
have extended family ties with captains and others in the 
industry than is the case for the crew in New Bedford 
(Pollnac, Peterson, and Poggie, 1982). Of the Gloucester 
captains, 30% are in their twenties and thirties, and their 
high level of vessel ownership is traceable to strong fam
ily support. 

Almost all Gloucester fishermen working offshore are 
of Italian origin; 77% of the captains descend from the 
Italian immigration of the early 1900s. Recent immi
grants, many of them Sicilian, have found a good liveli
hood in fishing as they make the transition to a new 
language and culture. Much of the old culture may per
sist at sea; an entire crew of immigrants may work for a 
Gloucester-born captain on a vessel where the working 
language is a Sicilian dialect. Family participation is perva
sive-berths for sons and nephews are found through 
family connections, wives help with the accounting, and 
uncles, fathers, and grandfathers provide advice, funds, 
and representation at shoreside meetings. Many fishermen 
have followed their trade since the 7th or 8th grade, at 
least part-time; 45% never went to high school, but life
long commitment to fishing has brought them a high de
gree of skill and specialized knowledge. 

In comparison, Gloucester's Yankee fishermen are less 
bound up in the industry than their Italian neighbors. The 
tend to work inshore, from smaller boats, moving in and 
out of particular fisheries, and switching out of fishing al
together sometimes. Their average age is younger than 
the Italians'; they have more education and a smaller fi
nancial investment in fishing (Dewar and Smith, 1979). 

Gloucester buyers generally have formal or informal 
contracts with particular boats; there is no auction of the 
sort found in Boston and New Bedford. These busi
nesses, about a dozen, range in size from 7 to 500 em
ployees; in 1980 they bought 95,300 metric tons of fresh 
fish on the Gloucester docks (landed value $34.7 mil
lion), selling 90% of it fresh and the rest frozen. The fish 
goes to Boston or New York for further processing and 
distribution. Processing of fresh fish caught by New Eng
land boats is only a small part of the business in Glouces
ter. Several companies, such as Gorton's, convert frozen 
imported fish into such products as breaded fillets, fillets 
in sauce, and batter-covered fish "bites." Most of the im
ports now come from distant waters, but before the 200-
mile-limit law took effect, they were likely to have come 
from Georges Bank. Pollock, hake, and whiting caught 
there by foreign fishermen were filleted and frozen at sea, 
transshipped at some eastern Atlantic port, and carried 
back past Georges to Gloucester (Connolly, 1940; Bart
lett, 1977; Georgianna et al., 1979; Moorhouse, 1979; 
Peterson and Smith, 1979). 

Boston has long been important in the New England 
fisheries, but its role has changed; it is now less a port 
where large volumes of fish are landed and more an ex
change and distribution point for fish landed elsewhere in 
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New England and Canada. Offshore boats using Boston 
harbor are modern, efficient, steel stern trawlers built for 
groundfish such as cod, haddock, or pollock. They are 
among the largest in the New England fleet, averaging 
over 100 feet (30.5 m). Most are owned by family corpo
rations or investors experienced in the industry. Although 
these large trawlers were designed to fish with crews of 
8-15 in expectation of big catches, many carried reduced 
crews of 5-9 as fish stocks dwindled in the mid-1960s 
and early 1970s. Fishing trips last 3-15 days. Eighty per
cent of the vessels fish on Georges Bank at least some of 
the time, many fish on Browns Bank, and some occasion
ally on the Grand Banks. The smaller Boston-based boats 
fish on Georges in summer, closer to port in winter. De
spite occasional landings by many boats, fewer than 20 
boats regularly land fish from Georges Bank in Boston-
30 years ago the number was more than 1 00-and most 
of these do not claim Boston as their home port (figure 

. 43.1). 
Boston's fresh-fish wholesalers are located on the old 

Commercial Fish Pier and in the New England Seafood 
Center on Atlantic Avenue. Several companies are over 
100 years old, survivors of drastic changes in the port's 
fortunes. Groundfish-cod, haddock, and pollock-have 
always been the mainstay. Most of the firms are small 
and family owned, employing 6-35 people; each year 
they deal in 750,000-15,000,000 pounds of fish 
(340-6,800 metric tons). 

All the firms suffered when foreign fishing was at its 
peak in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many went out 
of business, but some were resilient enough to survive. 
Though employment in the harvesting sector dropped 
by half between 1970 and 1975, Boston's processing 
employment declined only 17%. The port lessened its 
dependence on Boston-based boats, becoming the redis
tribution center for fresh fish landed throughout New 
England and trucked in from Canada. In 1975 Canada 
supplied Boston firms with an estimated 25% of their 
product; several said they could not have honored their 
contracts were it not for these imports (Peterson and 
Smith, 1979). 

Newport is less dominated than most other important 
New England fishing ports by its commercial fishery, 
which complements tourism and recreational boating. In 
recent years Newport has drawn more and more of the 
offshore fleet, whose skippers have become dissatisfied 
with New Bedford, Point Judith, Boston, Sandwich, or 
Provincetown. 

Boats out of Newport fish local waters, the southern 
New England grounds (southern Georges Bank and Nan
tucket Shoals), and occasionally the Northeast Peak of 
Georges. Boats going after groundfish generally carry 
crews of 3-6; as in other ports, scallopers carry larger 
crews, 7-14. Newport is the center for an offshore lob
ster fishery based on grounds along the southern part of 
Georges Bank. 

The Newport groundfish and scallop fisheries were 
built upon long-extant markets and facilities developed 
by local fish-trap and lobster fishermen; these men have 
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worked Narragansett Bay for centuries. Though most 
Newport fishermen come from fishing families, few are 
natives of the Newport area. Old-timers, especially the 
trap fishermen, are mainly from local Italian families and 
comprise 30% of the fishermen in the port; the rest are 
Yankees from all over New England. Most Newport fish
ermen have fished all their adult lives-25 years on the 
average; 45% have had no job outside the industry. Most 
of them fish because they like the independence and the 
chance of a windfall. They have more formal education 
on average than fishermen from other major ports; 80% 
have completed high school. About half are approaching 
retirement age and agree that fishing has been good to 
them. Indeed, Newport boats fishing Georges Bank
about half of the larger ones in the port-have gross rev
enues averaging $430,000, with net incomes to captains 
ranging upward from $20,000. 

In other New England ports, a much smaller propor
tion of boats spend time on Georges Bank. In shallow 
ports or ones with limited facilities, such as Plymouth, 
Stonington, and Hyannis, boats are necessarily small, 
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rarely venturing as far as Georges and preferring grounds 
closer to home. Some of the larger boats from these 
"other ports" fish occasionally or year-round on Georges 
Bank-boats from Point Judith, Menemsha, Vineyard 
Haven, Rockland, and Sandwich, and particularly those 
from Portland and Provincetown. In the aggregate their 
contribution is less than half of the total catch from 
Georges. Nevertheless, fish production offshore benefits 
many of these ports indirectly, in ways not evident at first 
sight; certain species move seasonally between Georges 
and the inshore grounds, where they become accessible 
to the smaller, shoal-draft vessels characteristic of many 
of the harbors in this category. 

Offshore boats from these places tend to work more 
flexibly than boats from major ports. They seek a variety 
of fish on several different grounds rather than concen
trating, as New Bedford or Boston vessels often do, on a 
single species or species group year-round. Their contri
bution is especially important in the summer; at this sea
son, boats going to Georges from the small ports are 
likely to be after swordfish, mixed groundfish, or seal-

Figure 43.2 
Numbers of fishermen earning 75% 
or more of their income from fish
ing (circles), by port, New England 
and southwestern Nova Scotia. 



lops. Most of the catch from such trips is trucked to 
Boston or New York for further distribution. Offshore 
vessels and crews resemble those from the major ports, 
but gross revenues are substantially lower, averaging just 
over $200,000 a year. Notwithstanding, most captains 
own their boats, so their own net income is fairly high 
on average-over $30,000. 

A brief description of a few of these ports may give 
some idea of their diversity and flavor. The Provincetown 
fleet is used for both nearshore and offshore fishing, 
catching scallops, cod, haddock, flounders, silver hake, 
and miscellaneous species found seasonally in New Eng
land waters. The boats are mostly in the 60-80-foot 
range (18.3-24.4 m). Many are quite old, the average 
being 28 years. The captains have long years of experi
ence, but 75% are less than 50 years old. Fishing is dom
inated by the Portuguese-about 70% of fishermen claim 
Portuguese ancestry (many of their families settled in 
Provincetown more than a century ago); 70% hadfathers 
and grandfathers who fished; and nearly half have sons or 
brothers now fishing. Family members remaining ashore 
may contribute to the fishing enterprise in many ways, 
among them repairing the vessels and making them ready 
for sea, marketing the catches, and financing. Captains 
are comparatively well educated; 70% have completed 
high school at least. Provincetown is quite isolated, how
ever, and education does not broaden opportunities for 
these fishermen as it might in more urbanized ports. Un
employment in the community in 1980 approached 15% 
in the winter, and remained at 7% even in the summer 
despite the economic stimulus of tourism. 

Boats from Sandwich and most ports on Cape Cod, 
Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket generally range in 
length from 30 to 90 feet (9.15-27.45 m); they fish for 
scallops and groundfish in nearshore waters and on Nan
tucket Shoals and Georges Bank. Since most men (Miller 
and Van Maanan, 1978) from these ports prefer to fish 
nearshore, they may resent the occasional incursion of 
offshore scallopers on "their" fishing grounds. Seventy 
percent of the fishermen in these ports are Yankees, and 
most captains own their boats. They are far more likely 
to have college degrees or graduate education than their 
counterparts in the major ports, but at the same time 
they have less fishing experience on average. Usually they 
dispose of their catch through an informal arrangement 
with a buyer in their home port (sometimes there is only 
one such buyer). Chatham and Point Judith have cooper
atives that buy all fish landed by their members. 

In Rockland, Maine, there are several company-owned 
fishing vessels, a rarity in New England, where most 
boats are at least partly owned by their operators. How
ever, the company. in this case is a family one whose in
terests in commercial fishing are well established in 
northern New England. The trawlers fishing out of Rock
land catch redfish, groundfish, hake, herring, mackerel, 
and whiting. Most of the vessels are modern and steel 
hulled, capable of fishing purse seines or bottom and 
midwater trawls (Acheson et al., 1980). 

Many of the boats now working out of Portland were 
built in Maine yards 20-50 years ago and worked for
merly out of southern New England ports, especially 
New Bedford and Point Judith. As they were replaced 
with more modern boats, the Maine-built boats came 
home, bought by Maine fishermen who combined var
ious sorts of fishing: day trips for herring, mackerel, or 
whiting, perhaps interspersed with longer ones to Georges 
Bank. 

Point Judith, Rhode Island, is unique among New Eng
land ports in having a very successful fishermen's cooper
ative; this markets a wide variety of high-quality fish in 
New York and New England (Poggie and Gersuny, 1974; 
Poggie, 1978; Danowski, 1980). There are other whole
salers in the port as well. Point Judith boats are generally 
between 55 and 80 feet long (16.8-24.4 m); they carry a 
crew of four to six. Most of these vessels, even the larger 
ones, work mainly south of Georges Bank, but about 
40% spend some time on Georges, typically in summer, 
fishing for mixed groundfish, flounders, swordfish, or 
scallops. A few go . to Georges in the winter for yellowtail 
flounder, cod, and haddock. 

Trends 

Broadly speaking, Georges Bank fishermen "fish for 
money, not for fish"; most offshore boats are so bur
dened by mortgages and other obligations that their own
ers must subordinate all other interests to high cash flow. 
Therefore marketability and price are central to the 
choice of target species. When the desired species are 
mixed with others on the grounds, with so-called trash 
fish that bring a low price, the "trash" is sorted from the 
catch and pitched overboard, and the high-value fish 
alone are landed. Many fish wasted in this way are both 
abundant and palatable, though consumers rarely have 
access to them. There is often a circularity in the reasons 
behind this. Demand is low and the price will not cover 
the costs of icing and shipping. Consequently, with no 
market, there is no established distribution network. 
Sometimes the fish itself presents some storage or ship
ping problem that its low price makes not worth solving. 
Some of these difficulties may be conquered by market
promotion programs or technical innovation, but avoiding 
them altogether is an appealing alternative for the fisher
man with bills to pay. 

Whiting is an underutilized and abundant species that 
yields a first-rate product when properly handled. To 
meet this standard, it must be caught on 1-day trips or 
held only briefly in a circulating slush-ice system at sea. 
This approximates the treatment on board foreign vessels 
that recently fished on Georges; quantities of whiting and 
other fish were processed and frozen at sea immediately 
after they were caught. Most New England boats (indeed, 
most U.S. boats) are not equipped for this, nor are they 
likely to be in the near term. New England fishermen can 
earn more from species sold fresh in established markets 
at relatively high and steady prices. 
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Nevertheless, New England fishermen have adapted to 
changing circumstances. In the late 1970s, under pressure 
from restrictive quotas for some species, they broadened 
the range of species landed. New boats for New England 
grounds are designed for easy switching from one gear or 
species to another. An interesting split is developing in 
vessel type; many new boats are either quite small or 
quite large-under 30 or over 125 gross tons (Peterson 
and Smith, 1981). Few in the midrange, characteristic of 

· the fleet in the past 20 years, are being built today. Flexi
bility of operation is likely to be rewarded in both small 
and large boats. Small boats of limited range can switch 
from one species to another as price and availability . 
change. Large, fast, long-ranging boats, able to keep 
quantities of fish in good condition, may work the fa~
thest reaches of the fishing grounds for one high-value 
species or another. 

Young men continue to be drawn to fishing through 
some mixture of family tradition, income potential, and 
the allure of an independent life. They have more educa
tion on the whole than their fathers and grandfathers, but 
this does not seem to lessen the attraction. The future for 
these young men, however, is by no means secure. Earn
ings are decreased by rising costs and at the same time by 
unprecedented growth of the fleet, which threatens to di
vide rewards of the fishery into ever smaller shares. In the 
past, when fishing was on the upswing, new entrants 
found a berth for themselves without much disturbance 
to those already on the ground. Now industry observers 
doubt that such smooth expansion will be possible. · 

To support the growing New England fleet and the ris
ing catch volume, markets must develop for underutilized 
species, waste must be cut by better handling and ship
ping, and quality must improve to win new consumers. 
That the necessary change will come is certain-it h~s al
ways come-but its exact form and timetable are diffi
cult to predict. What is perfectly predictable is the 
permanent, central importance to New England fisher
men, and all those sustained by their industry, of fish 
production on Georges Bank and other offshore grounds. 

Reviewed by Raoul Andersen, Joel B. Dirlam, Susan 
McCorquodale, Catherine Newick, and Richard Pollnac 
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Note Moorhouse, G., 1979. The Boat and 
the Town. Little, Brown, Boston. 

1. Because of the small sample size for 
individual ports, confidence limits for 
the figures to be given are necessarily 
broad. Earlier research on the fishing 
industry in these ports suggests, how
ever, that the figures are reasonable. 
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The Canadian Fishing Industry 
and Georges Bank 
Joseph Gough 

One can look at Canada's Atlantic fishing industry as an 
intricate web linking coastal regions and most of the 
coastal economy. The web links jobs-boat building; 
gear making; catching, processing, transporting, and sell
ing fish; and selling equipment and services to fishermen, 
plant workers, and their families. It ties regions together, 
so that what happens in Lunenburg may influence Labra
dor. The web has many crossings and various centers, 
such as the Port au Choix area of northwestern New
foundland (shrimp and groundfish), the Burin Peninsula 
of Newfoundland (groundfish), the Caraquet/Shippegan 
area of northeastern New Brunswick (groundfish, crab, 
shrimp, lobster, herring), and the small but strong indus
try of New Brunswick's Campobello/Deer Island/Grand 
Manan area in the Bay of Fundy (herring, lobster, 
groundfish, scallops). 

Of all the fishing centers of Atlantic Canada, however, 
none can match Georges Bank and the adjacent areas of 
southern and southwestern Nova Scotia. Georges Bank 
supports much of the fishery and economy of "southwest 
Nova," which in turn is the mainstay of Nova Scotia's 
fishing industry overall. This industry in Nova Scotia is 
the province's main employer, but it also leads and con
trols much of the fishing industry throughout Atlantic 
Canada. 

Georges is the richest bank close to southwestern Nova 
Scotia, defined here as the area from Lunenburg to 
Digby. The eastern end of Georges Bank supports by far 
the greatest part of the Canadian fishery on Georges; in 
an average boat it can be reached in about 10 to 12 
hours from Cape Sable Island and about 17 to 18 hours 
from Lunenburg. In comparison, to reach Sable Island, 
another well-known ground, it takes about the same time 
from Lunenburg, but well over twice as long from har
bors at the southwesterly tip of Nova Scotia. 

The Fleet 

Broadly speaking, Nova Scotia's fleet falls into three 
classes. In the first are thousands of small fisherman
owned boats, under 25 gross tons (gT) and mainly 
around 40 feet long or less, which usually make day 
trips. In the next class are medium-size boats between 25 
gT (that is, the 35-50-foot range) and 80-90 feet long; 
there are some hundreds of these, not thousands. They 
belong principally to independent fishermen, who may 
use them locally on day trips or to make voyages of 
hundreds of miles. Finally, there is a class of large boats, 
the smallest class numerically, exceeding 151 gT. These 
are almost entirely company owned, making nothing but 
extended trips to local or distant banks. As federal statis
tics show, the fishing strength of the medium-size and 
large vessels is great, out of all proportion to their num
bers (figure 43.1). 

Small Vessels 
Nova Scotia in 1979 had about 6,500 vessels under 25 
gT, that is, up to the 35-50-foot class. 1 These caught 
about 100,000 metric tons (mT) of fish, including about 

53,000 mT of groundfish, 6,800 mT of lobster, 16,000 
mT of herring, and a small amount of scallops-about 
500 mT. Southwestern Nova Scotia's share of these small 
vessels was about 2,800, roughly 43% of the province's 
total (Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1979; Nova 
Scotia Department of Fisheries, 1982). Even though some 
of the vessels range well offshore, most people consider 
them the inshore fleet. 

From Lunenburg to Cape Sable Island, lobster and es
pecially groundfish attract most of the inshore effort. (All 
around southwestern Nova Scotia, groundfish take the 
most fishing effort, typically longlining or handlining.) 
From Cape Sable Island west to Yarmouth, lobstering 
grows in importance, and so does the herring fishery. 
North of Yarmouth, scallops become more important 
than lobster, with small vessels fishing inshore scallop 
grounds near Digby and some also fishing grounds further 
afield. 

A 1980 sampling of nine Cape Island-style multipur
pose wooden boats, averaging 38 feet and 14.5 gT, 
yielded these average returns: groundfish (average price 
$0.28 per pound), $17 ,516; herring, mackerel, and-other 
pelagic species (average price $0.10 per pound), $7,657; 
lobster (average price $3.04 per pound), $19,570. (These 
boats were thought to be slightly more successful than 
most in their class.) Crew and boat shares varied; the av
erage, after $14,282 cash expenditures, was $24,209 to 
the crew (average 2.2 people including skipper) and 
$6,348 to the boat. Depreciation reduced the boat's net 
earnings to $3,879. Boats in the sample fished as condi
tions allowed, from as early as 20 February to as late as 
21 December. The men averaged 96 days at sea, mostly 
on day trips. Captains earned an average of $11,489, and 
crewmen $10,600, but incomes varied greatly within the 
sample; some were more than twice the averages given, 
and some less than half (Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, 1980a). 

Medium-Size Vessels 
Medium-size vessels fall into two statistical classes. Nova 
Scotia in 1979 had about 17 5 vessels, sometimes called 
the "nearshore fleet," of 26-50 gT. At 25 gT most ves
sels range from about 40 to SO feet; at 50 gT, generally 
more heavily built, they range between 44 and 58 feet. A 
good many vessels today are 44 feet, 11 inches long, 
40-50 gT, with very broad beams of 16 feet or more; 
this type of vessel proliferated after 1973, when the fed
eral Minister of Fisheries closed off additional entry to 
the groundfish fleet except for vessels under 45 feet. 

Mostly owner operated, these nearshore vessels in 
1979 caught about 33,000 mT, including about 25,000 
mT of groundfish. Thus a rather small number of these 
boats took nearly half as much groundfish as thousands 
of inshore vessels. They also caught about 4,900 mT ·of 
herring and more than six times as many scallops as the 
inshore fleet, about 3,300 mT (Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans, 1979). In 1979 southwestern Nova Scotia 
had about 102 of the vessels in this class, some 60% of 
the total (Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1981; 
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Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries, 1982). A striking 
number of them are longline (set-trawl) boats, particularly 
between Shelburne and Yarmouth, where young men are 
said to be "born with a hook in their hands."2 

In the second of the two medium-size classes in 1979 
there were 131 vessels. These measured 51-150 gT, and 
ranged anywhere from about 44 to 90 feet. Some call 
vessels of this size the "midshore" fleet, and draggers are 
more common among them than in the fleet of smaller 
boats. So is ownership by processing companies. Besides 
dragging or longlining for groundfish and dragging scal
lops, vessels in this class may go Danish seining for 
groundfish (mainly in eastern parts of the province) and 
purse seining for herring. The area from Lunenburg to 
Digby had about 96 such midshore vessels in 1979, 
roughly 73% of Nova Scotia's total (Department of Fish
eries and Oceans, 1979, 1981). Just as regulations pro
duced a vessel of 44 feet, 11 inches, so they produced 
one of 64 feet, 11 inches, which is very wide and deep 
for its length; such boats belong in this class. Dragger 
captains like to keep their vessels within 65 feet, since 
larger ones, by an old rule, must fish 12 miles or more 
offshore. In 1979 the midshore boats caught about 
56,000 mT, including about 29,000 mT of groundfish, 
more than half the amount taken by the thousands of in
shore boats. They also caught about 10,000 mT of her
ring and 13,000 mT of scallops-about 26 times the 
scallop catch of the small inshore fleet (Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, 1979). 

Analysis of the economic performance in 1981 of four 
groundfish draggers indicated landings of $220,267 per 
boat (average price $0.24 per pound); the boat share was 
$24,021 less $32,741 depreciation, a loss on paper of 
$8,720. Crew size including captain averaged 3.8, and the 
typical time at sea was 94 days, in trips of 3-4 days. In
come was about $22,000 on average for skippers and 
$21,200 for crewmen. The boats were built of wood or 
steel, averaging 60 feet in length and 66 gT. A similar 
analysis of four scallop draggers yielded average landings 
of $302,150; the boat share was $82,925 minus $21,288 
depreciation. The captain and crew, averaging 4 people, 
spent 97 days at sea in trips of 1 or 2 days; earnings aver
aged $29,500. The scallopers in the sample, built of 
wood or glass fiber, averaged 57 feet and 59 gT (Depart
ment of Fisheries and Oceans, 1981). 

Larger Vessels 
These fall into two classes. In 1979 Nova Scotia had 121 
vessels in the first of these classes, ranging from 151 to 
500 gT. (The smallest vessels in this category are typically 
78-91 feet long, and the largest ones 119-135 feet; they 
may be built of wood or steel.) Almost all were owned 
by processors. Their catch in 1979 was about 129,000 
mT, including 37,000 mT of groundfish, 18,000 mT of 
herring, and 70,000 mT of scallops. The groundfish 
catch by this small number of vessels was 70% of the 
total for thousands of inshore boats, while the scallop 
catch was 140 times that of the inshore fleet. 
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Atlantic Canada's 77 offshore scallop vessels, all based 
in southwestern Nova Scotia, fall mainly into this size 
range. So do some of the province's herring seiners, 
though part of this fleet falls into the "midshore" class 
of vessel; Nova Scotia has about two dozen of these sein
ers, mostly based in southwest Nova. The Lunenburg/ 
Digby area had 89 vessels in the range of 151-500 mT in 
1979, nearly 74% of the total for the province (Depart
ment of Fisheries and Oceans, 1981). 

In 1981 records of four scallop draggers that averaged 
106 feet and 234 gT showed average landings (at $4.10 
per pound) of $1,072,331. The captain and crew aver
aged 16.9 men; they spent, typically, 138 days at sea, in 
trips averaging 8-10 days, for incomes of about $75,000 
for captains, $30,000 for deckhands. These were by far 
the best figures for vessels sampled (Department of Fish
eries and Oceans, 1981). Only captains and crews of 
large groundfish trawlers, and of herring seiners in good 
years, have much chance of comparable earnings. 

The second of the two large-vessel classes considered 
here comprises those over 500 gT; Nova Scotia in 1979 
had 32 of these, typically groundfish stern trawlers of 
151 feet, the most modern type. Twenty-two of them, 
two-thirds of the total, were based in southwest Nova, 
all in the Lunenburg/Riverport area. Such vessels have 
crews of 15 and spend some 250 days at sea on trips of 
10-12 days. Altogether, these largest boats caught about 
100,000 mT of fish, including 87,000 mT of ground
fish-about 1.6 times as many as the inshore boats; they 
caught no scallops. As the landed value of groundfish in 
Nova Scotia that year averaged $347 per mT, these 32 
vessels, with average groundfish landings of 2,718 mT, 
each brought in something like $943,000 worth of fish 
(Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1979). Such vessels, 
along with scallop draggers, are the mainstay of Nova 
Scotia's largest processing company, National Sea 
Products. 

Data for the province show that in numbers of vessels, 
southwestern Nova Scotia leads in every sector except 
the inshore small boat fleet; in landed value, however, it 
leads inshore as well (Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, unpublished data). In 1981 total inshore landings 
by vessels under 25 gT were worth about $88 million; 
the Lunenburg/ Digby area (fishing districts 26-39) 
brought in more than half of this amount. Of total land
ings by vessels larger than 25 g T worth $17 6 million, 
southwest Nova brought in more than three-quarters. 

The Canadian Fishery on Georges Bank 

Scallops 
Scallops are the main money-maker for the fishing fleet 
of Georges. The 77 vessels taking part in this fishery are 
generally 70-120 feet long, with 16 crewmen or so. The 
fishermen make roughly 1 0-day trips and work very long 
hours. This is perhaps the most back-breaking kind of 
fishing in Canada. The crew splits into two, each section 
standing 6 hours on, 6 hours off, except in good fishing, 
when they may stand double watches, both crews work-

ing for 6 hours before anyone get his hours off. Handling 
scallop drags and shucking scallops is inescapable hard 
work. Sometimes fishermen's fingers split at the ends and 
bleed from many hours working inside rubber gloves. 
The work has eased a bit in recent years, as vessel opera
tors and the federal fisheries department have worked out 
a scheme that limits the number of trips and the catch 
per quarter. 

The biggest recent change in this fishery came in 1973, 
when the federal government froze the number of vessels 
in the fleet at its present level. Together with trip limits, 
limited entry removed a certain element of desperation 
and appears to have stabilized the fishery at a money
making level. Over the last decade or so, almost all the 
independently owned scallop draggers have disappeared 
from the fishery on Georges. Processing companies, large 
and small, now own the entire fleet (D. A. MacLean, D. 
Bollivar, and Basil Blades, personal communication). 

Scallops are Nova Scotia's most valuable fishery, and 
Georges Bank normally provides 80-90% of the landings. 
In 1979 the catch was 85,973 mT (weight in shell), 
which brought approximately $72 million, more than 
twice as much as Nova Scotia's lobster fishery and nearly 
twice as much as its cod fishery. 

Groundfish 
Groundfish from Georges Bank, though they earn less 
than scallops overall, nevertheless support more vessels 
and more fishermen. During the year, groundfish vessels 
move from bank to bank. Larger ones may roam the 
whole northwestern Atlantic; smaller ones from south
western Nova Scotia may shift among Georges, Browns, 
Lahave, Sable Island, and other offshore banks and 
waters closer to shore. 

Nova Scotia in 1979 had about 64 licensed groundfish 
vessels over 100 feet. Processing companies owned al
most all of them; about 24 belonged to National Sea 
Products and about 17 to the then active H. B. Nicker
son interests (Department of Fisheries · and Oceans, 
1980b). These trawlers fish from Labrador to Georges 
and have gone occasionally to Greenland. 

In the trawler fleet, some captains head to Georges and 
Browns banks after haddock early in the year, but the 
Soviet destruction of haddock stocks in the mid-1960s 
and the government-regulated haddock closures of 
March-May for most of the last decade have cut down 
the early-year fishery, which used to be much stronger. 
When the haddock fishery reopens in June, it draws some 
trawlers back to Georges. That fishery then falls off, 
partly because of quota restrictions, until the fall, when 
trawlers again chase haddock as well as cod. 

In the summer and fall many of the smaller vessels 
from southwest Nova go to Georges, boats down to 45 
feet or even smaller. Boats as small as 65 feet may go 
there in any season. The small and medium-size vessels 
fish mainly cod, especially since the boundary dispute 
with the United States has shut off southwestern waters 
of Georges where they used to fish haddock. 

Canadian vessels used to take between 10,000 and 
20,000 mT of cod and haddock each on Georges in the 
mid-1960s; these takes fell drastically with the rise of 
foreign fishing. In 1981 preliminary estimates put the cod 
catch at about 2,600 mT for trawlers over 125 feet, 
about 1,300 mT for smaller draggers, and 4,400 mT for 
longliners. (Though they are relatively small, mostly 
under 60 feet, longliners outfish trawlers on Georges, 
making many more trips there than do larger vessels.) For 
haddock the classes of vessels over and under 125 feet 
each took about 3,000 mT (Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, unpublished data). 

Although important for the trawler fleet, the Georges 
groundfishery is more so for the small longliners, which 
make many more trips than the larger vessels. In the 
counties farthest to the southwest (Shelburne, Yarmouth, 
and Digby-roughly the Shelburne/ Digby area), Georges 
typically supplies about a quarter of the summer cod 
landings for boats over 25 gT and under 65 feet. Typi
cally, one-quarter to one-third of the vessels in this fleet 
go to Georges sometime during the year (Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, unpublished data); ·some vessels be
low 25 gT go to Georges, but their landings are not bro
ken out by catch area. 

The Cape Sable Island area (fishing district 32) is the 
one most dependent on Georges Bank. In recent years 
Georges has provided small offshore vessels from this lo
cality with nearly half the cod landings and one-third or 
so of their haddock landings (Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans, unpublished .data). 

Herring 
The southwestern Nova Scotia/ Bay of Fundy area has 
about 50 purse seiners, roughly half of them from the 
neighborhood of Grand Manan and Campobello Island 
on the New Brunswick side. These boats mainly fish 
Nova Scotian waters. The Canadian purse-seine fleet, led 
by the New Brunswick vessels, opened up the purse-seine 
fishery off New England during the 1960s, first operating 
fairly close inshore at eastern Maine, then moving out to 
many other areas: off Cape Elizabeth, off Cape Ann, 
around Block Island, off Cape Cod, and on Georges 
Bank. Canadian fishermen on Georges took fish some
times from the Northeast Peak, sometimes from the edge 
of the South Channel, where, they say, German vessels 
commonly worked, 60 miles off Cape Cod. The Cana
dian fishery fell off when U.S. regulations shut out Cana
dian seiners, first from the area within 12 miles, then 
from areas within the U.S. 200-mile limit. 

These regulatory exclusions have not been the only 
problem. Poor markets have often discouraged the search 
for offshore herring, but seiners making trips to Georges 
in recent years have found few herring even when they 
wanted them. The fish have been scarce since the days of 
heavy foreign fishing. Still, many seiners believe that 
Georges herring must be rebuilding somewhere- a fishery 
in waiting. 



Figure 44.1 
Offsh.ore lobstering on Georges. 

Swordfish 
Before it fell victim to U.S. regulations, swordfishing 
brought a good living to boats that specialized in it, 
about $4 million to 63 vessels in 1970. Harpooning was 
the traditional method, but in the 1960s this gave way 
mainly to longlining. Vessels ranged both west and east 
of Georges; a major part of the fishery was on the bank 
itself. 

A "mercury scare" in North America led the U.S. gov
ernment in 1971 to forbid imports of and interstate com
merce in fish with more than 0.5 parts per million of 
mercury. The main market for Nova Scotia vessels fell 
away. A few stayed in business by selling fish to Ameri
can vessels that declared them to have been caught · 
within the waters of the state where they were landed. 
During the 1970s the American fleet itself built up; U.S. 
publications reported 100 vessels or so in waters that Ca
nadian vessels had once dominated. Sometimes the Amer
icans would tie up in Yarmouth and other southwest 
Nova ports, which made some exswordfishermen grind 
their teeth. 

Offshore Lobster 
Canadians followed the Americans in developing an off
shore lobster fishery. The main impetus came after 
swordfishing collapsed; the federal government gave fi
nancial aid to a number of vessels to help them switch to 
offshore lobster. Eight vessels trapped offshore lobster in 
1982 (figure 44.1), two of them licensed only for 
Georges Bank. The principal ground for Canadian lob
stermen on Georges is in Corsair Canyon; before the cur
rent boundary dispute, they also used to fish 
Oceanographer and Lydonia canyons. 

Summary 
In all, in 1981 the Georges Bank fishery gave Nova Sco
tian fishermen an estimated $80 million, out of an esti
mated total of $244 million for all Nova Scotian fisheries 
(Department of Fisheries and Oceans, unpublished data). 

Port Markets 

Scallop fishermen in Nova Scotia almost all work on 
company-owned vessels, trading hard labor· for high earn
ings. They have no voice in prices, although this may 
soon change; the Newfoundland Fishermen, Food and 
Allied Workers Union, the nation's most powerful, has 
begun organizing in Nova Scotia's larger scallop vessels 
and on groundfish trawlers. These previously had been 
partly organized by another union, the Canadian Brother
hood of Railway and Transport Workers, which, the 
Newfoundland union claims, has been a docile bargainer. 

On smaller, independently owned vessels, no formal 
bargaining takes place. Usually the captain-owner has 
gone to a company to borrow money for his boat or gear 
and remains tied by a semifinancial, semimoral obligation 
to take his fish to that company. Such arrangements are 
less the rule now in 1982 than they were 10 or 20 years 
ago. Fishermen have become more organized, even 
though most organizations in southwestern Nova Scotia 
are called associations, not unions; they tend to be more 
vigorous in dealings with the federal government-a rela
tively distant entity-than they are with local processors. 

Processing 

Scallops are processed relatively little. National Sea and 
perhaps another company or two package some prepared 
products, but for the most part scallops go to wholesalers 
in a plain form. Some are fresh, but most are frozen; ex
ports are mainly in 5-pound bags; retail quantities mostly 
stay in Canada. 

Scallops are a steady money-maker, compensating for 
fluctuations in groundfish and other species. Indeed, scal
lops have provided expansion money for many compa
nies. With a lot of help from their earnings from 
scalloping, companies such as National Sea Products 
(with about 10 scallopers) and H. B. Nickerson and Sons 
Ltd. (with about 14) took partial or full control of many 
plants in the other Atlantic provinces during the 1960s 
and 1970s. National Sea supplements its own catch with 
scallops bought at its Digby plant. Medium-size com
panies, such as Mersey Seafoods in Liverpool, C. W. 
McLeod Fisheries in Port Mouton, Pierce Fisheries in 
Lockeport, Lawrence Sweeney in Yarmouth, and Comeau 
Seafoods in Saulnierville, typically have half a dozen to a 

· dozen or so scallop vessels. 

Groundfish Processors 
The web of the groundfish industry in southwestern 
Nova Scotia can best be appreciated by a few minutes' 
study of the provincial government's chart showing the 
distribution of processing plant facilities (Nova Scotia De-
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partment of Fisheries, 1982, map 12). There is nothing 
like this concentration elsewhere in Canada. Employees 
range from a handful to hundreds. Most plants handle 
salt fish only, salting it down in summer and further pro
cessing it for export during the winter. Some fillet and 
freeze groundfish; others also sell it fresh. Most of the 
plants-neat, clean, staffed by hard workers-make the 
visitor feel that this is how processing should be done 
everywhere. A former fisheries minister for Canada, 
Romeo LeBlanc, frequently held up southwestern Nova 
Scotia, together with the British Columbia fishery, as a 
model for the industry. 

Herring Processors 
Although there is some herring processing along most of 
the coast, the big concentration lies in Yarmouth and 
Digby counties; herring are a mainstay of the fishery at 
the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. The herring industry has 
less connection with Georges than most other fisheries. 

Other Processors 
Some companies in the Cape Sable area take landings of 
offshore lobster; swordfish now contribute very little to 
any processing company. 

Georges Bank in the Life of "Southwest Nova" 

All Georges fisheries are tied into the web of employ
ment in southwestern Nova Scotia, where companies, like 
fishermen, get what they can from different species at 
different times (figure 43.2). There is very little employ
ment in the region that is unconnected with fishing-very 
little agriculture, no pulp mills except one at Liverpool, a 
single cotton mill at Yarmouth, and a Michelin tire plant 
at Bridgewater, several miles upcountry from Lunenburg 
and Riverport. Taking the province as a whole, fishing 
employed about 10,800 Nova Scotians in 1979. Con
verted to man-years, to compensate for part-time activity, 
fishing still runs far ahead of the other principal primary 
industries in Nova Scotia: mining, farming, and forestry 
(Statistics Canada, 1971; Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, 1979). Fish processing leads all manufacturing in
dustries by far in employment, recently providing about 
6,750 man-years (Statistics Canad51, 1980; Nova Scotia 
Department of Fisheries, 1982, map 10). Processing ac
counts for some 30% of exports, considerably more than 
any other industry (Nova Scotia Department of Develop
ment, 1981). 

Southwestern Nova Scotia dominates the province's 
fishery, accounting for roughly three-quarters of its pro
cessing industry by all measures: number of plants, num
ber of jobs, and plant capacity. The region also employs 
about two-thirds of all Nova Scotian fishermen (Nova 
Scotia Department of Fisheries, 1982). Industries outside 
the fishery itself but directly related to it provide many 
additional jobs in southwest Nova, although nowhere 
near as many as fishing and processing proper (Nova Sco
tia Department of Fisheries, 1982). Gear making and sup
ply are examples, as are boat-building yards. (The Nova 
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Scotia government lists about 73 vessel repair and con
struction facilities from Big Tan cook, near Lunenburg, to 
Parker's Cove, east ofDigby.) Except for the textile mill 
in southwest Nova, the pulp mill, and some small print
ing businesses and the like, almost all money coi:nes from 
either pension payments or small service businesses such 
as gas stations, restaurants, and stores. Such services, of 
course, ultimately feed off the fishery. 

Any roadmap of Atlantic Canada suggests the impor
tance of the fishery. There are few inland concentrations 
of settlements; everywhere communities hug the coast. 
When catches and markets are good, it is as if a spring 
wind has blown through. Money becomes apparent in 
cars, in house paint, in the whole appearance of a town. 
When things get bad, the paint gets patchy, carpenters 
complain about lack of work, marginal businesses close. 

Nowhere is there such a solid network of fishery-based 
communities as in southwestern Nova Scotia, and here 
downturns in the fortunes of the fisheries never look so 
serious as elsewhere. Partly this is because of proximity 
to ice-free grounds, to a good variety of species, and to 
U.S. markets. Partly it is due to the people. Fishing is 

· bred into them. For instance, Canadian Fishing Report 
carried a story in August 1981 about a captain from Lu
nenburg who planned to take his 44-foot vessel with a 
crew of seven to longline for groundfish and also to fish 
herring, mackerel, and swordfish, both inshore and off
shore at Sable Island and Browns banks. Unremarkable, 
perhaps, except that the captain was 15 years old, and 
the plan was laid out for his school vacation. 

Out-migration of young people remains common, as it 
is elsewhere in Atlantic Canada, but many or most fisher
men are young notwithstanding. Practically all are home
grown, following in their fathers' footsteps. (There are 
few if any women fishing regularly.) Even though average 
incomes are lower in southwest Nova than for the prov
ince as a whole, the percentage of home owners is very 
high, and when one drives through the southwest there is 
the feeling of a good, solid place. 

Talking to people there gives you the same idea. There 
are variations in ancestry: German in Lunenburg and 
Queens counties, British and New England in Shelburne 
County, and Acadian in Yarmouth and Digby counties. 
Still, the people on this coast share attitudes. Southwest 
Nova is the home of rock-ribbed independents, where, of 
all places in Canada's fishery, feeling runs strongest 
against any kind of government intervention and in favor 
of free enterprise and survival of the fittest. The area 
would be remarkable whatever industry dominated it. It 
is doubly remarkable that it built its strength on such a 
traditionally unstable enterprise as fishing. 

How much of southwest Nova's strength comes from 
Georges? The immber of fishing jobs is nowhere near 
half, when all the small lobster and groundfish boats that 
never go to Georges are taken into account. Yet there are 
trips enough to make Georges a chief part of everyone's 
mental seascape. The highliners and hard workers from 
around the coast go to Georges. Georges supports the 
main processing plants in the region-some of the best 

companies in Atlantic Canada. Southwestern Nova Scotia 
has about three-quarters of the processing industry for 
the province, and about 70% of the landed value; one
third to nearly one-half of the landed value typically 
come from Georges Bank. In the principal Georges Bank 
ports-Lunenburg (figure 44.2), Riverport, Liverpool, 
Yarmouth, and Saulnierville-this bank supplies an even 
higher proportion of the landed value: 70-80%. In 1978 
Georges Bank accounted for 34% of the landed value of 
Nova Scotia's entire catch and over 17% of the landed 
value for the Atlantic coast of Canada (Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, 1979; Nova Scotia Department of 
Fisheries, 1982). In short, the strand that ties Georges 
Bank into the web of the coastal economy is a strong 
and crucial one. 

Reviewed by Raoul Andersen, Joel B. Dirlam, Susan 
McCorquodale, Catherine Newick, and Richard Pollnac 

Figure 44.2 
One of the largest Nova Scotia 
fishing ports, Lunenburg, draws a 
lot of its life from Georges Bank. 

Notes 

1, These small boats are generally 
"Cape Island" style, the name coming 
from Cape Sable Island; in Maine they 
are known as "Novy" boats. They 
have a high bow embracing a "cuddy" 
or forecastle, a pilothouse or "awning" 
forward, engine also forward, and a 
low, beamy afterdeck handy for lobster 
traps or "trawl" (longline) tubs. Apart 
from the larger schooners and steam
ers, they appear to have been the first 
fishing boats built in Atlantic Canada 
that could be called decked. As use of 
gasoline engines spread early in the 
century, Cape Island boats gradually 
displaced open boats all around the 
Maritimes. Today, most larger boats in 
Nova Scotia, whether or not they can 
be called Cape Island style, have aban
doned the traditional schooner hull 
with pilothouse aft. This has been 
moved forward, and the general ten
dency in hull form is toward the ever 
bigger and ever boxier. 

2. Performance of three Cape Island 
style longliners from southwest Nova 
was analyzed for the year 1981. The 
boats were built of wood or glass fiber 
and averaged 42 feet and 36 gT; like 
the smaller, multipurpose boats men
tioned, these three were believed to be 
slightly better earners than most in 
their class. The mean value of ground
fish landed, mostly cod (at an average 
price of $0.34 per pound), was 
$201,343; there were no other land
ings. Average cash expenditures were 
$67,769; the boat share was $43,173, 
less $6,944 depreciation; $91,712 re
mained for the crew, which averaged 
4.4 men including the captain. Skippers 
averaged $22,000, and crew about 
$20,300 each, but the averages com
prise a wide range of earnings in each 
category. These boats spent an average 
of 108 days at sea, fishing January 
through November as conditions al
lowed, with trips averaging about 4 
days (Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, 1980a). 
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The Georges Bank/Gulf of 
Maine Boundary Dispute 
between the United States 
and Canada 
Donna R. Christie 

Background 

The nearshore area in which the United States and Can
ada each have complete sovereignty over both the seabed 
and the water column above the seabed is the territorial 
sea. There is no international law mandating the width of 
the territorial sea, although a maximum width of 12 
miles can be inferred from the 1958 Convention on the 
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone. The United States 
claims a 3-mile territorial sea and an additional 9-mile 
contiguous zone seaward of it for purposes of preventing 
the infringement of customs, fiscal, immigration, or sani
tary regulations within the territorial sea (Feldman and 
Colson, 1981). In 1960 Canada expanded its claim of a 
3-mile territorial sea and a 9-mile contiguous zone to a 
12-mile territorial sea (M'Gonigle and Zacher, 1977). 
The major part of the territorial-sea boundary between 
Maine and New Brunswick was established in 1910 by 
the Treaty of Passamaquoddy Bay (Feldman and Colson, 
1981). 

The historic Truman Proclamation of 1945 extended 
U.S. jurisdiction over the continental shelf for purposes 
of exploration and exploitation of the resources of the 
seabed and subsoil, but established no outer limit to the 
shelf. The 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf, to 
which the United States and Canada are parties, began 
the divergence between the legal and scientific definition 
of the continental shelf as extending to the 200-meter 
isobath or to the limits of exploitability. 

Legal jurisdiction over the continental shelf does not 
include the water column over the seabed; that is high 
seas and is protected by internationally recognized free
doms-freedom of navigation, freedom to lay submarine 
cables and pipelines, freedom of overflight, and freedom 
of fishing (Convention on the High Seas, 1958). Freedom 
of fishing was severely restricted in 1977 by Canada and 
the United States with claims of exclusive, 200-mile fish
eries management zones. 

In 1982 Canada signed a comprehensive Law of the 
Sea Treaty negotiated by the Third United Nations Con
ference on the Law of the Sea. The Law of the Sea 
Treaty recognizes ~he right of coastal nations to establish 
200-mile exclusive economic zones (EEZs). An EEZ dif
fers from a continental shelf and an exclusive fisheries 
zone in that it represents one legal regime (Convention on 
the Law of the Sea, 1982). Although refusing to sign the 
Law of the Sea Treaty, the United States has unilaterally 
claimed a 200-mile exclusive economic zone by a presi
dential proclamation of 13 March 1983. 

Actions taken by both countries in 1976 to extend na
tional jurisdictions over marine fisheries to 200 nautical 
miles resulted in claims to exclusive zones that over
lapped in the Gulf of Maine and on Georges Bank in 
areas of vital importance to the fishing industries of both 
countries. Negotiations on a continental-shelf boundary, 
which had been dragging on since 1970, took on an ur
gency when the talks expanded to include delimitation of 
fisheries zones as well. 

The negotiation of a maritime boundary on Georges 
Bank was not simply a legal question of jurisdiction, but 
involved complex domestic political and economic fac
tors that made resolution through international negotia
tions virtually impossible. On 20 November 1981 the 
two governments agreed to submit the dispute over the 
maritime boundary to adjudication by a Special Chamber 
of the International Court of Justice. On 12 October 
1984 the Special Chamber's judgment was announced. 

History of the Dispute 

Canada made the first overt assertion of jurisdiction over 
Georges Bank on 20 May 1964 by issuing geologic ex
ploration permits on areas of Georges Bank north of a 
line equidistant from Nova Scotia and New England (see 
figure 50.4 and Cuyvers, 1979). The equidistance line 
was based on the 19 58 Convention on the Continental 
Shelf.1 The United States, but not Canada, was party to 
the convention at that time; Canada ratified the conven
tion on 6 February 1970, but included an interpretive 
declaration to the effect that it did not recognize acciden
tal features, such as channels or depressions, as interrupt
ing the natural prolongation, the extension of its land 
territory under the water (Anonymous, 1979; Rhee, 
1981). 

The United States did not formally object to Canadian 
claims to Georges Bank until late 1969, following the de
cision of the International Court of Justice in the North 
Sea Continental Shelf Cases rejecting the equidistance 
principle as a rule of law. Canada was notified of U.S. 
nonrecognition of Canadian authority to issue permits for 
geologic exploration by diplomatic note on 5 November 
1969 and by public notice of the Department of State on 
12 February 1970 (Feldman and Colson, 1981). The 
United States had, of course, claimed its adjacent conti
nental shelf since the Truman Proclamation of 1945. Al
though a press release accompanying the proclamation 
expressed the U.S. view that the continental shelf ex
tended to the 100-fathom depth contour, no clearly de
fined boundaries to the U.S. claim had been established. 
The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act claimed U.S. con
trol of the "subsoil and seabed ... subject to its jurisdic
tion"; the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf 
defined the shelf as extending to the limits of exploitabil-

-ity. No claim explicitly embracing all of Georges Bank 
had been made by the United States prior to 1969. 

Although negotiations began almost immediately in 
1970 to delimit the continental shelf, little had been ac
complished by 1976, when the dispute was exacerbated 
by the imminent extension of 200-mile fisheries conserva
tion zones by the two countries. In April 1976 the U.S. 
Congress enacted the Fishery Conservation and Manage
ment Act, which extended the U.S. zone to 200 miles 
effective 1 March 1977. On 4 June 1976 the Canadian 
Foreign Secretary announced that Canada would extend 
jurisdiction over a 200-mile fishery zone effective 1 Janu
ary 1977, and on 1 November 1976 Canada published 
the claimed limits of its zone based on an equidistance 
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line (Feldman and Colson, 1981). The United States re
sponded immediately by publishing its claimed line, 
which followed the Northeast Channel (Feldman and 
Colson, 1981; Rhee, 1981). In September 1978, follow
ing the United Kingdom/France Continental Shelf Arbitra
tion, which emphasized the inequitable effects of islands 
and promontories on an equidistant boundary, Canada 
revised its limits to an "equitable equidistance" line that 
disregarded Nantucket and Cape Cod and included more 
of Georges Bank (figure 45.1). 

In December 1975 and July 1976 the boundary negoti
ations were renewed and expanded with the intent of es
tablishing a single maritime boundary for both the water 
column-the fisheries zone-and the shelf. Again, the at
tempt to reach agreement was fruitless. The immediate 
problem of how to deal with conflicting fisheries jurisdic
tions pending negotiation of the boundary was resolved, 
however, by an interim agreement that was intended to 
preserve the status quo in the disputed area and allow 
each country's fishermen access to the other country's 
undisputed fisheries zone based on traditional fishing pat
terns. The Reciprocal Fisheries Agreement officially ex
pired on 31 December 1977, but the agreement was 
provisionally continued while a new interim plan was dis
cussed. On 2 June 1978 Canada suspended provisional 
implementation of a new agreement based on the asser
tion that the United States had not maintained existing 
fishing patterns and was not enforcing the terms of the 
agreement. Each country's fishermen were subsequently 
banned from the other's undisputed fishery zone, and 
competitive overfishing continued in the disputed areas of 
Georges Bank and the Gulf of Maine (Cuyvers, 1979). 

In August 1977 the United States appointed Lloyd 
Cutler, a Washington attorney, and Canada appointed 
Marcel Cadieux, a senior Canadian diplomat, as special 
negotiators to recommend the terms of a comprehensive 
agreement on the boundary and the marine resources 
(Cuyvers, 1979). The negotiations continued through 
1978, and in March 1979 the United States and Canada 
signed two treaties, one an agreement on management 
and conservation of fisheries resources and the other an 
agreement to submit the boundary dispute to binding 
third-party settlement. The treaties were specifically 
linked so that one could not come into force unless the 
other did also (Feldman and Colson, 1981). 

The fisheries agreement would have created a joint 
East Coast Fisheries Commission made up of seven mem
bers and a cochairman from each country. The commis
sion would have managed fisheries in the area based on 
principles modeled after the standards of the U.S. Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act and according to per
centage allocations of allowable catch established by the 
agreement. The detailed regulatory structure divided the 
fish stocks into three categories-stocks to be jointly 
managed, stocks to be managed primarily by one country, 
and stocks to be managed exclusively by one country. 
The agreement was intended to establish a permanent 
mechanism for United States/Canada fisheries relations 
on the east coast (East Coast Fisheries Agreement, 1979). 
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Figure 45.1 
Jurisdictional claims in the Georges 
Bank area and the boundary finally 
set by the International Court of 
Justice in 1984. The U.S. and 
Canadian claims of 1976 and 1982 
(broken and solid lines, respectively) 
are both shown. The positions of 
A, B, C, and D are, respectively, 
44'11'12" N, 67'16'46" W; 
42'53'14" N, 67'44'35" W; 
42'31'08" N, 67'28'05" W; and 
40'27'05" N, 65'41'59" W. 
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The fisheries agreement met immediate opposition 
from New England fishermen and senators. The Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee delayed a decision on ratifi
cation of the treaties for 2 years, and in March 1981 
President Reagan withdrew the fisheries treaty. The 
boundary-settlement treaty, which had been noncontro
versial and the generally preferred first step in resolving 
the issues in the Georges Bank area, received the advice 
and consent of the Senate for ratification on 29 April 
1981. 

The Canadian government was not pleased with the 
separation of the treaties, but eventually agreed to settle 
the boundary issue independently upon assurances from 
the U.S. government that Canadian fishermen would be 
allowed to fish in all claimed areas until the boundary 
was finally established. On 20 November 1981 the 
Unittid States and Canada exchanged instruments of ratifi
cation for the boundary-settlement treaty. 

The boundary dispute was submitted to a special five
judge chamber of the International Court of Justice (ICJ). 
Three members of this chamber were elected by the ICJ: 
Judges Robert Ago (Italy), Andre Gros (France), and Her
mann Mosler (Federal Republic of Germany). The United 
States and Canada each named an additional member: 
Judge Stephen Schwebel (United States), already a mem
ber of the ICJ, was designated by the United States, and 
Maxwell Cohen (Canada) was appointed judge ad hoc by 
Canada. The chamber was requested to determine "in ac
cordance with the principles and rules of international 
law applicable in the matter ... , the course of the single 
maritime boundary which divides the continental shelf 
and fishery zones of the Parties." 

. International Ocean Boundary Law 

The United States/Canada boundary adjudication was the 
first case to use a special five-judge chamber of the ICJ, 
but the most unusual feature of the arbitration was the 
fact that the ICJ was asked to delimit a maritime bound
ary for both seabed and water column, not just for the 
first alone. Technically, the water column-the fishery 
zone-and the seabed-the continental shelf-represent 
two legal regimes, and a different boundary could be jus
tified for each. Because of the difficulty in administering 
two such regimes in an area like Georges Bank, the 
United States and Canada requested that a single maritime 
boundary be delimited (McRae, 1979). 

International legal precedent for such a maritime 
boundary was extremely limited. The parties expected, 
however, that international adjudications and arbitrations 
of overlapping continental-shelf claims would be impor
tant sources of law and interpretation. There have been 
three major continental-shelf delin;:titation cases: the 
North Sea Continental Shelf Cases of 1969, the United 
Kingdom/ France Continental Shelf Arbitration of 1977, 
and the Tunisia/Libya Continental Shelf Case of 1982. 

In the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, the ICJ was 
asked to decide the applicable principles of law in delim
iting the continental-shelf boundaries between the Federal 



Republic of Germany and the neighboring countries of 
the Netherlands and Denmark. The Netherlands and 
Denmark were parties to the 19 58 Convention on the 
Continental Shelf and advocated equidistance boundaries. 
Germany had not ratified the convention and was op
posed to the application of equidistance because it would 
cut off Germany's continental shelf near the coast (figure 
45.2) (International Court of Justice, 1969). 

The ICJ found that although the equidistance method 
had been adopted in the Convention on the Continental 
Shelf, the method was not mandatory under customary 
(nontreaty) international law. Delimitation on the basis of 
equitable principles, taking into account all relevant cir
cumstances and maintaining each country's natural pro
longation to the extent possible, was found to be 
controlling. In the particular geographic circumstances, 
the relevant factors identified by the court included the 
configuration of the coast, the physical and geologic 
structure of the shelf, the natural resources of the shelf, 
and a reasonable degree of proportionality between the 
amount of coastline and area of continental shelf (Inter
national Court of Justice, 1969). 

The United Kingdom/France Continental Shelf Arbitra
tion of 1977 resolved the continental-shelf boundary be
tween the two countries in the English Channel and 
Atlantic Ocean. Both were parties to the Convention on 
the Continental Shelf, which was applicable to most of 
the delimitation. The Court of Arbitration found, how
ever, that treaty law and customary international law 
were not necessarily different. The court stated that the 
language of the treaty requiring delimitation by the equi
distance method, except where special circumstances jus
tified another line, was merely a restatement of the 
proposition that boundaries must be delimited according 
to equitable principles. Moreover, there was no burden 
on a party to establish that special circumstances existed 
in a particular situation. 

An equidistance or median line was employed to estab
lish most of the United Kingdom/France boundary. A 
special enclave was created for Britain's Channel Islands, 
located near the coast of France. When the boundary 
was extended into the Atlantic Ocean, islands off the 
coasts of the two countries, particularly the Scilly Islands 
off England, had a significant effect on the equidistance 
line. In order to rectify what the court determined was a 
disproportionate effect on the boundary, the Scilly Islands 
were given half-effect by bisecting the angle created by 
drawing a line giving the islands full effect and a line giv
ing the island no effect. Proportionality of coastline to 
continental-shelf area was not considered a major factor, 
but the disproportionate effect of geographic features on 
the boundary was of great relevance and the basis for 
giving "half-effect" to the Scilly Islands. Geologic discon
tinuities in the shelf, such as the Hurd Deep Fault Zone, 
were not considered relevant to the delimitation (Court 
of Arbitration, 1977; Colson, 1978). 

The last decision of the ICJ prior to the United States/ 
Canada delimitation was the Tunisia/Libya Continental 
Shelf Case (figure 45.3). Both countries based their 
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Figure 45.2 
Jurisdictions on the continental 
shelf in the North Sea and English 
Channel showing the German claim 
and the resolution of the dispute 
between the United Kingdom and 
France. 
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claimed boundaries on theories of natural prolongation, 
that is, a country's right to seabed naturally appurtenant 
to its coasts. The ICJ clarified the role of natural pro
longation in a boundary delimitation by explaining that 
although natural prolongation is the legal basis for a 
country's claim to the continental shelf, it does not nec
essarily provide criteria for an equitable delimitation of 
the shelf. The physical structure of the shelf, which may 
or may not indicate the clear natural prolongation of 
each country, is only one relevant factor in delimiting the 
shelf according to equitable principles (International 
Court of Justice, 1982; Christie, 1983). 

The ICJ in the Tunisia/ Libya Continental Shelf Case 
also discussed the status of the equidistance method in a 
delimitation according to equitable principles. Equidis
tance was found to have no privileged status among 
methods of delimitation. Equidistance is not required by 
customary international law, and there is no basis even 
for using equidistance as a starting point and rejecting the 
method only if the results are inequitable. 

Other important aspects of the Tunisia/Libya delimita
tion involved the ICJ's rejection of economic factors as a 
relevant circumstance in the delimitation, the half-effect 
given to the Kerkennah Islands, and the emphasis on the 
proportionality test. The boundary line was determined 
to be a perpendicular to the coast following the dividing 
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Figure 45.3 
The continental-shelf boundary be
tween Libya and Tunisia. -
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line of Tunisian and Libyan oil concessions. This line was 
adjusted about 50 miles from the coast to reflect the rad
ical change in direction of the Tunisian coast and to give 
the Kerkennah Islands half-effect. The court then circum
scribed the area affected by the delimitation to determine 
whether the delimitation created a roughly proportionate 
division when comparing coastline to area of continental 
shelf (International Court of Justice, 1982; Christie, 
1983). 

The Georges Bank/Gulf of Maine Delimitation 

Fisheries-zone delimitation between adjacent or opposite 
countries is a relatively unexplored area of law. There 
were no previous cases of international-dispute resolution 
-and very few negotiated examples for guidance. The clos
est analogy to the combined fisheries zone/ continental 
shelf is the concept of the exclusive economic zone de
veloped by the Third United Nations Conference on the 
Law of the Sea. The Law of the Sea (LOS) Treaty devel
oped by this conference is of little guidance in delimita
tion cases, however. Article 74 of the LOS Treaty 
provides that " the delimitation of the exclusive economic 
zone between States with opposite or adjacent coasts 
shall be effected by agreement on the basis of inter
national law .. . in order to achieve an equitable solu
tion." Article 83 of the treaty contains the same 
provisions for continental-shelf delimitation. The United 
States/Canada delimitation was expected to provide in
sight into the principles applicable to fisheries-zone 
delimitation. 

The original boundary claims of the United States and 
Canada were published in 1976, but both countries sub
sequently revised their claims to reflect developments in 
international law. 

Canada's original equidistance claim was based both on 
the Convention on the Continental Shelf and on equita
ble principles. Canada argued that the equidistance line 
produced an equitable result and that there were no spe
cial circumstances that support a deviation from the 
equidistance line. In particular, Canada did not find that 
scientific evidence concerning the geology, geomorphol
ogy, or ecology established Georges Bank as the natural 
prolongation of the United States and that any dispropor
tionality or problems caused by the concavity of the 
coastline in the area were compensated by Cape Cod and 
Nantucket (Department of External Affairs, 1977). More
over, Canada asserted that the United States had ac
quiesced tO the equidistance line by failing to object to 

Canada's leasing of areas of Georges Bank in 1964 and 
by using the line in its own leasing. 

In 1978, after the United Kingdom/France Continental 
Shelf Arbitration, Canada's primary claim became an "eq
uitable equidistance" line, which was drawn by disregard
ing Cape Cod and Nantucket. The principal arguments 
for application of the equidistance method remained the 
same, but an argument for adjustment of the line in the 
area of Georges Bank was added. The equitable equi
distance line was based on the principle that geographic 

features like islands and promontories that have a dispro
portionate effect on an equidistance boundary should not 
be given full weight in a delimitation (Feldman and Col
son, 1981; Rhee, 1981). 

The original U.S. claim followed the Northeast Chan
nel in order to preserve the entire area of Georges Bank 
as the natural prolongation of the United States. The 
United States argued that this line is supported by scien
tific evidence concerning the seabed and water column 
and the U.S. historic interests and fishing tradition on 
Georges Bank. Although the United States and Canada 
are parties to the Convention on the Continental Shelf, 
the United States contended that the convention's equi
distance/special-circumstances rule does not mandate use 
of an equidistance line and that an equidistance line is 
manifestly inequitable in the geographic circumstances of 
the area. An equidistance line cuts sharply across the U.S. 
coastal front because of the concavity of the coastline. 
Application of the equidistance method would also allo
cate a disproportionate amount of the area to Canada in 
relation to its coastal front. In addition, the United States 
claimed that such a division of Georges Bank would have 
detrimental effects on resource and environmental man
agement (Feldman and Colson, 1981). 

In its first written pleadings in the case before the Spe
cial ICJ Chamber, the United States proposed a new 
boundary, which can be described as a "modified perpen
dicular" line. A line drawn perpendicularly to the general 
direction of the coast was adjusted to preserve the integ
rity of Browns Bank and German Bank. The United 
States claimed that the line reflected the direction of the 
coastal front, was perpendicular to the general direction 
of the coast, and took account of natural ecologic divi
sions of the area. The proposed boundary not only pre
served the natural prolongation of each country's 
continental shelf but also respected the natural bounda
ries of the fish stocks in the area. A major factor, the 
United States argued, was that such a line would facilitate 
fishery management and conservation and lessen the po
tential for disputes (Department of State, 1982; Inter
national Court of Justice, 1984). 

On 12 October 1984 the Special Chamber of the Inter
national Court of Justice announced its decision. To a 
large extent, the line chosen by the chamber divided the 
disputed area and was not surprising. On the other hand, 
the methodology and criteria applied by the chamber 
were decidedly unexpected. 

In describing the area to be delimited, the chamber re
jected the notion of natural boundaries in the Gulf of 
Maine/ Georges Bank area. The parties conceded the 
basic unity of character of the seabed and the absence of 
any feature "which interrupts the continuity of the conti
nental shelf." The chamber not only rejected the U.S. ar
gument that the water column of the area was divided 
into three identifiable oceanographic and ecologic regimes 
but also questioned the "possibility of discerning any gen
uine, sure and stable 'natural boundaries' in so fluctuating 
an environment as the waters of the ocean, their flora 
and fauna" (International Court of Justice, 1984). 



In analyzing the law and criteria to be applied in the 
case, the chamber rejcted the application of the Conven
tion on the Continental Shelf. Although the treaty would 
have been applicable to the determination of a continen
tal-shelf boundary only, it could not be extended to a 
delimitation that also includes the water column. The 
chamber also rejected arguments of acquiescence and the 
parties' attempts to identify applicable equitable principles . 
of international law. The chamber instead reformulated a . 
more precise definition of the ''fundamental norm" of 
international law concerning boundary delimitation. 
(International Court of Justice, 1984): 

(1) No maritime delimitation between States with oppo
site or adjacent coasts may be effected unilaterally by one 
of those States. Such delimitation must be sought and ef
fected by means of an agreement, following negotiations 
conducted in good faith and with the genuine intention 
of achieving a positive result. Where, however, such 
agreement cannot be achieved, delimitation should be ef
fected by recourse to a third party possessing the neces
sary competence. 

(2) In either case, delimitation is to be effected by the ar
plication of equitable criteria and by the use of practica 
methods capable of ensuring, with regard to geographic 
configuration of the area and other relevant circumstan
ces, an equitable result. 

The chamber found each party's criteria and methods 
to be inappropriate. The "adjusted perpendicular" line of 
the United States gave too much weight to fisheries and 
ecologic criteria, and, in addition, the chamber noted it · 
was "hard to imagine [geographic circumstances] less con
ducive to the application of [the perpendicular to the 
coast] method of delimitation than the Gulf of Maine." 
Canada's equidistance lines were found to be inequitable 
because they failed to consider the special circumstances 
of the area, including the relative lengths of the coast
lines, and did not take account of the changing relation 
of the coasts in the course of the delimitation. 

In stating what criteria it would apply to the delimita
tion, the chamber made its most disturbing pronounce
ment. Because the boundary was to be a single line for 
both the seabed and the water column, the chamber ex
cluded "application of any criterion found to be typically 
and exclusively bound up with the particular characteris
tics of one alone of the two natural realities that have to 
be delimited in conjunction." (The chamber may just as 
well have said that it would not consider anything that is 
particularly relevant!) By taking this approach, the cham
ber not only made most of the evidence presented by the 
parties meaningless but also precluded an analysis of the 
issues relevant to fisheries-zone delimitation. The cham
ber predicted that geometric methods based on coastal 
geography would inevitably be adopted in complex de
limitations in the future because of their "neutral 
character." 

The chamber identified three different segments of the 
delimitation line, to which different equitable criteria 
were applied. In the first area, in the Gulf of Maine, the 
chamber described the relation of the countries as "adja-

cent." Equal division of "maritime projections" of the 
coasts of the states was found to be an equitable ap
proach. An equidistance line was rejected, however, be
cause it would give too much weight to offshore islets, 
uninhabited rocks, and low tide elevations and because a 
less complicated, straighter line would facilitate fishing 
and navigation. The line was constructed by drawing per
pendiculars from point A, the starting point of the delim
itation designated by the parties, to lines drawn from 
Cape Elizabeth (Massachusetts) to the international- . 
boundary terminus and from the terminus to Cape Sable 
(Nova Scotia). The angle created by the perpendiculars 
was then bisected to indicate the direction of the 
boundary. 

In the area between Cape Cod and Cape Sable, the 
geographic situation becomes one of opposite, rather 
than adjacent, states. A median line is generally consid
ered equitable in the case of opposite shores, but in this 
case, the chamberfound it necessary to adjust the median 
line to take account of the political geography, the rela
tive lengths of the coastline, and islands. A median line 
was drawn parallel to the direction of coasts of Massa
chusetts and Nova Scotia and then adjusted to reflect the 
ratio between the lengths of the "coastal fronts." The 
chamber calculated the length of the U.S. coastal front 
from the elbow of Cape Cod to the international bound
ary to be approximately 284 miles; the length of the Ca
nadian coast, including most of the coastline of the Bay 
of Fundy, was estimated to be 206 miles. The resulting 
ratio of L38 to 1 was then adjusted to give half-effect to 
Seal Island off the cost of Canada. The chamber used the 
corrected ratio of 1.32 to 1 to effect a transverse dis
placement of the median line toward the Nova Scotian 
coast. The intersection of the adjusted median with the 
first line segment formed point B of the boundary. Point 
C was created by the intersection of the adjusted median 
with the closing line of the Gulf of Maine, a line from 
Nantucket to Cape Sable. A perpendicular to the Gulf 
of Maine closing line was chosen as the method for the 
final segment of the delimitation. 

In a final assessment of whether the delimitation was 
"intrinsically equitable," the chamber refused to consider 
either Canada's assertion that existing fishing patterns 
must be maintained or the U.S. claim of antiquity and 
continuity of fishing activities. The chamber seemed to 
question the "clean hands" of parties seeking equitable 
consideration of historic fishing patterns and economic 
dependence on fisheries when the parties had only re
cently ejected foreign fishing fleets from the area "with
out apparent concern for the repercussions" in those 
countries. Because the boundary would have no cata
strophic effect on the livelihood or well-being of the 
populations of the two countries, the chamber found no 
reason to adjust the line further (International Court of 
Justice, 1984). 
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Conclusion 

The governments of both Canada and the United States 
expressed general satisfaction with the results of the 
boundary delimitation. Fishermen have had mixed reac
tions depending on their fishery; although there is no 
longer competitive fishing in the areas of overlapping 
claims, many fishermen on both sides have lost their tra
ditional fishing areas. It would appear that except for re
solving the immediate problem of competitive overfishing 
on Georges Bank, the line in the water does nothing to 
solve the resource management problems in the Gulf of 
Maine/Georges Bank area. Transboundary resources are 
still under unilateral-management regimes, and few mech
anisms exist for considering the transboundary effects of 
resource exploitation. On the other hand, before the 
boundary line was drawn, meaningful negotiations on 
resource management were hampered by constituencies 
who were unwilling to compromise in areas thought 
"belonging to" one or the other of the parties. With a 
clearly delimited line, the parties will now know exactly 
what is being gained or lost in the process of negotiation. 
With these unknowns removed, a new era of negotiation 
and cooperation can begin. 

Reviewed by Lewis M. Alexander, Edward Collins, Jr., 
Hal Mills, amd Ronald D. Tallman 

Note 

1. The convention makes these two 
statements in article 6: (1) "Where the 
same continental shelf is adjacent to 
the territories of two or more States 
whose coasts are opposite each other, 
the boundary of the continental shelf 
appertaining to such States shall be de
termined by agreement between them. 
In the absence of agreement, and un
less another boundary line is justified 
·by special circumstances, the boundary 
is the median line, every point of 
which is equidistant from the nearest 
points of the baselines from which the 
breadth of the territorial sea of each 
State is measured." (2) "Where the 
continental shelf is adjacent to the ter
ritories ~f two adjacent States, the 
boundary of the continental shelfshall 
be determined by agreement between 
them. In the absence of agreement, and 
unless another boundary line is justi
fied by special circumstances, the 
boundary shall be determined by appli
cation of the principle of equidistance 
from the nearest poi~t of the baselines 
from which the breadth of the territo
rial sea of each State is measured." 
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In March 1979, after 2 years of negotiation, the Cana
dian Department of External Affairs and the United 
States Department of State signed a combined boundary 
treaty and fishing agreement for the Gulf of Maine and 
Georges Bank. The boundary treaty would delimit the 
respective jurisdictions of the two countries over certain 
resources of the continental shelf (chapter 45). Under the 
fishing ·agreement, joint management and reciprocal fish
ing rights were to be assured. The agreement provided for 
management authority and standards for the allocation of 
fish stocks. · 

A joint East Coast Fisheries Commission with 14 mem
bers from each country was to manage specified fish 
stocks; all commercially important fish were covered. 
Each stock was to be placed in one of three management 
classes. In class A were Atlantic mackerel, pollock, cusk, 
and northern lobster; these species were to be managed 
by the joint commission because they were harvested by 
both nations. Class B stocks were to be managed by the 
country having the primary interest in them, subject to 
the approval of the other country. The United States 
would manage cod, haddock, and silver, red, and white 
hake, while Canada would manage Atlantic argentine. 
Some species-Atlantic herring, Illex squid, and sea scal
lops-would be managed by both countries, with each 
nation being responsible for a portion of the stock. The 
boundary for scallops was 68°30', with the United States 
managing them to the w~st of that line and Canada to 
the east. Disputes were to be settled by the joint commis
sion, with recourse to arbitration by a third nation if nec
essary. In cases where certain stocks were found wholly 
within the waters of one country or the other, they were 
placed in class C. In such cases, the stock was to be man
aged exclusively by that country and management was 
not subject to review. Canada would manage certain class 
C stocks of cod and haddock; the United States would 
manage Loligo squid; each country would manage a por
tion of redfish and lobster. (Different stocks of some spe
cies may fall in different classifications.) 

Controversy over the agreements was considerable. It 
centered upon catch entitlements and access, the apparent 
permanence and inflexibility of the treaty, and the effects 
upon the new system of management in the United States 
set up under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act-MFCMA (Cameron, 1982). Alloca
tion of catch and access, particularly in the scallop fish
ery,. received much of the attention. U.S. fishermen 
complained of a competitive edge given Canadian fisher
men in the form of subsidies by their government. There 
was worry about the "fit" between management struc
tures provided in the treaty and those established in the 
United States under MFCMA. The authority of the re
gional fishery management councils appeared to be 
threatened if direct Canadian management of fishery 
stocks were permitted in U.S. waters, and it was feared 
that the councils would become subservient to the joint . 
commission. Against this view it could be argued that 
most U.S. members of the joint commission would be re
gional council representatives, who would "have the lead 

in the management of transboundary stocks within the 
framework of the Commission operations" (Cameron, 
1982). 

The fishing and boundary agreements were deposited 
with the U.S. Senate in April1979. Opposition by the 
U.S. fishing industry held up ratification for 2 years. Fi
nally, on 6 March 1981, President Reagan unlinked the 
East (:oast Fisheries Agreement from the boundary ques
tion and withdrew it from the Senate. The boundary case 
was then referred to the International Court of Justice 
(ICJ) for judgment, where it was finally settled in October 
1984 (chapter 45). . . 

Van der Zwaag (1982) offers 10 possible reasons why 
the treaty failed. Among them one can discern the local
ized political influence on fishery management that is 
characteristic of the United States and is reflected in the 
system of regional fishery management councils. There 
were fears in New England that its own council would be 
undermined, and that a new layer of bureaucratic regula
tion would result. Strong lobbying by the New England 
fishing industry transmitted these fears effectively to . 
Washington, and the agreement was scrapped. 

Circumstances in Canada are quite different. There are 
no local management units, and management policies are 
orchestrated from Ottawa through regional directors gen
eral. While local influence on fisheries policy exists in 
Canada, it is less likely to have a determining effect there, 
compared with the United States. Disagreement on alloca
tions of Georges Bank resources was a factor in rejection 
of the treaty, but perhaps more important were differ
ences between the two countries in their principles and 
procedures for fishery management and administration. 
The implications of such basic national differences should 
be understood, since .the migratory nature of certain fish 
makes it all but inevitable that the United States and Can
ada must often work together in northwestern Atlantic 
fisheries matters. 

A principal difficulty in conserving and managing fish
eries stems from the common-property nature of the re
source. With few exceptions, there are no arrangements 
for property tenure in marine fisheries as there are for ag
riculture, forestry, oil and gas, and mineral resources. In 
theory, therefore, individual fishermen lack incentives to 
conserve fish stocks, since there are no assured benefits 
from doing so (Anderson, 1977). In most industries, com
petition drives prices, determining unit costs, profit mar
gin, and market share. Competitive forces are at work in 
the fishing industry also; but here, paradoxically, they 
may reduce efficiency. The social costs of exploiting 
common-property resources become apparent when de
mand rises to a critical point at which each producer's 
activity affects all other producers. To make a profit 
then, each producer must add to his investment, raising 
costs and cutting returns. Competition in an unregulated 
fishery leads to overcapitalization, low prices, resource 
depletion, and conflicts among fishermen. Prudent public 
management is required to minimize social conflict and 
reduce the risk of serious damage to the resource and the 
industry. This implies some form of government regula
tion (Ostrom and Ostrom, 1977). 

Fisheries Administration and 
Management in Canada and the 
United States: Implications for 
Georges Bank 
Timothy M. Hennessey and Michael LeBlanc 

The Canadian government controls all fishing within its 
jurisdiction through the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans. 
The minister has absolute authority to issue permits, li
censes, and regulations; the provinces have no authority 
over harvesting, but some over certain aspects of process
ing and development. -Centralized authority makes the 
Canadian system responsive to rapidly changing resource 
circumstances, but does little to foster bureaucratic ac
countability to the public. There is, however, some mea
sure of political accountability nonetheless, since the 
ministry is a creature of the parliamentary majority. 

In the United States, fisheries management is based on 
a partnership between the Department of Commerce's 
National Marine Fisheries Service and eight regional fish
ery management councils; there are federal and state rep
resentatives on these councils, and members nominated 
by a region's state governors and approved by the secre
tary of commerce. Regional management preferences are 
reflected in plans produced by the councils, which must 
be approved and implemented by the secretary of com
merce. In turn, the secretary, and under him the National 
Marine ·Fisheries Service, are subject to congressional ov
ersight. The entire regulatory process is governed by laws 
and executive orders requiring that the social, economic, 
and environmental impact of proposed actions be consid
ered. The effect is that in the United States, procedural 
accountability is quite rigorous compared with Canada. 
There is a price paid, however; management flexibility is 
low due to a complex, often cumbersome, approval pro
cess (Hennessey, 1983). 

Canadian Fisheries Administration 

In Canada, under The British North American Act 
(BNA), Parliament has exclusive legislative authority over 
"seacoast and inland fisheries." In the late nineteenth 
century, the Fisheries Act gave various powers of fisheries 
administration and management to the governor in coun
cil (the federal cabinet). In section 34 of this act-"the 
legal heart of the Canadian system of fishery administra
tion" Gohnston, 1978)-authority is broadly granted for 
"the proper management and control of the seacoast and 
inland fisheries." The minister of fisheries, at his absolute 
discretion, may issue or cancel fishery licenses, a power 
that allows him to limit entry into fisheries and prescribe 
levels of effort. Through another measure, the Coastal 
Protection Act, the power is given to the governor in 
council, and hence to the minister of fisheries, to regulate 
foreign fishing vessels within any Canadian fishing zone in 
accordance with pertinent laws and tr~aties. Licenses may 
be issued, suspended, or canceled. Further authority de
rives from the Fisheries Development Act, the Fish In
spection Act, and the Fishing and Recreational Harbors 
Act. 

In most questions of fisheries management, the minister 
and subordinates have wide discretionary powers Gohn
ston, 1978). Such powers are characteristic of Canadian 
government generally (Anisman, 1975): "Discretion is fre
quently exercised outside the existing regulations usually 



in the form of policy directives. Moreover, even when 
discretion is exercised in the form of regulation, that reg
ulation frequently has to be interpreted; and the official 
act of interpretation is almost always discretionary in 
character unless there is some legal means of bringing the 
matter to court for general interpretation" Gohnston, 
1978). 

Provincial governments join in some aspects of fisheries 
development, such as processing, shore facilities, vessel 
development, and loan funds. Provisions exist for con
sultative relations among the provinces, the federal gov
ernment, and various sectors of the fishing industry. 
Neverthless, misunderstandings have frequently arisen: 
"Consultation with Canadian fishermen is on an infor
mal, individual level and consists of managers contacting 
union and company leaders when they want their advice 
or cooperation; furthermore, the public interest, like all 
other interests, at every stage of the management process 
in the Canadian system is left to be considered or ignored 
by the Minister of Fisheries and the Environment and all 
those who act in his name" (Snow, 1978). In recent 
years, this situation has been alleviated somewhat. Under 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans a new, more 
structured approach allows industry today to participate 
substantially in the formulation of fishery pla~s. 

The Issue of Concurrent Jurisdiction 
The authority of the minister of fisheries and oceans has 
recently been challenged by some of the provinces seek
ing greater control over fisheries. Newfoundland has 
taken the lead, arguing that "the Province's ability to 
achieve any major development objectives in the fisheries 
sector is constrained by exclusive federal control over the 
resource, particularly the federal control over licensing 
policy. The Government of Newfoundland lias little legis
lative or regulatory authority over the management or de
velopment of the fishery resources. Without such control 
it is impossible to implement meaningful policies to guide 
the development of the fisheries sector or to retain within 
this province the industrial benefits associated with fisher
ies development" (Peckford, 1980). 

Following this line in a presentation to the Federal-Pro
vincial Conference of First Ministers on the Constitution, 
in 1979, the premier of Nova Scotia stated (Buchanan, 
1979), 

Because the fishery is so vital to the provincial economy 
and offers such promise for increased benefits, the or
derly development of the industry is critical to our future. 
It follows that a province should be able to develop this 
vital industry in a· manner that would best achieve its eco
nomic and social goals. The development of its industry 
is very properly a matter of provincial jurisdiction and 
responsibility .... 

However, in the case of the fishery resource, the prov
ince has not been able to develop the fishing industry 
in the manner that would achieve provincial objectives 
and bring the greatest benefits to Nova Scotia. Unlike all 
other natural resources, the fishery is managed by the 
federal authority. Since it is not possible, certainly not 
practical, to realistically pursue fisheries development 
separate from fisheries management, the province cannot 

develop its industry despite the fact that industrial devel
opment is clearly within provincial jurisdiction. 

We are convinced Mr. Chairman, that it is necessary, 
at this time, for Canada to accept concurrency in the 
fisheries as a constitutional fact of life. 

This concept of concurrent jurisdiction, articulated by 
both Nova Scotia and Newfoundland at that time, was 
accepted by the other eight premiers as well (Fairley, 
1980). The view of the Newfoundlanders has been sum
marized by Dunn, McCorquodale, and Pross (1981): 

Fisheries should have concurrent jurisdiction with federal 
paramountcy for some items and provincial paramountcy 
for others. The Federal government should have para
mountcy in the following areas: 

• International negotiations 
• Surveillance 
• International enforcement 
• Basic research 
• Applied research to determine global quotas 
• Quality standards for exports (including inspection for 

that purpose) · 
• Licensing of foreign vessels (based on residual quotas) 

The Province should have paramountcy in the follow
mg areas: 

• Determination of quotas after the federal government has 
determined global quotas 

• Division of quotas 
• Harvesting plans 
• Licensing-local boats and other provinces 

The united stand of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland 
on concurrency did not last; by 1980 Nova Scotia had 
withdrawn its support for the position. It is the general 
view that Nova Scotia feared that its access to northern 
cod stocks could be cut off under a new system of con
current jurisdiction-Newfoundland might reserve these 
stocks to itself. Possibly Nova Scotia did not really want 
the expense of enlarged responsibilities (Copes, 1979). 
Whatever the reasons, Newfoundland still insists on the 
need for concurrent jurisdiction, while Nova Scotia asks 
simply for a greater voice in what would remain a federal 
process. 

Provincial preferences continue to be discussed. Scott 
and Neher (1981), in a report prepared for the Economic 
Council of Canada, argue for a division of labor in fish
ing regulation between stock management and the assign
ment of individual rights or quotas. "While we do not 
recommend provincial control over the latter, it could 
fairly simply be substituted for the institution we 
suggest." 

Already in place under federal administration is a sys
tem of global enterprise allocations by the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans. Perhaps this system could be re
worked to allow for provincial allocations, however diffi
cult it might be to concur on what these should be. The 
federal government might set offshore allocations with 
advice from the provinces; the provinces would make in
shore allocations. In short, there are many possible for
mulas for enlarging provincial participation in governance 
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of the fisheries, but as yet there is no evidence that the 
federal government favors this. 

Management Objectives, Structures, and Procedures 
Canada's Department of Fisheries and Oceans has no 
legislated framework or process for management of the 
fisheries apart from the broad statutory responsibilities as
signed to it. Nevertheless, distinct strategic objectives 
have been articulated (Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, 197 6): 

1. to maintain fishery resources at levels which will gen
erate the maximum continuing economic and social bene
fits, by conducting appropriate research on the factors 
controlling the distribution and abundance of fish species, 
including biological and fishery interactions, and applying 
the results to maintain, restore, and augment their pro
ductivity, and by preserving, through limiting adverse im-

. pacts of alternative uses, and improving the habitat; 

2. to create the conditions necessary for the viable and 
stable commercial fishing sector and improved incomes, 
through regulations of harvest levels and by implementing 
licensing and allocation measures and through research, 
development assistance, and quality programs; 

3. to support both the primary and secondary sectors, 
through international negotiations and identification of 
market opportunities and by implementing quality im
provement measures; 

4. to increase the ability to estimate the production, dis
tribution, and abundance of fish species including the 
study of interactions among ecosystem components; 

5. to take best advantage of recreational fishing oppor
tunities; and 

6. to provide for the rights of Indians and Inuit in their 
subsistence fisheries. 

Canada has endorsed a concept of "optimum utiliza
tion" of fisheries, though the term has not been expressly 
defined. One must "piece together treaties, Law of the 
Sea position papers, policy statements, and public state
ments by senior officials" (Snow, 1978). General state
ments on the Canadian approach to fishery management 
have been offered: "The guiding principle in fishery man
agement no longer would be maximization of the crop 
sustainable over time but the best use of society's re
sources. 'Best use' is defined by the sum of net social 
benefits (personal income, occupational opportunity, con
sumer satisfaction, and so on) derived from the fisheries 
and the industries linked to them" (Government of Can
ada, 1976). Nevertheless, despite this professed emphasis 
on social consequences, it is fair to say that in Canada, a 
biologic measure-total allowable catch-largely governs 
management decisions; nonbiologic criteria are taken up 
quite late in the process if at all. 

Plan Preparation and Process in Canada: Atlantic 
Groundfish 
Development of the Atlantic groundfish plan for 1982 
has been worked out schematically (figure 46.1) to illus
trate the process in Atlantic Canada. The diagram, based 
largely on interviews with government officials, was not 
easy to derive; it should be considered incomplete. 
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Government scientists begin the process with assess
ments of the status of different groundfish species and 
stocks; these assessments are sent to the Groundfish Sub
committee for review. The subcommittee suggests a total 
allowable catch (T A C). This is reviewed at the May meet
ing of the Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Scientific Advisory 
Committee (CAFSAC) and usually accepted. CAFSAC 
documents and recommendations are forwarded to the 
Atlantic Directors General (ADG) Committee, which is 
currently chaired by the assistant deputy minister of the 
Atlantic Fisheries Service. On this committee are directors 
general for Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy, for the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and for Newfoundland; there are 
also two Ottawa representatives, directors general for At
lantic operations and for resource services. CAFSAC's ad
vice is for the most part accepted as given, according to 
our interviews; CAFSAC advisory and research documents 
are publicly available, but few outsiders-scientists or 
others-are in a position to dispute them. 

Recommendations of the ADG Committee are for
warded to the so-called Groundfish Working Group. This 
is an Atlantic-wide committee composed of two members 
from each of the three regions. This committee reports to 
the Atlantic Groundfish Advisory Committee (AGAC). 
The Groundfish Working Group formulates a draft plan, 
generally a modification of the previous year's plan, with 
suggested catch allocations for particular fisheries. Catch 
trends, gear type, and the history of different sectors of 
the groundfishery are given great weight in making alloca
tions; there is usually no economic or marketing analysis 
in the groundfish plan. Draft plans take 2-3 months to 
prepare, and then go back to the ADG Committee for 
acceptance or revision. A senior groundfish advisor to the 
committee then consults with industry, whose suggestions 
are relayed to the working group. Modifications may be 
incorporated in a second draft plan, sent in turn to the 
ADG Committee. This cycle repeats until there is 
agreement. 

The plan is then sent to the minister of fisheries and 
oceans, who may accept it, modify it, or ask for a new 
version; there are usually several exchanges with the ADG 
Committee before a revision is ready to be sent on to the 
Atlantic Groundfish Advisory Committee (AGAC). The 
AGAC is considered to be the "formal" consultative 
forum in the management process. Chaired by the Atlan
tic deputy minister, its 40 members represent federal and 
provincial governments and both the harvesting and pro
cessing sectors of the fishing industry. The minister de
cides which organizations are to be represented; the 
organizations themselves in turn choose their delegates. 
The plan is also then considered by the Federal/Pro
vincial Atlantic Fisheries Committee, from which it is sent 
to the Internal Committee of the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans. There the minister of fisheries and oceans, 
the regional directors general, and the chairman of the 
AGAC make a final review. The minister's approval is 
usually given around mid-December; the new plan be
comes effective on January 1. 

There are many opportunities for interaction that can
not be detailed here: between chairmen of the working 
group and the AGAC; between regional directors general 
and their departmental staff; between fishermen, fishery 
officers, and community service personnel. These inter
actions do not stop once a plan has been put into effect; 
they serve to guide the working group in refining and ad- _ 
justing the plan throughout the year of its operation. 
Neverthless, what should be evident is the final, discre
tionary authority of the minister and his senior staff, and 
the priority given to biologic aspects of the overall man
agement problem. Formal economic or socioeconomic 
analyses are seldom a factor. Scientists-government sci
entists-dominate plan development until its later stages; 
only then do consultations with industry take place 
(Snow, 1978): 

Once the planning process is complete and the regula
tions to implement the management plan have been pub
lished, aggrieved members of the Canadian public and the 
fishing industry must appeal through the political process 
and not the courts. As noted earlier, Canadian fisheries 
legislation and regulations confer extremely broad discre
tionary powers on the minister or the Governor-in-Coun
cil. These powers are generally reviewable only to ensure 
compliance with the terms of the discretionary mandate 
and, in the absence of criteria confining the exercise of 
discretionary power to specified limits, not on substantive 
grounds. Even then, this limited power of review is gener
ally available only at the request of a person showing in
jury, which excludes the general public. 

In short, authority and responsibility in the Canadian 
system- at present- are centralized in the federal execu
tive and addressed primarily to maintenance of the re
source in a condition thought best to serve rather broad, 
national objectives. Despite statements from the federal 
level asserting socioeconomic criteria for management de
cisions, practice suggests that the traditional goals of fish
ery biologists continue to govern. The future of the 
concept of ' 'concurrent jurisdiction" is unclear. Provincial 
support has not been consolidated in favor of it, and fed-

eral support has so far been withheld. Historically, 
though the provinces have had authority over develop
ment and processing, their role in general administration 
of the fisheries has been limited. 

U.S. Fisheries Administration 

The present fishery management system in the United 
States was established under the Magnuson Fishery Con
servation and Management Act of 1976 (MFCMA) and 
subsequent amendments. The federal government func
tions in a partnership with eight regional fishery manage
ment councils, reflecting an American concern for 
decentralized institutions within the federal system. 
MFCMA specifies an institutional structure for fishery 
management within a Fishery Conservation Zone (FCZ). 
The zone's inner boundary is 3 miles off the U.S. coast 
(within which states have jurisdiction); its outer boundary 
is 200 miles offshore. Unlike the Canadian system, in 
which federal jurisdiction extends straight in to the shore, 
the U.S. scheme under MFCMA preserved the basic au
thority of coastal states to regulate inshore fisheries, 
though this can be preempted if a state's law interferes 
with an approved management plan for species fished 
predominantly in the Fishery Conservation Zone. The 
major purposes of the MFCMA are to establish manage
ment jurisdiction for the United States over certain fishery 
resources off its coasts, to promote domestic commercial 
and recreational fishing under a conservation and man
agement regime, and to encourage development of U.S. 
fisheries for domestically underutilized and unutilized 
spectes. 

MFCMA grew out of the unprecedented expansion of 
fishing in the northwestern Atlantic in the 1960s and 
1970s. Fishermen demanded some kind of legislation to 
bring foreign fishing off U.S. coasts under control. 
MFCMA addressed this demand, but also applied a sys
tem of conservation and management to the domestic in
dustry itself. Fishery management was to be based on 
seven national standards (MFCMA, 1976): 

1. Conservation and management measures must prevent 
overfishing but achieve optimum yield for each fishery 

2. Those measures must be based on the best scientific 
information available 

3. To the extent practicable, an individual stock of fish 
should be managed as a unit through its range 

4. Conservation a nd management measures should not 
discriminate between residents of different states 

5. The measures should promote efficiency in the use of 
fishery resources 

6.The measures shall take into account variations among 
fisheries and fisheries resources and catches 

7 . Where practicable, they should minimize costs and 
avoid unnecessary duplication1 

"Optimum yield" (OY), in the first of these standards, is 
a key term in the U.S. approach to management, referring 
to the catch that "will provide the greatest overall benefit 



to the U.S.," with particular reference to food production 
and recreation (MFCMA, 1976). To determine OY, one 
starts with "maximum sustainable yield" (MSY), a stan
dard criterion of fisheries managers, and adjusts it for 
economic, social, and ecologic factors. Both the total al
lowable level of foreign fishing (T ALFF) and the domes
tic catch on Georges Bank are determined by reference to 
"optimum yield." 

Regional Management Councils 
The Department of Commerce (DOC) administers 
MFCMA through the National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS), a part of Commerce's National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration (NOAA). Primary responsibility 
for preparing management plans lies with eight regional 
fishery management councils. States within a region are 
represented, along with the federal government. The New 
England council, which has authority over the fisheries of 
Georges Bank, has representatives from Maine, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecti
cut; there are seventeen voting members. 

Major decisions are taken by vote at formal council 
meetings. Voting members include principal state officials 
with responsibility for marine fishery management, the re
gional director of NMFS, and a number of additional 
members appointed by the secretary of commerce from a 
list submitted by the region's state governors. These 
members are "qualified individuals," with background in 
management, conservation, or recreational and commer
cial fish harvesting. They are twice as many in number as 
the states in a region. Also on the councils are some non
voting members: the regional director of the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, the commander of the Coast Guard 
district, and a representative of the Department of State. 
From its members, the council elects a chairman, vice
chairman, and three others to an executive committee. In 
addition, there is a professional staff. 

There are seven phases of plan development and imple
mentation: (1) preplanning; (2) draft-plan development; 
(3) public review and adoption by the council; (4) review 
by the secretary of commerce; (5) promulgation of regula
tions; (6) implementation; and (7) amendments to the 
fishery management plan. In developing Fishery Manage
ment Plans (FMPs) or amendments to them, a regional 
council reviews .stock assessments prepared by the NMFS, 
requests the data it needs from either NMFS or outside 
consultants, determines OY, estimates domestic harvesting 
and processing capability, and sets the total allowable 
level of foreign fishing. Actual plan development does 
not take place in formal council meetings, although the 
council is assumed to have set its objectives before plan 
preparation begins. Each species or group of species is 
represented by an oversight committee, to which five 
council members are assigned by the chairman. The over
sight committees work with support staff from the coun
cil and the states, industry advisors, and one or two 
members of a scientific and statistical committee. The lat
ter consists of academic scientists and others knowledge
able about fisheries matters. Meetings of oversight 

committees are public; time, place, and agenda are pub
lished in the Federal Register. Plan requirements are out
lined, necessary data are collected from state, federal, or 
other sources, and a draft is prepared by committee staff, 
assisted perhaps by state or federal personnel. Industry 
advisors and members of the council's scientific commit
tee may be involved in the details of plan preparation; in 
any case, they have an opportunity for review at the for
mal meetings of the oversight committee, where draft 
plans are adopted. 

The regional council must approve the plan, which can 
then move on to public hearings. Plans for the New Eng
land region are usually presented at eight to twelve loca
tions within the region itself, and in cases where the plan 
may affect fishermen in the adjacent Middle Atlantic Re
gion, hearings are held there as well. As a result of public 
hearings, the plan may be modified by the oversight com
mittee and council. Acceptance by the entire council is 
the last step before submission to the secretary of com
merce. The fishery management process is further compli
cated by the structure of the councils and their relations 
to the federal government. Under the provisions of the 
act, although management plans are prepared by a coun
cil, the federal government implements them. The Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) supports the 
councils, providing operating funds, data, and technical 
guidance. Determination of OY, the legislated basis for 
regulating the fisheries, requires biologic information on 
each fish stock, together with a variety of economic, so
cial, and ecologic data. Much of this information comes 
from NMFS. But at the same time, it is the job of NMFS 
to advise the secretary of commerce on the soundness of 
particular management plans and to implement and en
force these plans. NMFS is often seen as serving two 
masters, the councils and the secretary of commerce; 
there is a risk perceived of conflict of interest. 

Figure 46.2 and table 46.1 show the U.S. management 
process from beginning to end in all of its complexity. 
Acts, orders, and regulations to which the management 
plans are subject take a great deal of time to satisfy.2 

These measures prescribe review of environmental or eco
nomic impact, for instance, or procedures for public par
ticipation. When first implemented, the process required 
at least 287 days for securing all necessary clearances and 
approvals, though amendments made in 1983 reduce this 
time (Snow, 1978): 

In contrast to the Canadian boardroom method of setting 
the total allowable catch for each stock, the American 
procedure resembles a town hall meeting. Instead of 
being built on closed meetings, ad hoc discussions with 
the domestic fleet, and mandatory discussions with the 
foreign fleet leading to an unsupported T AC, the Ameri
can procedure for establishing the optimum yield is con
structed around · a series of public meetings and hearings 
to receive citizen input, culminating in a detailed fishery 
management plan that is exposed to the rigors of scien
tific, economic, and legal criticism. The development of 
these plans and the accompanying public debate are a 
central feature of the American system and provide a 
striking contrast to the Canadian approach, where the 
only public document is the TAC. 
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Plan 
Be in 
Management 
Plan 

! Sec. 303(c) 

Regulations 
to Make 
"Optimum Yield" 
Occur 

Because there is relatively little administrative discretion 
in the United States compared with Canada, decision
making costs are relatively high. The process can be 
slowed or completely halted at a number of points. This 
is not accidental. The process reflects a determination in 
Congress and the executive that management will be ac
countable-that those affected will be heard. Some 
scholars have suggested that this accountability makes the 
system too inflexible; it cannot react quickly enough 
when fish populations change under fishing pressure or 
environmental influences. Nevertheless, while procedures 
are complex in the United States, regional autonomy is 
far greater than it is in Canada. Management plans and 
amendments are devised in a local context, and the cen
tral determinant of every management plan-optimum 
yield-may be differently defined by each regional 
council. 

Summary and Outlook 

In Canada, authority for the management and administra
tion of fisheries resides solely in the Department of Fish
eries and Oceans, a cabinet-level department that closely 
controls the development of fisheries plans. Biologic con
siderations are paramount; total allowable catch (T A C), a 
measure determined by fisheries scientists, dominates the 
planning process until its late stages. The provinces con
tribute to the process through "consultations," which are 
not binding; the provinces have no legal authority in ma
rine fishery matters. Industry's role is entirely advisory 
and comes late in the course of plan development. Proce
dural flexibility is great, but almost wholly reserved to 
the central government. "Concurrent jurisdiction," the 
concept of a partnership between the provinces and Ot-

Figure 46.2 
Structure of U.S fisheries manage
ment under Public Law 94-285. 
[NOAA ( 1980)] 
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Table 46.1 
Example of implementation of fishery management plan: process and time lines•·b 

Day Act/order/regulation Event 

-120 FACA, NOAA, NEPA Federal Register publishes a notice of an intent to hold a scoping meeting 
for an EIS on a proposed FMP 

-100 

-90 

1 

5 

11 

12 

15 

19 

20 

25 

45 

75 

80 

141 

149 

150 

152 

163 

169 

170 

171 

180 

230 

241 

252 

253 

256 

257 

287 

NEPA 

MA, NEP A, RFA, PRA, 
E.O. 12291, MMPA, ESA 

MA 

MA 

NOAA 

NEPA 

PRA 

NEPA 

NEPA, MA. 

E.O. 12291, RFA, DOC, 
NOAA 

E.O. 12291, RFA, DOC, 
NOAA 

MA 

MA, NEP A, RFA, PRA, ESA, 
MMPA, E.O. 12291 

DOC, E.O. 12291 

NEPA 

NEPA 

E.O. 12291 

MA 

MA 

MA 

RFA 

NEPA 

MA 

DOC, E.O. 12291 

E.O. 12291 

MA, APA, E.O. 12291 

MA, APA, E.O. 12291 

APA 

MA 

a. Based on NMFS testimony before the U.S. Congress, 1981. 

Scoping meeting 

Council and region begin to prepare drafts of FMP, EIS, RIR (assumed 
90 days; could easily be more, maybe 2 years) 

Council meets and adopts FMP 

Secretary receives completed package of FMP, DEIS, DRIR 

DEIS approved by NOAA 

DEIS filed with EPA 

Requests to collect information transmitted to NOAA 

Federal Register publishes the NEP A; notice of availability for the DEIS 

Start of 45-day public review of FMP and DEIS 

Administrator of NOAA approves the DRIR and transmits it to the chief 
economist, DOC 

Chief economist's comments on DRIR 

Council completes final FMP, EIS, RIR (assumes 10 days) 

Start 60-day secretarial review of FMP 

EIS filed with EPA 

Federal Register publishes notice of availabiliry of EIS 

Start of NEPA 30-day cooling-off period 

Start 10-day review of proposed regulations by OMB 

Proposed regulations filed with Federal Register 

Federal Register publishes proposed regulations and notice of approval 
and availability of FMP 

Start of 45-day public review period of FMP and proposed regulations 

Copy of draft RIR transmitted to SBA 

End of NEP A 30-day cooling-off period 

Final regulations completed (assumed 15 days for preparation and 
NOAA clearance) 

End 1 0-day DOC review of final regulations' 

End 10-day OMB review of final regulations' 

Final Iegulations filed with Federal Register 

Federal Register publishes final regulations 

Start of APA 30-day delayed-effectiveness period on final regulations 

Final regulations become effective 

b. Preparation times are minima and include clearance and approval by NMFS. Glossary and abbreviations used: (1) acts, orders, and regulations: APA, 
Administrative Procedure Act; DOC, Department of Commerce Administrative Order 218-7; ESA, Endangered Species Act; E.O. 12291, Executive Or
der 12291, Federal Regulations; FACA, Federal Advisory Committee Act; MA, Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act; MMPA, Marine 
Mammal Protection Act; NEPA, National Environmental Policy Act; NOAA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Rulemaking Directive 
21-34; PRA, Paperwork Reduction Act; RFA, Regulatory Flexibility Act; (2) agencies: Council, A Regional Fishery Management Council; DOC, Depart
ment of Commerce; EPA, Environmental Protection Agency; NMFS, National Marine Fisheries Service; NOAA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration; OMB, Office of Management and Budget; SBA, Small Business Administration; (3) documents: DEIS, Draft Environmental Impact State
ment; DRIR, Draft Regulatory Impact Review (contains the initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis and the Preliminary Regulatory .Analysis); EIS, Envi
ronmental Impact Statement; FMP, Fishery Management Plan or an amendment to a Fishery Management Plan; RIR, Regulatory Impact Review 
(contains the final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis and the Final Regulatory Analysis). · 
c. Assumes regulations are nonmajor under E.O. 12291. 

tawa in marine fisheries management, is supported by 
Newfoundland and to a more limited extent by Nova 
Scotia. The federal government has so far shown no will
ingness to endorse it. 

In the United States, fishery management authority is 
shared between regional fishery management councils and 
the federal government. Plans, which must meet eco
nomic, social, and ecologic tests, are prepared by the 
councils, then approved and implemented by the Depart
ment of Commerce. The entire process is intricate, 
lengthy, and cumbersome, involving many orders, stat
utes, and regulations. There is much bargaining and nego
tiation in behalf of regional and federal interests. There is 
little procedural flexibility, but at the regional level there 
is much practical, substantive discretion. 

These contr:,1sting characteristics are important. What
ever the decision of the ICJ on the boundary dispute be
tween Canada and the United States had been, the need 
for joint management of some fish stocks on Georges 
Bank would have remained. Broad cooperation is now 
demanded, and successful joint management will likely 
involve trade-offs on the analytical basis for management 
(TAC versus OY, for instance) and on the political mech
anisms to be used. For example, what role will the re
gional fishery management councils have in joint 
management with Canada? Right now, there are many 
" disjoint" factors making a cooperative approach 
difficult. 

Existing management traditions and institutions are not 
all that is pertinent to the future course taken by the 
United States and Canada, however. Important changes 
are now underway in each country that can be expected 
to affect success in joint management. In the United 
States, for example, an Exclusive Economic Zone was de
clared by the president in 1983. If a 12-mile territorial 
sea is established through this declaration-this is by no 
means certain yet-the New England states might assume 
control of resources within this zone. The complexity of 
fisheries management would almost certainly increase 
with state management authority. A larger number of 
claimants to a role in the process would make a worka
ble joint forum with the Canadians harder to design. The 
Canadian situation is also in transition. If the concept of 
concurrent jurisdiction should be endorsed, problems of 
intragovernmental relations like those found in the United 
States could arise. One could envision basic disputes be
tween Maine and New Brunswick if the state or prov
ince, as the case may be, had jurisdiction over the 
resource. Like unilateral decisions by the United States, 
each Canadian policy decision is likely to present new 
problems to be solved by an institutional arrangement for 
joint management. 

Recently, the Canadian government issued a report on 
Atlantic fisheries policy (Kirby, 1982). Among its recom
mendations was a license review board with considerable 
power over allocations and licenses and the authority to 
review appeals against Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans decisions in questions of licensing and allocation. 
The powers of such a board , were the Canadians to ere-



ate it, would have to be accounted for in a joint manage
ment regime. It is uncertain how such powers would 
dovetail with the U.S. system. Fortunately, management 
options exist that might help. Van der Zwaag's (1982) 
treatment of the Georges Bank boundary dispute identi
fies "three potential cooperative bridges" between the 
two countries for managing fisheries resources: a new 
treaty purged of political stress points; an executive agree
ment; and an informal, consultative approach. A new 
treaty, for instance, might create an institution for joint 
management, delegating to it authority for making deci
sions. (Structurally, this approach recalls the 1979 East 
Coast Fishery Agreement, which failed to gain U.S. Senate 
ratification.) Two arrangements that seem especially 
promising have been suggested by Van der Zwaag (1982): 
a U.S.-Canadian regional council, or alternatively,a joint 
forum in which the U.S. oversight committees and a Ca
nadian working group might work together. 

The first of these options might well satisfy the United 
States because the regional councils would be repre
sented. Canadians might object to the delegation of their 
federal power to a regional council. The second proposal, 
which addresses the "disjointness" between present man
agement systems, has few evident drawbacks. Separate 
"oversight committee-working group" commissions 
would be created to deal with resource groups: demersal 
fish, herring, scallops, lobsters, and squid, for example. 
Such commissions might be rather easily formed out of 
"institutional matings," since in each country appropriate 
groups are more or less operational now-they would 
need little change. Expertise exists for each resource cate
gory. The groups could be small and hence manageable, 
and Canada could retain federal control by limiting 
working-group membership to federal officials (Van der 
Zwaag, 1982). In short, there are a number of promising, 
alternative courses that might be taken toward joint man
agement; but without some kind of joint management, 
U.S. and Canadian fishermen will continue to contend 
over certain resources, which will very likely suffer in 
consequence. 

Reviewed by Robert L. Edwards, Susan McCorquodale, 
and Alison Rieser 

Notes 

1. These standards were revised in 
1982; this did not change them funda
mentally, but expanded and refined 
them to reflect operational experience 
since 1977. 

2. Within the range of measures affect
ing fisheries management plan approval 
are the National Environmental Policy 
Act (1970); the Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act (1972); the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (1972); the Marine Pro
tection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act 
(1972); the Endangered Species Act 
(1973); the Administrative Procedures 
Act (1976); the Federal Advisory Com
mittee Act (1976); the Freedom of In
formation Act (197 6); Executive Order 
12291 (1981); the Paperwork Reduc
tion Act (1981); and the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (1981). 
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The Georges Bank region (about 53,000 km2
) is inhabited 

by almost 100 species of fish (trawl survey records of the 
Northeast Fisheries Center). Its rate of fish production is 
among the highest in the world (Grosslein, Langton, and 
Sissenwine, 1980; see also chapter 37), a fact reflected in 
the importance of fisheries there, which date from the 
eighteenth century. Brown et al. (1976) estimated a maxi
mum sustainable yield of 900,000 metric tons (mT) of 
fish 1 and squid together for the whole of an area extend
ing from Georges to Cape Hatteras (ICNAF areas 5Z and 
6A-6C, figure 41.7). The multispecies character of the 
fishery may be seen in the composition of landings, 
which, for about 20 species, quite regularly exceeded 
1,500 mT per year (McBride and Brown, 1980). Georges 
Bank (5Ze) represents about one-quarter of this area, but 
productivity measurements indicate that its share of the 
sustainable yield may be nearly half of the total: about 
400,000 mT (Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980; 
Sissenwine, Cohen, and Grosslein, 1984). Landings of fish 
and squid exceeded this quantity during peak fishing years 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. For the entire 1968-
1980 period (the period for which statistics are recorded 
for area 5Ze), they averaged about 360,000 mT. 

The fisheries resources of Georges Bank have changed 
dramatically during the period for which we have com
prehensive records. In the early part of the past 30 years, 
groundfish were the principal target of a moderate fish
ery. Then, as fishing efforts increased, the range of spe
cies fished expanded to include the entire resource base. 
Pelagic and semipelagic fishes were depleted as a result. 
Fishing for these species declined, but pressure was main
tained or increased for certain groundfish having high 
value in U.S. and Canadian markets. Total biomass of 
fish and squid in the Georges Bank/Cape Hatteras area 
fell by more than 50% between 1963 and 1974 (Clark 
and Brown, 1977). Since within this region fishing pres
sure was heaviest on Georges (ICNAF Statistical Bulletins, 
1963-1969), it follows that the decline there was almost 
certainly greater than average. 

This chapter reviews the recent history and current 
status of important fish and invertebrate resources on 
Georges Bank. Stocks are treated individually and, in the 
case of demersal fishes, as elements of species complexes 
that support distinct otter-trawl fisheries. Commercial 
landings and research-survey catches have been used to
gether to define these complexes. Selected information 
for principal species, including parameters that describe 
their potential productivity,. may be found in table 47.2. 

The approach relies heavily on summaries by McBride 
and Brown (1980) of the resource-assessment program of 
the Northeast Fisheries Center (in Woods Hole, Massa
chusetts). Descriptions by Grosslein et al. (1979) of the 
otter-trawl surveys of the Northeast Fisheries Center have 
been a major source of information. Recent catch data 
(since 1954) come primarily from annual statistical bulle
tins of the International Commission for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) and its successor, the North
west Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) (in Dart
mouth, Nova Scotia). Statistics covering earlier years, and 

certain material not f-ound in the ICNAF and NAFO pub
lications, come from Northeast Fisheries Center files. 

The analysis of interactions between the fisheries and 
fisheries resources is, to a great degree, dependent on 
commercial-_fisheries statistics. For Georges Bank during 
the period covered here, these statistics were collected by 
various countries engaged in fishing there and reported to 
ICNAF, which published them annually; NAFO has con
tinued this statistical series. Geographic divisions used in 
reporting data are shown in figure 41.7; they are based 
on the system of the North American Council on Fisher
ies Investigations (1935). Except where noted, catch sta
tistics for Georges Bank are those for ICNAF subdivision 
5Ze. Common and scientific names of fishes conform to 
Robins (1980). 

Synopsis of Species 

Major Groundfish 

Atlantic Cod (Gadus morhua) 
Four major geographic groups of Atlantic cod have been 
recognized in waters off the northeastern United States 
(Wise, 1962); they are found in the Gulf of Maine, on 
Georges Bank, off southern New England, and along the 
New Jersey coast. Serchuk and Wood (1979), reviewing 
available information, stated that cod from Georges Bank 
had strong affinities with cod from southern New Eng
land and the New Jersey coast, but relatively little with 
the Gulf of Maine population. Only minor exchanges be
tween Georges cod and the Scotian Shelf and Browns 
Bank stocks take place across the Northeast Channel 
(McKenzie, 1956; Wise, 1962). Cod spawn widely over 
Georges Bank, concentrating upon the northeastern part 
(Colton and St. Onge, 1974). 

The commercial cod fishery in the Northwest Atlantic 
has a long history. In the latter half of the 1960s, histori
cal levels of effort on Georges Bank were brought to a 
peak by Soviet, Canadian; and Spanish fishermen. Cod 
populations declined in consequence; this was evident in 
U.S. trawl-survey catches (Serchuk, Wood, and Freid, 
1980) and from the observations of catch rate by U.S. 
fishermen. Declines were found not only on Georges 
Bank but southwestward, where winter migrations of 
larger fish support both rec~eational and commercial fish
eries (Serchuk et al., 1977; Serchuk, Wood, and Brown, 
1978; Serchuk, Wood, and Freid, 1980). The multi
national fleet reduced its effort. This relief, combined 
with above average recruitment of cod spawned in 1971 
and 1975, brought about some recovery and increased 
catches (Serchuk, Wood, and Freid, 1980). (Recruitment 
refers to the reproduction and growth of young fish to 
catchable size.) These two year classes supported expan
sion of the U.S. groundfish effort that occurred after 
passage of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Man
agement Act of 1976 (MFCMA); under this law the 
United States unilaterally extended its jurisdiction over 
most fisheries within a 200-mile strip along the U.S. 
coast. 
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Cod stocks have been managed and assessed for statis
tical areas 5Z and 6 combined. In 1980 total reported 
cod landings for this area reached 48,000 mT, their high
est level in 14 years (figures 47.1 and 47.2). By this time 
the 1977 year class predominated, backed up by the 
1978 year class. The 1980 catch was the greatest re
ported since landings were first classified by area in 1932 
(Serchuk, Rak, and Penttila, 1982). The long-term sus
tainable yield for areas 5Z and 6 combined is estimated 
at 35,000 mT (Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

'The rates of fishing mortality that these recent catches 
represent may now be approaching the mid-1960s levels, 
which preceded a stock decrease. Historically, cod abun
dance on Georges Bank has been quite stable; good year 
classes have been relatively frequent, and differences be
tween good and poor years moderate. Were fishing mor
tality to be kept, in the long term, as high as that 
between 1979 and 1981, cod stocks from Georges Bank 
and the area south and west of Georges would probably 
decrease (Serchuk and Wood, 1981; Resource Assessment 
Division, 1982; Serchuk, Rak, and Penttila, 1982). 

Georges Bank cod are important to the U.S. recrea- . · 
tional fishery mainly as a source of winter migrants for 
shore and charter-boat fishermen of southern New Eng
land and Long Island. However, the western parts of the 
bank are visited by charter or party boats from Cape 
Cod, Gloucester, and elsewhere in Massachusetts. 

Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
The Georges Bank haddock stock has long been a main
stay of U.S. and Canadian trawl fishermen. Scientific 
study of this stock began in the early 1930s as the fishery 
expanded and abundance declined. Haddock on Georges 
Bank are considered separate from Browns Bank and Sco
tian Shelf stocks (Grosslein, 1962; Halliday and Mc
Cracken, 1970). Tagging studies indicate little interchange 
between Georges Bank and the Scotian Shelf (Schroeder, 
1942; McCracken, 1960; Grosslein, 1962; Halliday and 
McCracken, 1970). The relation between Georges Bank 
and Gulf of Maine haddock is not as well defined, but 

· there is some evidence of differing trends in the two pop
ulations (Clark and Essig, 1980). The species is not plen
tiful south or west of Georges Bank. Haddock spawn 
primarily on the eastern part of Georges (Colton and St. 
Onge, 197 4 ), which is closed to fishing in the spawning 
season. The Great South Channel area, where significant 
spawning of the Georges Bank stock has occurred in the 
past, is also closed seasonally. These closures were intro
duced in 1970 by ICNAF as conservation measures and 
have continued to be observed since then. 

Between 1930 and 1960 haddock populations on 
Georges were relatively stable, with roughly a sixfold 
maximum range in year-class size. Because at any one 
time during that period the population contained several 
year classes, the effect of year-class variability on stock 
abundance was relatively small; total stock size (age 2 
and older) varied only by a factor of about two. Yields 
averaged 50,000 mT, ranging between 26,000 and 
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Figure 47.1 
Commercial landings (bars) and 
survey index (line) for Atlantic cod 
on Georges Bank. 

Figure 47.2 
Cod (Gadus morhua). (Photograph 
courtesy of National Fisherman] 

Figure 47.3 
Landings and estimated stock bio
mass (line) of haddock on Georges 
Bank. 

Figure 47.4 
Gutted haddock (Melanogrammus 
aeg/efinus). [Photograph by R. 
Brigham, courtesy of the National 
Marine Fisheries Service] 
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62,000 mT (Hennemuth, 1969; Clark, Overholtz, and 
Hennemuth, 1982). 

Then, in the early 1960s, a combination of events ~adi
cally altered the fishery. An exceptionally large year class 
of haddock was spawned in 1963. The fishing fleet of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.) began 
catching them a year later with small-meshed hake and 
herring gear. In 1965 and 1966, when these fish were 2 
and 3 years old, Canadian and U.S. fishermen brought 
additional pressure to bear on them. The outstanding 
1963 year class was followed by four very poor ones, 
even though the spawning stock remained large. Because 
of this and the unprecedented heavy fishing, total harvest
able stock (age 2+, figures 47.3 and 47.4) and spawning 
stock (age 3+) fell quickly. By the early 1970s it was 
about 10% of its typical size before these events took 
place. The small spawning stocks of the years between 
1968 and 1974 repeatedly produced very small year 
classes. Furthermore, the variation was greater than be
fore; the largest year class of the period was 100 times 
the size of the smallest. 

In 1975 one of these small parent stocks produced a 
year class on the scale of earlier days, one 1,100 times as 
large as the smallest of the preceding decade and capable 
of yielding 50,000 mT to the fishery (Hennemuth, Pal
mer, and Brown, 1980). Year classes were poor once 
again in 1976 and 1977; production at the level of the 
good 1975 class was not repeated. The 1978 year class, 

· the first produced by the 197 5 fish, was large. The oc
currence of only one large year class between 1968 and 
1977, when spawning stocks were extremely small, sup
ports the hypothesis that strong year classes are not often 
produced by such minimal stoci<s. 

Protected spawning grounds were established in 1970. 
Stocks had been building gradually under restrictive catch 
limits begun that same year. By 1977 the maturing 1975 
fish began to enter the fishery. Catch limits of 6,000 mT 
had been in force to foster recovery of the spawning 
stock, but fishermen faced with the first good oppor
tunity in years demanded that regulations be altered to 
allow increased catches, and this was done (Clark, 
Overholtz, and Hennemuth, 1982). Georges Bank catches 
(division 5Z), which had averaged less than 5,000 mT be
tween 1967 and 1976, increased to 11,000 mT in 1977 
and almost 28,000 mT in 1980 (figure 47.3). Actual ton
nage for this period will never be known, since catch lim
itations led to discards and underreporting of haddock 
caught. Unfortunately, the improved landings were based 
on only one or two year classes. From 1977 to 1979, 
80% of the total numbers landed came from the 1975 
year class. By 1980 this cohort had been much reduced 
and the 1978 year class had largely taken over, providing 
an estimated 54% of the total number landed. By 1980 
haddock biomass on Georges had recovered to a level in
termediate between the long-term average for 1930-1960 
and the poor years of the middle 1970s, but by 1983 it 
had again decreased considerably. Given today's levels of 
fishing, year classes recruited to the fishery are quickly 
fished out. The stock will decrease quickly if very strong 
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year classes fail to appear at least once every 3 years 
(Clark and Overholtz, 1979; Clark, Mayo, and Faulk, 
1981; Serchuk, Clark, and Brown, 1981; Clark, Mayo, 
and Green, 1982; Clark, Overholtz, and Hennemuth, 
1982; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

Georges Bank haddock are a minor component in the 
recreational fishery, as few move south and inshore in ·the 
winter. Some are caught in the recreational groundfishery, 
mentioned earlier in connection with cod, that extends 
eastward of Cape Cod, sometimes as far as Georges 
Bank. 

Silver Hake (Merluccius bilinearis) 
Silver hake in commercial concentrations range from the 
Scotian Shelf south to the Middle Atlantic region. Studies 
of their general distribution and stock-abundance trends 
(Anderson, Lux, and Almeida, 1980) and growth curves 
(Almeida, 1978; Hunt, 1978) indicate division into the 
following stocks: the Scotian Shelf, Georges Bank, the 
Gulf of Maine, and southern New England/Middle At
lantic; these constituted management units under ICNAF. 
Numerous studies reviewed in Anderson, Lux, and Al
meida (1980) as well as more recent work (Schenk, 1981; 
Almeida, 1982) demonstrate north/south differences in a 
number of stock characteristics. The exact nature of the 
division between silver hake on Georges Bank and those 
in the Gulf of Maine and in southern New England re
mains unclear. 

Silver hake are found on Georges Bank in the summer, 
primarily on Cultivator Shoals, a traditional ground for a 
small part of the U.S. fleet. Spawning on the bank is con
centrated on its southeastern and southern slopes (Saus
kan and Serebryakov, 1968); the spawners apparently 
overwinter in deeper water along the edge of the conti
nental shelf. 

Silver hake biomass on Georges Bank increased about 
sixfold over a decade beginning in the middle 1950s, de
creasing thereafter. This drop coincided with heavy fish
ing by foreign fishing fleets and a succession of small year 
classes. The catch in 1965 had been 240,000 mT, and 
landings well above 60,000 mT continued into the early 
1970s. Although significant recreational fisheries exist in 
the Gulf of Maine and the Middle Atlantic area, none is 
to be found on Georges Bank. 

Commercial catches have fallen sharply since 1977; the 
poorest in the entire 1955-1980 period-1,700 mT
was recorded in 1980 (figure 47.5). This drop resulted in 
part from the restrictions on fishing by other countries 
subsequent to extension of fishing jurisdiction by the 
United States and Canada. Long-term potential landings 
for the Georges Bank stock are estimated at about 
80,000 mT, but at present the entire stock weighs less 
than this. 

From 1963 through 1977 silver hake was a dominant 
species on Georges Bank. Edwards and Bowman (1979) 
proposed that silver hake were the driving force in that 
ecosystem during the 1970s because they then had the 
largest biomass among fish-eating predators. This has not 

been the case since 1979, when they were surpassed in 
biomass by dogfish, based on evidence from the North
east Fisheries Center's annual bottom-trawl survey (An
derson, Lux, and Almeida, 1980; Almeida and Anderson, 
1981a, 1982c; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). In 
the late 19 50s silver hake were also at a lower level of 
abundance, but information on the strength of other pre
dators in that period is not available. 

Red Hake (Urophycis chuss) 
In the Northwest Atlantic, red hake range mainly from 
Georges Bank through the Middle Atlantic region, al
though a small population occurs on the Scotian Shelf 
(Markle, Scott, and Kohler, 1980). Studies of their distri
bution and trends in abundance suggest that Georges 
Bank fish are to some extent separate from those to the 
southwest (Anderson, 1974). Like silver hake, red hake 
from Georges Bank migrate offshore in the cold months 
to deep waters along the outer edge of the continental 
slope. They move back onto the shoals to spawn (Ander
son, 1982b). 

The Georges Bank red hake stock was essentially un
fished until entry of the distant-water fleets in the mid-

. 1960s. Since the United States and Canada extended their 
fishery juridictions to 200 miles, the red hake catch has 
again been almost insignificant; in 1980 it was only 280 
mT, compared with peak catches of more than 50,000 
mT in the mid-1960s (figure 47.6). The long-term sus
tainable catch is estimated at 15,000 mT (Resource As
sessment Division, 1982). 

After the heavy fishing of the mid"1960s, stock bio
mass declined and so, in turn, did landings. Stocks and 
the fishery rebuilt in the early 1970s, but this was fol
lowed by another downturn in stock size lasting until 
1977. Since that time the distant-water fleets greatly re
duced fishing for this species and the stock has begun to 
recover, but it is still far smaller than it was in the 1960s 
(Almeida, Anderson, and Herring, 1979; Almeida and 
Anderson, 1981 b; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

Yellowtail Flounder (Limanda ferruginea) 
Next to haddock, yellowtail flounder is the most exten
sively studied species on Georges Bank (Royce, Buller, 
and Premetz, 1959; Lux, 1969; Brown and Hennemuth, 
1971; Sissenwine, 1977). The Georges Bank stock (those 
fish east of 69° W) is considered separate from stocks on 
the Scotian Shelf and from southern New England, Cape 
Cod, and the Middle Atlantic area. Intermixing of the 
Georges stock with others is greater to the west and 
south than it is on the Nova Scotian side. Growth differ
ences between Scotian Shelf and Georges yellowtail are 
pronounced. Between Georges Bank and southern New 
England fish, such differences are minor, though trends in 
abundance differ, demonstrating some degree of distinct
ness. Yellowtail flounder are widespread on Georges in 
depths between 50 and 100 m. 

The Georges Bank yellowtail flounder fishery devel
oped during the 1960s, a time when the stock was in
creasing. With entry of the distant-water fleets, catches 

east of 69 ° W became extremely large: 20,000 mT (land
ings plus estimated discard) in 1969 and 1970 (Brown 
and Hennemuth, 1971). Despite such catches, stock 
abundance on Georges fell only moderately at first, re
maining at levels that supported a significant fishery for 
sever~! years. (This was not the case for the southern 
New England stock, which collapsed to extremely low 
levels after similar intense fishing.) Eventually, in the mid
dle 1970s, the Georges Bank yellowtail stock itself began 
to decline drastically. Lately there has been some recov
ery, but not to the earlier high levels (figure 47.7). This 
followed the increase in haddock. In the late 1960s the 
pattern was different; at that time yellowtail flounder in
creased when haddock decreased (Sissenwine, Brown, and 
McBride, 1978; McBride and Sissenwine, 1979; Clark, 
O'Brien, and Mayo, 1981; Resource Assessment Division, 
1982), but this inverse relation did not hold up in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. The estimated long-term sus
tainable yield for the Georges Bank yellowtail stock is 
16,000 mT (Brown and Hennemuth, 1971). 

Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) 
Winter flounder are distributed along the coast of New 
England and the Middle Atlantic states and out onto 
Georges Bank (figure 47.8). Like yellowtail flounder, win
ter flounder on Georges Bank choose the shoaler parts · 
(less than 100 m). Tagging of inshore fish has shown lit
tle movement onto Georges Bank (Howe and Coates, 
1975). Spawning takes place on Georges Bank (Lange and 
Lux, 1978). Growth rates of Georges fish are greater than 
rates for inshore fish, so that Georges Bank winter floun
der are large~ at a given age (Howe and Coates, 197 5). A 
review of survey and commercial-catch distributions and 
trends also supports the inference that Georges Bank 
flounder and inshore winter flounder belong to different 
stocks. Abundance of winter flounder appears to have 
decreased somewhat in the early 1970s following the 
most intense period of fishing by the distant-water fleets 
(Lange and Lux, 1978). Since then they have recovered to 
early 1960s levels (Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 
Between 1970 and 1980 annual winter flounder catches 
on Georges ranged from 3,700 to 10,000 mT, averaging 
6,000 mT. Based on these averages, a long-term sustaina
ble yield somewhat greater than 6,000 mT might be 
expected. 

Other Flounders 
Commercial catches of windowpane (Scophthalmus aguo
sus), summer flounder (Paralichthys dentatus), American 
plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), and witch flounder 
(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus) have increased on Georges 
Bank in recent years. Of these four flatfishes, window
panes are the most firmly established as an indigenous 
population; stock abundance trends suggest that they are 
quite separate from southern New England windowpane. 
These are comparatively small and thin-bodied fish, ordi
narily of marginal commercial importance. Nevertheless, 
when yellowtail flounder became extremely scarce in the 
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Figure 47.5 
Landings and estimated stock bio
mass of silver hake on Georges 
Bank. 

Figure 47.6 
Landings and estimated stock bio
mass of red hake on Georges 
Bank. 
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Figure 47.7 
Landings and survey index of yel
lowtail flounder east of 69. W on 
Georges Bank. 

Figure 47.8 
Landings and survey index of win
ter flounder on Georges Bank. 

Figure 47.9 
Landings and survey index of 
American plaice on Georges Bank. 
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late 1970s, larger windowpane were harvested and 
catches reached 1,600 mT. 

Summer flounder is predominantly a southern New 
England/Middle Atlantic species, but there is some move
ment onto Georges Bank in the warm months (Fogarty, 
1981). Catches there averaged 600 mT per year from 
1978 to 1980. 

American plaice on Georges are found mainly in the 
deeper waters. Annual landings increased in the early 
1960s to more than 3,000 mT, remaining at these levels 
for several years. In the mid-1970s they dropped to 
about 1,000 mT (figure 47.9). In 1979-1980 catches in
creased again to approximately 2,500 mT, the amount 
considered sustainable over a long term. Evidence from 
recent survey cruises shows an increase in American 
plaice stocks (Lange and Lux, 1978; Resource Assessment 
Division, 1982). 

Witch flounder live still deeper on Georges Bank than 
do American plaice, few being taken shallower than 30 
m and most between 90 and 275 m. Catches increased 
from about 600 mT annually in the 1961-1964 period to 
3,100 mT in 1971-1972. In 1976 they fell to about 800 
mT and recently have averaged about 900 mT. An an
nual yield of approximately 1,500 mT should be sustain
able on Georges Bank (Lange and Lux, 1978; Resource 
Assessment Division, 1982). Historical catch statistics sug
gest a long-term sustainable yield of about 7,000 mT for 
all flounder stocks combined. 

Other Groundfish 
Several kinds of groundfishes other than those mentioned 
previously are caught in the Georges Bank fisheries. 
These include ocean pout (Macrozoarces americanus), 
cusk (Brosme brosme), Atlantic wolffish (Anarhichas lu
pus), goosefish (Lophius americanus), pollock (Pollachius 
virens), redfish (Sebastes marinus), and white hake (Uro
phycis tenuis). Some, such as goosefish, show little evi
dence of movement; their populations are probably local, 
and therefore the Georges Bank populations may be quite 
separate from others (Wood, 1982). Others, such as pol
lock, white hake, and redfish, have their centers of abun
dance on the Scotian Shelf or in the Gulf of Maine; the 
Georges Bank populations are considered part of more 
extensively distributed stocks. This group of species as a 
whole suffered a decline during the late 1960s and early 
1970s when fishing by the foreign fleet on Georges was 
heavy (Resource Assessment Division, 1982). The average 
yearly catch there was 13,000 mT between 1960 and 
1980. 

Dogfish and Skates 

Dogfish 
In the Northwest Atlantic, spiny dogfish (Squalus acan
thias) are found from Georgia to Newfoundland. They 
winter primarily between North Carolina and southern 
New England and are found on Georges Bank from 
spring to fall. At different times on Georges, spiny dog
fish or silver hake rank first in biomass among predators 
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that feed upon young and adult fishes. Spiny dogfish 
presently have a larger biomass than silver hake. 

Smooth dogfish (Mustelus canis) and spiny dogfish both 
contribute to the commercial fishery, but survey data in
dicate that of the two, spiny dogfish are considerably 
more abundant on Georges Bank. Research surveys made 
from Georges and the Gulf of Maine to Cape Hatteras 
indicated a biomass of 156,000 mT in 1979 and almost 
500,000 mT in 1980. The 1968-1980 average was 
290,000 mT. Nearly 20,000 mT were caught during the 
later years of the distant-water fleet's fishery, half of this 
on Georges Bank (figure 47.10). Dogfish have been more 
abundant in the late 1970s than in other years since 
1964 according to estimates based on Northeast Fisheries 
Center trawl surveys. The U.S. domestic fishery is cur
rently expanding, but this expansion has not yet reached 
Georges Bank. Spiny dogfish should yield about 65,000 
mT annually long-term; about one-third might be ex
pected to come from Georges Bank (Grosslein, 1974; 
Mammack and Musick, 1982; Resource Assessment Divi
sion, 1982). 

Skates 
Skates have always been taken in the trawl fishery and al
most always discarded (except, perhaps, for some kept by 
distant-water vessels). Little skates (Raja erinacea), winter 
skates (R. ocellata), and thorny skates (R. radiata) make 
up most of the catch. Early in the 1970s skate abundance 
declined from 1960s levels, probably due to heavy fish
ing. Stocks have recovered recently, though not to earlier 
levels, and a higher proportion is landed now than for
merly. Northeast Fisheries Center surveys indicate an av
erage biomass of approximately 131,000 mT for the 
1968-1980 period within the region extending from the 
Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank to Cape Hatteras. An 
average yearly harvest of 5,000-10,000 mT might rea
sonably be expected from Georges Bank alone (Waring, 
1980; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

Major Pelagic Fishes 

Atlantic Herring (Clupea harengus) 
Before 1960 Atlantic herring were rarely fished on 
Georges Bank, .but by the 1960s and early 1970s (taking 
total landings as the measure) they had become perhaps 
the single most important fishery resource there. By 1983 
they were virtually nonexistent. 

Historically, herring spawned on the Northern Edge 
and Northeast Peak of Georges Bank and to a lesser ex
tent on Nantucket Shoals. Juveniles were found infre
quently on Georges. The hypothesis has often been put 
forth that Georges Bank herring must recruit from in
shore areas and that, in turn, spawning on the bank con
tributed to maintenance of the inshore juvenile fisheries 
(Sindermann, 1979). In recent years, however, doubt has 
been cast on this hypothesis. Juvenile populations that are 
large by historical standards have appeared along the 
coast of the Gulf of Maine and the Bay of Fundy despite 
the lack of adult spawners on Georges Bank. 

The distant-water fleets began fishing the Georges 
Bank herring stock in 1961, concentrating upon adult 
fish; this contrasts with the traditional coastal fisheries in 
which juvenile "sardine" herring are sought for canning. 
Georges Bank herring move south in the winter to the 
Middle Atlantic area, returning again in late spring and 
summer. The fishing fleets follow the stock. The catch 
from the Georges stock (5Z and 6) peaked at 374,000 
mT in 1968. In 1973 landings were 202,000 mT; over 
the next 3 years they fell to 150,000 mT, 146,000 mT, 
and 44,000 mT. A mere 2,000 mT were caught in 1977 
and 1978 from this stock; since then there has been no 
fishery on Georges Bank for herring (figure 4 7.11 ). 
When, and if, the stock rebuilds to 1960 levels, it should 
sustain a total yield of about 100,000 mT (Anthony and 
Waring, 1980a,b; Anthony, Waring, and Fogarty, 1981; 
Resource Assessment Division, 1982). Historical catch 
distributions suggest that of this quantity, 50,000-75,000 
mT might be caught on Georges Bank and the rest on 
the wintering grounds. 

Mackerel (Scomber scombrus) 
Mackerel pass over Georges Bank in the spring on their 
way north toward the Gulf of St. Lawrence and New
foundland coastal waters from southern New England 
and the Middle Atlantic shelf, passing back in the fall on 
their southward migration. Some fish, however, do not 
make the entire trip but remain on Georges Bank for the 
summer; limited spawning occurs there (Berrien, N oplin, 
and Pennington, 1981; Colton and St. Onge, 1974). 

Mackerel biomass peaked in the early 1970s (figure 
47.12), following recruitment into the fishery of two 
large year classes, those of 1966 and 1967 (figure 47.12). 
Distant-water fleets fished mackerel most heavily from 
1970 to 1976. Landings (figure 47.12) reached almost 
430,000 mT in 1973; about one-third of this, 155,000 
mT, came from Georges Bank. The population has since 
dropped to levels observed in the early 1960s. The his
torical distribution of catch among different ocean areas 
is the basis for thinking that Georges Bank is capable of 
yielding about 52,000 mT of mackerel out of an esti
mated long-term sustainable total of 156,000 mT (Ander
son, 1979, 1981, 1982a; Anderson and Paciorkowski, 
1980; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

Other Pelagic Fishes 
Alewives (Alosa pseudoharengus), blueback herring (A. 
aestivalis), bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), butterfish (Pe
prilus triacanthus), scup (Stenotomus chrysops), and argen
tine (Argentina silus) are among the other pelagic fishes 
entering Georges Bank fisheries. 

In the spring so-called river herring-alewife and blue
back-return to the sea from spawning in rivers between 
Florida and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. (The geographic 
spawning range of alewives is more northerly than that of 
blueback, but there is extensive overlap.) Some fish from 
rivers south of Georges Bank travel north to Georges and 
beyond. Tagged fish from southern rivers have ranged as 
far as the Nova Scotian Shelf (Street, personal communi-
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Figure 47.10 
Nominal catch and survey of spiny 
dogfish from Maine to Cape 
Hatteras. 

Figure 47.11 
Estimated stock size and catch of 
Atlantic herring on Georges Bank. 

Figure 47.12 
Estimated stock biomass and land
ings of Atlantic mackerel from La
brador to Cape Hatteras. 



cation). They are caught on Georges Bank, sometimes 
with Atlantic herring, though as transients they may be 
caught in other fisheries as well. It .is not yet known 
whether they are joined on Georges by river herring from 
tributaries to the Gulf of Maine or in general what the 
potential yield from these two species might be (Haag
man et al., 1973; Johnson et a!., 1979; Resource Assess
ment Division, 1982). 

Bluefish support an intense and valuable recreational 
fishery along the northeast coast (figure 47.13) and in 
some instances well offshore, but there is no fishery for 
them on Georges Bank. Nevertheless, in some years large 
numbers are taken in the course of research trawling 
there. This suggests an important ecologic role for them 
as predators during the summer and fall months when 
they are found on the bank (Wilk, 1977; Anderson, 
1980; Resource Assessment Division, 1982). 

Butterfish and scup are most abundant south of 
Georges, but some are caught there in the summer. His
torical statistics from ICNAF indicate that, combined, 
these species might contribute 3,000-4,000 mT to 
Georges Bank (area 5Ze) yields (Murawski and Waring, 
1979; Waring and Anderson, 1982). 

Argentine occur in deep water adjacent to the North
east Peak of Georges Bank. Their center of abundance is 
in the Northeast Channel. Potential yields for Georges · 
Bank itself would vary from year to year; several thou
sand metric tons could undoubtedly be taken from this 
stock in deep waters off the edge of the bank (Halliday, 
1974). 

Sand Lance (Ammodytes spp.) 
Sand lance do not support a fishery on Georges Bank, al
though in such places as the North Sea extensive indus
trial fisheries are based on them. While these little fish 
are not taken consistently in the Northeast Fisheries Cen
ter's trawl surveys, the catches are sufficient to permit 
monitoring of long-term trends. In recent years surveys of 
fish eggs and larvae on Georges Bank have shown an ex
plosive increase in larval sand lance populations com
pared with levels of the late 1960s and early 1970s 
(figure 47.14; Morse, 1982). 

Silver hake, a predator on sand lance, decreased in this 
period, but this was not true of all such predators. Blue
fish and cod showed increases, making it difficult to at
tribute increases in sand lance simply to a decline in 
fishes that eat them. Mackerel and herring, possible com
petitors with sand lance for food, were decreasing during 
this period. Stocks of young demersal fish rebuilt during 
the late 1970s to levels approaching those that prevailed 
before the distant-water fleets arrived (for example, the 
1975 and 1978 year classes of haddock). For sand lance 
this increased the number of potential competitors in the 
late 1970s compared with the early part of the decade. 

Higher-Trophic-Level Predatory Fish 
Large predatory fish are important as resources in them
selves and in their ecologic role (chapter 32), since they 
alone are capable of eating certain other fish species of 

large size. Big pelagic sharks, especially blue sharks 
(Prionace glauca), are plentiful on Georges Bank, though 
their absolute abundance is unknown. The incidental 
catch of sharks in longline fisheries is not recorded. Blue
fin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) move qver the bank, and 
swordfish (Xiphias gladius) concentrate in the summer 
along the edge of the continental shelf. Historically, the 
southern edge of Georges Bank has been an important 
swordfishing area (Hurley and Iles, 1980). Between 1960 
and 1970 peak landings from Georges Bank (5Ze) of 
large pelagic sharks, bluefin tuna, and swordfish were, re
spectively, 3,200, 660, and 3,700 mT. At present only 
swordfish support a fishery there. Their landings may 
have been underreported, since regulations limiting mer
cury content in marketed swordfish may have led to mar
keting of the fish through unorthodox channels. 

In vertebrates 

Squids 
Both long-finned squid, Loligo pealei, and short-finned 
squid, Illex illecebrosus, are found on Georges Bank. 
They are short-lived-Illex lives about 1 year and Loligo, 
18 months to 2 years-and their abundance in successive 
years may vary widely. Loligo is mainly found south of 
Georges Bank, which is the northern limit for its fishery. 
They move inshore to spawn in shallow waters in late 
spring through summer (Resource Assessment Division, 
1982). Historically, this is where they were sought by the 
traditional U.S. fishery. In the early 1960s there were ap
parently relatively few Loligo, although information on 
them is limited for years before 1969; NEFC trawl survey 
records did not include squid because so few were caught 
(Lange, 1981). In the latter 1960s the population in
creased considerably, and though it continues to fluc
tuate, it has remained reasonably large since 1969 (figure 
47.15). Average landings from Georges Bank between 
1970 and 1976 were 12,000 mT, with a high of 22,000 
mT; total landings for subareas 5 and 6 as a whole in 
this period ranged between 17,000 and 25,000 mT, with 
a high of 38,000 mT. Landings have been much lower 
since 1977, a result of MFCMA and its restrictions on 
distant-water fleets. The estimated long-term sustainable 
catch is about 44,000 mT for the entire resource area. 
Since Georges Bank is at the limit of Loligo's geographic 
range and the fishery there is largely limited to the sum
mer, on the basis of historical catch ratios its contribu
tion to the total catch would be limited to about 10,000 
mT. 

Illex is a more pelagic species than Loligo and migrates 
extensively; it winters off the edge of the continental 
shelf, juveniles moving inshore to shallower waters in the 
summer as far north as Newfoundland (Lange and Sissen
wine, 1980). In the Georges Bank region, Illex move 
from deep waters to the south and west where breeding 
occurs in the winter onto the bank itself as the water 
warms. Illex spawning has not been observed, but distri
butional studies of adults and larvae indicate that it takes 
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Figure 47.13 
Estimated landings and survey in-
dex of bluefish from Cape Hatteras 
through Georges Bank and the Gulf 
of Maine. 

Figure 47.14 
Abundance of sand lance (Ammod-
ytes spp.) larvae compared with bi-
amass of mackerel and herring. 
Sand lance data are from the conti· 
nental shelf between Cape Hat-
teras and the Gulf of Maine; herring 
data are from southern New Eng-
land to western Nova Scotia; mack-
erel data are from Cape Hatteras to 
Labrador. 

Figure 47.15 
Landings and survey index for 
long-finned squid (Loligo) on Cape 
Hatteras, Georges Bank, and the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
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place mainly in late winter and early spring in deeper off
shore waters (Hatanaka, 1982). 

Illex populations in subareas 3-6 increased greatly in 
the 1970s, and landings also rose after 1971 (figure 
47.16). Catches from Georges Bank averaged 5,000 mT 
between 1972 and 1976, compared with earlier levels of 
1,000 mT or less. Most of this catch was by the distant
water fleets. Since curtailment of their fishing under the 
200-mile-limit law, landings from Georges Bank have 
been minimal. Most Illex from the northwest Atlantic are 
taken north of Georges Bank off Canada, where catches 
reached 162,000 mT in 1979 and averaged 103,000 mT 
for the 1978-1980 period (Lange and Sissenwine, 1983). 
Fishing off the United States has been mainly south and 
west of Georges Bank, with some in the ·Gulf of Maine. 
Total landings from subareas 5 and 6 between 1972 and 
1980 ranged from 15,000 to 25,000 mT (Lange, 1981; 
figure 47.16). Long-term potential catch for the area 
south of Nova Scotia has been estimated at 30,000 mT 
(Resource Assessment Division, 1982), to which Georges 
Bank might contribute one-third (Lange and Sissenwine, 
1983). 

Bivalve Mollusks 
In terms of the value of landings, sea scallops (Placopec
ten magellanicus) lead all other species of fish or shellfish 
taken on Georges Bank. They are found on the continen
tal shelf from the Strait of Belle Isle, Newfoundland, to 
Cape Hatteras. On Georges Bank commercial concentra
tions generally occur in depths of 40-100 m. The fishery 
there developed after W odd War II, peaking in the early 
1960s. After a decline the stock rebuilt in the latter half 
of the 1970s. By 1980 extremely heavy fishing brought 
landings down once more (figure 4 7 .17), despite repeated 
production of strong year classes. The fishery now con
centrates on incoming year classes, and harvests fluctuate 
depending on year-class strength. The Northern Edge and 
Northeast Peak, the Southeast Part, and the Great South 
Channel are the main scallop grounds on Georges Bank; 
production in the Great South Channel, compared with 
the other two areas, is lower and more variable. Landings 
from Georges Bank averaged 7,400 mT of meats from 
1951 to 1958; 13,500 mT from 1959 to 1964; 6,000 
mT from 1965 to 1975; and 15,000 mT from 1976 to 

. 1981 (Serchuk et al., 1979; Serchuk, Wood, and Rak, 
1982). 

Historically, there has been no surf clam (Spisula soli
dissima) or ocean quahog (Arctica islandica) fishery on 
Georges Bank, though both species have long been 
known to exist there (Merrill and Ropes, 1969). Explora
tory dredging on Georges by NMFS in the early 1980s 
suggested that harvestable quantities of surf clams might 
occur in some areas, and commercial clammers have 
since located substantial beds near Cultivator Shoal. A 
small but intense fishery with very high catch rates is cur
rently developing. Since other clam beds may well be 
found, a sustained and significant fishery may be in its 
earliest stages. Ocean quahogs also occur on Georges in 
commercial quantities, but in this case it may be years be-

fore the Georges beds are exploited, since large. popula
tions in southern New England and the New York Bight 
are fished very lightly at present. This could change 
quickly if clam processing plants like existing ones in 
New Jersey and Delaware are built in New England. 

Crustaceans 
Both lobsters (Homarus americanus) and red crab (Gery
on quinquedens) are present on Georges Bank, mainly in 
the canyons. Lobsters move into shallow waters to hatch 
their eggs; some from Georges Bank have been found in 
the coastal waters of Cape Cod (Cooper and Uzmann, 
1971, 1980; Uzmann, Cooper, and Pecci, 1977). The 
offshore lobster fishery dates from about 1960; recent 
U.S. landings in comparison with total landings for divi
sion 5Ze areshown in figure 47.18. Reported U.S. lobs
ter landings from Georges Bank for 1979 and 1980 have 
averaged 1,500 mT, but accurate figures are hard to get, 
since the incidental trawl catch of lobsters does not enter 
regular market channels. Offshore from the northeast 
coast of the United States, the estimated potential yield 
from the entire area between Georges Bank and Balti
more Canyon is 3,000 mT; of this, 1,000-2,000 mT 
might come from Georges Bank itself (Burns et al., 1979; 
Burns and Clark, 1980; Resource Assessment Division, 
1982). 

Red crabs (figure 47.19) are found in commercial 
quantities on the edge of Georges Bank in depths from 
100 to 1,500 m, but not many are harvested (Wigley and 
Murray, 1975). Only the males, which grow larger than 
the females, are fished commercially. The pot (trap) fish
ery for red crab began in 1973 (Rathjen, 1977). Landings 
peaked in 1981 at 3,100 mT; 18% of this was from 

. Georges Bank. Between eastern Georges and northern · 
Maryland, the estimated standing crop is 27,000 mT of 
crabs of commercial size (14-cm carapace width; Serchuk, 
197 3 ). Georges Bank itself accounted for 31%. Since that 
estimate was made, the Virginia Institute of Marine Sci
ence has found additional, sparser populations to the 
south in the Norfolk Canyon area. Estimated long-term 
potential catch is 2,700 mT, of which 600-900 mT 
might come from Georges Bank. The catch in 1979 and 
1980 on Georges averaged 434 mT (Serchuk, 1977; Re
source Assessment Division, 1982). 

Biomass of Fish and Squid 

Estimating the total yield to be expected from a mixed
species fishery is difficult. This is due partly to fisheries 
interactions that can occur when more than one species is 
sought; fishing some particular species at a size and rate 
that maximizes its yield can cause other species, those in 
the incidental cai:ch, to be fished less productively. It is 
also due partly to biologic interactions among species; the 
productivity of an assemblage has been observed to be 
less than the summed maximum potentials of each of its 
components (Brown et al., 1976). 

Further problems arise when time series of data on 
which productivity estimates are based are not long 
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Figure 47.16 
Landings and survey index of 
short-finned squid (1//ex) on Cape 
Hatteras to Georges Bank and the 
Gulf of Maine. 

Figure 47.17 
Landings and survey index of sea 
scallops on Georges Bank. 



Figure 47.18 
Landings of American lobsters 
from the Georges Bank region 
(division 5Ze). 

Figure 47.19 
Red crab ( Geryon quinquedens). 
[Photograph courtesy of the Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service] 

Figure 47.20 
Estimated total biomass and land
ings of finfishes plus squid from 
the Gulf of Maine to Cape Hatteras. 
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enough. New fisheries usually develop after recruitment 
of strong year classes; if the history of such a fishery is 
brief, this exceptional abundance will tend to inflate aver
ages and also, as a consequence, estimates of potential 
yield. To counter this tendency, species assemblages that 
include both squid and fish (except for large pelagics and 
menhaden) are sometimes considered as a whole, thereby 
"averaging out" such potential sources of bias (Brown et 
al., 1976; FAO, 1978; Pope, 1979). Studies pertinent to 
our present discussion have addressed the entire resource 
potential of the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, and the 
southern New England/Middle Atlantic region (Brown et 
al., 1976; Clark and Brown, 1977, 1979). Grosslein, 
Langton, and Sissenwine (1980) and Sissenwine, Cohen, 
and Grosslein (1984), using data of Clark and Brown, es
timated productivity of harvestable fish for Georges Bank 
alone, which they concluded was twice as great per unit 
area as productivity elsewhere off the northeast coast of 
the United States. This implies a maximum sustainable 
yearly production of 400,000 mT of fish and squid for 
Georges Bank, including 125,000 mT of groundfish. 

In conformance with a trend found from Nova Scotia 
to Cape Hatteras (subareas 5 and 6), total biomass on 
Georges Bank fell from a high in the early 1960s to very 
low levels in the course of the next 10 years (Clark and 
Brown, 1977; figure 47.20). Then biomass began tore
build. At present, however, many stocks consist mainly of 
just a few year classes; as a result they are less stable than 
formerly, when they contained fish of many different 
ages. Mackerel, though somewhat recovered, remain well 
below their peak of the early 1970s. The Georges herring 
stock is virtually nonexistent at this writing (1984). 
Among semipelagic fishes, silver hake have not nearly re
gained their former abundance. Other fish-eating preda
tors have become more plentiful, however, notably spiny 
dogfish and bluefish. Illex and Loligo squid populations 
increased in the 1970s. So did sand lance to an extent 
not seen before (Sherman et al., 1981; this species was 
not included in the biomass computations mentioned pre
viously). While for most species abundance to some ex
tent reflects the degree of fishing pressure, the low points 
in sand lance populations have not been the consequence 
of removals by fishing. 

Species Assemblages 

The discussion so far of species and stocks has treated 
Georges Bank in its entirety. A number of studies, how
ever, have examined local discontinuities in fish distribu
tion on Georges and attempted to define distinct fisheries 
resource communities there. This problem was first ad
dressed by Rounsefell (1957), who analyzed catch and ef
fort in the U.S. otter-trawl fishery for the 1928-1937 
period. He identified shallow (10-55 m), midwater 
(56-110m), and deepwater (>110m) fisheries. The shal
low zone was the center of abundance for winter and 
yellowtail flounders, the middle zone for haddock and 
scrod cod (0.7-1.1 kg). Concentrated in the deep zone 
were redfish, cusk, witch flounder, pollock, white hake, 
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and American plaice. In contrast, other species showed 
little preference for one depth over another; among these 
were halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus), Atlantic wolf
fish, haddock, and larger cod (>1.1 kg). 

From the mid-1960s the National Marine Fisheries 
Service has been collecting U.S. commercial statistics 
from Georges Bank that are far more detailed than those 
that were available to Rounsefell. Results of regular re
search trawl surveys that include Georges are also avail
able. These surveys have been conducted yearly in the 
fall since 1963 and in the spring since 1968, with supple
mentary winter and summer trips added from time to 
time. Lange et al. (1981), Mayo et al. (1981a,b), Mur
awski et al. (1981, 1983), and Overholtz (1982) have 
used the large body of data resulting from this work to 
define fishery resource communities. 

Assemblages Defined by U.S. Commercial Landings 
More than 95% of the bottom fish landed annually are 
caught in otter trawls. Murawski et al. (1983) classified 
these otter-trawl landings by month and by reported fish
ing area and depth, and using cluster analysis, determined 
characteristic groupings. Landings from 1977 to 1979 
were grouped for analysis according to the following 
depths: 0-55 m, 56-110m; 111-183 m, 184-274 m, 
275-366 m, 367-549 m, and >550 m. Geographic sec
tors used in the analysis are shown in figure 47.21. 

Criteria used in the cluster analysis were chosen so that 
the number of discrete fisheries identified would be mod
erate. The method by itself cannot readily take into ac
count factors that are not easily quantifiable; it served as 
a first step in reducing large quantities of data to manage
able form, permitting preliminary identification of assem
blages on which distinct fisheries are based. The initial, 
purely mathematical clustering was modified in light of 
certain empirical factors drawn from observations of the 
fisheries; these included practical considerations of geog
raphy and seasonality that affect the fisheries. The result 
was a description of nine major operational fisheries for 
the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank/Middle Atlantic region 
and, within these, a number of subdivisions. 

Of the nine major fisheries, four occur entirely or 
partly on Georges Bank. The first of these is along the 
inner edge of Georges Bank where it flanks the Gulf of 
Maine (statistical areas 521, 522, and 523); it is carried 
out in depths greater than 111 m. Major species sought 
are haddock, cod, silver hake, pollock, and redfish. The 
high proportion of redfish basically defines the fishery, 
though this varies from place to place; it is greater where 
the fishery enters deep Gulf of Maine water, and less on · 
the slopes of Georges Bank, where the other four species 
occur more equally in the catch. 

The second fishery is on the Northern Edge of Georges 
(statistical areas 523 and 524). At its shallowest, depths 
for this fishery are somewhat less than 55 m, and at its 
deepest, somewhat greater than 183 m. Primary landings 
are cod and haddock, which in the 1977-1979 period 
made up 7 5% of the catch. Smaller amounts of winter 
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flounder, yellowtail, pollock, and miscellaneous other 
groundfish constitute the rest. 

The third major fishery occurs year-round in the shal
lows of Georges Bank, in southern New England waters 
and in the western Gulf of Maine. The predominant spe
cies landed are cod, yellowtail, winter flounder, and had
dock.2 Murawski et al. (1983) identified five subdivisions 
of this entire fishery, four of them entirely within depths 
less than 183 m. In the remaining subdivision, a deeper 
one, cod and· haddock were the main species caught, with 
lesser amounts of flounder. But this subdivision may be 
an artifact of the reporting system and actually a mix of 
two fisheries; on a single trip vessels might have fished 
for cod in one area and flounder in another, pooling the 
two catches in their statistical records. In the late summer 
and autumn on Georges Bank in depths less than 110 m, 
yellowtail make up 58% of the catch, cod 13%, and win
ter flounder 11%. 

Depending on season and other circumstances, differ
ent components of the fleet may concentrate on yellow
tail flounder, winter flounder, or cod and haddock. 
Though all of these are found where this fishery is car
ried out, they are distributed unevenly in aggregations; 
thus relative proportions in a catch depend on time of 
year and the specific small area being fished. 

Finally, there is a fourth fishery on the southern and 
eastern flanks of Georges Bank, directed principally at 
offshore lobsters, but taking lesser amounts of silver hake 
and redfish as well. It is carried out mainly in the first 
half of the year. Before 1968 groundfish species, such as 
cod and haddock, were major components of this fishery. 
This suggests that it was in effect an extension into 
deeper water of the groundfish effort on Georges Bank 
when these species were abundant (one that, incidentally, 
took a considerable proportion of lobsters). 

During the study period there was no significant use of 
small-meshed trawls by U.S. fishermen on the shallow, 
central part of Georges in the neighborhood of Cultivator 
Shoals. There had been such a U.S. effort earlier, and the 
distant-water fleets continued it into the 1960s and 
1970s. If it were to revive, it might be considered one 
more separate fishery. So would the fall herring fishery, 
were it to recover from its present state of collapse. 
When this was active in the 1960s and 1970s, the dis
tant-water vessels fished concentrations of spawning and 
prespawning herring along the Northern Edge of Georges 
from the Northeast Peak to the Great South Channel. 

Murawski's study based on landings is biased toward 
commercial species and sizes; to address this problem, 
Mayo et al. (1981a,b) estimated discards in the mixed 
trawl fisheries defined by Murawski. These authors classi
fied research-vessel catches by the same areas and seasons 
that Murawski and his colleagues (1983) had used in de
fining major fisheries. 

Catch data from the small-meshed survey trawls were 
adjusted to compensate for mesh-size differences between 
survey and commercial trawls. Because mesh sizes are 
larger in commercial trawls than in survey trawls, the 
minimum size of fish that commercial nets will catch is 

larger. The survey catch was analyzed to determine what 
part of the catch would have been retained in commer
cial nets and then what fraction of this quantity would 
have been marketable. The remainder, after these deduc
tions, was taken as a measure of the discard in the com
mercial fishery. 

In the deepwater fishery on the Gulf of Maine side of 
Georges Bank, the principal discards were spiny dogfish, 
with smaller numbers of thorny skate, red hake, Illex 
squid, small yellowtail flounder, and American plaice. In 
the Northern Edge midwater fishery, spiny dogfish were 
also the main discard, though they did not dominate the 
catch so strongly; other discards were thorny skates, win
ter skates, little skates, Illex squid, and small cod. Total 
discard was found to be considerably less on the North
ern Edge than elsewhere. In the shallow-water fishery, 
which concentrates upon flounder, large numbers of 
spiny dogfish were discarded along with winter skates, lit
tle skates, thorny skates, Illex squid, small yellowtail and 
small winter flounder. Offshore on the southern and east
ern flanks of Georges Bank, spiny dogfish again were the 
main discard, though they predominated less here than 
elsewhere; other species included Illex squid, blackbelly 
rosefish (Helicolenus dactylopterus), windowpane, Loligo 
squid, little skates, and thorny skates. 

In general, the weight of spiny dogfish discards was 
overestimated by the method used in this study, though 
the fact of their dominance remains. Dogfish are often 
found in large schools. Commercial vessels make every 
effort to avoid these, but research vessels following a ran
dom-sampling procedure do not. The discard of small 
flounder in the commercial fishery results from the use of 
a mesh size less than optimal for catching the flounders 
sought in the market. In the aggregate, quantities of mis
cellaneous other species also become significant; research
vessel catches in these areas may take up to 12 species in 
a single trawl in sizes large enough to be caught in com
mercial gear and 50 species with some regularity on an 
entire Georges Bank cruise. Of this miscellany, a small 
number of species are regularly landed commercially. 

Assemblages Defined by Research Surveys 
Overholtz (1982) used cluster analysis of survey data 
taken between 1963 and 1978 to define communities of 
demersal fish resident on Georges Bank and the bounda
ries of their distributions; the approach was similar to the 
one that Murawski applied to commercial data. Over
holtz identified five species assemblages on Georges Bank 
(figure 47.22; see also table 47.1). Four of these assem
blages (Slope and Canyon, Shallow, Gulf of Maine Deep, 
and Northeast Peak) correspond roughly to the three ma
jor fisheries on Georges Bank identified in the analysis by 
Murawski (1983: major fishery 5, offshore trawl fishery 
on the southern and eastern flanks of Georges; major 
fishery 4, shallow areas < 100 fathoms; major fishery 3, 
northern edge of Georges Bank). Overholtz was able to 
distinguish shallow and intermediate-depth areas that 
Murawski did not, probably because the survey catch rec
ords, which record all species, contain more information 
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Table 47.1 
Georges Bank fish species assemblages' 

Slope and Canyon Gulf of Maine Deep 
Silver hake Thorny skate 
White hake American plaice 
Red hake Witch flounder 
Gulfstream flounder White hake 
Offshore hake Silver hake 
Fourspot flounder Cod 
Blackbelly rosefish Haddock 
Goosefish Cusk 

Atlantic wolffish 
Intermediate 
Winter skate Northeast Peak 
Little skate Thorny skate 
Red hake Cod 
Silver hake Haddock 
Cod Pollock 
Haddock White hake 
Sea raven Winter flounder 
Goosefish Ocean pout 
Ocean pout Longhorn sculpin 
Longhorn sculpin 
Yellowtail flounder 

a. Overholtz (1982). 
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Figure 47.21 
Statistical areas (depths in meters) 
for designating fish and shellfish 
catch localities (after Murawski et 
al., 1983). 

Shallow 
Winter skate 
Little skate 
Silver hake 
Cod 
Haddock 
Pollock 
White hake 
Red hake 
Summer flounder 
Yellowtail flounder 
Winter flounder 
Windowpane flounder 
Longhorn sculpin 
Sea raven 
Ocean pout 
Sand lance 
Goosefish 



than the commercial statistics based on fish landed. He 
found ocean pout, goosefish, sea raven (Hemitripterus 
americanus), and cod. regularly in all species assemblages. 
Certain other residents-little skates, winter skates, long
horn sculpin (Myoxocephalus octodecemspinosus), yellow
tail flounder, winter flounder, American plaice, and witch 
flounder-were abundant in only one or two 
assemblages. 

Migrants, such as bluefish, butterfish, mackerel, and 
squids, moved in and out of the various assemblages sea
sonally, largely guided by temperature. Abundance of 
these migrants often varied widely. A number of species, 
including silver hake, red hake, white hake, and haddock, 
moved from one assemblage to another at different life 
stages. Silver hake, for example, were found in the shal
lows as juveniles and in the slope and canyon area when 
large. 

Table 4 7.1 lists the various assemblages mapped in fig
ure 47.21. The slope and canyon assemblage appears to 
move little seasonally. The shallow-water group expands 
its territory in the spring, encroaching on that of the mid
depth group. There is a deepwater Northeast Peak/Gulf 
of Maine assemblage in the spring whose boundary with 
an inner Northeast Peak assemblage closely follows the 
depth contour. In the fall, however, the Gulf of Maine 
and Northeast Peak assemblages are very differently dis
tributed, each spanning a wide range of depths, evidently 
responding to some environmental factors other than 
depth. 

Overholtz (1982) focused on 38 dominant species in 
defining assemblages, using biomass as the measure of 
abundance. He found the assemblages to be stable and 
persistent. Within an assemblage, the biomass of individ
ual species might shift, but not enough to change the 
general character of the assemblage that distinguished it 
from the others. Collective changes in abundance for en
tire assemblages reflected increases and declines in total 
fishing pressure that occurred during the years studied. 

Lange et al. (1981) examined trends in total U.S. catch 
and fishing effort using the fishery units defined by Mu
rawski et al. (1981). They found in the Gulf of Maine/ 
Georges Bank deepwater fishery that effort declined in 
the late 1960s through the early 1970s and began to re
cover in 1977 (the reverse of the pattern in the distant
water fleets). As effort declined, so did the proportion of 
haddock in the catch, but redfish increased. The haddock 
fraction grew again from 1979 to 1981. On the Northern 
Edge, effort declined significantly during the 1960s and 
1970s and then recovered, but only to about 50% of ear
lier values by the late 1970s. The fishery there has shifted 
from haddock to cod since the early 1960s. The mid
depth fishery on Georges Bank declined from 1964 to 
1972; after that catch and effort increased. Fishing in the 
shelf and canyon area continued at a low but steady rate 
throughout the period. 

Conclusion 

Georges Bank supports a number of commercially valua
ble fishery resources. Most· are bottom-dwelling fish and 
shellfish, although semipelagic fish and pelagic fish and 
squid occur seasonally as well. Different ecologic com
munities can be identified upon which distinct fisheries 
are based. The coexistence of species within these com
munities generally results in mixed catches in otter-trawl 
fisheries. 

The productivity of Georges Bank has attracted inten
sive fishing, which peaked in the 1960s when the distant
water fleets arrived. This led sometimes to substantial de
clines in abundance. Nevertheless, changes in species 
composition of the resources have been relatively minor. 
Groundfish stocks are recovering from a depleted state in 
the same relative order observed before the 1960s, 
though the mechanism by which this order is main
tained-interspecific competition perhaps-has yet to be 
explained. The potential long-term annual yields when 
stocks have fully recovered would be expected to be 
400,000 mT. Seventy-five percent of this would be silver 
hake, mackerel, herring, haddock, and cod; approxi
mately 20 other species would make up the remainder. 

Fishing for major demersal species cannot be expanded 
much. However, minor demersals are still underharvested, 
and many caught and discarded at present could be 
landed instead. Semipelagics, such as silver hake and dog
fish, offer good opportunities for fishery expansion; so 
do fully pelagic species, such as mackerel and herring, 
should the latter recover from their present depleted 
state. 

Appendix: Table of Stock Characteristics 

Table 47.2, adapted from McBride and Brown (1980), 
presents selected characteristics of the important Georges 
Bank fisheries resources. 

1. Geographical range and stock structure. A stock, as 
fisheries managers use the term, is similar to a subpopula
tion and sometimes can be defined genetically. More 
often it is defined as a unit of population with character
istic growth and mortality rates and responses to fishing 
pressure, a unit that can be managed as an entity. Since 
the impact of fishing on a stock takes effect rather 
quickly, it will not be dispersed among neighboring 
stocks to any great extent by the limited, random inter
changes that may take place. Sometimes even a few years 
of replenishment from other stocks can help rebuild pop
ulations affected by fishing. However, many stocks are 
quite distinct and localized; once depleted by heavy fish
ing they may remain at low levels for a long time. 

2. Growth. The growth column in table 47.2 lists several 
parameters important in fishery assessments. The K pa
rameter from the von Bertalanffy growth equation (von 
Bertalanffy, 1938) is a measure of growth rate. Loo is the 
maximum length that an average fish would attain if it 
lived indefinitely; it is generally closer to the maximum 
observed in commercial than in survey catches. Maximum 
age indicates how long an individual cohort (a group of 
equal-aged fish) will remain in the ecosystem available to 
the fishery. (This is not the extreme age, but the greatest 
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Table 47.2 
Resource summary table for Georges Bank• 

Geographic range Age range in 
and stock Growth (em) at fished populations Recruitment 

Species structure age (years) (years) (years) Maturity (years) Natural mortality Fishing mortality Abundance MSY(mT) By-catch; distribution 

Cod From Port Burwell, GB: 2-15+ Mean age: 2 50% mature at age 3 M:0.2 F0 .1: 0.15 Rank 2 35,000 Haddock, pollock, yel-
western Greenland, k = 0.120 GB: 1975 year class Ratio: 2.42/ 1 for Spawn chiefly in win- Fm•x: 0.3 (7.5 years) GB cod are at abundant lowtail, other flounders 
to Cape Hatteras: L= = 148.1 . important in 1980 GB 1960-1975 ter, GM/ GB F current: 0.4 population condition and groundfish; demersal; 
(1) GB; (2) GM; Maximum age: 22 catch; 197 8 strong Maximum egg pro- GB stock migrates south-
(3) SNE and MA Maximum length: duction: age 12 west in autumn 

183 

Haddock From western GB: 2-9 + Mean age: 2.6 50% mature at age 2; M:0.2 F0 _1: 0.26 Rank 1 47,000 Cod, yellowtail, other 
Greenland to Cape k = 0.376 In 1980 54% was Ratio: 19/ 1 for almost all mature by Fm,.: 0.55 Re.cent dramatic increase flounders, other ground-
Hatteras: (1) GB; (2) L= = 73.80 catch of 197 8 year 1931-1965; 1,400/ age 3 F MSY: 0.50-0.55 due to 1975, 1978 year fish; demersal 
GM Maximum age: 18 class; historically 1 for 1966-1978; Spawn February-May, Fcurn:m: 0.4 classes; total population 

Maximum length: ages 2-4 dominate 6,500/1 for peak in March-April abundance reaching range 
112 catch; 197 8 year 1931-1978 on GB of 1930-1960 in 1980, 

class strong Maximum egg pro- but overbalanced toward 
duction: age 6 a single year class 

Silver hake From Newfound- GB: 2-12+ Mean age: 2 First spawn at age M: 0.4 F0. 1: 0.65 Rank 3 80,000 Red hake, mackerel, 
land Banks to South k = 0.246 GB: most of catch Ratio: 12.1 / 1 for 2-3 F,,.~n,: 0.12 GB less than p·eak other groundfish; demer-
Carolina: ~ = 50.72 age 3-4 in recent 1955-1978 Spawn F max not calculable abundance sal!pelagic; densest off-
(1) GM; (2) GB; Maximum age: 12•, years June-September, prin- shore; migrates onto 
(3) SNE/MA 6' cipally July, August bank in summer 

Maximum length: on GB and Central 
66 GM, earlier on SNE 

Maximum egg pro-
duction: age 4 

Red hake From the Gulf of St. k = 0.37 2-10+ Mean age: 3 First spawn at M: 0.4 F0 _,: 0.85 Rank 3 15,500 Silver hake, assorted 
Lawrence and L= = 42.6 (not for In nearly all years of Ratio: 2.14/ 1 for age 2 Fn~x not calculable In general, stock appears flounders, groundfish; de-
Grand Bank to total population, but fishery ages 2-3 1968-1978 Spawn in summer on Fcurr~nt: <0.1 in modest condition mersal; during autumn 
North Carolina: for small sample) have dominated South Georges and adults are both inshore/ 
(1) GB; (2) SNE/ Maximum age: 12 catch Nantucket Shoals offshore, but in winter 
MA; (3) GM (small) Maximum length: and early spring they ag-

75 gregate in deeper, off-
shore areas 

Mackerel From Block Island, k = 0.257 2-6+ . Mean age: 3 First spawn at age M: 0.15-0.3 F0 _,: 0.4 Rank 2 Newfoundland, SNE, While pelagic, can be 
Labrador, to Beau- L= = 41.43 1978 is largest year Ratio: 18.2/ 1 for 2-3 (50% mature at Fmox: 1.0-1.6 Increased 30% beginning GB, MA: 224,000 caught with bottom 
fort, North Caro- Maximum age: class to enter fishery 1962-1978 age 2) F CUITenr: < 0.1 1979 from 1977 low, trawls, and at that time 
)ina: (1) considered 18-20 since 1969 but of Spawn in NY Bight, which was 82% below will have both groundfish 
as one stock for Maximum length: average size; other GB, western GM in 1969 peak; increase in and herring as by-catch; 
management on 56 year classes weak spring and early sum- near future dependent on generally inshore, then 
present evidence; (2) mer; peak May-June; 1978 year class northeast migration in 
southern and north- stock also spawns in spring for spawning; tag-
ern spawning stocks the Gulf of St. ging shows extensive 
hypothesized (winter Lawrence movement 
concentrations off Maximum egg pro-
U.S. MA/ South At- duction: age 4 
!antic coast; summer 
GM, GB, the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence 

Yellowtail From south coast of k = 0.335 2-12+ Mean age: 2 First spawn at age M:0.2 F0 _1: 0.3 Rank 1 16,000 Cod, haddock, other 
flounder Labrador to Chesa- Loo = 50.0 Ages 2-3 dominate Ratio: 1.96/ 1 for 2-3 Fm,.: 0.5 Yellowtail abundance is flounders, other ground-

peake Bay: (1) GM; Maximum age: 14+ catches; prior to en- GB 1963- 1975 Spawn spring through F,"~"': > 0.5 estimated at below that fish; demersal; annual 
(2) GB; Maximum length: trance of foreign summer, peak in May of peak periods movement west in winter 
(3) SNE; (4) MA; 55 fleets in latter 1960s Maximum egg pro- and east in summer 
(5) cc ages 2-4 dominated duction: age 7 

catch; 1978 year 
class strongest in re-
cent years 

Winter From Labrador to k = 0.67 2-12+ Mature at age 2-3 M: 0.2-0.3 Rank 3 Not available Cod, haddock, and other 
flounder Georgia: (1) GB; Loo = 57.8 Modal distribution Spawn April through Abundance has increased groundfish; demersal 

(2) SNE; (3) GM; Maximum age: of catch would June on GB in recent years but not to 
(4) local inshore 12+d most likely be in peak levels; recruitment 
populations found Maximum length: first half of this appears to be good 

62d range 

Atlantic From polar ice in k = 0.34 1- 12 Age: 1 for juvenile Mature at age 3-4 For average in rna- F01: 0.3-0.38 Rank 1 100,000 Catches in purse seines 
herring Greenland and Loo = 34.5 The very strong fishery, 3 for adult Spawn September- ture populations Only minimal population and pelagic trawls are rei-

Labrador to Cape Maximum age: 18 1970 year class pro- fishery November on GB and M = 0 .2 has been on GB and no fishing on atively pure; when caught 
Hatteras: (1) GB: (2) Maximum length: vided 73% of catch Ratio: 10.6/ 1 for Nantucket Shoals used GB in spring in bottom trawl 
Nova Scotia; 44 from 1973 to 1976; these stocks Maximum egg pro- fishery, mixed groundfish 
(3) coastal Maine GB stock now al- 1965- 1977 duction: age 5-6 also taken; pelagic; spawn 

most nonexistent on GB in autumn, then 
migrate to NY Bight area 
to overwinter; migrate 
back in spring 
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Geographic range Age range in 
and stock Growth (em) at fished populations Recruitment 

Species structure age (years) (years) (years) Maturity (years) Natural mortality Fishing mortality Abundance MSY(mT) By-catch; distribution 

Bluefish From MA to Rate: fast growing 1-8 Not available Mature at age 2-5 M:0.2 Current levels of catch Rank 4 50,000 Not significantly fished 
Florida Maximum age: 14 Spawn May-June are at about MSY level; Abundance has increased commercially; pelagic; ag-

Maximum length: catches averaged 88,200 since 1960s gregations travel north-
114 mT for 1975-1978 ward in spring and 

summer, southward in 
fall and winter 

Total fish GB only On overall basis the On the average re- For bulk of fishery F0_1 : probably about Rank 2 400,000 
and squid bulk of the yields cruitment probably biomass M = 0.25 0.2-0.4 Biomass declined up to 

are taken of animals occurs at age 2 would be appropri- 59% 1963-1974; since 
of age 2-5 ate average 1975, total biomass ap-

pears to have increased 
significantly 

Scallop Strait of Belle Isle, k = 0.3374 3.5-12; presently 3.5-4 Mature at age 3-4 M: 0.01 F m=: 0.45 at entry age 8 Rank 2 10,000 Flounders, red hake, 
Newfoundland, to L= = 15.2 most of catch at Spawn late summer, F m,.: 0.26 at entry age 4 Scallop increased in goosefish, taken in seal- · 
Cape Hatteras; on younger ages early autumn F0 _1: 0.17 at entry age 4 1970s on Geoges Bank, lop dredges 
Georges Bank found Fcurrem > F max: at current but declined in later 
on Northern Edge age of entry 1970s 
and Northeast Peak, 
South Channel, and 
Southeast Part 

Skates From northern k: 0.312', 0.3521 2-8 (little skate); Little skate partial Little skate mean age M: 0.31 (not known Not known Rank 4 Not available Demersal; little skates 
North Carolina to L=: 98.9', 52.7' catch is dominated recruitment at age 2; 3-4 for others) Minimum biomass esti- move in response to 
southern side of the Maximum age: not by ages 4-8 no available data for All year spawnings mate 1968- changing water tempera-
Gulf of St. Law- known', 81 other species with peak periods all 1978: little skate 88,000 ture: Long Island in 
renee; several spe- Maximum length: - species; peaks for lit- mT, big skate 23,000 mT spring and fall, shelf off 
cies; winter and 107', 531 de skate Chesapeake Bay in winter 
little skates, thorny November-January 
skates important in and June-July 
fisheries; no stock Probably about 30 
studies but GB area eggs per year for most 
of concentration species 

Spiny dogfish From Newfound- Rate: 3.2 em/year As by-catch all age Not available for Mature at age 6', 12b Low because dog- - Not known Rank 4 65,000 Pelagic/ semi demersal; 
land to Georgia; evi- k: 0.107', 0.079b groups are taken (in by-catch age; 12 + Ovoviviparous; young fish have few natu- Population increasing mate and lay pups off-
dence of movement L=: 86', 106b directed fishery only born Novem- ral enemies and shore in winter, begin 
across Fundian Size at birth: 22-30 females 2:: 5 pounds her-January, 2-year abundance remains southward migration in 
Channel; north/ Maximum age: 40 and 2:: 12 years are cycle high despite low re- October, return north in 
south migrations Maximum length: harvested) Average 6.6 pups per productive rate late spring; often caught 

112 female every 2 years and discarded in summer 
bottom trawl fisheries 

Loligo From New Bruns- Rate: 1.0-1.5 em/ 0.5-2; 1-year-olds 0.5 Spawners die after- M: 1.6 (high Not known Rank 2 SNE, GB, MA: 44,000 Intensive by-catch both 
wick to Georgia: month predominate Ratio: 17/1 for wards so that age at mortality after Abundance increased in offshore and inshore mix-
main fishable stock Few found over age 1969-1974 maturity is about spawning) 1970s but decreased tures; butterfish is the 
winters offshore 2 equal to maximum somewhat in 1980s major by-catch; basically 
MA; species south Maximum age: 3 age of individual; pelagic but frequent near-
of North Carolina Maximum length: spawn bottom waters; migrate 
questionable 40 May-September inshore each spring to 

inshore spawn and offshore in 
winter 

Illex From Greenland, Rate: faster growing 0.5-1.5; 1-year-olds 0.5 Same as Loligo M: 1.6 Not known Rank 3 GM, SNE, GB, MA: Some by-catch both off-
Labrador, and New- than Loligo, shorter predominate Ratio: 5.46/1 for Spawn December-July Abundance much higher 30,000 shore and inshore; mix-
foundland to Flor- lived, 2.0 em/month 1968'---1974; proba- in deep-water off- in 1970s than in 1960s Gulf of St. Lawrence and tures of groundfish 
ida; stock structure Few found over age bly minimal due to shore areas (assumed) Grand Bank of New- species taken when fished 
uncertain-some ap- 1 short time series foundland: 120,000 near bottom; pelagic; 
pear to migrate Maximum age: 2 move offshore in autumn 
through GB to sum- Maximum length: into deeper warmer water 
mer off Newfound- 40 
land and some 
summer from GB/ 
GM to MA on shelf 

a. GB = Georges Bank; GM = Gulf of Maine; SNE = Southern New England; MA = Middle Atlantic; CC = Cape Cod. 
b. For females. 
c. For males. 
d. For average of females plus males. 
e. Winter skate. 
f. Little skate. 
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observed with some frequency in trawl surveys and mod
erate fisheries. Fish of the ages listed would rarely survive 
where fishing is heavy.) This maximum age is essentially 
subjective, but it does give an impression of longevity for 
comparative purposes within this table. 

3. Age range in fished populations. The age ranges given 
are characteristic of stocks fished moderately, not on
fished stocks or those very heavily fished. 

4. Recruitment. M ean age signifies age at recruitment to 
commercial fisheries directed at particular species. The 
ranges shown are based on each fishery's recent history. 
The more variable the recruitment, the more variable the 
stock size. Estimates of the range in size of recruiting 
year classes for recent years is also given. 

5. Maturity and spawning. This column lists the age at 
which each species achieves sexual maturity and maxi
mum fecundity, that is, the age at which a cohort would 
maximally contribute to egg production in the absence of 
fishing. 

6. Natural mortality. Natural mortality is one of the most 
diffi~ult l?ara11_1eters to estimate. The values given are ap
proxtmanons m many cases, but they are currently used 
in fishery-assessment models. 

7. Fishing mortality. Two values for mortality due to fish
ing (F) are given where available. The first of these, F , 
is that particular instantaneous rate that extracts the max 

greatest yield from a given cohort or year class (Ricker, 
1975). Frequently fishing at Fmax will reduce a spawning 
stock to a very low level. Hence an alternative, F0.1 (Gul
land and Boerma, 1973),3 has been used in the North At
lantic on the advice of different bodies concerned with 
fisheries there.4 Fo.l> although lower than F max• gives al
most as great a yield; it results in considerably larger 
stock size and catch per unit of effort. Costs are thereby 
lowered and overall profits to the fishermen may increase 
in comparison with fishing at F max· Both fishing mortality 
values are given where estimates are used for present age 
of recruitment to the directed commercial fishery. Cur
rent values of F are given in those cases where the 
Northeast Fisheries Center has recent information. 

8. Abundance. The condition of each stock in 1980 is 
compared with historical levels. A simple index was de
vised by McBride and Brown (1980) to suggest the level 
of confidence placed by the Northeast Fisheries Center 
assessment group on estimates of population trends. An 
index value of 1 shows considerable confidence in a 
trend, values of 2 and 3 proportionately less, and a value 
of 4 indicates that little more is known about a popula
tion's size than that it lies somewhere within the range of 
historically observed values. The level o( confidence in an 
estimate is influenced by the level of variability in a pop
ulation; it is much easier to determine large fluctuations 
in abundance than small ones, provided the variances 
about the values are similar. 

9. Maximum sustainable yield. An estimate of maximum 
sustainable yield (MSY) is a guide to a· stock's long-range 
biologic productivity and is useful for planning purposes. 
MSY is an average estimate for many years; any given 
year's catch may differ from it considerably. 

10. By-catch, habits, and distribution. By-catch species are 
those that are not the main targets on a particular fishing 
trip. They may be caught accidentally and, depending on 
their worth, kept or discarded. In some cases they may 
constitute an ancillary catch, one specifically fished for, 
but making up a relatively small fraction of the totaU 
Seasonal patterns in the geographic distribution of differ-

ent stocks and their depth preferences are briefly de
scribed; these factors closely affect the composition of 
the by-catch, which depends on the extent to which spe
cies occur together in a given place. 
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Notes 

1. This estimate excludes large pelagic 
species, Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia 
tyrannus), and sand lance (Ammodytes 
spp.). 

2. Haddock, especially the older fish, 
were at relatively low abundance levels 
on Georges Bank throughout the pe
riod of this study. Between 1930 and 
1965 they might have surpassed cod in 
both this fishery and the one on the 
Northern Edge. 

3. F0.1 is the rare of fishing mortality, 
for a given method of fishing, at which 
the increase in catch per effort result
ing from a marginal increase in fishing 
mortality is one-tenth the increase in 
catch per effort that would result from 
the same marginal incresase in mortal
ity in a virgin fishery. 

4 . The International Commission for 
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (IC
NAF), the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Sea (ICES), and the 
Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Scientific 
Advisory Committee (CAFSAC); the 
last was established after Canada ex
tended irs fisheries jurisdiction. 

5. This most frequently occurs under 
restrictive regulation. For example, if 
haddock were to be limited to 5,000 
pounds per trip, this amount would 
technically be considered by-catch in a 
trip on which 30,000 pounds of other 
fish were caught. Such would be the 
case even if specific sets had been 
made for haddock. 
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Changes in the abundance of marine fish stocks have 
long been of considerable interest to both fishermen and 
fisheries scientists. A comprehensive view of the chal
lenges facing the emerging field of fisheries biology was 
outlined in the First Annual Report of the Commissioner 
of Fish and Fisheries in 1871 by Spencer Fullerton Baird, 
first U.S. commissioner of fisheries (figure 48.1; see also 
chapter 1). Concerned with declining fish stocks along 
the New England coast during the last century, Baird 
cited a number of possible causal factors, including pre
dation, environmental conditions, availability of prey, mi
gratory patterns, overfishing, and pollution. 

The broad ecologic approach to fisheries research ad
vocated by Baird is no less valid today. Current research 
programs conducted by the Northeast Fisheries Center 
(NEFC) are in fact designed to address many of the ques
tions originally posed by Baird. Research areas with par
ticular emphasis in the Georges Bank region include 
marine ecosystem dynamics and fishery resource assess
ment. Our review will focus primarily on current research 
in these areas. Other NEFC research programs that in
clude the Georges Bank region within a broader geo
graphic context will not be specifically discussed here. 
These include studies of pollution and pathobiology, fish
eries economics, systematics, and aquaculture. 

The rapid increase in fishing intensity on Georges Bank 
with arrival of the distant-water fleets during the mid-
1960s indicated both the unique productivity of this re
gion and the vulnerability of its fisheries resources to 
overexploitation. Landings increased dramatically as pre
viously unharvested species were fished, yet within a dec
ade sharp declines in biomass were evident for many 
commercially important species. 

Increased understanding of the hydrography, plankton 
dynamics, predator/prey interactions, and the impact of 
high levels of fishing pressure now permit an overview of 
the factors controlling the structure of the Georges Bank 
ecosystem. To a large degree, this synthesis is dependent 
not only on detailed biologic data but on development of 
methods for analyzing large data sets. 

In this chapter, we document the effect of fishing in
tensity on elemental population parameters, such as 
growth, mortality, and fecundity. The importance of 
ecologic interactions, specifically predation and competi
tion, and technologic interactions (the simultaneous har
vest of cooccurring species) is explored in detail. The 
complex interactions of environmental and biotic factors 
in establishing year-class strength are also considered. Fi
nally, we indicate some directions for future research. 

Data Base 

Commercial Fishery Statistics 
To evaluate the current status of fisheries resources, con
tinuous information on landings, fishing effort, fishing lo
cality, and such characteristics of the catch as length, age, 
and sex composition is necessary. In particular, age-com
position data are indispensable for determining growth 
and mortality rates used in analytical fishery models. 

Statistical programs for the region that includes 
Georges Bank have been described by Grosslein, Brown, 
and Hennemuth (1979) and Burns, Schultz, and Brown 
(1983). Collection of fishery statistics began in the north
western Atlantic before the turn of the century (Gross
lein, Brown, and Hennemuth, 1979), but the current 
statistical collection program evolved from haddock (Me
lanogrammus aeglefinus) studies dating from the 1930s 
(Rounsefell, 1948). Statistical reporting zones established 
at that time (figure 41.7) were later incorporated in a 
comprehensive data-collection system under the Inter
national Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
(ICNAF). By 1960, all species of commercial interest had 
been included. Catch and fishing effort data were derived 
from sales records, port interviews, and, in some in
stances, logbooks. Agents of the National Marine Fisher
ies Service (NMFS) stationed at major ports collect 
detailed information on fishery operations and certain 
limited economic data. Typical records include days 
fished, fishing depth, number of tows or sets of gear, av
erage duration of tow or set, and estimates of discarded 
catch. Fishing locality is coded by sectors of about 100 
square nautical miles-10 minutes of latitude by 10 min
utes of longitude. Most of the Georges Bank catch is 
landed at New Bedford, Gloucester, and Boston, Massa
chusetts, and Newport, Rhode Island (table 48.1), and 
currently, about 70% of the trips made to Georges Bank 
are covered by port interviews. 

NMFS port agents collect biologic statistics from sam
ples of the fish landed. Information on the length distri
bution of the catch is gathered in this way, along with 
age characteristics, proportion by sex, and maturity. 
There is a priority list of species for sampling at each 
port; sampling for 1981 is summarized in table 48.2. 

Bottom-Trawl Surveys 
A series of standardized bottom-trawl surveys was started 
in the fall of 1963 by the Bureau of Commercial Fisher
ies, now the National Marine Fisheries Service (Grosslein, 
1969a). Between 1963 and 1966 fall surveys extended 
from western Nova Scotia to just north of Hudson Can
yon; towing depths ranged from 15 to 200 fathoms 
(27-365 m). In 1967 coverage was extended southward 
to Cape Hatteras, and in 1968 a series of spring surveys 
was added. In addition, inshore surveys (depth 9-27 m) 
and occasional summer and winter surveys have been 
conducted (Azarovitz, 1981). A stratified random-sam
pling design has been used in all surveys, with stations al
located in proportion to stratum area (figure 30.1). There 
are 300-500 stations iri each offshore survey, approxi
mately 30% of which are allocated to Georges Bank. 

Two standard otter trawls have been used for the sur
veys, the No. 36 and the modified No. 41 Yankee trawls 
(Clark, 1979; Azarovitz, 1981; see also chapter 42). The 
No. 36 trawl was used for spring and fall offshore sur
veys through 1972 and for all subsequent fall and sum
mer surveys. The larger No. 41 trawl was used on spring 
surveys between 1973 and 1981, when reduced abun
dance of several major species required the use of a more 
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Table 48.1 
Percentage of Georges Bank landings by fishing port, 1981 

Number Percentage 
Port Landings(%) of trips interviewed 

Maine 
Portland 2.3 114 7.0 
Rockland 2.0 110 83.6 
Other <1.0 11 0.0 

Massachusetts 
Boston 7~5 627 93.5 
Gloucester 17.7 1,347 66.1 
Chatham 3.8 3,575 0.0 
New Bedford 44.7 3,016 92.6 
Plymouth 1.0 239 <1.0 
Provincetown 3.2 1,245 23.6 
Sandwich 3.5 428 13.1 
Other 3.8 569 14.1 

New Hampshire <1.0 37 0.0 

New Jersey 
Point Pleasant <1.0 11 0.0 
Cape May 1.4 54 31.5 
Other <1.0 39 0.0 

Rhode Island 
Newport 5.7 990 46.9 
Point Judith <1.0 120 49.6 
Other 1.3 180 3.9 

Virginia 
Hampton 1.0 52 53.8 
Other <1.0 18 16.7 

Total 97.9 12,782 

Figure 48.1 
The U.S. Fish Commission station 
in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, the 
first permanent marine research 
station in the United States, 
opened in 1885. The residence, the 
first building to be completed, is on 
the right. The laboratory is just left 
of center. The steamer Albatross, 
namesake of three subsequent 
fisheries research vessels, became 
famous for its worldwide oceano-
graphic investigations. The low 
stone breakwater in the foreground 
enclosed holding pens for fish-
rearing and other experiments. 
[Photograph courtesy of the Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service] 



Table 48.2 
Allocation of commercial catch sampling at principal ports fishing Georges Bank, 1981 

Species 

Haddock 
Cod 
Pollock 
Yellowtail 
Black back 
Grey sole 
Dabs 
Redfish 
Silver hake 
Butterfish 
Loligo 
squid 
Illex squid 
Scallop 

Total 

Number of samples 

Rockland 

4 

2 

3 

9 

Gloucester Boston Provincetown New Bedford Point Judith 

9 

3 

1 

4 
6 

1 

24 

41 16 
55 2 

5 
5 14 

3 1 10 
1 1 

2 
3 

4 
1 

60 

107 7 105 5 

efficient gear. Both trawls are rigged with rollers for use 
on rough bottom and are fitted with a fine-mesh liner to 
retain small fish. The difference in fishing power of the 
two trawls was estimated for a number of species by Sis
senwine and Bowman (1978), and appropriate correction 
factors were determined. 

After each tow, the catch is sorted by species, weighed, 
and measured. Scales, otoliths, or other anatomic struc
tures are taken for age and growth studies, and tissue 
samples for studies of the effects of pollution may also 
be collected. Sexual condition is noted, and for selected 
species ovaries are removed for estimates of fecundity. 

In conjunction with the trawl surveys, investigations of 
food habits have been carried out in three phases. From 
1963 to 1966, stomach contents of fish were examined 
at sea, and prey composition was qualitatively determined 
for 65 species. Between 1969 and 1971, more detailed 
studies of feeding interactions were conducted for 80 
species. Since 1973, similar analyses have been made for 
a more limited list of species. Stomachs were removed 
and returned to the laboratory, where prey items were 
identified and the weight of each taxonomic category 
determined. 

Ichthyoplankton Surveys 
Large-scale annual surveys of fish eggs and larvae began 
in the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank region in 1968 with 
initiation of larval herring (Clupea harengus) surveys. 
From 1968 to 1970, stratified random sampling was car
ried out in conjunction with NEFC bottom-trawl surveys. 
At each station, the water column was sampled by means 
of oblique tows using " bongo" nets, paired nets that are 
widely used in ichthyoplankton studies (Sissenwine, Aza
rovitz, and Suomala, 1983). 

In 1971, under ICNAF, an annual series of larval-her
ring surveys began in which the United States, the Soviet 
Union, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
Poland participated. From 197 5 to its conclusion in 1978 
(when ICNAF was succeeded by the Northwest Atlantic 
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Fisheries Organization-NAFO), the larval-herring work 
concentrated on Georges Bank and Nantucket Shoals. 
Systematic monthly samples were collected from Septem
ber through December (Lough and Bolz, 1979). 

In 197 6, NMFS established the Marine Assessment Re
source Monitoring and Prediction Program (MARMAP; 
see chapter 25). The surveys extended over a much larger 
area, about 250,000 km\ between western Nova Scotia 
and Cape Hatteras, and sampling frequency increased to 
approximately six times a year. Under MARMAP cover
age expanded to include the entire ichthyoplankton 
fauna. MARMAP surveys have been carried out primarily 
by U.S. research vessels, but Poland and the Soviet Union 
have also participated. 

Shellfish Surveys 
Standard sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) surveys 
have been made since 1977 in the Georges Bank/ Middle 
Atlantic region (Serchuk et al., 1979). Between 1960 and 
1968, and again in 1975, surveys were carried out to de
fine geographic distributions and collect basic life-history 
information. 

A commercial scallop dredge is used for sampling. 
Since 1979, the dredge has been lined with fine mesh to 
retain young scallops and comparison tows have been 
made with earlier unlined gear to develop conversion fac
tors. A stratified random-sampling design has been used 
in all surveys since 1977 (Serchuk et al., 1979). At each 
station, the entire scallop catch is weighed, the shells are 
measured, and samples of shell, ovaries, and "meats" are 
collected for aging, maturity, and morphometric studies, 
respectively. Special collections are also made for pollu
tion assessment. 

Vital Statistics 

The dynamics of exploited fish populations can be de
scribed by the balance between gains due to recruitment 
and growth and losses due to various sources of mortal-
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ity. A recruited fish is one old or large enough to be 
vulnerable to the fishery. A simple description of the dy
namics of a single species may be expressed as follows 
(Russell, 19 31 ): 

(1) 

where LlB represents the change in exploitable biomass, R 
the biomass of recruits, and G the weight gained from 
growth; DM is biomass lost " naturally" through, for ex
ample, disease and predation, and DF is harvested bio
mass. At equilibrium, LlB = 0 and surplus production is 
given by DF = R + G- DM. Resource assessment meth
ods are designed to evaluate these components of pro
duction and to determine optimal harvesting strategies. 
Brown (chapter 47) provides a comprehensive summary . 
of vital statistics for many Georges Bank fish and inverte
brate populations. In this section, we discuss aspects of 
growth, mortality, and abundance in representative ex
ploited stocks, with particular emphasis on temporal 
changes. Recruitment is subject to complex interactions 
among many environmental and biotic factors . Due to 
the overriding importance of recruitment to the produc
tivity of fish populations, this topic is treated separately 
later. 

Growth 
In the northwestern Atlantic, NEFC routinely determines 
age composition of marine fish populations by sampling 
catches from research surveys and the commercial fishery. 
For example, in 1980, 45,000 individual fish of 15 spe
cies were aged. Information on growth rates and age 
structure is basic to the assessment of exploited fish pop
ulations, particularly for estimating mortality rates and 
for use in analytical yield models. 

The von Bertalanffy function (Ricker, 1975) is the 
most broadly applied · growth model: 

l, = Loo(1 - e- k<t - tol). (2) 

Here l, represents length at a given time t, Loo is the maxi
mum length reached by fish of a certain species or stock, 
k is a growth coefficient, and t0 is the hypothetical age at 
l = 0. (Chapter 47 provides parameter estimates of the 
von Bertalanffy model for many Georges Bank fish 
stocks, together with a comprehensive summary of vital 
statistics.) Fitted curves for several commercially impor
tant stocks demonstrate the range in maximum size at
tained, the rate of growth, and maximum age (figure 
48.2). Many fish and invertebrate growth patterns can be 
empirically modeled in this way. 

Changes in growth rate can have important conse
quences for the assessment and management of exploited 
populations. Clark, Overholtz, and Hennemuth (1982) 
showed that sharp reductions in stock size during the late 
1960s were accompanied by marked increases in mean 
weight-at-age for Georges Bank haddock (figure 48.3). In
creased growth was presumably due to reduced competi
tion. Maturation may be more closely related to size than 
to age, and increased growth can therefore also result in 
earlier sexual maturation. 
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Figure 48.2 
Von Bertalanffy growth curves for 
Georges Bank cod, haddock, her-
ring, yellowtail flounder, and sea 
scallop. Fork lengths are given for 
cod and haddock, total length for 
herring, and shell height for 
scallops. 

Figure 48.3 
Trends in mean weight-at-age (kg; 
years of age circled) and stock 
size (millions; represented by 
dashed line) for Georges Bank 
haddock. Year classes that exceed 
100 million fish at age 2 are noted 
at top (arrows). 

Figure 48.4 
Relation between standard length 
(mm) and otolith increment for 
Georges Bank herring, with fitted 
Gompertz growth curve. [Lough et 
al. (1982)] 
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Haddock are not unique in their compensatory re
sponse to exploitation. Anthony and Waring (1980) 
found evidence of density-dependent growth for Georges 
Bank herring. From the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, as 
the herring stock became depleted, there was an increase 
of 9% in mean length-at-age. Both reduced age at sexual 
maturity and increased fecundity were observed during 
the period of reduced abundance (V. C. Anthony, 1983 
personal communication). Northwestern Atlantic mack
erel (Scomber scombrus) and Georges Bank silver hake 
(Merluccius bilinearis) have also been examined for 
changes in growth rate as population sizes varied (Gross
lein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980), and though the evi
dence is less clear for these stocks, there is some 
indication of density-dependent growth. 

Growth determinations for fish of exploitable size are 
given close attention because of their application in esti
mating production and yield. Recently there have been 
similar efforts to determine larval growth. Lough et al. 
(1982) described daily growth increments of larval herring 
collected in the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank region (fig
ure 48.4). Bolz and Lough (1 983) have estimated larval 
growth of Georges Bank cod (Gadus morhua) and had
dock. Techniques for determining the age of fish larvae 
are advancing rapidly (for example, daily "growth rings" 
may be detectable in otoliths taken from larvae), so that 
descriptive growth functions can be developed for these 
early life stages, and larval mortality estimated with some 
accuracy. Variations in larval growth rate can directly in
fluence survival by extending or shortening the period 
during which larvae are vulnerable to particular predators. 

Mortality 
In order to assess the effects of fishing on exploited pop
ulations, mortality rates must be reliably estimated. It is 
useful to distinguish between two components of the in
stantaneous rate of total mortality: natural mortality and 
fishing mortality. By convention, natural mortality is con
sidered to include all sources of mortality other than fish
ery-related mortality. Natural and fishing mortality rates 
are additive: 

Z = F + M . (3) 

Here Z, F, and M are, respectively, the instantaneous 
rates of total, fishing, and natural mortality. In this sec
tion, trends in fishing mortality are described for several 
Georges Bank stocks. We also briefly consider difficulties 
in estimating natural mortality rates. 

A simple and useful measure of mortality is based on 
the change in abundance of a cohort. Assume constant 
mortality during some period (usually 1 year): 

N ;,t+ 1 = NJexp( - Z;,)]; (4) 

here N ;, is the abundance of cohort i at time t, Z;, is the 
instantaneous total mortality rate at time t, and the term 
in square brackets is the fraction surviving. Expressed dif
ferently, total mortality is derived from estimates of 
abundance at two different time periods: 

(5) 

An alternative method, suitable for use with a time se
ries of catch-at-age data, couples the simple exponential 
model above with an expression for catch (Baranov, 
1918, 1926-cited in Ricker, 1975): 

(6) 

here Z;, F;, and M are instantaneous total, fishing, and 
natural mortality rates, respectively, and C;, is catch of 
cohort i in year t. This method is called virtual popula
tion analysis (VPA) (Murphy, 1965; Gulland, 1965). VPA 
allows simultaneous estimation of fishing mortality and 
stock size if natural mortality, catch-at-age, and the fish
ing mortality rate in the last year that the cohort is ex
ploited are known. Initial errors in estimates of terminal 
fishing mortality decrease as the calculations progress 
backward from the oldest age class. 

For each cohort, the computations of VPA follow a 
simple pattern. Equation (6) is rearranged to calculate the 
stock size (N;,) for the oldest age class of a cohort in the 
most recent year of fishing. Recall that we know the 
catch of that age class and can therefore estimate N;1 us
ing M and F;,· We then estimate the fishing mortality rate 
for this cohort in the previous year by iteratively solving 

N ;, = Z;,,_1 exp(-Z;,,_1) 

Ci,t - 1 F;,,- 1[1 - exp(- Z;,,- 1)]" 
(7) 

We now calculate the stock size in the previous year by 
application of equation (6) and repeat the procedure for 
successively younger age classes of the cohort. An exam
ple of VPA applied to a hypothetical fish stock will be 
found in Sissenwine (1981). 

Pope (1972) introduced a simplification of this 
method, cohort analysis, which does not require an itera
tive solution. Pope's expression for abundance is 

N;1 = N;,,+1[exp(M)] + C;Jexp(M/2)]. (8) 

Mortality Trends 
For Georges Bank haddock aged 3 years and older, fish
ing mortality rates F determined by VPA increased from 
an average of 0.441 during 1935-1960 to a peak of 0.79 
during 1966 as fishing by the distant-water fleets intensi
fied (Clark, Overholtz, and Hennemuth, 1982). Subse
quently, during the 1970s, haddock recruitment declined; 
effort was directed toward other species, and fishing mor
tality rates fell in consequence. Catch-curve analysis of re
search-vessel survey data confirmed that mortality during 
the middle and late 1960s was exceptionally severe 
(Clark, Overholtz, and Hennemuth, 1982). Total mortal
ity Z for the 1962- 19 64 year classes, which predomi
nated in the exploitable stock during this period, 
averaged 1.12.2 Natural mortality rates are assumed to be 
relatively low for this species (M = 0.2); it follows that 
fishing mortality is a substantial part of the total. 

Similar trends are evident for Georges Bank silver hake 
and cod. Fishing mortality of hake increased from a 
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mean of 0.52 (for fully recruited age classes) during 
1955-1960 to 1.28 in 1965 (Almeida and Anderson, 
1981). These rates declined from 1966 to 1970, but then 
increased once more to a peak of 1.49 in 1977. For cod, 
total mortality rates based on catch-curve analysis of data 
from the NEFC fall trawl surveys were highest between 
1964 and 1967, when Z averaged 0.73. The average de
clined to 0.49 between 1968 and 1972, and recent esti
mates indicate an increase to 0.63 for the 1978-1981 
period (Serchuk, Rak, and Penttila, 1982). 

Marked fluctuations in mortality during the last two 
decades have not been evident for every species. Rates 
for Georges Bank yellowtail flounder (Limanda ferrugi
nea) appear to have remained quite stable. Lux (1969) re
ported an average total mortality of 1.02 between 1960 
and 1965, while Pentilla and Brown obtained a similar 
estimate of 1.00 for 1965-1969. Catch-curve analysis of 
fall survey data (Clark, O'Brien, and Mayo, 1981) indi
cated that total mortality increased to 1.19. 

Despite some exceptions, it is clear that fishing mortal
ity generally increased during the mid-1960s with the ar
rival of distant-water fleets on Georges Bank. High levels 
of fishing mortality appear to have strongly affected 
growth, recruitment, and other population characteristics. 

Natural Mortality 
Many fishery assessment models and methods, particu
larly yield per recruit and VPA, are sensitive to assumed 
natural mortality rates. Although there is a variety of in
dependent methods available for estimating total and 
fishing mortality rates (Ricker, 1975), natural mortality is 
generally more difficult to determine. Sometimes there 
are useful clues to the appropriate level of natural mor
tality. For instance, the natural mortality of slow-gro~ing 

species tends to be low. It is also possible to estimate 
natural mortality rates by subtraction if total and fishing 
mortality rates are known. The natural mortality rates as
sumed for Georges Bank fish populations (chapter 47) are 
typically based on longevity, comparisons with similar 
species whose natural mortalities are known, or estimates 
of total mortalities in unexploited populations. Single-spe
cies assessment models typically assume constant natural 
mortality. Multispecies approaches, however, allow for 
time-dependent changes in natural mortality rates, to re
flect varying levels of predation. 

Abundance 
Changes in abundance of Georges Bank fish populations 
have been monitored by trawl and ichthyoplankton sur
veys, trends in commercial catch per effort, and VP A. 
Between 1964 and 1976, catches from autumn bottom
trawl surveys fell sharply (figure 48.5), coinciding with 
increased fishing mortality during the middle and late 
1960s (Clark and Brown, 1977, 1979). Estimates of pop
ulation size derived for Georges Bank haddock, silver 
hake, herring, and red hake (Urophycis chuss) by VPA 
revealed similar trends (figures 47.3, 47.5, 47.6, and 
47.11). For haddock, biomass estimates from research 
surveys and VPA agree closely (r = 0.97; Clark, Over
holtz, and Hennemuth, 1982). Survey results generally 
follow trends for other species reasonably well, though 
population estimates based on the surveys show relatively 
high coefficients of variation (about 30%; reviewed by 
Sissenwine, 1984). 

Where VP A has not been applied, standardized com
mercial catch per unit effort may provide a useful mea
sure of abundance. For example, the trend in landings of 
Georges Bank yellowtail flounder per day fished generally 
corresponds with the fall survey index (figure 47.7); both 
indices clearly show a decline in this stock. By any mea
sure, profound changes in the structure of Georges Bank 
fish stocks accompanied the intense fishing by the dis
tant-water fleets. 

For species that are not commercially exploited and 
not fully amenable to research by trawling, ichthyoplank
ton abundance may be a valuable indicator of stock size. 
Using ichthyoplankton survey data for the 1974-1980 
period and various assumptions about egg and larval mor
tality, Morse (1982) estimated the spawning stock bio
mass of sand lance (Ammodytes sp.) within the Georges 
Bank/Middle Atlantic region. Sand lance, an important 
forage species, apparently increased fiftyfold between 
1974 and 1978. Interestingly, this increase coincided with 
sharp declines in the biomass of herring and mackerel, 
species that appear to fill a similar role in the trophic 
structure of the Georges Bank system (Sherman et al., 
1981). 

These widespread changes in abundance had important 
ramifications for both the fishing industry and the struc
ture of the ecosystem. Dynamic shifts in abundance 
among species may reflect both intense exploitation and 
interactions among species. 
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Yield 
Production of a cohort is the difference between increase 
in biomass due to growth and losses due to fishing mor
tality and natural mortality. From information on growth 
and natural mortality, levels of fishing mortality and/or 
age-at-first-harvest that maximize yield can be deter
mined. Analytical methods derived by Ricker (1945) and 
Beverton and Holt (1957) are widely applied to such 
problems of yield estimation. The yield from a cohort is 
given by 

Y = {"" F,N,w,dt, J,, (9) 

where t is the age at entry to the fishery and tc the maxi
mum age; F, is fishing mortality, N, is population size, 
and w, is the mean weight at age. The Ricker formulation 
requires no assumptions about the form of the growth 
curve. Recruitment to the fishery is allowed to occur 
gradually over several age classes, and natural mortality 
need not be considered constant. In contrast, the Bever
ton/Holt model assumes a von Bertalanffy growth func
tion, "knife-edge" recruitment (complete recruitment at 
some specific age), constant natural mortality rates, and a 
cubic relation between length and weight (Sissenwine, 
Brown, and Brennan-Hoskins, 1979). Despite the greater 
flexibility of the Ricker method, the computations are 
somewhat laborious, and consequently, its use was quite 
limited until computers became generally available. 

Generalizations of the Beverton/Holt model have been 
described by Jones (1957) and Paulik and Gales (1964). 
Under equilibrium conditions, the yield of a cohort over 
its harvestable life span is equivalent to the yield of all 
cohorts within 1 year. Total yield is dependent on re
cruitment levels; when recruitment is unknown, yield may 
be expressed per unit of recruitment. Unfortunately, the 
rigid equilibrium assumptions of this approach, particu
larly the assumptions of stable age-class structure and 
constant input parameters, limit the usefulness of the 
model for highly dynamic resources. 

There is particular interest in the level of fishing mor
tality at which yield is maximized (F maxl· Brown (chapter 
47) provides estimates for several Georges Bank popula
tions. For haddock, silver hake, cod, and yellowtail 
flounder over the last 20 years, actual levels of fishing 
mortality often exceeded F max· 

Yield per recruit of Georges Bank sea scallops is shown 
as a function of fishing mortality rate and age at first har
vest based on the Beverton/Holt model in figure 48.6. 
Further relations between yield and fishing mortality for 
several Georges Bank fish populations show sharp differ
ences in response to fishing (figure 48.7). The yield curve 
for sea herring is asymptotic with no maximum. In con
trast, the haddock curve is markedly convex, with a well
defined maximum. Asymptotic yield curves are character
istic of fast-growing species (species that often have high 
natural mortality rates). A conservative mortality refer
ence point, particularly appropriate when no well-defined 
F max value exists, is the marginal fishing mortality rate, 
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Figure 48.6 
Georges Bank sea scallop yield per 
recruit (g) as a function of fishing 
mortality rate and age-at-first-har
vest, based on the yield model of 
Beverton and Holt ( 1957). 

Figure 48.7 
Representative yield per recruit 
(kg) as a function of fishing mortal
ity rate for Georges Bank haddock, 
herring, and yellowtail flounder. 
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Fo.~> (chapter 47). In the deliberations of management 
agencies, both F max and F0_1 serve as important reference 
points for setting target levels of fishing mortality. 

An assumption that is implicit in the yield-per-recruit 
approach is that fishing mortality rates do not affect re
cruitment. The relation between fishing intensity and re
cruitment levels is not addressed. Shepherd (1982) 
discusses the coupling of yield-per-recruit and stock-re
cruitment models in order to deal explicitly with recruit
ment overfishing. 

Multispecies Considerations 

Exploitation of traditional fisheries on Georges Bank in
creased markedly with arrival of distant-water fleets in 
the 1960s. In addition, fisheries developed for species 
that had previously been lightly exploited or unexploited. 
Intensifying pressure on these resources made the need 
for international management clear (chapter 41). It be
came apparent, however, that cooccurrence of regulated 
species in trawl catches created difficulties in setting and 
maintaining quota levels. Catch restrictions for a given 
species in a mixed population were difficult to define due 
to incidental catches in directed fisheries for other species 
(Brown, Brennan, and Palmer, 1979). We shall refer to 
this as "technologic interaction." The resulting manage
ment problem, inherent in the mixed nature of the north
western Atlantic fisheries, had been anticipated by 
Rounsefell (1957) and McHugh (1959). 

In addition to the concern over technologic inter
actions, the importance of biologic interactions, particu
larly predation, among fish species on Georges Bank was 
becoming evident (Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 
1980). All of this argued for a broader ecosystem ap
proach, in contrast with the earlier, almost exclusive con
centration on individual species (Murawski et al., 1981; 
Overholtz, 1982; see also chapter 47). 

Biologic Interactions 

Predation 
Food-habits data collected during trawl surveys from 
1963 onward show that consumption of fish by other 
fish species played an important part in the dynamics of 
the Georges Bank ecosystem (Edwards and Bowman, 
1979; Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980; Sissen
wine, 1984). For example, large pelagics, notably sword
fish (Xiphias gladius) and sharks, feed heavily upon fish 
and squid; these large predators are seasonally abundant 
on Georges Bank (Edwards and Bowman, 1979). On the 
basis of studies made between 1969 and 1972, it was 
concluded that fish were especially important in the diets 
of spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias), goosefish (Lophius 
americanus), silver hake, cod, and white hake (Urophycis 
tenuis) (figure 48.8; Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 
1980). Spiny dogfish, goosefish, and Atlantic cod fed 
heavily on clupeoid and scombrid fishes during this 
period (Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980). 

Predation by silver hake has received considerable at
tention (Edwards and Bowman, 1979; Cohen and Gross
lein, 1982; Cohen et al., 1982). They prey heavily on 
other species, and are also known to be cannibalistic 
Uensen and Fritz, 1960; Edwards and Bowman, 1979; 
Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980). Edwards and 
Bowman (1979) inferred that this one species might con
sume a large fraction of each year's total fish production. 
Juveniles comprise most of the prey consumed. Cohen 
and Grosslein (1982) estimated that silver hake consumes 
0.63-2.24% of its body weight daily; consumption of 
fish prey alone ranged from 0.08 to 1.93% of body 
weight. Estimates of mean total biomass (and mean an
nual consumption 1963-1972) are given for each of five 
age groups of silver hake in table 48.3 (Cohen and Gross
lein, 1982). Total yearly consumption averaged about 2 
million metric tons for this period, 73.6% of which was 
fish prey. It appears that silver hake annually consume a 
greater quantity of fish than is produced by the growth of 
exploitable-size fish of all species (Cohen and Grosslein, 
1982). 

Annual average biomass, production, and consumption 
for the principal fish species on Georges Bank have been 
estimated over two time intervals, 1964-1966 and 
1973-1975 (Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine, 1980; 
figure 48.9). Biomass declined by about 42% from the 
earlier to the later period, and consumption levels de
creased accordingly. The decline in biomass has been at
tributed to heavy fishing by distant-water fleets (Clark 
and Brown, 1979). Production also decreased during this 
period by approximately 26%. The smaller decline in 
production was due to the increased abundance of squid, 
which have a high ratio of production to biomass (P : B), 
and a sharp decline in herring, which have a low P : B 
ratio. 
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Figure 48.8 
Composition of the diet(% ) of 16 
Georges Bank fish species, 
1969-1972. [Grosslein et al . 
(1982)] 



Table 48.3 . 
Biomass of silver hake on Georges Bank and their annual prey 
consumption 

Biomass Consumption (tons/year) 

Age (X 103 tons) All prey Fish 

0 3.61 21,201 3,913 
1 70.82 162,075 20,421 
2 120.92 301,006 177,867 
3 86.88 286,352 189,950 
;;;.4 166.13 1,355,257 1,171,516 

Total 2,125,881 1,563,667 

Further support for the importance of predation in the 
Georges Bank fish community, particularly on postlarval 
and juvenile fish, was supplied by Sissenwine, Cohen, and 
Grosslein (1984), based on energy considerations. (De
tailed discussions of energy flow through the Georges 
Bank system will be found in chapters 31 and 37.) Sissen
wine, Cohen, and Grosslein (1984) refined an earlier en
ergy budget for Georges Bank (Cohen et al., 1982) with 
estimates of production, consumption, and biomass for 
prerecruit fish. 

Though few quantitative data are available for young 
fish in their first year, production can be estimated by ex
ponential interpolation between energy content of a co
hort at spawning and at recruitment, since these values 
are relatively reliable. Estimates for preexploited fish are 
bounded by the production of their prey and by their 
own consumption by predators. Demersal fish are the 
principal predators, consuming annually an estimated 
57.2 kcall m2 (figure 48 .1 0). T oral annual production of 
fish (prerecruits and recruits) was only 41.7 kcallm2

, im
plying that predation rates on fish are extremely high. Sis
senwine, Cohen, and Grosslein (1984) estimated that 
silver hake and cod alone may consume much of the 
available fish production. Furthermore, a great part of the 
fish consumed by silver hake are small, presumably post
larvae or juveniles. 

Multispecies Cohort Analysis 
In a preliminary study, Foster (1982) incorporated preda
tion mortality in assessments of several Georges Bank 
fishes, including mackerel, herring, butterfish (Peprilus 
triacanthus), and haddock; the predators considered were 
silver hake and cod. A modified multispecies cohort anal
ysis (Pope, 1979) was used, 

N;, = N i,r+t[exp(M;,)] + [C;, + DJ[exp(M;/2)], (10) 

where N;, is number of fish at age i at the start of year t, 
D;, is the number of fish at age i lost to predation, Cit is 
the catch of fish at age i, and M;, is the basal natural 
mortality rate (natural mortality due to all sources other 
than predation). Foster (1982) concluded that predation 
by silver hake and cod did not significantly increase natu
ral mortality rates relative to values used in single species 
assessments. Pope (1979) came to similar conclusions for 
several North Sea stocks. 

It should be noted that in this model, estimates of 
losses to predation are critically dependent on both the 
estimated annual food ration of predator species and the 
prey preference of each (Pope, 1979). Further, Pope's 
model makes no provision for consumption of prey not 
explicitly included in the model. Finally, accurate esti
mates of such parameters such as feeding preferences and 
basal mortality are difficult to derive. To remedy the first 
of these deficiencies, Helgason and Gislason (1979) pro
vided an alternative method (multispecies VP A), which 
allows specification of total available prey biomass, in
cluding species not directly considered in the model; this 
general approach has been extended by Sparre (1980) and 
Majkowski and Waiwood (1981). 

Competition 
The effects of predation may be inferred from estimates 
of consumption rates, but the effects of competitive 
interactions are more difficult to establish. Overlap in 
diet may reveal potential competitors, but it is usually 
difficult or impossible to determine whether jointly ex
ploited resources are limiting. Grosslein, Langton, and 
Sissenwine (1980) computed the percentage diet similarity 
for pairs of predators as 

s = 100- o.siia- bi; (11) 

S is diet similarity (%); a is the contribution (% by 
weight) of a given prey item to the total diet of one pre- · 
dator; b is the corresponding contribution to the second 
predator's diet. The similarity index ranges from 100% 
for complete overlap to 0% for entirely different diets. 
High levels of diet similarity (>60%) were observed for 6 
species pairs, and intermediate levels (30-60%) for 26 ad
ditional pairs (figure 48.11), suggesting that important 
competitive effects might occur. Dietary overlap for her
ring and mackerel is particularly interesting since inverse 
relations between abundance of these species have .been 
noted (Lett and Kohler, 1976; Winters, 1976; Skud, 
1982). Euphausiids account for much of the overlap, but 
it is not clear whether this prey resource is in fact limit
ing; spatial or temporal partitioning might well reduce 
competitive interactions. 

Langton (1983) further documented size-specific diet 
similarities of northwestern Atlantic fishes. Although rela
tively high levels of diet overlap were observed forcer
tain pairs (for instance, cod and white hake, cod and red 
hake, silver hake and redfish, silver hake and white hake, 
silver hake and pollock), the similarity was often confined 
to restricted size classes of predators. 

Multispecies Surplus Production Models 
Despite evidence that biologic interactions can have im
portant effects on the structure of the Georges Bank sys
tem, it has proved difficult to relate observed changes in 
abundance of one species to observed changes in another. 
Brown et al. (197 6) implicitly considered species inter
actions in an analysis of surplus production of fish and 
squid in the northwestern Atlantic. All species except 
menhaden and large pelagic fish-swordfish, tuna, and 
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Figure 48.9 
Biomass (B) and production (P) to
gether with consumption (C) of fish 
and squid on Georges Bank, 
1964-1966 and 1973-1975, corre
sponding to the beginning and end 
of intensive fishing effort. Key: A, 
squid; B, fish not included in C-E; 
C, cod and haddock; 0 , silver hake; 
E, herring and mackerel. [Gros
slein, Langton, and Sissenwine 
(1980)] 

Figure 48. 1 0 
Static energy budget (kcal) for 
Georges Bank with explicit consid
eration of young fish. Key: TOC, to
tal organic carbon; DOC, dissolved 
organic carbon; POC, particulate 
organic carbon. [Sissenwine, 
Cohen, and Grosslein (1984)] 
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Figure 48. 11 
Similarity(%) between the diets of 
16 species of fish on Georges 
Sank, 1969-1972. The numerical 
percentages given in the lower left 
half of the matrix have been 
grouped into ranges represented 
graphically in the upper right half. 
[Grosslein, Langton, and Sissen
wlne (1980)] 

large sharks-were considered. A Schaefer surplus-pro
duction model (Schaefer, 1954, 1957) was applied to the 
aggregate catch. Surplus-production models are particu
larly suitable when the contributions of growth and re
cruitment cannot be distinguished. (See Sissenwine, 1978, 
for a review of surplus-production models and their limi
tations.) In the absence of fishing, the model assumes that 
the population reaches an equilibrium level at which 
growth and recruitment balance natural mortality. When 
the stock is exploited, abundance decreases, reducing 
density-dependent effects and creating "surplus" biomass . 
that can be harvested without affecting stock. The model 
can be expressed 

1dB 
B dt = a - bB - qf, 

where B denotes population biomass, f is standardized 
fishing effort, q is a proportionality constant between 
fishing mortality and fishing effort, and a and b are 
model coefficients. A new equilibrium exists for each 
level of fishing intensity, 

(12) 

YE = qfB * = (a- bB *)B*, (13) 

where B * is the equilibrium biomass and Y E is the equi
librium yield. It is possible to calculate the maximum 
equilibrium yield, often called the "maximum sustainable 
yield" (MSY), 

MSY = a214b, 

and the optimal level of fishing effort, 

f * = a/2q. 

(14) 

(15) 

For the Schaefer model, which is symmetric, the maxi
mum yield occurs when the population is reduced to ex
actly half the unexploited level. Alternative formulations 
have been proposed (see reviews by Ricker, 197 5, and 
Gulland, 1983). 

Brown et al. (1976) standardized fishing effort to ac
count for differences among nations and gear types, and 
a multiplicative learning function was applied for newly 
developing fisheries. MSY for the total region (ICNAF 
statistical areas 5 and 6; figure 48 .12) was estimated to 
be 900,000 metric tons. In contrast, the sum of MSY 
levels for the individual species or species groups was 
1,352,000 metric tons. Interspecific interactions, particu
larly between herring and mackerel, may account for 
some of the discrepancy between the collective estimate 
of MSY and the sum of estimates for individual species. 
However, individual species estimates were derived by 
several different methods, and the observed discrepancy 
could also be due to this fact. Nevertheless, this analysis 
provided the impetus for further consideration of multi
species interactions as a factor in the assessment and 
management of mixed stocks. 

Sissenwine et al. (1982) explicitly considered interspe
cific interactions using an extension of the Schaefer 
model: 

. 1dB C; 
B dt = a; - b;B; - q;B ± C;;B;· 

I I 

(16) 

The subscript i denotes species, B; is an index of popula
tion biomass, C; is the catch rate, q; is a proportionality 
constant, a; and b; are model coefficients, and C;; is the ef
fect of species j on species i. The term C;; is positive when 
species j is a prey of species i and negative when species j 
is a predator or competitor of species i. 

A total of 29 biomass measures were available for 
analysis within the Georges Bank region, the southern 
New England/Middle Atlantic region, or a combination 
of these areas. These measures were derived from trawl
survey data or VP A. Interactions were examined for all 
cooccurring pairs of species. 

Significant interaction terms were observed in about 
4% of the cases tested (26 of 724 pairings), no more than 
would be expected by chance at the probability level 
used for testing these results (p = 0.05). Similar results 
were obtained when time-delay terms were added for 
198 pairs of species, including known predator/ prey 
combinations. Sissenwine et al. (1982) indicated that 
measurement error and collinearity among independent 
variables may have obscured significant interactions. Wide 
variability in abundance, due primarily to recruitment 
fluctuations and the relatively short time series available, 
also undoubtedly contributed to this result. Alternatively, 
the model used may have been inadequate to account for 
the dynamics of these stocks (Sissenwine et al., 1982). 

Ecosystem Models 
Since the effects of competitive interactions and preda
tor/ prey relations among cooccurring species on Georges 

Bank have been difficult to demonstrate empirically (Sis
senwine et al., 1982), an alternative, inductive approach 
may be be more useful. A framework is required for 
synthesizing the large body of feeding-interaction data 
available for Georges Bank. The static energy budget de
scribed earlier in this section provides a first approxima
tion for describing interrelations among various 
components of the system (see also chapters 31 and 37), 
but variability in recruitment, growth, and mortality of 
Georges Bank fish populations demands a more dynamic 
modeling approach. 

Large-scale ecosystem models have been developed for 
the North Sea (Anderson and Ursin, 1977) and the Bering 
Sea (Laevastu and Favorite, 1978) to address problems of 
this type. A compartmentalized simulation model of the 
trophic dynamics of the Georges Bank ecosystem is cur
rently under development at NEFC (Hahm, 1982). In this 
model, attention is focused on six major compartments, 
representing benthos, yellowtail flounder, cod, haddock, 
silver hake, and herring. Energy flow among compart
ments is traced in a simple donor/ recipient model. 

The daily ration demands of predators and their prey 
selectivity are particularly important. Ration demand is 
assumed to range between 0.5 and 2.0% of body weight 
(Durbin et al., 1980) and must satisfy energetic require
ments for growth, reproduction, and metabolism. Prey se
lectivity of predator populations defines trophic linkages 
within the model. Hahm and Langton (1984) have deter
mined size-selective feeding indices for several Georges 
Bank species. Empirically derived feeding preferences re
late predator weight to prey weight. For instance, com
parisons for cod, silver hake, and yellowtail flounder 
(figure 48.13) show clearly that silver hake select smaller 
prey relative to their own size than either cod or yellow
tail flounder and that they are also more selective (vari
ance in prey size is smaller). Each selection curve for a 
predator implies a single optimum in relative prey size. In 
the model, vulnerability of given prey species to particular 
predators is defined, following Anderson and Ursin 
(1977), as a function of the mean and variance of the 
predator/ prey weight ratio. Consumption of a prey item 
by a particular predator is calculated as a function of this 
vulnerability index, prey biomass, and an electivity coeffi
cient that accounts for prey preferences of different 
spectes. 

Trophic interactions are important in the model, but 
recruitment plays a central role as a driving variable. Po
tential recruitment is taken to be proportional to spawn
ing stock biomass as an initial estimate. This estimate is 
randomly modified to simulate recruitment variability. 
However, the stochastically generated recruitment esti
mate is always less than the potential recruitment. Param
eter estimates for this model are currently being refined. 
Simulations will be used to examine response patterns of 
predator and prey populations to alternative exploitation 
patterns. 

Overholtz (1982) constructed a simulation model that 
incorporated both predation and competition as popula
tion regulatory mechanisms. He applied this to five 



Figure 48. 12 
Aggregate yield for fish and squid 
(ICNAF statistical areas 5 and 6) as 
a function of standardized effort 
(adjusted for learning) with fitted 
model of Schaefer ( 1954, 1957). 
Running averages for 3 years (solid 
curve) and 5 years (dashed curve) 
were employed to adjust for non
equilibrium conditions. [Brown et al. 
(1976)] 

Figure 48. 13 
Frequency distribution of the natu
ral logarithm of the ratio of preda
tor weight to prey weight (score) of 
Georges Bank cod (top), silver 
hake (middle), and yellowtail floun
der (bottom). [Hahm and Langton 
(1984)] 

1,200,.....-----------------------r Georges Bank fish assemblages defined by cluster analysis 
of survey data from research vessels (chapter 47). A rep
resentation of trophic interactions within one of these, 
the "Georges Bank shallow assemblage," is shown in fig
ure 48.14 (Overholtz, 1982). Population changes indi
cated by data from trawl surveys could be compared with 
simulation results under various assumptions about com
petition and predator/ prey interaction. Competitive inter
actions were analyzed for yellowtail flounder, haddock, 
longhorn sculpin (Myoxocephalus octodecemspinosus), 
windowpane flounder (Scophthalmus aquosus), and skates 
(Raja spp.). Among the predators considered were spiny 
dogfish and squid (Loligo pealei). 
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600 Grosslein, Langton, and Sissenwine (1980) had earlier 
demonstrated moderately high levels of dietary overlap 
among haddock, yellowtail flounder, and little skate (fig
ure 48.11), suggesting possible competition among these 
species. The simulation conducted by Overholtz indicated 
that before haddock biomass declined sharply in the mid-
1960s, competitive effects, particularly on growth, had 
been important. Later, the importance of predation in the 
dynamics of the system appears to have increased. Over
holtz (1982) noted that heavy exploitation of haddock 
and yellowtail flounder populations was followed by in
creases in species of low market value, such as window
pane flounder and skates. 

Technologic Interactions 

Catch Restrictions 
Quotas set for individual species may be violated in a 
mixed-species fishery when a regulated species is caught 
incidentally in a directed fishery for some other particular 
species. Initial management efforts by ICNAF were often 
thwarted for this reason. Brown, Brennan, and Palmer 
(1979) proposed a solution to the by-catch problem using 
linear programming. This is an optimization method by 
which an "objective function" is maximized (or mini
mized) within a set of linear constraints; in this solution 
total catch for each species or species group is the objec
tive function, and constraints are based on individual spe
cies quotas and by-catch ratios for each fishery. 

It became clear that quotas for individual species in di
rected fisheries could not even be achieved theoretically, 
due to incidental catches in nondirected fisheries. For ex
ample, a linear-programming simulation showed that of 
the total 1975 catch of about 1 million metric tons, only 
60% or so could be taken within the constraints imposed 
(Brown, Brennan, and Palmer, 1979). The analysis led 
ICNAF to establish a "second-tier" quota system in 1974 
to account explicitly for by-catch. 

Results of the original linear-programming approach 
were critically dependent on the by-catch ratios used, and 
these could not always be determined accurately. Mur
awski, Sissenwine, and Kirkley (1983) developed an alter
native approach with standardized effort as the objective 
function, constrained by fishing mortality rate (F max or 
F0.1). Other objective functions, such as economic value, 
could also be specified. 
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Overholtz (1982) examined linear-programming solu
tions to quota-allocation problems among 5 Georges 
Bank species assemblages. By-catch ratios for each of 10 
species were derived from catch reports, data from re
search surveys, and samples of the commercial catch. The 
analysis showed that because of by-catch, only a fraction 
of certain quotas might be achievable in a mixed fishery. 
This fraction might be as small as 2.7%. Results were 
found sensitive to seasonal changes in distribution and 
relative abundance of species in each assemblage. Where 
species in an assemblage were few in number, or by-catch 
ratios were low, the achievable percentage of single~spe

cies quotas was high. 

Multispecies Yield per Recruit 
Murawski et al. (1981) defined three distinct species as
semblages on Georges Bank (using data from commercial 
catches stratified by season and area; see chapter 47). 
Each could be considered as an operational fishery, and 
the effects of alternative exploitation strategies could be 
examined. Murawski (1982) applied a modified Thomp
son/ Bell yield-per-recruit analysis (Ricker, 1975) to a fish
ery based on four cooccurring species: cod, haddock, 
yellowtail flounder, and winter flounder (Pseudopleuro
nectes americanus). Technologic interactions alone were 
assumed to have an effect; biologic interactions were 
considered negligible. The model used was 

~ ( F·PR1, ) -Y = L M F·PR [1-exp(-F-M) t]N1,w1, 
tr zt + zt 

(17) 

where Y is the yield, P;, is a partial recruitment coefficient 
indexed by age (t) and species(i), Z1, and M;, are age- and 
species-specific rates of total and natural mortality, F is 
the instantaneous fishing mortality applied to the assem
blage, and wit is the mean weight-at-age for each species. 
Yield-per-recruit estimates for each of the four species 
and for the aggregate yield at various levels of standard
ized effort are provided in figure 48.15. Trade-offs be
tween total yield and yields of individual species depend 
directly on effort levels. 

Recruitment Processes 

Determining the factors that influence year-class success 
remains one of the most challenging problems of fishery 
science. That large-scale variation in recruitment is char
acteristic of many marine fish populations has long been 
recognized (Hjort, 1914). Environmental variables inter
act with various inherent regulatory mechanisms of popu
lations, but much remains to be determined about how 
these factors influence cohort success. Hjort (1914) sug
gested that poor survival was a consequence of larvae 
being carried away from favorable habitat by ocean cur
rents. Hjort also suggested that starvation of larvae at the 
time of first feeding was an important cause of mortality. 
Hjort's concept of a "critical period" during early larval 
life dominated research into sources of year-class varia
tion for many years. Cushing (197 5) subsequently pro-
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Figure 48.14 
Trophic interrelations within the 
Georges Bank shallow-water as
semblage. [Overholtz (1982)] 

Figure 48. 15 
Yield per recruit (kg) of four jointly 
harvested demersal fish species on 
Georges Bank: cod, haddock, yel
lowtail flounder, and winter floun
der. [Murawski et al. ( 1981)] 
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posed that cohort strength is largely determined by 
availability of suitable prey during successive stages of lar
val development. Predation on larval and postlarval fishes 
has also been recognized as a potential determinant of 
year-class success. 

In this section we shall review current understanding of 
recruitment processes among Georges Bank fish popula
tions: how such factors as spawning stock size, environ
mental influences, and predation may affect year-class 
success. Understanding the determinants of year-class size 
aids in prediction and has important management 
implications. 

Stock/Recruitment Relations 
Recruitment levels of marine fish populations are rarely 
closely related to spawning stock size. There are many 
important interactive factors determining the numbers of 
young that will survive the first days and weeks of life. 
Traditional deterministic models relating spawning stock 
size to recruitment (Ricker, 1954; Beverton and Holt, 
19 57) incorporate density-dependent or stock-dependent 
mechanisms (Cushing and Harris, 1973), but ignore po
tentially large-scale variation in biotic and abiotic influ
ences on survival.3 

Recruitment success often appears to be random-pre
sumably in response to factors insufficiently understood. 
Compounding the variability due to natural factors is the 
possibility of significant measurement error in determining 
population size (Ludwig and Walters, 1981). Direct enu
meration of marine fish populations is generally impossi
ble, and accurate estimation is extremely difficult. Stock/ 
recruitment relations are typically characterized by ex
tremely high levels of variability. Shepherd (1982) has re
cently suggested that formal statistical fitting procedures 
may be inappropriate for such highly variable relations 
and that simpler, qualitative estimation procedures may 
be more effective . 

Shepherd observed further that for management pur
poses, it is most important to understand stock/ recruit
ment relations when parent stocks are at low levels. It is 
essential to determine spawning stock levels below which 
replacement of the stock is endangered. At very low 
spawning stock levels, the effects of adult population 
density upon survival of young fish can be indirect. For 
example, under heavy fishing pressure, spawning stocks 
often are composed chiefly of first- and second-year 
spawners. Young fish produce relatively small eggs, which 
may be less viable and suffer higher mortality. When the 
spawning stock is small and the time and place of spawn
ing restricted, the risks of recruitment failure are 
increased. 

The relation between parent stock size and recruitment 
is not particularly close for Georges Bank populations of 
haddock, silver hake, red hake, and the northwestern At
lantic mackerel population (figure 48.16). Estimates of 
parameters for the Ricker stock/ recruitment model are 
characterized by high standard errors (table 48.4). Never
theless, it can be seen that the largest year classes were 
generally produced by spawning stocks of intermediate 

size and that reduced recruitment was associated with 
small parent stocks (figure 48.16). 

Given the great variation in estimates of stock size and 
recruitment due to natural variability and measurement 
error, it is often difficult to determine the exact under
lying form of the stock/ recruitment relation. Getz and 
Swartzman (1981) proposed an alternative approach 
based on the empirical probability of obtaining different 
recruitment levels at specified ranges of spawning stock 
size. Estimates of stock size and recruitment are parti
tioned into several arbitrarily defined levels. For instance, 
estimates for haddock, silver hake, red hake, and mack
erel were each divided into five levels, and the proportion 
of observations within each cell was then calculated (ta
ble 48.5). In the case of Georges Bank haddock, for 
which the longest time series is available, the empirical 
probability of recruitment below 40 million individuals is 
100% when the spawning stock is less than 50 million 
fish. The probability of low recruitment (<50 million 
fish) is about 15% when there are 50-100 million spawn
ers, and 10% when there are 100-150 million. Interest
ingly, the record shows sharply reduced recruitment at 
spawning stock sizes greater than 150 million spawners 
(table 48.5), possibly implying a strong compensatory ef
fect. These empirically defined recruitment probabilities 
can be used in simulation studies of stock rebuilding 
strategies. 

A related approach is to determine empirical probabil
ity distributions for recruitment levels. Hennemuth, Pal
mer, and Brown (1980) examined the frequency of 
various recruitment levels for 18 fish stocks and con
cluded that these could generally be described by the log
normal distribution (figure 48 .17). Skewed distributions 
were predicted by Devanney, Simpson, and Geiser (1977), 
Henderson and Marchesseault (1982), and Lorda (1983). 
Devanney, Simpson, and Geiser (1977) devised a simula
tion model that dealt expressly with uncertainty in the es
timation of parameters for the Ricker stock/ recruitment 
model for Georges Bank yellowtail flounder. Model pa
rameters were assumed drawn from a log-normal distribu
tion. Descriptive functions for these distributions can be 

Table 48.4 
Parameter estimates for Ricker stock/ recruitment model• 

Species a s.e.(a ) ~ s.e.(~) 

Haddock 2.8065 0.9920 0.01296 0.00324 
Silver hake 1.8065 0.5091 0.000394 0.000153 
Red hake 1.8002 0.4782 0.003313 0.000881 
Mackerel 1.9209 1.0654 0.000278 0.000138 

a. R = aP[exp(-fJP], where R and P are recruitment (age 1, millions) 
and spawning stock, respectively. Population estimates are based on 
VPA for haddock (Clark, O'Brien, and Mayo, 1981), silver hake (Al
meida and Anderson, 1981), red hake (Almeida, personal communica
tion), and mackerel (Anderson, 1981). Parameters and asymptotically 
valid standard errors (s.e.s) were determined by nonlinear least squares. 
Spawning stock is assumed to be comprised of 50% age 2 and 100% 
ages 3 and older for all species. Measurement error, autocorrelation, 
and high intercorrelation between parameters complicate estimation of 
model parameters; estimated model coefficients arc therefore approxi
mate and possibly biased. 
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Figure 48. 16 
Relation between spawning stock 
size and recruitment for Georges 
Bank haddock, silver hake, red 
hake, and northwestern Atlantic 
mackerel. 

Figure 48. 17 
The relative frequency at which re
cruiting year classes of various 
sizes have occurred among 
Georges Bank cod, haddock, her
ring, northwestern Atlantic mack
erel, and silver hake. In each case, 
the size of a recruiting year class 
is compared with an arbitrarily cho
sen value, X, which represents 
20% of the long-term mean number 
of annual recruits for a given 
species. 
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Table 48.5 
Empirical probability of arbitrary recruitment levels conditioned on spawning stock size' 

Species Recruits (X 106
) Spawning stock levels (X 106

) 

Silver hake 0-500 500-1,000 1,000-1,5 00 1,500-2,000 ~2,000 

Haddock 

0-500 
500-1,000 
1,000-1,500 
1,500-2,000 
~2,000 

N 

0-40 
40-80 
80-120 
120-160 
160-~200 

N 

0.20 
0.40 
0.40 

5 

0-50 

1.0 

6 

0.45 
0.35 
0.10 
0.10 

11 

50-100 

0.15 
0.55 
0.20 
0.10 

13 

1.0 
1 

100-150 

0.10 
0.60 
0.15 
0.15 

19 

0.50 

0.50 
2 

150-200 

0.50 

0.50 

4 

0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
4 

~200 

1.0 

2 

Mackerel 0-1,500 1,500-3,000 3,000-4,500 4,500-6,000 ~6,000 

Red hake 

0-1,000 
1,000-2,000 
2,000-3,000 
3,000-4,000 
~4,000 
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a. Based on VPA for haddock (Clark, O'Brien, and Mayo, 1981), silver hake (Almeida and Anderson, 1981), red hake (Almeida, personal communica
tion), and mackerel (Anderson, 1981). N = number of samples in each category. 

readily used in fishery simulations to account for recruit
ment uncertainty. 

For the stocks mentioned here at least, recruitment 
estimates tend to be serially correlated: adjacent year 
classes are likely to be of similar size. Correlation coeffi
cients for recruitment levels between successive years 
(time t and t + 1) for haddock, silver hake, red hake, and 
mackerel range from 0.3 for haddock to 0.8 for Georges 
Bank silver hake (figure 48.18). Hennemuth, Palmer, and · 
Brown (1980) demonstrated significant serial correlation 
coefficients for a number of fish populations, including 
several from the Georges Bank region. When the lag time 
is longer than 1 year, serial correlation coefficients dimin
ish rapidly (figure 48.18). 

Recruitment from intermediate-size spawning stocks 
was considered separately. A test was applied to compare 
the number of "turning points" or peaks and valleys in 
recruitment levels over several years with the number to 
be expected by chance (Kendall and Stuart, 1976). Silver 
hake and mackerel both showed significantly fewer such 
turning points than expected (95% confidence level), and 
values for red hake were very nearly significant statisti
cally. The haddock series appeared to have a random pat-

tern until the mid-1960s, but thereafter a succession of 
poor year classes followed. Year-to-year correlation in 
level for a number of environmental variables is also well 
documented (Sissenwine, 1974; Sutcliffe, Drinkwater, and 
Muir, 1977). The correlation in recruitment levels may 
reveal "environmental tracking" by fish populations or, 
alternatively, the effect upon recruitment of such persis
tent biologic characteristics as spawning stock size or pre
dator abundance. In any case, it suggests that the period 
of variation for certain important influences upon recruit
ment is longer than 1 year. With a sufficient historical re
cord of recruitment estimates, future recruitment may be 
predictable to some degree. Currently, the record is long
est for haddock (since 1931; Clark, Overholtz, and Hen
nemuth, 1982). Unfortunately, variability in recruitment 
of this species has proved to be great over short periods. 

Environmental Effects 
The effects of climate and hydrography upon recruitment 
have been extensively discussed (see reviews by Cushing 
and Dickson, 1976, and Cushing, 1982). Recruitment 
variability has often been attributed to environmental in
fluences superimposed on an underlying stock/recruit-
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Figure 48.18 
Serial correlation coefficients of re
cruitment estimates for Georges 
Bank silver hake, red hake, north
western Atlantic mackerel, and 
haddock at time lags of 1 year to 
10 years. 
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ment relation. General environmental effects on fish 
populations have been investigated at two levels. At one 
level, broad-scale (in some cases transoceanic) correspon
dence is sought between year-class strengths of different 
stocks or species. At the second level, regional, often 
stock-specific, correlations are explored between recruit
ment and environmental variables, such as temperature, 
salinity, or wind characteristics. 

Cooccurrence of dominant year classes throughout 
large areas provides indirect evidence that large-scale en
vironmental factors affect recruitment success. For exam
ple, in 1963, 1966, and 1970, strong year classes of 
Atlantic herring were found on Georges Bank, the 
Scotian Shelf, and in the Gulf of Maine (Anthony and 
Waring, 1980), though stocks in the three areas are ap
parently distinct. Similarly, several dominant year classes 
of haddock occurred simultaneously on Georges Bank 
and on the southwestern Nova Scotia banks, though 
these stocks too are separate (Hennemuth, Grosslein, and 
McCracken, 1964; Grosslein, 1969b). Martin and Kohler 
(1965) and Templeman (1965) showed that for herring, 
cod, and haddock, dominant year classes tended to be 
synchronous throughout the North Atlantic, based on 
records from 1902 to 1962. More detailed analysis by 
Templeman (1972) of western North Atlantic cod and 
haddock for the period 1941-1970 extended and con
firmed these results. Cushing and Dickson (197 6) and 
Cushing (1982) have also demonstrated associations 
among good year classes over broad areas. Good year 
classes for several species can also occur at approximately 
the same time within a given area, again suggesting some 
pervasive environmental effect. 

Several attempts have been made to relate year-class 
strength on Georges Bank to specific environmental fac-

tors, particularly to wind patterns, the position of fronts 
between shelf and slope waters, and such factors as 
warm-core rings (chapter 10). 

Intensive studies of the relation between water circula
tion on Georges Bank during 1930-1931 and the distri
bution and survival of haddock larvae demonstrated no 
consistent pattern (Walford, 1938). However, Chase 
(1955) reported a significant negative correlation between 
recruitment of this species and northwesterly wind com
ponents in the early spring from 1928 to 1951, suggest
ing that larvae may be transported offshore and lost to 
the population. Subsequent observations did not support 
this hypothesis (Grosslein and Hennemuth, 1973). Hydro
graphic studies on eastern Georges Bank suggested that 
fish eggs and larvae might be transported toward the con
tinental slope (Colton and Temple, 1961), but haddock 
eggs and larvae have not been found in this region. Bolz 
and Lough (1984) found that ichthyoplankton on 
Georges tended to be retained there. More recent work 
shows no strong correlation between haddock recruit
ment on Georges Bank and various wind components 
(Ingham, personal communication, 1983). Further, data 
collected since 197 5 show no correlation between had
dock and silver hake recruitment levels and the occur
rence of warm-core rings along southern Georges Bank 
(Cohen and Mountain, personal communication, 1983). 
To summarize, there has been a substantial effort over 
many years to demonstrate relations between current pat
terns and recruitment success for various species whose 
eggs or larvae occur on Georges Bank. The results do not 
preclude advective losses of spawn from the bank, but 
they do indicate that currents are not the chief influence 
on year-class success. 

Potential temperature effects have also been given at
tention. Smith et a!. (1979) noted that the timing of lar
val production of cod and haddock on Georges Bank is 
related to winter temperatures, but that there is no con
sistent relation between the winter temperatures and re
cruitment success. In 1974-1975, a mild year on Georges 
Bank, peak larval abundance of cod and haddock was 
earlier than in 1977-1978, an unusually cold year. 
Nevertheless, though the temporal pattern of spawning 
was reversed, relatively strong year classes of both species 
were produced both years. 

Recruitment Fixation 
For many marine fishes, enormous numbers of eggs may 
be produced annually by a spawning stock. For example, 
average yearly egg production by Georges Bank herring 
between 1971 and 1976 was about 3 x 1013 eggs (An
thony and Waring, 1980). Estimates for Georges Bank 
cod and haddock between 1974 and 1980 were on the 
order of 20 X 1013 and 15 X 1012

, respectively (Sissen
wine, Cohen, and Grosslein, 1984). Estimates of peak lar
val abundance, based on plankton surveys in the same 
years, were typically 3 X 1010 for herring (Bolz and 
Lough, 1981), 2 x 1011 for cod, and 3 x 1011 for had
dock (Smith eta!., 1979, 1981). This indicates that mor-

tality in the egg and early larval stages was about 98% 
for herring and 99 .9% for cod and haddock. 

So far it has not been practical to distinguish mortality 
in the egg stage from mortality during the first 4-6 weeks 
of the larval stage. Nevertheless, it is evident from the 
large number of young larvae found that egg mortality is 
not usually a controlling factor in year-class success. In 
the spring of 1982 on Georges Bank, however, gadoid4 

eggs and haddock larvae were almost entirely absent. 
Subsequently, the 1982 autumn trawl survey yielded a 
" 0-group" abundance index for haddock larvae that was 
one of the lowest on record. The reason is not known. It 
is not clear whether eggs were produced in the usual pro
portion to spawning stock. Perhaps unusually cold tem
peratures on Georges Bank in the winter of 1981/ 1982 
postponed spawning for so long that most eggs were re
sorbed. Alternatively, an unusually large number of eggs 
may have been carried off the bank by currents. 

Comparison between numbers of herring, cod, and 
haddock larvae on Georges Bank and numbers of recruits 
(estimated by VPA) shows that mortality increases slightly 
in the late larval and postlarval stages compared with the 
egg and early larval stages (Cohen and Grosslein, 1982; 
Sissenwine, Cohen, and Grosslein, 1984). Most of the 
variability in recruitment, therefore, may be attributable 
to late-larval and early-juvenile mortality. If this is the 
case, it is not surprising that a poor correlation between 
egg or larval abundance and recruitment success has been 
repeatedly found (Saville and Schnack, 1981). 

Eight years of larval-herring surveys on Georges Bank 
demonstrated some correlation between spawning stock 
size and larval abundance, but none between larval abun
dance and recruitment until the stock collapsed totally in 
1977 (Lough eta!., 1979). Nine years of silver hake data 
again show little relation between larval abundance and 
recruitment (figure 48.19), though it should be pointed 
out that larval production is difficult to estimate for this 
species, which has a prolonged spawning season. A seven
year time series for Georges Bank haddock showed no 
close relation between larval numbers and recruits overall 
(figure 48.19), though two of the three poorest recruit
ment years were also very poor in larval production. So 
far, data upon which to base such conclusions are lim
ited. For most species, time series for larval abundance 
estimates began with the MARMAP program in 1977. 
Statistically rigorous comparisons between numbers of 
larvae and numbers of recruits are not yet possible. 

Extensive laboratory studies at NEFC on the feeding 
and growth of larval cod, haddock, yellowtail, winter 
flounder, and other species (Laurence, 1974, 1977, 1978; 
Laurence and Rogers, 1976) indicate that larval survival is 
excellent in the absence of predators (Laurence, personal 
communication, 1983). The lab studies were augmented 
by experiments with in situ, predator-free environmental 
chambers containing known numbers of larvae and natu
ral-prey concentrations. These field tests corroborated 
larval growth/ food density relations found in the labora
tory for the species mentioned. Recent investigations on 
Georges Bank show that the abundance of food for fish 



Figure 48. 19 
Relation between larval-abundance 
indices and measurements of year
class strengths for Georges Bank 
haddock and silver hake. 
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larvae is within the range at which good growth took 
place in the laboratory. Collectively, these findings point 
toward predation, rather than starvation, as the principal 
danger confronting fish larvae (Laurence, personal com
munication, 1983). 

Postlarval and Juvenile Stages 
Little is known of the abundance of postlarval fish in 
their first 4-8 months of life. Available data do not show 
a close relation between postlarval abundance and re
cruitment. For example, surveys of late larval herring in 
the North Sea show no connection between their num
bers and the numbers eventually recruited (Saville and 
Schnack, 1981). Only at the end of the first year is a 
consistent relation with recruitment established. For a 
number of major fish stocks in the Georges Bank/ South
ern New England area (haddock, cod, silver hake, red 
hake, yellowtail flounder), the abundance of juveniles 
(age 9-18 months) obtained in bottom-trawl surveys is 
significantly correlated with year-class strength, although 
sampling variability is high (Grosslein, 1969b; Brown and 
Hennemuth, 1971; Clark, 1979; Anthony and Waring, 
1980; Serchuk, Wood, and Freid, 1980). This supports 
the inference that factors controlling year-class success in 
these species operate chiefly in the first year of life. Fur
ther, the generally poor correlation between recruitment 
and larval abundance suggests that the latter part of the 
first year is most important. However, pinpointing the ex
act timing and causes of first-year mortality for a given 
year class is very difficult, and our understanding is con
sequently limited. 

Many factors undoubtedly contribute to mortality in 
varying degrees throughout the first year of life: physical 
influences, starvation, predation, and disease. If the var
ious mechanisms can be identified and measured, they 

may permit predictions of recruitment at longer range 
than is presently possible. 

Conclusions 

Georges Bank is among the most intensively studied of 
the world's marine ecosystems. Throughout the course 
of fishery-related research in this area, an invaluable data 
base had been established on the complex interactions of 
the environment, exploited fish populations, and man . 
Despite this long history of research, our ability to syn
thesize the available information into a holistic view of 
the Georges Bank ecosystem is comparatively recent, due 
largely to the development of advanced analytical and 
computational methods. In this chapter, we have re
viewed the current status of fishery research on Georges 
Bank and documented important advances. In this final 
section, we shall discuss the challenges that remain in 
improving our understanding of the Georges Bank 
ecosystem. 

Although much progress has been made in resolving 
the effects of the oceanographic, physical, and biotic fac
tors on fish population productivity on the bank, many 
basic questions remain. In particular, the ultimate causes 
of variability in recruitment have not been resolved. This 
question is among the most important facing fishery sci
entists today. 

Early recruitment studies emphasized the importance of 
starvation and/ or advective loss in establishing year-class 
strength (for example, Hjort, 1914). Evidence now sug
gests that starvation is not the primary factor in establish
ing cohort size. In a review of larval mortality estimates, 
May (1974) found little support for the existence of a 
"critical period" following yolk sac depletion. Further, 
relatively high survival rates of larvae in predator-free 
chambers (Laurence, personal communication, 1983) and 
the well-nourished condition of larvae in the field (Buck
ley, 1979) indicate that starvation is not the primary 
mechanism influencing cohort success. Similarly, there is 
currently little support for the importance of advective 
loss of larvae from Georges Bank (Cohen and Mountain, 
personal communication, 1983). 

Considerable circumstantial evidence indicates the im
portance of predation on postlarval fishes as a determi
nant of year-class strength. Sissenwine, Cohen, and 
Grosslein (1984) indicated that consumption of prerecruit 
fish may be extremely high based on energy considera
tions. Moreover, indices of larval abundance tend to be 
closely related to spawning stock biomass, but often they 
are poorly related to subsequent recruitment to the fish
eries. It is reasonable to suggest, therefore, that variation 
in mortality in the postlarval phase contributes to recruit
ment variability. To date, sampling programs have not 
focused on determining the quantities of postlarvae con
sumed by fish or invertebrate predators. The rapid rate at 
which predators digest larval prey indicates the need for 
specialized sampling during peak feeding periods and 
rapid sample processing. In addition, since juvenile fish 
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may be the primary predators, specialized sampling gear 
may be required to catch them. 

The importance of predation in establishing year-class 
strength has not been sufficiently studied. However, it is 
unlikely that any single factor will account for most of 
the variation i~ recruitment levels.· Since any one factor 
may account for only part of the variance in recruitment, 
relatively long time series (20-30 years) may be necessary 
to establish the contribution of some variables. 

Environmental effects are generally considered impor
tant determinants of recruitment level. However, consis
tent relations between recruitment and specific 
environmental variables have been difficult to detect. 
Long time series of recruitment estimates are available for 
relatively few stocks. In some cases only proxies for re
cruitment (for instance, catch or catch per unit effort) are 
available, a fact that can contribute to apparently high 
levels of variability. Concentration upon aspects of the 
physical environment to the exclusion of biotic factors 
(such as spawning stock size and predator levels) is clearly 
unrealistic, and an integrated approach is needed. The 
correspondence among strong year classes for many spe
cies across broad geographic areas does suggest that some 
large-scale factors are responsible for year-class success. 
We also note that autocorrelation in recruitment has 
been observed, possibly reflecting some persistent features 
of the environment, such as predator abundance, spawn
ing stock size, and physical factors affecting cohort pro
duction or survival. 

It is clear that fishing intensity can have profound ef
fects on fish populations. The development of large-scale 
fisheries that took place on Georges Bank with the arrival 
of the distant-water fleets had important effects on fish 
stocks. Sharp reductions in stock size of heavily exploited 
species, such as cod, haddock, herring, and silver hake, 
resulted in marked changes in production, consumption, 
and biomass levels on the bank (Grosslein, Langton, and 
Sissenwine, 1980). Changes in growth rate, age, or size at 
sexual maturity, recruitment, and mortality of several spe
cies accompanied the decline in biomass during the 
1960s. Environmental factors may have contributed to 
these changes; however, intensive fishing appears to have 
been the dominant influence. Collapse of the Georges 
Bank herring stock is a particularly clear example of the 
danger of overexploitation. Although the effects of fish
ing pressure on growth and recruitment have received 
considerable attention, many other critical questions re
main. For example, the effects of intensive fisheries on 
the genetic composition of fish stocks is not well known; 
fishing mortality is a potentially important selective force. 
In particular, the fishery may select for reduced size or 
age at sexual maturity and altered growth patterns. Re
duction in mean size at maturity may have important 
consequences, since fecundity is a function of size; the vi
ability of eggs from younger spawners may be reduced. It 
is conceivable that the potentially strong selective effect 
of an intensive fishery could reduce genetic variability in 
the population, and hence its adaptability to changing en
vironmental conditions. 
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Given the complexity of the abiotic and biotic inter
actions that influence fish populations, it is reasonable to 
suppose that the mechanisms controlling fish abundance 
will never .be fully understood. Further, while some com
ponents of the system can be well sampled (for example, 
commercial fish species), others may not be, due to inac
cessibility or other factors. How well the dynamics of a 
partially specified system reflect the true characteristics of 
the whole cannot be known with certainty. We may be 
able to define some important ecosystem components 
only in qualitative terms. The intensity and scope of sam
pling required to describe annual variability in important 
parameters may be too costly. Methods of qualitative sta
bility analysis may prove useful where only the direction 
and relative magnitude of expected changes can be 
specified. 

Multispecies interactions and environmental variations 
have important management implications. The former in
dicates that single-species management should be replaced 
by a broader ecologic orientation, while the latter indi
cates that stochastic environmental phenomena will affect 
management efforts. In particular, uncertainty will remain 
a component of management advice. This advice will 
necessarily be framed in terms of probabilities. The possi
bility of manipulating the ecosystem to some degree (for 
example, by cropping important predators, such as silver 
hake and spiny dogfish) deserves further consideration. It 
should be recognized, however, that predator/ prey rela
tions are complex, and reducing predator levels can have 
unexpected and undesirable consequences. For example, 
predators may tend to stabilize prey populations, so that 
a decrease in predation levels can result in increased vari
ability in prey populations. Certainly predation and, to a 
lesser extent, competition among the Georges Bank fish 
community cannot be ignored in management. 

The classical approach to fishery assessment and man
agement advocated by Beverton and Holt (1957) dealt 
only peripherally with recruitment overfishing. The 
Georges Bank experience indicates that stocks can in fact 
be reduced to levels at which recruitment is drastically re
duced (particularly clear examples include herring and 
haddock). There is no evidence at present of recovery of 
the Georges Bank herring stock since its final collapse in 
1977-this stock once supported catches approaching 
375,000 metric tons. Similarly, the haddock stock has 
remained at depressed levels following sharp declines in 
abundance during the late 1960s. Thus maintenance of 
adequate spawning reserves cannot oe ignored as an im
portant management goal. 

Despite the many important questions yet to be re
solved, research on Georges Bank has clearly contributed 
to our understanding of large marine ecosystems. It is no 
less clear that man is an important component in this sys
tem. It is our hope that enlightened management of this 
invaluable natural resource will be one consequence of 
the intensive research devoted to the Georges Bank 
region. 
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Notes 

1. For reference, an insiantaneous fish
ing mortality rate of F = 0.5 corre
sponds to removal of approximately 
3 6% of the exploitable stock (assuming 
a natural mortality rate of M = 0.2) 
during unit time interval (usually taken 
to be 1 year). 

2 . A total instantaneous mortality rate 
of Z = 1.0 corresponds to loss of ap
proximately 63% of the exploitable 
stock to natural and fishing-related 
causes during a unit time interval 
(typically 1 year). 

3. The Ricker model may be expressed 
R = aP[exp( - fjP) ], where R represents 
recruitment; P, parental stock size; and 
a and fj are density-independent and 
density-dependent coefficients, respec
tively. A simple three-parameter exten
sion of the Ricker model, described by 
Devanney, Simpson, and Geiser (1977), 
has been applied to Georges Bank yel
lowtail flounder and northwestern At
lantic mackerel by Saila and Lorda (in 
press.) 

4. The gadoids include the cods and 
bakes. Early-stage cod and haddock 
eggs cannot be distinguished visually. 
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The decision of the International Court of Justice that 
divides jurisdiction of Georges Bank between the United 
States and Canada perpetuates a most interesting manage
ment problem because the two countries, in addition to 
employing quite different legal frameworks and adminis
trative procedures (chapter 46), pursue very different 
management policies and objectives. The United States 
(the New England Fishery Management Council, 
NEFMC, is the U.S. policymaker for Georges Bank fish
eries) advocates "minimum management intervention" 
(National Fisherman, October 1983), but Canada, in 
marked contrast, employs nearly every conceivable man
agement technique throughout its fisheries. 

The nature of the problem of defining fisheries policies 
was at least suggested by Michael Kirby, author of the re
cent substantial Canadian study of the fisheries of the At
lantic Provinces (Kirby, 1983). Kirby came to the issue 
with a solid reputation for problem management that was 
consolidated by the successful repatriation of the Cana
dian constitution. He is alleged to have remarked that 
fisheries made repatriation look easy. But he had in mind 
only those fisheries that are exclusively under Canadian 
federal jurisdiction-not those under dual jurisdiction! 

The productiveness of Georges Bank is worth the close 
attention of the fisheries managers of both nations-an
nual scallop landings probably could be sustained at 
about 10,000 metric tons (mT), annual landings of 
groundfish on the order of 400,000 mT. From the Cana
dian perspective, the scallop landings are large and very 
important. The groundfish potential is of marginal inter
est when considered in the light of the more than 
700,000 mT of cod caught annually in other wholly Ca
nadian waters. From the U.S. perspective, not only are 
both scallops and groundfish very important, but there 
are a number of other fisheries of considerable value as 
well. The lobster fishery in the canyon heads (chapter 6) 
is important. The pelagic and near-demersal fishes (mack
erel, hakes, and squid) on and at the edge of the conti
nental shelf are important in the development of joint 
ventures. 1 Were it restored, the now severely depleted 
herring (Clupea harengus) stock of Georges would be of 
great value to the United States or, conceivably, to for
eign fishermen under joint ventures. Finally, like all of 
the other resources mentioned, redfish and squid were 
tough bargaining issues between the United States and 
Canada in the unsuccesful preliminary boundary-treaty 
negotiations in 1977-1979. 

Management of such a species mix in an international 
context is a substantial challenge. Domestic legislation 
drafted during the treaty talks for enabling U.S. participa
tion in joint management under the proposed treaty was 
of a complexity sufficient to reinforce apprehensions 
about ultimate success and to contribute to the rejection 
of the treaty by President Reagan. 
· The mechanisms of management are difficult enough, 

but more fundamental to success-and, in the light of re
cent experience, even more difficult-is agreement on the 
purposes and objectives of management (Gulland, 1977, 
1978; Larkin, 1978, 1980). An agreed-upon purpose 

would seem to be a self-evident need if effective manage
ment is to be pursued. That purpose (with the possible 
exception of "minimum management intervention") is, 
perhaps, the element most conspicuous by its scarcity in 
the plethora of discussion about fisheries management on 
the U.S. east coast and particularly on Georges Bank. We 
have now had, since the enactment of the Magnuson 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MFCMA) in 
1976, a number of years of practical fisheries-manage
ment experience on Georges Bank under domestic law. 
At one time or . another during those years attention has 
been focused (either in Fishery Management Plans or in 
other formal planning documents) on nearly every species 
of value on the bank. Interestingly, none of that attention 
has produced a clear and unequivocal understanding or 
statement of management purpose. There is a wealth of 
discussion papers, plans, analyses, Environmental Impact 
Statements, reviews, and regulations, but in none of this 
can one find a statement of purpose that conveys a sense 
of conviction and clear sense of direction-a goal against 
which one could measure the progress or success or fail
ure of the management plan. Perhaps one should not ex
pect an implication of fait accompli in a management 
plan for a continuing, evolving, ever changing fishery, yet 
"mission accomplished" was a reason offered2 for the of
ficial termination of the Atlantic herring plan. 

It is worth emphasizing, in considering what manage
ment objectives might be, that the resources of greatest 
value on Georges Bank-scallops and groundfish-fall 
into quite different groups. They are distinguishable by 
the harvesting gear-the scallop dredge in the one case 
and, generally, the otter trawl in the other. Related to 
this, and more important, is the fact that scallops (New 
England Fishery Management Council, 1982) are largely, 
but not entirely, harvested in single-species catches; 
whereas groundfish are typically taken in mixed-species 
catches (figure 49.1; New England Fishery Management 
Council, 1981). The management issues for these most 
valuable resources revolve around these facts, and current 
thinking is based upon the premise that scallops are a dis
crete unit and their fishery manageable within itself, 
whereas groundfish are typically taken in fisheries that 
harvest several species in varying combinations and with 
the abundance of the various species of the fisheries fluc
tuating semi-independently. (See figure 41.8, which epito
mizes the multispecies management issue.) Thus two 
conceivable, but quite different, management objectives 
are evident-for scallops, how to achieve "optimum (or 
sustained) yield," a seemingly straightforward fisheries 
management problem; but for groundfish, how to prevent 
the excessive harvest of the most valuable species (such as 
haddock or yellowtail flounder) while at the same time 
allowing the harvest of other species within the mixed
species conglomerate. Scallops hypothetically represent a 
textbook example of a fishery for which management 
models (if not the appropriate biologic data; Gulland, 
1979) exist. Groundfish, on the other hand, represent the 
new reality (Gulland, 1978) with which fisheries managers 
must deal, and without much scientific advice or techni-
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cal support. The problem, I repeat, is compounded on 
Georges Bank by the fact that two countries with differ
ing philosophies and quite different rules fish common 
resources. 

The Canadian philosophy is heavily weighted toward 
socioeconomic concerns, even to the point of disclaiming 
(as a few Canadian officials do) any interest in biologic 
management of the resource.3 In contrast, the United 
States has had one brief experience (1977-1980) with so
cioeconomic management of Georges Bank resources4 

and abandoned it in the face of serious problems (Apol
lonio, 1981; Dewar, 1983). In its place the United States 
adopted a minimal, but clearly biologic, policy of man
agement involving only restriction of the mesh size of 
nets, closed areas, and minimum sizes of landed fish 
(New England Fishery Management Council, 1981). 
There is nothing to suggest that the United States will be 
inclined in the foreseeable future to adopt any of those 
measures intended to limit effort or harvest that are inte
gral, indeed nearly universal, in Canadian fisheries man
agement.5 Thus as the two countries continue to fish 
common stocks on Georges Bank, the markedly differing 
philosophies and objectives are bound to create contro
versy, even if the presently "disjoint"6 management tech
niques and procedures could be reconciled (chapter 46). 

Had the United States been given exclusive manage
ment authority on Georges Bank, the issue would have 
been somewhat simplified-one philosophy only need 
have been accommodated. But experience says that estab
lishing even that single philosophy would have been 
difficult. 

Typical management concerns are exemplified by fig
ures 47.3 and 47.17 (Northeast Fisheries Center, 1983), 
which show haddock biomass estimates and landings and 
scallop landings over two decades. The figures show sub
stantial fluctuations in both, each with a worrisome insta-

Figure 49.1 
Percentage of total landings of in
dividual groundfish species har
vested as by-catch (,;50% of an 
individual trip's catch) during 1978. 
SY, SZ, and SA6 are statistical 
areas of the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries Organization (see figure 
41.7). 



bility in the early 1980s. Such trends traditionally give 
concern to fisheries scientists and managers and by their 
uncertainty make difficult the efficient use of the eco
nomic resources available for fishing and fishery develop
ment. With such trends, one can expect political pressure 
to "manage" the resource-to "do something." The dif
ficulty is in deciding what to do. While there are general 
management models designed to achieve sustained or 
constant yield, these have been criticized as unrealistic 
(Gulland, 1978; Garrod, 1979). Further, these manage
ment models apply to single species; no practical multi
species models are available (Larkin, 1978), although 
important efforts to produce them are going on (Hong
skul, 1979; Steele, 1979; Beyer and Sparre, 1983). 

To be useful to managers a multispecies model must 
take into account not only the diverse biologic properties 
of the mixed-species aggregations but also, in some way, 
a variety of management purposes for the species. Be
cause the species of greatest interest is different for each 
New England port, the species composition of the land
ings in each is different. It is unlikely that Gloucester and 
New Bedford, for example, will have the same objective 
for a species if their landings of that species are substan
tially different. Species x may support a directed fishery 
for Gloucester but be a by-catch for New Bedford. Con
servation and management interests in by-catch species 
are likely to be less than for species of directed fisheries. 
If a port depends upon flatfish, it is unlikely to restrain 
its primary efforts and interests in order to protect the 
cod, the catch of which is incidental. This suggests that a 
consensus of management objectives will be difficult to 
attain. 

A recent critique (Weeks and Mazany, 1983) of Cana
dian fisheries policy emphasized this question of 
agreement: 

The earliest fisheries policy in Canada had as its manage
ment objective the preservation and development of the 
fish stocks. Since then various other objectives have been 
identified as the underlying principles of fisheries-manage
ment policies. Today these policy objectives include: 
maximizing social and economic benefits from the fish
ery; creating a stable and viable commercial fishery; pro
viding support to both the harvesting and processing 
sectors; improving knowledge of the fish stock; and pro
viding for Indian and Inuit fishing rights. 

The history of fisheries management suggests that em
phasis on one policy objective will often involve conflict 
with another policy objective. However, no clear priori
ties among the objectives or guidelines for dealing with 
conflicts between objectives have yet been established. As 
a result, political considerations, as well as pressures on 
the government by various special interest groups and bu
reaucratic institutions, have often led to inconsistent and 
ad hoc policies. There is a need, therefore, for a major 
reorientation on the part of both government and indus
try towards regulation of the fisheries. 

In the Atlantic fisheries, in particular, there is often a 
conflict between using the fisheries to promote social 
goals and encouraging the fishing industry to become 
economically efficient .... Hence decisions must be made 
regarding the relative benefits and costs of social and 
economic objectives. Both government and industry must 

recognize explicitly the trade-offs involved in choosing 
one policy over the other. 

Thus there is general recognition of the need not only 
to identify objectives but to set priorities for them. Fail
ure to do so results in failures of management, the most 
recent acknowledgment of which is the establishment by 
Canada of the Kirby Commission. 

It is unfortunate that there is no formal study of recent 
U.S. and Canadian fishing experience on Georges Bank, a 
study considering consequences to the fisheries and fish
ermen as well as to the resources. The situation since 
1977 has provided opportunities for analyzing striking 
contrasts in the management philosophies and techniques 
at work between the United States and Canada and 
within the United States (under the original and interim 
groundfish plans) affecting one resource-the fishes of 
Georges Bank. 

In 1984 the management debate is before the New 
England Fishery Management Council, the body with of
ficial responsibility for setting U.S. management practice 
for Georges Bank. Is it best to manage the biologic con-

. clition of individual or collective stocks of fishes-to 
maintain some acceptable biomass without regard to the 
economics of the fishery? Is it best to manage for preserv
ing the economic viability of significant species? Or is it 
best to manage only as a last resort ("minimal ... 
intervention") in the event of an unacceptable risk of re
cruitment failure of a stock? The options are all legiti
mate ones and clear and distinct enough in their various 
purposes; experience shows that all are extraordinarily 
difficult to articulate with sufficient persuasion and preci
sion for general concurrence and for regulatory purposes. 

The managers have little beneficial experience or spe
cific advice from fisheries literature for these circumstan
ces to guide them in making their decisions. There is 
some literature suggesting that the conventional tech
niques available to managers (catch quotas, effort limita
tions, and similar devices) would be counterproductive, 
exacerbating rather than ameliorating the problem before 
them (Steele, 1976; Beddington and May, 1977; Larkin, 
1978, 1980; Dickie, 1979), supposing even that these 
management actions were to be politically acceptable or 
enforceable, which at present they are not. In short, the 
U.S. managers of Georges Bank have learned that there 
are no established principles to guide them in their pur
pose. All knowledge of theory, practice, and resource 
conditions is suspect, and a carefully considered policy 
for today can be rendered obsolete tomorrow by unfore
seeable events-biologic, social, or economic7 (Gulland, 
1977). 

This recital is not intended to invite despair of attain
ment of effective management, much less of the validity 
of management. Indeed, it requires little prescience to be
lieve that management through some sort of effort con
trol is beneficial-even essential-to the fisheries 
resources and industries of Georges Bank. There are am
ple examples of fish stocks suffering, in the absence of 
effort control, from human abuse and overexploitation. 
This ought to be avoided or prevented when it can be 
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done at acceptable cost-a perfectly respectable and 
widely accepted principle in general terms. It becomes 
very diffiCult to apply to a specific mixed-trawl fishery, 
such as dominates Georges Bank, and in the absence of 
knowledge of the biologic interactions among species and 
the economic forces (Wilson, 1982) governing the fisher
ies. And effort controls, for example, are technically very 
difficult to implement under these circumstances, even if 
there is a commonly accepted purpose served by such 
limitations. (This complexity, incidentally, is augmented 
now by growing joint ventures, which interject foreign 
economics into the matrix of management 
considerations.) 

There is a strong component of U.S. managers and ob
servers who believe, with the Canadians, that economic 
objectives demand as much consideration as do tradi
tional biologic conservation ones. They believe that it is 
the managers' responsibility to ensure the economic via
bility of the fisheries, as well as the biologic integrity of 
the fish stocks. This is probably demanding too much of 
the existing capabilities of the management system. Bio
logic management, primarily directed to achieving or 
maintaining some acceptable level of stock abundance, 
probably is as much as the existing structure can handle. 
Even that remains to be demonstrated. Economic m:Om
agement, within the multitude of U.S. economic interests 
now fishing on Georges Bank, can only divert attention 
from the primary problem and frustrate the process. 

At the moment· even biologic management is slowed by 
· the apparent assumption that all species are biologically 

equivalent and equally susceptible to standard manage
ment techniques, an assumption that is undoubtedly not 
true. Biologic distinctions important for management pur
poses have been pointed out (Adams, 1980), but such 
distinctions have not entered management thinking. To 
fail to distinguish among those species that are inherently 
variable and those that are particularly vulnerable to ex
cess fishing pressure is to fail to direct management ef
forts effectively. One such failure, in fact, has been 
apparent in New England for several years. The exces
sively fished ocean perch or redfish has been neglected 
while management effort has been directed toward the 
highly variable herring in the Gulf of Maine and the 
rather intractable groundfish of Georges Bank. Redfish 
has been seriously depleted as a result-a highly,predict
able eventuality (figure 49.2; Northeast Fisheries Center, 
1983). The biology of redfish8 tells us it should be high 
on the list of priorities for biologic management. If it had 
been agreed that biologic management were to be the 
policy, undoubtedly redfish would have received the ap
propriate attention. 

This uncertainty as to purpose contributes to the slow 
pace of management on Georges Bank. In the years since 
enactment of theMFCMA there has been minimal regu
lation for sea scallops-a "meat-count" minimum size, 
which in fact had existed earlier for U.S. and Canadian 
fishermen under the International Commission for North
west Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF). There are the same 
mesh-size, minimum-size, and closed-area regulations that 
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existed for groundfish in 1976 under ICNAF. In fact, 
management under MFCMA reinstated the preexisting 
regulations under ICNAF and, with the notable exception 
of having greatly reduced foreign fishing, has stalled at 
those minimal accomplishments. No one believes that the 
minimal scallop and groundfish regulations now in place 
will ensure the stability or viability, however defined, of 
the stocks. The managers have settled for minimal regula
tions largely in the absence of strong opposition to them 
and because of the relative ease of enforcement (although 
that also is subject · to substantial debate), rather than be
cause there is a strong conviction that they are effica
cious. For example, it is not at all clear that management 
measures will be taken if the haddock should continue 
the course of decline shown in figure 47.3. The present 
managers may choose to "wait it out," trusting that 
strong year classes, as in 1963 and 1975, once again will 
appear and support strong landings for a few years before 
another decline sets in. There may be, in fact, little else 
that they can do, considering the realities of the mixed
species fisheries on Georges Bank. Such a circumstance, 
however, can have strong political ramifications, leading 
to pressure for a congressional restructuring or abolition 
of the management councils established by MFCMA on 
the perception that the council would not "bite the bul
let" and had thus failed to do its job. 

In actuality, the job to be done is not clearly defined, a 
point that ought to be evident by now, but is not. To a 
large degree the job-to-be-done must be the result of 
subjective judgment, implying that a restructuring and 
reassignment of management authority would simply sub
stitute one set of subjective judgments for another. Such 
a substitution may not necessarily be an improvement. 

As has been pointed out elsewhere in this volume 
(chapter 41), the objective of groundfish management on 
Georges Bank in 1977 was to restore haddock stocks as 
rapidly as possible to the level prevailing prior to 1965. 
As it turned out, this objective, as meritorious as it may 
appear to be, was totally unacceptable to the New Eng
land fishing industry. Impossibly low landing limits were 
necessary to achieve that end, and effective implementa
tion of those quotas necessarily precluded, in the mixed 
trawl fishery, the full exploitation of other species. New 
.England fishermen appeared content in 1978-1983 to 
land 30-40 million pounds of haddock rather than the 
80-100 million pounds that had prevailed as the average 
catch for the 30-odd years prior to the arrival of Soviet 
fishermen in 1965. According to Hennemuth and Rock
well (chapter 41), Georges is producing more in aggregate 
for the United States and Canada in 1982 than it had 
prior to the arrival of foreign fishermen. Why then 
should fishermen put up with highly restrictive measures 
on behalf of one species when they can benefit, without 
restrictions, from a bountiful total production of a mix 
of species, their flexible capability for the harvesting of 
which they have amply demonstrated? 

The problem of defining and attaining any manage
ment goal for the fisheries of Georges Bank is primarily a 

function of the costs involved. And there are costs associ
ated with any goal. A recent NEFMC debate, for exam
ple, made the point that the cost of the existing minimal 
groundfish management regime is that the nation forgoes 
the benefits from the yield of a fully restored stock, sup
ported by a number of spawning year classes. The nation 
loses a potential harvest of fish, ran the argument, be- -
cause the council fails to take vigorous steps to return the 
haddock stock, for example, to the point where it yields 
annually 40,000 mT, instead of the present 10,000-
20,000 mT. 

To be weighed against the undeniable cost of benefits 
forgone is the cost of trying to return the stocks to the 
desirable condition that existed prior to the mid-1960s. 
We know what those costs are (New England Fishery 
Management Council, 1981). We experienced them in 
1977-1980 when the council tried to restore haddock to 
the point where the stock was composed of several 
spawning year classes, yielding a catch equal to those of 
the days before foreign fishing. The costs were real and 
substantial and, in the council's judgment, excessive 
(Apollonio, 1981). There was strong scientific documen
tation that the apparent abundance of haddock was 
based on only one strong year class and the explicit sci
entific opinion that one strong year class was insufficient 
for the future well-being of the stock. Significant seg
ments of the industry resorted to every conceivable mech
anism to avoid restraints on the catches of haddock and 
other species (New England Fishery Management Coun
cil, 1981, p. 52) intended to permit stock rebuilding 
while maintaining some sort of social and economic eq
uity. So effective were these efforts to circumvent the 
regulations that enforcement efforts were nearly fruitless 
(Dewar, 1983), and it became pointless as well as politi
cally impossible to continue. The costs in disruption of 
normal fishing patterns, uncounted discards at sea, unreli
able catch records, and the prevalence of lawlessness 
were substantial-indeed, unacceptable. The case for re
straint in catch in order to achieve the highly desirable 
end of substantially greater yield and greater catch stabil
ity is unlikely to be stronger or better documented in the 
future than it was in 1977- 1979. But that strong case 
was not sufficiently persuasive to induce the compliance 
needed for regulation to be effective. The industry could 
not be persuaded that the benefits to be attained tomor
row were worth the perceived costs of the forbearance 
necessary today, and it is not clear that the industry 
could have afforded to forbear. (Passage of MFCMA had 
produced a euphoria manifested in part by great invest
ment in new, expensive vessels at a time of soaring fuel 
costs and interest rates.) Nor did the scientific argument, 
strong as it was, convince the industry that the apparently 
abundant resource was precariously based on a single 
year class. "Even so," said the industry in effect, "we'll 
catch something else if necessary." Thus either way there 
are costs, and it is likely, fishing being the opportunistic 
business that it is, that the industry will avoid, one way 
or another, the immediate and real costs at the expense . 
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of forgoing future and uncertain benefits. Whether this is 
"right" or not has little to do with probability; avoidance 
of immediate costs is apt to be the reality in the fisheries 
and take precedence in fixing management goals. The 
fact is that neither managers nor enforcement agencies 
are in a position to decree otherwise. 

The implication of this new reality for the fisheries of 
Georges Bank would appear to be that fish stocks, under 
continuing heavy fishing pressure, will experience substan
tial variations in abundance. We can expect to see the 
kind of destabilization reported for the North Sea (Steele, 
1976, 1979; see also figure 49.3). There will be continu
ing resource crises, perpetuating acrimony and recrimina
tions, and the · tension that has existed for 200 years 
between the United States and Canada and within each 
country's industry will continue. 

If all this seems to beg the question of getting on with 
the job of management of fisheries for Georges Bank, I 
answer that it is an attempt to demonstrate the necessity 
of defining, first, what the job is. (See Anonymous, 1979, 
and Gulland, 1977, for balancing views.) It will be neces
sary, first, to identify an initial solid, objective fact upon 
which all could agree and then proceed step by logical 
step to achieving an agreed-upon management policy. 
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Figure 49.2 
Nominal catch and index of abun
dance for Gulf of Maine and 
Georges Bank redfish: light curve, 
commercial index; heavy curve, 
landings. 

Figure 49.3 
(a) Yield of the North Sea haddock 
fishery; (b) number of recruits de
termined from catches of 1-year
old fish by Scottish research ves
sels. [Jones and Hislop (1978)] 
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That unarguable, objective point of departure has eluded 
identification to date. In the current active, even impas
sioned discussions of the future of Georges Bank manage
ment, there has not been identified one quantifiable 
aspect of the fishery that has been accepted as an initial 
or focal point of discussion. This is perhaps at first glance 
astonishing; surely the haddock in figure 4 7.3 should be 
a common ground for management. And yet it is not, 
and the reason may be revealed in the landings data for 
cod (figure 47.1) and pollock (figure 49.4), which seem 
to indicate market substitution for haddock by cod and 
pollock. In fact an industry representative has asserted 
that haddock no longer occupies the same place in the 
market as during the 1950s and that annual landings as 
high as 40,000 mT are now economically inappropriate. 
Thus fishermen compensate for the decline of one species 
by redirecting their efforts to others. (The obvious ques
tion is: To what species can their effort be redirected if 
all species are heavily exploited?) 

It has been estimated by the Northeast Fisheries Center 
that more than 80% of the biomass of Georges Bank 
consists of commercially valuable species (Cohen et al., 
1982). Until the beginning of the twentieth century, that 
biomass was lightly exploited, the catch consisting very 
largely of cod (chapters 40 and 41). Subsequent to the in
troduction of otter trawling in 1905, the landings in
creased substantially and more species were exploited. 
The 1960s saw a rapid expansion of the species exploited 
and an explosion of total landings to far more than the 
estimated carrying capacity of the bank. By 1972 proba
bly all of that 80% of the biomass estimated as exploita
ble was in fact harvested (Cohen et al., 1982). This is an 
astonishing fishing effort and presents a remarkably clear 
multispecies management problem. At the moment the 
analytical capability that will allow managers to deal with 
it does not appear to exist, although scientists are well 
aware of the problem and are striving to meet the 
deficiency. 
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Figure 49.4 
Nominal catch and index of abun
dance for Scotian Shelf, Gulf of 
Maine, and Georges Bank pollock: 
light curve, spring survey index; 
heavy curve, landings. 
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As the Canaqians have made clear, effective manage
ment depends upon clearly identified objectives. Such ob
jectives are presently lacking for Georges Bank and to 
date have been distressingly elusive. The fact is that 
Georges Bank in 1982 was producing more for the U.S. 
and Canadian fisheries than it had prior to the develop
ment of foreign fishing in the mid-1960s, but that high 
production will not contribute to clarification or adop
tion of such objectives if it is interpreted as meaning that 
all is well. 

If stock protection or stock maintenance, however de
fined, is to be the primary objective, the future manage
ment of the fisheries of Georges Bank must encompass 
three basic considerations. First, what is the level of bio
mass to be maintained·for each species? The absence, in 
most if not all species, of a stock/recruitment relation 
renders this question of the "proper" biomass a subjec
tive judgment, dependent upon a variety of factors. These 
include directed versus by-catch fisheries, recreational ver
sus commercial considerations, economics, and other sim
ilarly diverse facets of the fisheries. Second, what 
regulations are appropriate and effective for maintaining 
that biomass? Third, how are these two elements-appro
priate species-specific biomasses and non-species-specific 
regulations-to be designed to accommodate the broad 
species mix typical of the Georges Bank fisheries; that is, 
how to protect, for instance, the biomass of cod while 
permitting appropriate harvesting of silver hake? Resolu
tion of this question has defied the continuing and, at 
times, intense scrutiny of the New England Fishery Man
agement Council since that body's inception. The diffi
culties in dealing with each of these basic issues have at 
least been mentioned in this discussion. There is no ob
jective, quantifiable standard for defining the appropriate 
level of biomass to be maintained. Such a definition, in 
the final analysis, will be a subjective decision by the 
managers, subject to all the uncertainties and second 
guessing inherent in subjective decisions. There are no 
regulations or combinations of such that are demonstra
bly and · unequivocally fair, enforceable, and effective for 
such purposes, even when applied to one species. The ef
fort now in progress by the New England Fishery Man
agement Council and the Northeast Fisheries Center 
(Anderson and Marchesseault, 1980; Marchessault, Muel
ler, and Strand, 1980; Marchesseault, Ruais, and Wang, 
1980) to develop a management plan for the multispecies 
fisheries of Georges Bank is a highly experimental effort, 
possibly unique in the world history of fishery manage
ment. It is a pioneering effort, but proceeding at this time 
without even the benefit of a clearly defined goal or any 
clear idea of how to achieve consensus on that goal. 

In the absence of an agreed-upon management pur
pose, we must expect the continuation of uncertainty, 
frustration, and crisis. We must expect continuation of 
the debate as to what should be done with the resources 
of Georges Bank. We must expect to live with no real 
prospect of a significant advance in effective manage
ment. It is likely that only another crisis of a magnitude 
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comparable to that precipitated by the foreign fleets of 
the 1960s and 1970s will crystallize the issue and force a 
consensus on management purposes. 

Reviewed by James F. McHugh, John L. McHugh, and 
Allen E. Peterson, Jr. 

Notes 

1. Joint ventures involve domestic and 
foreign business partners. Joint ventures 
in the New England fisheries typically· 
consist of several independently owned 
domestic draggers selling their catches 
(for example, of mackerel or squid) to 
a foreign processing vessel. 

2. "The condition of the Atlantic her
ring resource has improved significantly 
since the FMP (fishery management 
plan) was implemented in 1977. 
... The Council believes the main ob
jective of the FMP has been 
achieved ... " (Federal Register 47(188), 
28 September 1982, p. 42598). 

3. One official: "We know the stocks 
will go down; we are managing to be 
sure there will be some fishermen 
around when the stocks go back up." 

4. The New England Groundfish Man
agement Plan in 1977-1979 incorpo
rated measures intended to distribute 
fishing income throughout the year and 
to ensure that all vessel classes had 
"fair" access to the resources. The at
tempt entailed ever increasing regula
tory complexity, was never perceived 
to be fair, and was virtually 
unenforceable. 

5. In Atlantic Canada entry into the 
lobster, snow and queen crab, herring, 
scallop, Atlantic salmon, bluefin tuna, 
groundfish, mackerel, squid, swordfish, 
and capelin fisheries is limited (Weeks 
and Mazany, 1983). 

6. By "disjoint" the authors of chapter 
46 mean that U.S. and Canadian ad
ministrative and decision-making pro
cesses (as distinct from policies and 
objectives) of fisheries management are 
so dissimilar that it would be difficult 
at best for the two systems to work to
gether in cooperative fisheries manage
ment of Georges Bank. 

7. See Federal Register 47(188), 28 
September 1982, p. 42598, for a dis
cussion of the market impact on the 
herring management plan. 

8. Redfish (Sebastes marinus) is a long
lived, slow-growing, late-maturing fish 
that produces small numbers of live 
young. Its slow growth and low repro
ductive capacity make it particularly 
vulnerable to heavy fishing effort. 
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An Echo-Sounder Record from 
the Northern Edge 

Francis G. Carey 

This record was made with a 50-kHz echo 
sounder (JRC 516 with an EDO 551 recorder) 

. on the NOAA research vessel Gloria Michelle 
during the afternoon of 28 August 1982. The 
ship was running various courses just off the 
shallow part of Georges Bank in the place 
called the Northern Edge. The surface is at 
the top; the first heavy band is the bottom; 
the lower heavy band is a second bottom re
turn caused by echoes bouncing between sur
face and bottom. The distance covered is 
about 6 miles; the water depth varies from 
about 100 to 230 m. The midwater echoes, 
many of which are in irregular bands, come 
from fish and other animals, most of them 
quite small. Their multitude testifies to the 
richness of the waters on the bank. Because 
of summer's heating and for other reasons, 
there are strong density gradients between 
surface and bottom in the waters surrounding 
the shallow part of the bank at this season. 
(Where the depth is less than about 60 m, the 

water is always well mixed from top to bot
tom by the strong rotary tidal current.) The 
bands of scatterers in the upper part of the 
water column in this echogram probably result 
from various species of small planktonic ani
mals "resting" on the density surface at 
which each species is neutrally buoyant. The 
oscillations of these bands reflect internal 
waves on these density surfaces. Aggrega
tions of squid, small fish, and larger zooplank
ters probably are responsible for the dense 
spots, spikes, and diffuse bands in deeper 
water. Some of these deep bands appear to 
shoal or deepen as the bottom shoals or 
deepens, even though the bands are not very 
near the bottom. Demersal fish, such as hake, 
show as individuals on or very close to the 
bottom. 




